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CHAPT1DR I 

PART I 

THE RHETORICAL TRADITION 

Samuel TayJor Coleridge's authorial presence through

out the Bior-:ranhia Literaria is continual and engaging, a 

constant and dynamic force operative in the vmrk. This 

study proposes that we address the speaker's presence as a 

rhetorical function rather than yet another Coleridgean di

gression, as a literary convention rather than the verbosity 

of a garrulous author, as an integral part of the literary 

entity before us rather than a series of detachable frag-

ments. Such a rhetorical consideration can yield insights 

and suggest an additional dynamic for a work too long de-

c•cribed as frao·mentar:v 
i:J 0 "' 

labyrinthine, and excessively personal. 

The role of the narrator has long been explored as a 

controlling force guiding the reader's experience of fic

tional literature. Similarly, we may approach the speaker 

of non-fiction as an integral part of the fabric of his 

text. The tradition of such an approach originates in the 

realm of pragmatic classical rhetoric in \'lhich the orator's 

self-presentation assumed obvious importance in light of 

his ultimate persua~ive purpose. For Aristotle, the first 

1 
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mode of persuasion depended on the per·son.al character of 

the speaker, vlhich "may also be called the most effective 

means of persuasion he ~ossesses. nl \'lith his understand-

ing o.f audience psychology, Aristotle detailed the means 

of inspi:d.ng confidence in the speaker's good character 

and of establishing rapport with and finally control over 

one's audience.. The ethical appeal, most appropriate to 

deliberative rhetoric, dovetails with the emotional appeal: 

the speaker's self-characterization as a man of "good 

sense, good moral character, and good will, 112 reinforced 

by his appropriate language expressing "emotion and charac

ter, and • " ~ correspond[ ing] to its subject, 11 3 crea.tes a 

v!illing and empathetic disposition in the audience. To in-

duce such r~ceptivity and to arouse the audience's appro

priate feelings the skillful rhetorician must appear trust-

~orthy as ~..rell as understand the complexities of the human 

heart. Aristotle's concern with ethos, while thoroughly 

practical, in no \¥ay suge;ests the duplicity o:f a :falsely 

assumed mask or character; indeed, the image established 

by the speaker and sustained by the suggested practical 

techniques \•7as presumed to be integral vli th his person. 

Aristotle, as well as Cicero and Quintilian, :follo'.•red the 

1Aristotle, Rhetoric, trans. VJ. Rhys Roberts, ~J:.1he 
I•1odern Lib:ca:ry, bk. .l;"Chap. 2, p. 25. 

2Hhetoric l. 1. 90. 

3nhetoric 3. 7. 178. 
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tradition of Isocrates in his belief that s~nce the whole 

man must be brought to bear in the persuasive process, "it 

behooved the aspiring orator to be broadly trained in the 

liberal arts and securely grounded in good moral habits."4 

1:Phe moral bias, modified somewhat by Cicero in his admoni-

tion to the perfec·t; orator to synthesize 11 thinking and 

speaking, ethics and style,"5 achieved uncompromising im-

portance for Quintilian, v1hose "auctoritas 11 or "genuine 

\'lisdom and excellence of character" 6 becomes the first es-

sential criterion for the perfect orator. 

The rhetorical tradition, with its oral and public ori-

gins, has been diversified in modern criticism to the extent 

that Aristotle's categories of ethos and pathos have been 

transformed into dimensions of a rhetorical performance, 

that is, "the relative positions of S (the speaker) and H 

(the hearer);"? the concern for the speaker's moral charac

ter has become the disinterested study of the au~~hor' s per

sona; and the attention to the audience's receptivity has 

become a delineation of the "created," "implied, 11 or "ideal" 

4Edvmrd Corbett, Classical Rhetoric for the f"·1odern Stu
dent (Ne\1/ York: Oxford University Press, 19?1), p. 597.--

5Peter Dixon, Rhetoric (London: I•lethuen & Co. Ltd., 
1971), :p. 17. 

6corbett, Classical Rhetoric, p. 601. 

?John R. Searle, §ye~sh~~ts: An Ess~y i~ the Philos
~}(ltL...2f_.13.:?.qua_ge ( Carnbridc;e: Cambr:.tdge UnJ. vers1 ty Press, 
l.lj6C)), p. '(0. 
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reader. 8 With the withdrawal of rhetoric from the community 

foru~ to the enclosed vmrld of the literary text the goal of 

persuasion has become, rather, 11 identification 11 or associa-

tion vlith the reader. Because of the unconscious factor im-

pli.ci t in this appes_l, the 11 n0\v 11 rhetoricians suggest a rhe-

toric beyond, though inclusive of, verbalization: the auth-

or's adoptj __ on of a role, while impinging on classical rhetor-

ical devices, may also have a 11 more personalized dimension. 

. ~ . Aristotle treated rhetoric as purely verbal. But 

there are areas of ove:!.:la.p (making for a kind of 'administra

tive' rhetoric.) 11 9 ·rhun, rhetoric may no\'1 be said to in-

volve the position or stance which the author assumes toward 

his audience, or~ 11 the \·ITiter's attitude tovJard vrhat he is 

saying, tov;ard his reader, and tovmrd himself, as suggested 

by his language. 1110 In tv·lentieth-century critic ism it is 

axiomatic that "the writer's mind persists in non-fiction no 

less than fiction," 11 that the literary utterance is 

8see \'Jal ter Ong, S.J., Interfaces of the vlord: Studies 
in the Evolution of Consciousness--an~lture (Ithaca: Cor
nell un:1.versity .t'ress, 1977), part:l.cularly chap. 2, 11 The \•!ri
ter's Audience Is a Fiction 11

; and Robert DeNaria, "The Ideal 
Reader: A Critical Fiction," FI-ILA 93 (1978): LJ..63-7lt-. 

9Kenneth Burke, 11 Rhetoric--Old and New,n in New Rhetor
ics? edo Na.rtin Steinmann, Jr. (New York: Charles ScribneJ.?'fs 
sons, 1967), p. 67. 

10Richard Ohmann, 11 A I1inguistic Appraisal of Victorian 
Style, 11 in CChe Art of Victorian Prose, eds. George Levine 
and r,1illiam l'1adden (f:.Je\'1 York: Oxford University Press, 1968), 
p .. 137. 

11norman Holland, 11 Pro.se and Hinds: .'\. Psychoanalytic Ap
proach to Non-Fiction, 11 in 'l1b.e Art of Victorian Prose, p. 
31"1-. -·--- -
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11 modified by the created personality put forth in the act of 

communicating •••• The voice, like the medium, is the mes

sage.1112 In poetry, fiction, and the literary criticism 

\vhich has achieved its O\'m aesthetic, v-re may address the 

speaker's image or the "self-portrait his book presents1113 as 

a rhetor~cal strategy for engaging the reader. Aristotle's 

principle of et"!Jos, then, remains operative if redefined and 

suited to the stylistic concerns of modern criticism. 

The premise of this study, that the "I" of the Bio§Q'a

phia is Coleridge, the speaker of this v1ork v1ho se voice and 

stance alter according to his subject and in turn control 

the reader's engagement, rests on t"he critical tenet that the 

writer's presence in the literature is a formal element in 

the "-'Tork. T.:Je may ask: Hovl does Coleridge as the speaker of 

the Bio~ranhia present himself? Hhat is the rhetorical func

tion of such a self -characterization? E0\1 does the authorial 

presence accomplish the express purposes of the Biographia 

Literaria? As 1:1e shall discover, Coleridge as speaker is 

overt, vividly personal, and conscious of himself as subject 

of the 1vork and object in the eyes of the reader. While 

presenting himself to us in various roles (autobiographer, 

teacher, friend, saviour, guide, prophet, reformer), he 

calls the audience's attention to the demands and rewards of 

12walker Gibson, Persona: A St_yle Study for Readers and 
VlriteE.§!_ (Hew York: Random Bous-e,-1.""96"9), p. xi. 

l3\·/i11iam I,. Hovmrth, "Some Principles of Autobiography, 11 

Ne>.·r Li terar;z Hi§tor:v 5. (l971t-): 365. 
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our role in undertaking this i·mrk. 

That Coleridge's various encounters v1ith the reader of 

the l3iof17rapb-_iB; may function as a personal, immediate rheto

ric or as a means of conveying his philosophical and critical 

ideas is infrequently considered by scholars. Indeed, the 

personal mode of the i·lOrk, far from being viev1ed as a liter

ary device, has stimulated equally personal and non-critical 

responses. The presence of the author throughout this r..1ork 

has traditionally been regarded as ru1 intrusion, embarrass-

ment, or annoyance to the reader \·Those expectations of a 

discursive critical text are, no doubt, offeuded.14 For 

these readers the Bio?:ranhia may be 11 distasteful • • • be-

cause [it is] an exculpation, soaked in the atmosphere of 

self-defense .. "l5 Coleridge's presence is found excessive by 

some, and what one reader might view as self-disclosure ano

ther considers 11 the over-dramatizing of his misfortunes.•• 16 

His contemporaries castigated Coleridge for perpetrating 11 an 

14rt is for this reason, 11 simply because they are per
sonal, 11 that Sara Coleridge edits out Coleridge's remarks on 
Jeffrey and the Edinbu:rr:h F:evic1:t: "as those passages contain 
~onal remarks-;-rlg:nt or wrorii;, they were anomaties in my 
E'atber 's vrritin?:s. 11 11 Introduction, 11 Bi9l~~~~ia I:i teraria, 
vol.. 3 of _!:he Co.Elnlete h'orks of. 8_?-~el ~-~ylor Coleridge, ed. 
W .. G. T .. Shedd (Nevl York: Hax·per t'x. Brothers, I884), pp. 
cxix-cxxx. 

1 5stephen Potter, "On Editing Coleridge," The Booknan 
8 5 ( 19 34) : 1+ 3 5. 

16 . 
I1ax F 0 Schulz, 11 Coleridr.;e Is I Apologetic Prefaces I' II 

TS'E 11 (1961): 63 .. 
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indecent demonstration, or defense of a diseased personal

ity,"l7 a misuse of biographical criticism which persists 

today in \vr:Ltings which point to the man's 11 emotional exces

ses"18 or financial difficulties19 as somehow indices for a 

critical evaluation. This aversion to Coleridge's personal-

i ty and :.ts emergence in his 'vorks, particularly the Bi~-

phia, is partly due, I believe, to the traditionally accep

ted &'J.d only too well knovm self-image of the author, whose 

pla...~s outstripped his realization of them and whose self

analysis frequently undermined his abilities. Colericlge 's 

self-assessment in his Notebooks and Letters is more often 

than not self-castigation; often, too, his insecurity is 

balanced by encouraging reiterations of self-assurance. Un-

derstandably, then, readers often find him to be inconsistent, 

tiresome, ru1.d perpetually \'lavering between grandiosity and 

weakness. Our knovlledge of his difficult literary care,2r 

has become intertvlined v-Ii th our assessment of his \'Torks to 

the point that our disappointment is almost predetermined by 

the man's scllf·-publici ty. Consequently, descrj_ptions of 

Coleridge as 11 a dreamer rather than a doer 11 and "essentially 

1 7I·1. G. Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber: Coleridge in the Bio
E_l~'!-l?J1ia IJiteraria,u PQ 50 (1971): 209. Cooke specifies John 
Wilson's ~tsoi:Je Ooserva:tions on the 'Biographia Literaria' of 
S .. T. Coleridr;e," B1ackvvood's 2 (Oct .. , 1817): 3-18; and Haz
litt's 11 Biographia Llterarla, 11 Edin()urgh Revie'\'1 28 (August, 
181?): 1+2.8-515. 

18Gchulz, 11 Coleridge 's 'Apologetic Prefaces' , 11 p. 63. 

19J. R. De J. J'ackson, Hethod and Imar:ination in Co1e
r~,.2fie's Criticism (Carnb~idge:-'·Earvard Universi"ty Fress; 1969), 
p. 12. 
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a talker, unconcerned with &udience1120 too e.l3$ily lead to a 

dismissal of any serious artistry: "Thanks to l'-'Iorgan, 11 one 

modern critic promotes; 11 the task [of composing the Bior:;ra

pbia] v.ras c.ompleted and \·Jas on paper. 1121 I'loreover, the re

peated disappointments Coleridge e:xperienced v1ith the prog

ress of his Hork, the disc:::::epancies betl'Teen his plan for the 

J.3iogr?-J2hJ:.?: ru1d its final expression, as well as his inabil-

i ty to control its publj cation are carelessly equated \IIi th 

desultorine3s and an incapacity for craftsmru1ship. Dudley 

Bailey's defense of the revised Friend might well answer sin-

ilar charges of carelessness leveled against the Biographi~4 

r-Iaintaininc that lithe general reliance vJhich students of 

Coleridge place upon the evidence from his letters and var

ious biographical scurces" often results in "a great d.eal of 

myth, 11 Bailey concludes: 

These eccentric notions of the purpose of the work and 
equally eccentric descriptions of Coleridge's revisions 
of it seem to have derived from sources othe:r. than the 
\·mrk itself; ru1d the;:r have been kept alive by scholar
ship which has consistently based its vie· .. J!s on something 
besides thP vmrks Coleridge made public.22 

--·-··-------------
20R. liJ .. Armour and R. F .. Howes, eds .. , Coleridge the 

~Pall:::er: A Series of Contemporary Desc:r·iptions- and Comments 
"(It11ac-a:con18J.f Univers:Lty Press, -i 91m), p.--28-:---------

21Haurice Carpenter, The Indifferent Horseman: CJ.lhe Di v
ine Comedy of Samuel TaylorCoTcrTcrge----c.16ndon: Elek Books, 
r~T51f:J, P ~)07+-:-·-·- - -

22Dudlev Bailey, "Coleridge's Revisions of The Frienq," 
HP 59 ( 1961)~: 99. 
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The tendency to \'field biographical data. as a critical 

tool seems particularly tempting with autobiography because 

our emotional engagement VJ'ith the self-exposed author is an 

essential dynamic of the work. Recent autobiographical 

scholarship, hovJever, has demonstrated the richness and 

complexities of this genre which is at once art and life, 

fiction and fact. Studies such as William Earle's, Robert 

Olney's and Roy Pascal's, 23 in exposing the dimensions of 

the autobiographical act, illuminate the performance of 

the double persona vli th which the reader of autobiography 

is confronted: "Standing foremost in the autobiographer's 

strategy is the element of character (called ethos by Nor-

throp Frye) • • • which \"le must carefully distinguish • • • 

form the author himself. 11 For \vhile the author narrates his 

mm story he enacts it as a protagonist and "the artist-

d 1 t lt t 1 and • t II 24-mO ·e mus a erna e y pose pa::t.n • Coleridge, in 

choosing the autobiographical frame to convey hie philosophy 

of literature, was no·t; only relying on his characteristic 

tendency tov.;ard self-analysis, but more importantly, I be

lieve, vms employing a deliberate device by v.:rhich to involve 

his reader and express formally his long held belief in the 

23william Earle, The Autobio2raphical Consciousness: A 
Philosophical IpquirY.: into Bx~~ei:lc;e---ccb.lcago: Quadranc;le 
Books, 1972); Robert Olney, Hetanhors of Self (Princeton: 
University Press, 1972); Ro;y---:F~s·cal, Design and Truth in 
Autobiogranh~ (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19w). 

21.f .• • ., • 
\'l:tlJ_::t.am L. Howarth, 11 Some Principles of Autobiogra-

phy' It p. 365. 
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intricate relationship betvreen the subjective personal ex-

perience and metaphysical truths. 11 Seem to have made up my 

mind, 11 he 1vrote as early as 1803, "to ~~rrite my metaphysical 

works, as my Life, 8:- in ,!!1.;Y_ J_jife--intermixed \vith all the 

other events/ or history of the mind & fortunes of S. T • 
. 25 

Coleridge." Only a fe\v critics have explored Col sridc;e 's 

life-long concern Hith the intersection of the individual 

life and philosophy and its e:&'])ression in the Bio7-ranhia 
-~-·,.,.,.___, 

r,:L teraria. 

The critical tendency has been, as 11., G. Cooke remarks 

in his noteworthy departure from it, 26 to iso1ate tho argu-

ment of the B.i_ographia for explication, thus divorcing it 

from its context and form. Coleride:;e, who echoes Aristotle 

in his concept of organic form, is thouc;ht to be incapable 

of accomplishing the very principle vlhich he explicates in 

the pj.op;rapbia. Critics continue to focus on traditionally 

1'key" chapters, extracting them from the nirrelevant mass" 

and. thereby presumably solving their frustration vrith the 

]3ios_raphia'~ apparent lack of design. The question of whe

ther the autobiographical mode is inherent to the content 

has been neglected, while extensive and serious scholarship 

has been devoted to Cole:;:-idge's metaphysics, epistemology, 

critical theory, a~d practical criticism in the ~~srapr.ia. 

The _!3iop:raphia ,.;L.~ t~D..:~:-ia, of cruciB1 importance in Coleridge's 
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canon and central to an understanding of the Romantic con-

sciousness and artistry, continues to bo read inorganically 

27 by students and scholars.. The traditional, selective 

focus on Coleridge's theory of the Imagination and his elu-

cidation of \tlordmvorth' s craft, ho·v:ever valuable to the de-

velopment of his thought, nonetheless 11 carries a cost of 

impairing the full grasp of his ideas. 1128 For to deny the 

complete form of the Bior~l:~ia is to exclude its complete 

meaning. That the autobiographical narrative is focused 

(i.e. "sketches of my litera.ry life 11
), intermittent, or 11 in-· 

troductory11 should not preclude the necessary exvlication of 

its natu.re and function. 

Admittedly, the ].iop::raJ?lli.a can not easily be subsumed 

under the genre of autobiogTaphy as George Watson maintained 

in his 1956 edition, 29 and any expectation of a consistently 

penetrating focus on the personality of the autobiog:::-apher 

and his voyage through life must be disappointed. Our expec

tations of the genre, however, need not exclude our consider

ation of the author's intencied relation of his literary tczt 

to that genre. Here we might recall Coleridge's repeated 

27so much so that at the 1977 FILA convention Coleridr;e 
scholars and teachers were asked if any actually taught the 
entire Biosraphia. 

28!'1. G. Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber, 11 p. 210. 

29Georf;e Watson, "Introd\.:tetion-, 11 B~_?gr~J?hia Li ter9-ria 
(J.Jonclon: J .. f"i. Dent &~ Sons l"cd .. , 1956), p. xx. 11 He was not 
w:r.-iting an a.utobior;raphy, not even e:m account of his liter
ary lire, and any so:r:-t of biOf':I'O.phical approach to the boo}: 
is certain to be disappointed. 11 
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insistence on the forthcoming work as "the Autobiography 11 and 

the "Literm--y Life" as well as his explicit reference to the 

significanc.e of its form: 11 The Autobiography I regard as the 

main \'lork. • -·---
u30 

• • Autobiographical critic Darell !·1ansell 

viovJS the title, subtitle, dedication~ and purpose statement 

as part of the author's "rhetorical strategy .. • • [mer:.:.nt] to 

establish. E-:..1 intended genre for his vmrk. v!e make our deter

mination [of genre] on the basis of the author's declared or 

inferred intention. u3l 
• • • In light of Coleridge's intend-

ed structural use of the autobiographical narrative, and 

allm'l'ing that the Bior;::raphi~ may fail to "pass for an auto

biocs-raphy vmj_ghed, measured, and parceled up for publicc..

tion, n 32 we are still unjustified in ignoring his delibe:r.·ate 

reliance on this personal mode of eA.""p:ression. For "a study 

v1hich is meant to be inclusi"Je must accept its materials as 

they are .found and not succumb to the temptation to svmep 

confidently aside half or more of its subject matter.u33 

It is not enough, then, to find the Biographia to be a 

failed autobiography. As Cooke vias the first to assert, the 

3°li:I'o John r1. Gutch," 17 September 1815, Letter 974, 
Coll(~cted. I; etters of Samuel Taylor Col8r_i_dge, ed. Earl Les
lie Griggs, 6 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon J?ress, 1956-1977), 
4:585. 

31narell Hansell, 11 UnsettliDp- the Colonel's Hash: 
'Fact' in Autobiography," f·1LQ 3? (1976): 121-22 .. 

32cooke., "Quisque Sui Faber," p. 210. 

33~-To,:rr·e '.:!.llum"'l--:er Fnr:-1 ish t.11tobl. or"'""Dl1v• It'"' -r.Tner"'ence .~ .....,..,v" J..l. 1~.; .. c;....u.~ ' ;:::,_...;.., "_.t.. _. ..... ,.,;;;.~~::.:.-v---·-~'.:.'.::. .... ~~· ,..;. ..:.....;t~J. 1-"" .... _ ..... ' 

!.1.£:tr-:riaJ.s and li'or!I! (Bere:~eJ.ey! Un:.Lversrty oi' Ce.lifornuJ.. 
l'ress, 195:+) , p. 52. 
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self-construction "is there, and bears scrutiny. 11 34 His 

1971 study, based on the premise that the Bioy:ranhia r:war-

rants every consider~tion as a brilliantly, intricately im-

provised autobiography, at once apologia and de profundis, 
7:5 exegesis and polemic, self-description and self-discovery," 7 

explored Coleridge's ethos as a shaping force of his ideas. 

In the first part of the work Cooke finds the 11 firm coher-

ence and articulation" of Coleridge's self-characterization 

and its counterpart, the "concrete relationship \-Ji tb the 

reader." With the entrance of \vordsv.rortb, bovrever, "some

thing precious goes by the board; the very turning to Words-

worth prevents his 'proceeding' to his sole, his proper sub-

ject of the nature and function of the imagination .. 11 The 

interpretation of Wordsworth, Cooke believes, is motivated 

by retaliation, "frankly but obsessively violating Coleridge's 

principles of geniality and organicism in reading.n The 

breakdown in self-construction continues, 11 the sketchiness 

of Coleridge's formal essaying of the imagination abstract

ly duplicat[ing] the more personal autobiographical hesitan-

cies \ve see at work elsevlhere." By the "Conclusion" we see 

"not the imagination but the imager • • • in crisis," \'lith 

11 self-annibilation, not self-construction" im:ninent.36 In 

direct contrast, Richard I•Tallette, in a comparable study of ___ ., ____ _ 
7;4 
.., Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber, 11 p. 213. 

35Ibid., p. 210. 

36rbid., p. 222 passim. 



coleridge's ethos and engagement \'lith the reader, discovers 

. 1 . t II • th B . 1 . 37 Th . II 1 . t f a 11 spec:ta un:t y :tn e _2-0g,E?.£ na. ::_s communa 1. y o · 

reader and narrator". is accomplished by a 11 net\vork of meta-

phorsrr which convey two narrative voices--that of the "ap

proachable, modest writer" and the "authoritative fiery 

prophet of the imagination." I'·'Iallette concludes that Cole-

ridge en11bles the audience to progress with him to the pro

phetic stance; their shared attainment of it is "a graphic 

- 38 realization of the extraordinary powers of the imagination. 11 

The opposing conclusions which these ti-ro critics draw 

from their study of Coleridge's presence in the Biogr~hia 

exemplify a characteristic of Coleridge scholarship, the 

continued dispute over the existence of any pattern or uni t;r 

in this work. No doubt I1ary Lamb's second-hand account of 

Coleridge's mushrooming preface with its implicit suggestion 

of his lack of control ("at first the preface was not to ex-

ceed five or six pages, it has however grown into a work of 

great importance."39) as well as his ovm deprecation of "so 

immethodical a miscellany" 40 have contributed to the persis-

tent critical disappointment over its apparent formlessness. 

37rzichard r.:iallette, 11 Narrative .Technique in the Bio
graphia Li teraria," Ivll.R 70 ( 19?5) : LJ-0. 

3Bib. d 7.LI 40 . l. ·•' pp .. ? r' . pass:tm. 

39Letters of Charles Lamb, ed., E. V. Lucas, 2: 172, 
quoted lD"i/at-son-;-11 Int:r-oduction, 11 p. xiii. 

40s .. T. Colerid~e, Biogranhia Litcro.ria, ed. ,J. Shai'l
cross, 2 vols. (London: Ox:f<:>rc<:--U~s1fy fres s, 1907), 1: 
6L~. 
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George Whalley's unprecedentc:;d e:1.rgument for ·"an unfoldin[~ if 

'~-1 elusive pattern11 created_ an avenue for reevaluation. His 

work penetrated the m:vth of the Biographia as a "whimsical 
. - .. ·-

and absent-minded improvisation1142 by tracing Coleridge's 

fifteen-year development of -the concerns \1hicb finally 

achieved 11 prolonr;ed, patient~ and mature consideration11 in 

the Biogrc:~nhia. Freed from the misconception of Coleridge's 

careless composition, other scholars follO\ved the example of 
L• 3 

\'!halley's study, the s:one notable exception" r to the unexam-

ined legends. George Watson's 11 Introduction" ·l;o his 1956 

edition similarly asserted that a design of the Bio~ra~hi~~' 

however unorthodox, "does exist and demands to be under-

44 stood. 11 His tracing of the compositional histo:.ey of the 

\!Jork is a modification of ShavJcross' s earlier reconstruc-

tion: both men find that the 11 Autobiop;rapbia Literaria11 of 

Ju1y, 1815, originally a preface to Bib:vlline IJeaves, final-

ly came to demand its own preface \vhich, in turn, "outgrew 

its proposed limits a..">"ld was incorporated into the vrhole 

uork. u4 5 Yet while Shawcross finds the Bioo:ra:oi1ia of 

41George vrnalley, 11 The Integrity of the Bior:ra~~J-t
eraria," Essays and Studies 6 (London: John l-1urray, l<;;J53), 
p. 88. --

42Ibid., p. 92. 
43watson, "Introduction, 11 p .. xiv. 

4'+Ib.-ld.c. 

L~5J. Sha\vcross, "Introduction, 11 p_i_?E~'.~.:ch.ia __ ~~ tE]_ra~~:...~ 1: 
}v 0 '"'8 al~n i,fa+·r:<on D "'~l·V ""'Ud .L"-1"'.,-,l· e'l ·..,,...,, >'o'~"'--1 H ,\ ,-''ill ~• i:)t:; ""'u. lJ;:J 't•..t1o.. c.:. L.i....to~. ~.J. ... <..t...-.. ... -.. ...... tS'""'-"J .tt.v ........... l-

posi tional History of the Bio~~!'ephia Li terario.., 11 Stud.j.e::> J:!?: 
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trmiscellant:ous character11 and disjointed, Watson believes 

11its greatest originality to be its design 11 and effecting a 

1 · l C 1 · d · t· 111
1-6 mh 1 t th f th 11 pecu J..ar_y o er1 13ean un1 y. 1 e a er eory o e 

composition of the Bior..:ra12_pia, originally projected by E. IJ. 

Gr·iggs, supported by George Vfb.alley, and D0\'1' substantiated 

by Daniel Iviark Fogel, holds that the present work \·las an ex

tension of a preface to the projected Sibylline Leaves. By 

the 2"9th of July, 1815, it is believed tha·t; this preface con-

sisted of Chapter I through V and XIV through XXII of the 

Biozranhia. In August Coleridge expanded "ten to t\·relve ___ ,_,., 

manuscript pages of metaphysics,'' revising Chapters IV c:.nd V, 

and writing Chapters VI through XIII. By September 17th 

Coleridge 1 s conception of the \.vork had changed: 11 it is no 

longer subordinate to the book of poems to which there was 

to be a preface. It is noi.v the more important work and a 

book in its ovm right. u 4 '7 l~'inally, in early 1817 Coleridge 

inserted "Satyrane's Letters" and the critique of Bertram, 

wrote the 11 Conclusion, 11 and possibly padded the last tvro

''8 thirds of Chapter XXII.~ This theory of composition, sub-

stantiated by Coleridge's letters and notebook entries, sug

gests that the critique of Wordsworth and the first three 
----·-------
Biblio~ranhy 30 (Charlottesville: University Press of Vir
g:Gl.Ta;-i 97rtf, pp. 219-3Lf-. 

4·6shawcross, p. xlv and Watson, p. xix. 

4·7Fogel, "A Compositional History," p. 221. 

Lf-S_b. d ~22 
.i 1. • ' p. c:_ .• 
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chapter of Volume I were written first with the philosophi

cal sections (or the first half of the Bio~rauhia) added 

later. By implication, then, Shav1cross' s charge that the 

"metaphysical disquisition" is not directly applied to the 

criticism of itJordsvvorthlJ..9 appears unfounded.; evidently Cole

ridge felt bound to substantiate his assessment of \'lords-

worth 1 s theory and poetry v.rith a philosophical inquiry of 

the 11 nature and function of the imagination. n Our knov1ledge 

of Coleridge's composition of most of the Bioq:rauhia, a 

"Work per se, u50 in three and a half months in 1815 ansv1ers 

the charges of his incapacity,5l carelessness~ and 111 ludi

crous dilatoriness'. 11 52 Fogel convincingly argues for Cole·-

ridge's productiveness, describing hfs composition as "an 

astounding feat of concentration and energy • • • an extra

ordinary effoi·t of vvill and intellect. 11 53 That ColoJ:idge' s 

I+ C) 
~sha\·Tcross, "Introduction, 11 p. lxxv. 

50t:To John H. Gutch," 17 September 1815, Letter 97LJ.., 
;Letters 4-: 585. 

51nis daughter believed that "his enerr;::ies for re901lar 
composition were desertins him •••• But for the failure of 
his powers, he mip;ht have recast what he had already ·v1ri tten, 
and given it sucb shape and proportions, as v;ould have made 
it seem suitable to the work in 1,1hich he \·ras enr-;aged, 11 p. 
XXllJ.. Jackson finds the completion of this 11 occasional" 
criticism to be an 11 accident, 11 p. 1. 

52Arthur Quiller-Couch quoted in Fogel, "A Composition
al History, 11 p. 233. 

53Fogel, 11 A Compositional History," p. 233. 
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method of composition v1as purposeful does not, hoirrever, au

tomatically dispel the criticism of the '\'lork 1 s disunity. 

The outstanding scholarship of such critics as Gordon 

McKenzie, Alice Snyder, J. A. Appleyard and I. A. Richards 

has succeeded in explicating the philosophical principles 

underlying Coleridge's literary criticism and, by applica-

, . . 54 tion, the central argument of tne BJ-?gra£hl~. Stenmino· :::> 

from their conviction that Coleridge was a serious philos

opher, their \vork is devoted to an expose of the logical and 

intricate relationships between his metaphysics and aesthet

ics. In their search for intellectual cohesion they tlli:n to 

key concepts sustained and developed throughout Coleridge's 

career 1vhich serve as vantage points from which to vie\·1 the 

argument of the Bio0raphia, whether it be his theory of or

ganic unity, of t.he reconciliation of opposites, or of the 

principle of method. The resul·t; of their studies is our in-

creased a·wareness of Coleridge's life-long devotion to and 

refinement of essential and intersecting concepts; the Bio-

zr'!£.l:J.i.a may be viev1ed as a crucial point of expression aJ.ong 

the line of development. Their discovery of the unity vrith-

in Colerid~e's life-long philosophy, then, elucidates the 

5lt-Alice D. Snyder, The Critical Principle of the Recon
ci~~-~i~..£n of _Qpposit~s- as Ern.)loye_d b;y Coleridp:e (Ann Arbor: 
Unl ve:r:si ty of i·lic~igan, 1918. ; J. A,. Appleyard, Coleridge t s 
£J.lilo:::>o_:egy_ ~- J.Ji._ter~.:~u~~ (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1)65); Gordon HcKenzie, Orr;anic Unity in Coleridr;e 
(Berkeley: Uni ver·si ty of Califorii1a Frc s·s ~-1 <J:f9T;-i-:--.A.-:
Eichards, Coleridr~e on Irna['\ination (Bloo:oinp;ton: Indiana 
Uni vers:i.ty-Fr-ess--,-··l·Z]E:.,"o'):-- ---·----·- . 
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logical coherence 1:1ithin the Biographia a.TJ.d his criticism 

is seen as securely founded in his philosophy. By irnplica-

tion, hov;ever, the s~ud.ent of Coleridge may believe that the 

BioGraphia cannot be read singly without the illumination -
and comparison of his other texts and, as mentioned earlier, 

the explication of the argument depends on its isolation from 

the form of the Biographia. 
~-~.__......_~-

Less comprehensive and ambitious studies have confined 

themselves solely to the Biographia, discovering Coleridge's 

fulfillment of purpose and exploring his rheto:r:ical methods. 

The studies of L:J'!ln I1erle Grovl, James Barcus, and I•Iary l'1cGoo·-

han Price share the conviction of the Bi~.aphia 1 s unity, 

arguing that 11 thematically as ,.;ell as structurally it fo:e:x~s 

5r.; a coherent expression." ... Hhile these studies recognize the 

role of the personal narration, their common conclusion is 

that at best it functions pragmatically in order to secure 

our good \'lill56 and to "provide a concrete grounding for his 
r-7 

often abstruse phil.osophicc..:.l arguments."J The peculiar 

po'.ver and philosophical implieations of the authorial 
----~--

5S.. '1 G mb P C't 1 f C' } r.l 1 " '1 • d ...-J..,. 1' • rovr ~ ·.•: .e rose .,) ;r e o · oamue _Lay or vO..~.f~rJ_ r~e 

(Salzburf!:: Universitat Sulzb1.trg~-rg-r('6)-;··-p:-136; James· Ed.wa~ 
Barcus, tiThe Horrogenei ty of Structu:r;e and Idea in Coleridr;e 1 s 
Bio!='::ranhia Li teraria, Philosouhical Lectures, and Aids to ______ _,._,._ • -~--·---v- --··-·'·_ .. ____ ---·---~·-·-- ----.-
ReflectiOn (Fh.D. Llssertation, University of Pennsylvanla, 
19-68-r;·-rrary HcGoohan Price, nThe Genesis, Eeception and Form 
of Coleridr~e's Bior::rapbia Literaria (F'h.D. Dissertation, 
Loyola Uni i!ersH;y -or-chTca§;o;··-F~69J. 

56Price, "The GenesiG, I{eception and Form,'' p. 185. 

57Gr01...r, The }-':r·ose 8_~1!]::...~<2!. f:;Gr:11J.e_:1:__J:·a:y:~_r CC2._l~ricio-~, p. 
136. 
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presence are not suggested in these studies; indeed, there 
; 

is no inductive ru1d complete eA~ose of the speru{er's posi-

tion in the Biogranhia. 
---------.;.~.--

The stimulus for this study is shared by a few Cole-

ridge scholars \•Jho sense a dynam.ic operating in the 1·10rk 

\vhich infuses and supports Coleridge's argumentative purpose. 

ColeridGe's personal rhetoric infuses his text, whether it 

be in the form of autobiography, argument~ or critical ap-

plication, and creates an 8Xplici t and po'iiverful bond vli th 

the reader v,rhich functions thematically. The intimate char-

acter of this bond is initially established in the openine.: 

autobio;::;I·aphicaJ. section of the Bior:;ranhia 111here Coleridge's 

recollection of his youthful self is offered for t1:e reader 1 s 

benefit. But the shared membership of author and reader in 

a literary fellowship is confirmed an•l elaborated through cut 

the Big_g_raphiC?;: 1'lith Coleridge's continuing delinGation of 

his principles of criticism. Just as the autobiography is 

presented as a vicarious experiential basis for Coleridge's 

principles, so too can his refutation of associationism, his 

theory of the Imagination, and. his revision of Wordsworth's 

theories be vic\ved as an authorial legacy to his young rea-

der. For the Coleridge reader, the young man of genius, is 

groomed to carry Coleridge's vision of genial criticism 

.founded upon the Imagination into the futu:r·e; the reader's 

participation in the E:.:.i:._<?..~~ranhi~ constitutes his membership 

in th.is elite fello';JGhip and provides a training ground for 
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the development of his mature genius. 'I'he direction of the 

Bio~~~hi~ is far from reflexive or solipsistic: Colerid~e's --
concern is beyond himself, directed toward the reader whose 

role is that of beneficiary of a criticism marked not only 

by its philosophical foundation, but also by its humanitar-

ian approach. 'I'hus ~ Coleridge • s vivid rhetorical presence 

before his reader, whether in the role oi' autobiographer, 

teacher, or prophet, serves an organic fQ~ction in the Bio

.r;ra_:Rhia Literaria. 



CHAPTER I 

PART II 

BIOGRAPHY: A PARALLEI.~ STUDY 

vlhen a man is attemptins to describe another's charac
ter, be may be rirsht or he may be ''lrong--but in one 
thing he \vill al\vays succeed, in describing himself. 
If be express simple approbation, he praises from a 
consciousness of possession--If he approve vi~ th ad
miration from a consciousness of deficiency.58 

The difference bct\veen writing a biography and one • s 

autobiography is, admittedly, great. \Vhile the former sub

ject is essentially defined, separate from the author, and 

completed, the latter is unfinished, insepa-rable, and may be 

continuously elusive in the very act of composition. None-

theless, an examination of Coleridge's life-long concern 

with biography does, as he suggests in this quote from his 

young adulthood, reveal significant parallels with his equal-

ly continuous habit of self-discovery, a tendency which found 

its form in autobiography. That for Coleridge the t\'IO ap

proaches 'l.vere closely linked is not surprising; the word 

11 autobiography11 did not achieve its own se:paratG linguistic 

form until the beginning of the nineteenth century.59 

5~rotebooks 1 (1796-97): 74. 

59The Conroact Edition of The Oxford. ?.n:dish Dictionary. 
This earTies·f").'or1TI;-i 1 sii'\~ob:r.o~:r.'[.;.pny ,"11 "is attr1buted to Sou·Lh
ey in 1809. s. v. 11 e.utobiography." 

22 
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Frequently linking the two, Coleridge consicl:ered them com

parable endeavors and studies, both as a rhetorical means 

to engage an audience and. as fitting pursuits for a serious 

student of the Humanities. 60 His frequent biographical plans 

and tbe biographical sketches in The Friend reveal charac-

teristic approaches and principles which will also be appar-

ent in the )l~_ographia. For example, his s·liress on the reve

lation of a "comprehensive truthu rather than factual minu-

tiae is integral VJith his principle of orgc>...nic unity. Also, 

he emphasizes the interior history of the mind over external 

events; the biography of a man of genius can render that indi-

vidual genius eternal e..nd in effect, defeat the fixed divi-

sions of time. Finally, his vivid authorial presence as a 

biographer, which elicits the reader's participation and con-

firms h:ts responsibilities, contributes to the fulfillment 

of Coleridge's purpose. 

For virtually every year from 1794- to 1822 Coleridge con

sidered and occasionally accomplished a I'JOrk of biography. 

From his Notebooks, Letters, and lectures vre are able to 

trace repeated concerns which, when viewed in light of his 

more eA~licit and thorough statements in The Friend, reveal 

a thoughtful and consistent theory of biography. 

Coleridge was attracted to men of genius, men v1hosc 

60see "To William Godvrin, 11 13 October 1800, Letter 358, 
Letters 1: 636 1:lhere Coleridr;e advises, 11

• • • you have not 
re-D.denour,h of Travels, Voyages, t~ Biography--especially, of 
Hen's 1~ives of ther:1selves ..... 11 
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perr3onal and public lives were reconciled and mutually stim

ulating, v-.rhose great vmrks reflected their i.ntegrity of 

character. In keeping vlith his belief in the "impossibility 

of any man's being the good Poet without being first a good 

man, 1161 Coleridc;e's most comprehensive studies invariably 

v.rere to include biography. Any sort of literary history 

rnad.e use of this approach: his first such plan, in 1794, 

liiJ:'litations of the !·Iode:cn Latin Poets" would be accomptmied 

b;;r "an Essay Biog[ raphical] &: Cri t[ ical] on the Rest[ ora

tion] of r,i t[ erature] • u 62 Similarly, in 1803 he proposed 

the "Bibliotheca Britannica or an History of British Liter-

ature, bibliographical, biographical, and critical." The 

first half of this history vJas structured around 11 great 

single names," the second half, a history of the genres of 

"poetry and romances, everyv.rhere interspersed \vi th biogra

phy •••• u 63 In 1816 he proposed a: 

fortnightly or monthly letter to my Literary Friends 
.. • • concerning the re?...l state and value of the Ger
man Literature from Gellert and Klopstock to the pres
ent Year. • • • After these [histori.c.al letters] I 
propose to take .each great name by itself, beginning 
\·li. th Klopstock, &. attaching a short biographical 
Sketch to each.64 

61Notebooks 1 (November-January 1802): 1057. 

62Notebooks 1 (1796): 161. cf. "To George Coleridge, 11 

30 Narch ""179~·-;-Letter L!-4, Letters 1: 77n. 

6 3nTo Robert Southey, 11 July 1803, IJetter 507, Letters 
2: 66L~. 

GLJ. 11 To Thomas Boosey," 31 August 1816., J.1etter 1023, 
Letters '+: 66L~ .. - .... -'"'_ 
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Similr..trly, in his proposf'd and \'Jidel;y- inclusive philo

sophical studies biography figured prominently. His 1817 

prospectus for the 0..szcl<?_1?~_9-ia I·1e_:t:r:o.EEli·t9£8,; exoresses 

his identification of history \vi th bio:.;raphy. 'rhe second of 

four divisions vms "Biographical or Historical"; specific-

ally, th<~ "Historical pa:t."t '\vill be found • • • in Biograph;>' 

and the interspersed Preliminaries"65 designed to 11 teach the 

same truths by example, that have been evolved."66 The 1818-

1819 Philosophical Lectures, 11 Historical and Biographicals 

on the Rise and Progress, the Changes and Fortunes, of 

Philosophy, from Tales and Pythagoras to the Present '.I:imes," 

consistently.employ biography 11 of the most elevated t;en:Lus, 

or of the most singular character," for the "instances and 

illustrations" which it affords history.67 Finally, in his 

repeated and varying outlines of the I!Ol7-..2£:.£:E..t±!:...C: (which vmc 

also to include fragments of autobiography) Cclcridgc plP~ned 

the fot"Lrth treatise to be a merging of biography and phj.J.os

ophy. While in 1814 "Spinozism \vith a IJife of J3. Spinoza1168 

was his sole topic, by 1815 it had expanded to include "the 

6 511 To Thomas Curtis," 22 11ay 1817, Lett-er 1058, Letters 
4: 734. 

66"To Robert Southey, 11 28 April 1817, Letter l05L~, Let
~ 4: ?24·n. 

67The Philosonhical Lectures of Sa.muel i 1ay1or Colerid~e, 
ed. Kathleen -coourn-nrewYork: Philosophical Library;-Ync.-;-
194-9), pp. 66, 6?. 

68 "To Daniel Stuart, 11 12 September 181'+-, Letter 951, 
J_Jetters 3: 533. 
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Nystics and Pantheists, \vith the Lives of Giordano Bruno, 

Jacob Behmen, George Fox, and Benedict Spinoza, with an anal

ysis of their systems. 1169 

The integration of biography trlith such histories of 

literature and philosophy suggests that for Coleridge bio-

graphy served at least two purposes: it concretized and il

lustrated general principles and truths; and, conversely, it 

was the proper groundwork for an historical study, for the 

character of the man of genius was the basic, vital founda

tion of v1hat finally became our history, philosophy, or lit-

erature. Coleridge's consistent focus throughout all his 

biographical endeavors ;,.;as on character, not deeds, for he 

believed the former to be essential and revelatory of the 

individual's genius. He found, in reading the Nedi~!!tiogs 

_9_:f.J'1ars:us Aurel_~us, "the sum of my remark on the--not what 

has he done, but what is he? 11 70 His Philosophical Lectures 

of 1818-1819, as \'!ell as his numerous plans for individual 

biographies, reveal this repeated emphasis on "character11 or 

the 11 grounds of genius" as primary, vri th the accomplishments 

of the individual relegated to a secondary importance. A 

journal entry of 1804 concerning So~they exemplifies Coler

idge's concerted effort to preserve this crucial distinction 

69 11 To Daniel Stuart, 11 7 October 1815, Letter 977, Let
ters '-1-: 592; cf. "To Jo:b..n l'1ay," 27 September 1815, Letter
~~~ Letters 4: 589-90. 

7°r'iotebooks 2 (Nay 180LJ-): 2077. 

71Noteb~oks 1 (January 1804): 1815. 
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between character and action: 

The character of Australis a striking Illustration of 
the Basis of Morals •••• All this Australis does, & 
if all Goodness consists in definite, observable-(',;. 
rememberable Actions, Australis is only not [sicJ per
fect, his goocC7~ctl0ns so many, his unad[mirable] ones 
so fe'd, e" (with one or tuo excep·tions) so venial. But 
nov! v1hat IS Australis?71 

The distinction can be elusive. After a lengthy explanation 

of v1hat Southey 11 is NOT, n Coleridge ansi'rers his ONn question 

in a single sentence, reverting to metaphor in his attempt 

to understand his attraction to this man \vhose goodness vms 

cold and strangely insensitive: "He is a clear handsome 

piece of ~>later in a Park, moved from vlithout--or at best, 

a smooth stream \vi th one current, s~ tideless, (;c of which 

you can only avail yourself to one purpose. 11 \tlithout the 

illumination of the essential identity of the subject Coler-

idge feared that .exclusive attention to an individual's 

deeds would render a partial portrait. In The Friend, which 

includes his most sustained biographical \tlork, Coleridge cau-

tions against "huge volumes of biographical minutiae, which 

render the real character almost invisible, like clouds of 
r72 dust on a portrait •••• 11 Deeds or accomplishments were 

not to be "'!Xcised from biograph;)-', but were to illustrate the 

individuals' "general character11 (357); the externals of a 

life were, for Colerid~e, subordinate to the interior history 

------------
72The Friend ed., Barbara l?.ool:::e, 2 vols. (London: 

Routled[;-e t: Keg an' Paul, 1969) 1: 356. All further references 
to Vol. 1 appear in the text. 
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of the mind. 

To complete this exposition of Coleridge's approach to 

biography we may nov-1 focus some,,•hat exclusively on his 1818 

Hifacciamento of Th_~_J'riend, where his most explicit and 

comprehensive explanations occur ?.Jld v11herc biography func-

tions as a means for accomplishing the structural and them

atic organicism of the \vork .. 73 The purpose of The Friend, 

11 to refer men to PRIIICIPIJES in all things, in Literature, in 

the li'ine Arts, in I"1orals, in J..1egislation, in Religion, 11 71~- is 

in part fulfilled through biography \vhich "furnish[es] ample 

proof 1
' (417) of the presence of genius throughout the ages. 

For GJleridge, then, biography is teleolot,;ical. Conscious 

of the biographer's editorial powers and the meanness of a 

urnerc fact, 11 Coleridge chose to present the particulars of 

a life in "the light of some comprehe:asive truth" (358), 

thereby effecting an organic unity. Furthermore, as the in-

cidents or snecifics of a life are used by };he biographer 

for a greater end, the delin0ation of the individual's gen-

ius, so in turn is this biograph;;l of a genius used to fulfill 

the purpose of the work as a \'Thole, 11 to dravJ the attention 

of my councrymen • • • from expedients and short-sighted 

73The addition of the 11 Landin~-Places" to this later 
edition points to the structural role of biography. Other 
additions include the Extract from North's JSxamen and the 
introductory m1d final sections in the sketch of-Sir Alex
ander Ball. ~1he biographical sketches of ~~rasmus, Voltaire, 
I,uther and Housseau. and the short essay, 11 Bior:;raphy," con-
t .! • • • "' th 1 ooc 10 . ~ t t:; a.1n mlnor revlslons o:L e . u )·- .~ ve::-sJ_on, ou arc, mas--
importantly, re-positioned in the 11 ].:..andin:;-l'laces. 11 

'7' +The Friend 2: 13· cf. 1: 19. ---------- . ' 
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tho' quick-sighted Expedience, to that grand Algebra of our 

moral natu..re, Principle & Principles. "75 1'his dual subor-

dination of the part to the v1hole is rhetorically equivalent 

to the goal of The Friend--in effect, the redirection and 

consequent enlare;ement of the reader's vision from the im-

mediate and partial to_tb.e eternal and comprehensive; the 

realm of the UnJ.erstanding, which deals 'I;Ti th the phenomena 

of experience is subsumed by the realm of' Reason, i>Jhich 

takes for its objects "the Universal, the Eternal, the 

:Neeessary" (156). 

\vi th regard to the biofl;raphical essays Coleridge quite 

judiciously, I believe, claimed a structural organicism fo:::-

his work: 11 Each Essay will, he believes, be found compleat 

in itself, yet an organic part of the v;hole considered in 

one disquisitioa 1
t (150). Horeover, this claim occurs in the 

first of three 11 Landing-Places," each of Nhich treats biogra

phy. Biography is confined to these intervals of amusement ... 

retrospect, and preparation, metaphorical landing-places 

vJhich "relieved at \vell proportioned intervals • • • the mag

nificent staircase" (148). The ascent of the staircase is 

a striking metaphor for the reader •·s e:A"})erience of this or

ganic i•lOrk; a process in time, the experience is cumulative, 

with each ne\'l stage incorporating the former, our climb r.-e

lieved by three landinr::;-places \"There we pause to consider ou.r 

----------
75"To Georp;e Coleridge, 11 18 April 1809, Letter 758, 

~te.E.§_ 3: 197 .. -~ 
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nei:v perspective. Each landing-place is a moment of rest and 

preparation, of synthesis and vision, a balance between the 

past accomplishment and the future ascent. Yet each also 

offers a different and distinct perspective. The first 

landing-place, with its essays on 3rasmus, Voltaire, Luther, 

and Iiousseau and closing v>Ti th his distinction betvwen Under

standing and Heason, he imagined as adorned t,'/"ith 11 a fev: 

plants, of somev:hat gayer petals and a livelier green, thougb. 

like the GerB.J.""lium tribe of a sober character in the \vhole 

physiognomy and odor. • II • • Tho second landing-place, in-

eluding Coleridge's essay on Biography and the extract from 

Ror;er North's Ex~~, as well as the lighter fables EL'ld na

ture descriptions, looked out on "an extensive prospect 

through the stately windoiv \vith its side panes of rich blues 

and saturated a.11ber or orange tints. 11 :s'inally, the third snd 

"highest, 11 vJhich affords us a vieiv of '1tbe 'r:hole spiral as

cent with the marbled pavement of the great hall from \vhich 

it seemed to spring up as if it merely used the ground on 

which it rest ea., 11 closes the \vork vvi th Coleridge's biograph

ical tribute to Sir Alexander Ball. As Coleridge suggested, 

there is 11 no difficulty in translating these forms of the 

outward senses into their intellectual analogies •••• " 

In a sense it seems almost a tautological observation 

that the men of genius Coleridse chose as biosraphical sub

jects exemplify an harmonious ba.la...'1ce of heart and mind, in

tellir;ence and morality, private judr:-;ement and public spi:r·

it, for the essential characteristic of genius for Coleridge 
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is a high degree of the imaginative pCI'Jer. Hen of genius, 

he \vrites in the J3ior.:r~ia, 11rest content between thought 

and reality, as it were in an intermundiurn of \'lhich their 

o"<m living spirit supplies the ~t~.st..9n~, and their imagin

ation the ever-varying form.. • • • u76 ~~le have noted Cole

ridge's focus on the history of the individual mind, '<'That 

he calls the "interior history (the history of Nan), 11 but 

he is likev!ise concerned in biography with the 11 harmonious 

Counterpax·t • • • the History of men." Together they form 

11 a complete whole • • • consisting of tvro correspondent 

\'lorlds, as it \'Jere, co-relative· and mutually potenziating, 

yot each integral and self-subsistent--. • • • 11 77 Noreover, 

the man of genius accomplishes this reciprocity and correla-

tion: his individual life is 11 o.f necessity'1 a reflection of 

the historical Age he is born into, yet his genius lies in 

~is surpassing of his Age, his altering of it, and his af-

fecting a future history. For Coleridge this dynamic and 

richly paradoxical tension betv;een the man of genius and 

his age was a crucial biographical question; his repeated 

consideration of it makes it tantamount to his first prin-

ciple of biography. 

In the Bibliotpeca Britannica of 1803 Coleridge's ap-

proach \vas to treat biography as a facet of a wider, histori

cal context,. his object to delineate the representative 
-----·------~-·~--· 

77 "r.:f.lo Thomas Allsop, 11 8 Aur;ust 1820, Letter 124-5, Le~
ter~ 5· 06 -...::::. . ./ . 
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characteristics of the li terar;yr works as \V'ell as their u.r.iq_ue 

quality: "vlhat o.f these belong to the Arse--what to the au

thor quasi neculilun. u78 But his exploration of this inter-______ ___... ____ _ 
relation pervaded his treatment of individuals as well. 

Fascinated by "Revolutionary r-1inds, u79 men "vrho in states 

or in the.mind of Nan had produced great revolutions, the 

effects of which still remain, & are, more or less distant, 

causes of the present state of the Horld, 118° Coleridge 

planned his first biography, "a Life of Lessing--& inter

weaved with it a true state of German Literature, in it's 

[sic] rise & present state. 11 The biography \•J!l.S to be on ex-

ploration of the "controversies, religious & literary, vlhich 

they [his works] occasioned. n 81 His purpose in 1'li'i ting a 

life of Chaucer viOu1d be, be wrote in 1803~ 11 to make th8 

Poet explain his Age, and to make the Age both explain the 

Poet, & evince the superiority of the Poet· over his age." 82 

Throughout his many literary lectures this delineation of 

the man of genius's simultaneous rootedness in and surpass

ing of his history is repeatedly addressed.. It is, of course, 

7811 To Robert Southey, 11 July 1803, Letter 507, I1etters 
2: 956. 

79No_tebooks 1 (November, 1803): 16Lt-6. 

80nTo \·lilliam Godwin' II 26 r~arch 1811' Letter 818' Let
ters 3: 31Lf ... -
ters -·---

8111To Thomas Poole, 11 4 January 1799, Letter 269, Let-
1: 1+55. 
8211 '}10 vli1lia.m Godwin' II 10 June 1803, Letter 505' ]~et

~.!'E 2: 951. 
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hiS most frequent approach to Shakespeare and became, I be

lieve, the essence of what he called a "Philosophical Anal

ysis of the Genius a~1d Works 1183 of his long list of literary 

giants. He \vished to "contra-distinguish" these men from 

one another and from their age," to determine i·..rhat of his 

[Shakespeare's] merits and defects belong to his age, as 

being found in contemporaries of Genius, what belong to him

self. u 8 '+ r•Iany men of genius, because of their greater vi-

sion, \•lere in opposition to their age; later in his life 

this apparently characteristic resistance of the public to 

their contemporary genius became an increasingly strong mo

tif in Coleridge's exploration of this relationship. In 

1821 he \';rote, "I have often thought of \'lriting a work to 

be entitled ••• Vindication of Great I11en unjustly branded.; 

and at such times the names prominent to rny mind's eye have 

been Giordano Bruno, Jacob Behmen, Benedict Spinoza, and 

Emanuel S\vedenborg.n 85 The same names figured in earlier 

biographical plans, but in light of an exploratory rather 

than a defensive purpose. 

This biographical principle, \vhich remained a convic

tion throughout his life, was utilized in the 1809-10 Friend 

83 "To Thomas Allsop," 30 I•1arch 1820, Letter 1228, Let-
ters 5: 26. -

84"To H1.1r.1phry Davy," 9 September 180?, Letter 656, J...~et
ters 5: 136n. -

8511 To c. A. Tulk," 12 li'ebruary 1821, Let-t;er 1260, Let
~ 5: 136n. 
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and further refined in the Rifacciamento in "SJ;:etches of the 

Life of Sir Alexander Ball 11 and in the essays which compare 

Erasmus and Voltaire and Luther and Rousseau .for their 11 Sim

ilaJ." effects on their different ages." For Coleridge, 11 men 

oi great and stirring po•,:;ers, i·lho are destined to mould the 

age in ilhich they are born, must first mould 'themselves 

upon it 11 (130), their lives culminating in 11 e:f'fects extend.ecl 

over Europe" (132) and invariably creating our present his-

tory. This reciprocal cause and effect relationship is, 

Coleridge stresses, inherent in the very definition of gen-

ius, since 11 every Nan of Genius • • • must of necessity 

reflect the age in the first instance, tho' as .far as he is 

a man of Genius, he v1ill doubtless be himself reflected by 

it reciprocally.n86 

The unbroken. line of continuity from the past to the 

future, embodied in the men i·Jhose influence is sti11 felt 

by the reader, is metaphorically expressed in his opening 

essay in the 11 First Landing-Place." Coleridge describes our 

experience of music: 

Each present movement bringing back, as it ~rere, and 
embodying the spirit of some melody that had gone be
fore, anticipates and seems trying to overtake some
thing that is to come: and the musician has reached the 
summit of his art, \vhen having thus modified the Pres
ent by the Past, he at the sane time l"leds "the Past in 
the Present to some prepared and corresponsive Future .. 
The auditor's thoughts and feelings rnove under the same 
influence: retrospection blends ivi th antieipa-l;ion, and 
Hope and r1emory ••• become one pO\fer with a double 
aspect (130). 

--~-----·-----

86u~o Thomas Allsop, 11 8 April 1820, Le-tter 1229, Let
~ 5: 33. 
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The analog;y is behveen music and biography, or perhaps more 

inclusively, between music and literature. The simultaneity 

of past, present, and future which is our experience of mu

sic (we hold, as it v,rere, the established theme in our minds 

v1hile anticipating its return and alteration) can also be 

effected by the bior;rapher v1ho revivifies the inaccessible, 

11 deacl 11 past, transposing it through lang;uage into the read-

er's imoediate present. Biography as an art .form, and par

ticularly \•;hat we may call Coleridgea.."'l biography "lith its 

stress on a comprehensive truth rather than literal facts, 

effects a corresponding defeat over the divisions of time: 

the biographer·• s po\·mr lies in his ability to transpose the 

inaccessible past into the reader's immediate present just o.s 

the greatness of men of r;enius, Nh:i.le nurtured in a particu-

lar age, lies in their vision and accomplishments \'rhich sur-

passed their time. 

A final aspect of Coleridge 1 s biographical 1.vork calls 

for our consideration in light of the Bioc-~~' that is, 

the relation between Coleridge as biogra-pher and his audi-

ence. The imposition of the biographical subject between 

the speaker and his reader afforded Coleridge sufficient 

distance and latitud.e for, paradoxically, a highly personal 

and empathetic stance tm~·ard his individual subject and his 

audience.. We have explored Coleridge's attraction toward 

his subjects; his belief that the biographer's "admiration" 

bespeaks his "consciousness of d.eficienc;y 1
'
87 seems aptly 

-·--··~-----------
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fulfilled in his praise of Ball's thoroughly self-generated 

and self-executed accomplishments: 

I1uck rave him nothing: in her most generous moods, 
she oiirY-\·Jorked \'lith him as v:Tith a friend, not for 
him as for a fondling; but more often she simply 
stood neuter and suffered him to vrork for himself .. 
AH! hmv cou~d I be other\•lise than affected ••• (533). 

But a study applying Coleridge's theory of the self-descrip

tion implicit in biography remains for the psycho-biogra

pher (as does an ansvrer to the unavoidable question of why 

so fevJ of these numerous biographical plans failed to 

materialize). \ihat we may address here is Coleridge's 

personal engagement of his audience, particularly in light 

of the dual purpose of biography as· a moral exemplum and 

as entertainment. 

Coleridge has frequently been charged "Ti th disregard 

of his audience. The relative lack of contemporary success 

of his prose vmrks is often traced to his scorn of the 

public and consequent "maladjustment" to his audience. 88 

HO\'lever, if \'le adhere to Coleridge's firm distinction 

between the Public, by vJhich he meant "the ordinary crmvd 

of English readers,n89 and his specifically imagined or 

constructed. audiences, \'Te find strong evidence of his 

coneern with the necessary rapport between author and 

88John Colmer, Coleridge Cx·itic of Society (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1959), p. 173. 

89"To Sir George Beaumont, 11 14 December 1808, I1etter 
731, Letters 3: 147. 
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reader. Coleridge had a great deal t0 say about the mind

lessness and tastelessness of the British public and the 

consequent problems of 'literar;y· men, but small attention 

has been paid to an equally serious concern, his commitment 

to his readers, a small, select group of thoughtful, liter

ate, well-educated people, quite set apart from the anony

mous Public. His attention to this audience is, I believe, 

undeniable; indeed, his continued re-construction of them 

and attempts to engage and control them in his prose works 

demand a far more extensive study tha~ can be included 

here. 90 

As basic as it may seen, our first task, in light of 

the pervasive criticism of Coleridge's purported lack of 

craftsmanship ~~d carelessness, is to establish his deliber-

ate choice of an audience for his prose \I'Jo:rl{S, i-.rhat \•Jal ter 

Ong calls the \'lriter' s necessary construction 11 in his imag

ination, clearly or vaguely [of] .ru1 audience cast in some 

t f 1 n91 sor o ro e. • • • There is strong evidence that Cole-

ridge consistently considered the author's recognition and 

regard of his audience as a requisite of his cra.f·i; and 

90Richard Haven in Patterns of Consciousness (Amherst: 
University of Hassachusetts Press, 1969) and lTiller Bate in 
Colerid;;e (Hevl York: r1acmillan Co., 1968) consider Cole
ridge 1 s ::Crr;atment of the audience of Relir::icTts J1usin;rs. De.v
id R. Sanderson in "Coleridge 1 s Poli tico1 1 ;'jermons 1 : Discur
sive Language a11d the Voice of God,'' NP ?O (19'73) discusses 
Coleridge's attempt in The Friend to a:It er t~l:le reacler' s ex-
perience. ----------

01 7 ~la1ter Ong, S.J., "The \triter's P"ud.ience is Ah;ays a 
Fiction," !1:'lJJA 96 (January 1975): 12. 
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necessary for the fulfillment of his purpose.. As early as 

1795 he wrote of the author's "duty to consider the charac-

ter of those,· to i'lhom we address ourselves, their situations, 

92 and probable degree of knm·Jledge • 11 Important as this con-

siderntion was to the purposes of political journalism, it 

carried equal significance for literary criticism. In The 

Ti'riend Coleridge addressed the problem of the 11 probab1lity 

of injurious consequences from the communication of Truth" 

by reaffirming this initial 11 duty" of the author: 

• • • if the Author have clearly and rightly estab
lished in his mm mind the class of readers, to "tihich 
he means to address his communications; anct if both in 
this choice and in the particula.rs of the manner anci 
matter of his uork, he coni3eientiously observes all 
conditions which reason and conscience have been shm·m 
to dictate, in relation to those for Nhom the \·.rork 1·ms 
designed; he i'lill, in most instances, have effected 
his desir:11 and realized the desired circumsc:ciotion 
(54--55).," -

The principle is again enunciated in his reaction ·t;o a con

te:c1porary review of 181LJ-: "The "ivriter of the illiberal arti-

cle • • • among other nncharitable oversights .forgot the 

first Duty of a candid Critic--that of asking~> to ~~hom & for 

vlhom '1-·m.s the \·!ork written? u93 

John Colmer has noted the variations among the audiences 

----------------------
92Kathloen Coburn, gen. ed., The Collected. \·Jorks of Sam

uel Taylor ColeridR."e, Bollingen Senes r(5, 5 vols. (London: 
Rout-:1-:eJ:f~e cr-"'&er,atl-lJaul, 1969-78) vol. 1: Lee tura s l 795 On 
%1:i~-~s s.nc!:_J::el~.sion, eds. Lcvlis Patton and Pe-ter l'·lann-,-p. 

0"7 

.,..,
11 To John Prior Est lin, 11 5 April 1[)1·4-, Letter 912, 

Lettc:r_.s 3: 1t.65. 
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of Coleridge's political and philosophical journalism as 

well as suggesting reasons for his failure or success in 

reaching these contrasting audiences. 94- Certainly 1.1he i'latch-

man and the Second Lav-Sermon uere directed to~:·ra.rd a hetero--- ~--·-*·'--··-

geneous group, men of 11 comrnon ed.ucation and inforr:mtion, 11 95 

and v;ere executed (the latter especially, Coleridge thought) 

in a suitably np0pular style. 11 For the most :part, hovvever, 

Coleridge's audience, vJhether the topic i·:as P9litical, philo-

sophical, or literary, remained homogeneous: learned, reflec

tive, Christian, and u..Tlprejudiced individuals ,,.rho could meet 

his intellectual rigor and, most of all, vJhom he believed he 

could affect. They areftequently described in his Letters 

and Notebooks and most explicitly in The J:!'riond, ·often in con-

trast v1i th the reading Public whose opinion ·i'Jas 11Perdi tion. 11 

He addressed himself to the 11 least nu:r.1erous, 1
' t~1e 11 earnest 

ii~per?_<_?_n_?,l Reader \•lho in the \·mrk forgets me and the v1orld 

and hir:JScl:f .. 11 96 If the number vras small because "I have 
------·"··-----

94J , ~ 1 C l 'd C •+' f n • i; 17L Ol'm c;o mer, __ '?~r~_:~_-.....:.L'J..vlC C: _ _:_':?,_~C~l_e~;y, p. !-., 
Colmer finds the 11 strange blend 11 of philosophy., religion, ru-;.d 
politics to be too difficult for Coleridge 1 s readers, with 
the sinrde exceution of the Lorninr: Post ivhere be proved him
self 11 capable of adapting his styie and-r.Janner of delivery 
to the sub~ect 1L.'lder discussion and the character of the 
public. 11 1'here is a certain irony to Colmer 1 s exception, 
kno\ving Coleridge • s dread of nmvspaper ~ .. rrit-ing which dis
tracted him, he felt, from what he considered his essential 
\'Tork. See I1etter 8L~L~, 7 December 1811, Letters 3: 352. 

95 11 To T. G .. Street, 11 22 Narch 1817, Letter 1048, Let
!.~~ 3: 1L~1. 

1 (1807-08): 3220~ 
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addressed the soul, not the senses, 11 it -..v-as ·all the more 

efficacious; for when 11 men of I..1earning \'lrite to men of 

Learning, & th8 number of Headers is small, then rise the 

suns, I"ioons, and Stars out of the Chaos. • • • ,,97 

1rhe exclusiveness and the caliber of the audience of 

The Friend was firm in Coleridge's mind: 

I do not write in this work for the multitude of men; 
but for ~~bose, who either by Ra...n.k, or Fortune, or Cf2'i
cial situation, or by Talents & Habits of Reflection, 
are to influence the multitude •••• IJow three fourths 
of English Readers are led to purchase periodical works, 
even those professedly literary, by the expectation of 
having these Passions [i.e. curiosity] gratified. ~ •• 
All these Readers I give up.98 

Still, Coleridge goes to great lenP:;ths to address, inst:ruct, 

and en?;age his readers; the first ~3even essays are devoted 

exclv.sively to the mutual responsibilities of both author 

and reader~ Because the author and reader are essentially 

peers, umen of Learning, 11 Coleridge's delineation of their 

responsibilities is tantamount to a characterization of their 

potential, ~f not existent, qualities. Implicit throughout 

Coleridge's reruinders to the reader is their shared pm--tici-

pat ion in an exclusive, valuable, high-prini c:pl ed vmrld. 

Their experience of this i·Tork, it is implied, vrill solidify 

their life-long sea"!::'ch for moral and intellectual excellence. 

Two extended metaphors \vhich Coleridge presents in the second 

essay e:h.yrcss the cooperation and reciprocity essential to 

97~b·o~ 1 (January l805): 3295. 
Qo 
:;;o"To Daniel Stuart, 11 14 Dec6mber 1808, Letter 729, Let-

ters 3: 141; cf- The Friend 1: 21. 
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this author-reader relationship. The first, ta}~en from 

Erasmus, compares the readel.' of a book to a 11 vrell-behaved 

visitor" at a banquet: 

The master of the feast exerts himself to satisfy all 
his guests; but if after all his care and pains there 
should still be somethin;;:: or other put on the table 
that does not suit this 6r that per~on's taste, they 
politely pass it over without noticing the circum
stance, and comnand other dishes, that they may not 
distress their kind host, or throw any damp on his 
spirits (15n). 

The admonition to the reader is clear: the politeness of the 

guest corresponds to Coleridge's critical dictum of viewing 

the work of art as a \'Jhole rather than focusine; on unchar-

acteriBtic or infrequent defects. Presumably, "lith a cornbi-

nation of the host's care and the r:;uest's sensibilities and 

tact, the banquet will be mutually enjoyable. Immediatel;y 

follNiing this opening I:Iotto to the essay Coleridge presents 

his corresponding metaphors of the author's responsibility; 

thereby balancing the obligations: 

The musician may tune his instrument in private, ere 
his audience have yet assembled: the architect conceals 
the foundation of his building beneath the superstruc
ture. But an author's harp oust be tuned in the hear
ing of those' who are to understand its after hcli:'!nonies; 
the foundation stones of his edifice must lie ooen to 
common view, or his friends will hesitate to tr~st them
selves beneath the roof (14). 

Both the enjoyment of the banquet and of the harp music are, 

b;y defil1i tion, shared experiences: the greater the mutual 

participation of host and guest, musician and listener, the 

more beneficial the experience is for bo-th. The relationship 

betv1een author and reader, then, is essentially collaborative: 
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coleridge most frequently, of course, refers "to himself as 

"THE FRIEND, 11 but also alternates with "fello'\'r-labourer" or 

nguide. 11 Thus, thei:J; responsibilities are, on the whole, 

equally balonced: 

Where then a sub,ject, that demands thought, has been 
thoughtfull;y treated, and \•Tith &'1 exact &'1d patient 
derivation from its principles, we must be vJilling 
to exert a portion of the same effort, and ·t;o think 
v.ri th the author, or the author \vill have thoue;ht ln 
vain for us (25). 

The reader is expected to apply rigorous thought and sus·-

ta.ined attention to the \'!ell-reasoned and uncompromising 

truths Hhich the author presents. 

This reciprocity \vhich Coleridge creates, this exclus-

ive, challenging, and mutua1 endeavor to1·1ard the heights of 

Truth which he paints, functions as a kind of ethos. Cole-

ridge has constructed, in effect, a shared iden·tity for the 

author and reader \vhich vmrks touard the fuli'illment of his 

purposes. Implicit in the reader's presumed decision to em-

bark on this arduous journey is his belief', impla.:'l.ted by 

the author, that the required efforts are i.vell-viOrth the 

result. The stringency of the reader's responsibility be-

speaks the excellence of the vrork. Life l-TOuld be easier, 

Coleridge states in his opening essay, i.f 111-Je" could rest 

content with mere entertainment, if, like rnost men, \'le 

could heed the 11 \'lhispers [of] worldly prudence 11 and forego 

intellectual or moral improvement. Fa.r more convenient 

wou.ld it be, Colerid;_:;e writes, 11 if' I could_ J)er suo.de Myself 



to take the advice, ••• if instead of perplexing my ~n 

sense with the flights of Plato, and of stiffening over the 
__.. ...... ·;-
mediations of the Imperial Stoic [rvlarcus Aurelius], I had 

been labouring to imbibe the gay spirit •• • v (11,12). By 

the close of this initial essay the reader is masterfully, 

simultaneously praised and shamed into the ensuing effort. 

I do not intend to suggest any sl;yness on Coleridge's 

part. His scorn for popularized philosophy and effortless 

learning stemmed from his adamant belief in intellecturu_ 

reform. I·'loreover, he believed his readers capable of reach

ing "the summit and absolute principle of any one important 

subject" (55) by "severe thinking11 or "ga:ther[i.ng] strength 

by [the] exercise" (56) of their intellects. Perhaps rno.st 

importantly, they had a responsibility to do so. Th:i..s class 

of readers, the ".Diarnond-Sieves, 11 99 men of Influence, would 

profit by what they read and enable others to profit by it 

also; their learning they could convert .from "book-lmmvledse 11 

into power. By affecting them deeply, Coleridge could ful-

fill the ultimate purpose of the work, 11 the hope o.f doing 
100 any real good." 

Consequently, an importru~t aspect of Coleridge's rela-

tion with his reader, in keeping with their coopeJ. ... ative 

bond, was the reader's intellectual self-sufficiency. Tbe 

indi viduaJ. v1hom TI_l_e Friend vmuld profoundly rnove is not the 

99Noteuooks 2 (1808-1811): 3242. 

J00 11 1:·o Samuel Furkis, 11 20 October 180S, Letter 789, 
r.etters 1: 2~)3. -·---- ..... 



nc:non()'e" or 11 Sand Glass 11 who derives nothinr.~ from his read-'-'.t 0 ._, 

ing, nor the "Straining Bag" who retains only the defects of 

the work, 101 but the man 11 v1hose knowlede;e and opinions had 

for the greater part been acquired experimentally," \vho vms 

11 011 guard \·lith respect to all speculative reasoninp;11 yet not 

11 insensible to the desirableness of principles" ( L}). Thu:3, 

\·lhile the author may act as our guide, 11 he co.nnot carry us 

011 his shoulders: we must strain our ovm si!.lews, as he has 

strained his; and malce firm footing on the smooth rock for 

oursol ves ••• 11 (55). In his effort to fD.lfill his purpose, 

thons to propel the effectivene~s of the book into the 

world, Coleridge repeatedly urges his readers to "retire 

irf_to ___ ~her:we~.:ye~ and make their Oi·m minds the objects of 

their stedfast attention 11 (21). His lows held conviction 

concerning the test for a truth or philosophical system was 

this exacting and rigorous self-examination, this decision 

to 11 go into [our] ovm Fature, look at it stedfastly, & ob-

serve whether or not it or the part of it then in question, 

corresponds \·lith the statement, 11102 in short, to rnake our 

self an object of study. Our tbought and at-tention to his 

principles will be fruitless \vi thout this constant self-

reflection, since for Coleridge "the first step to JmoWJ.edge 
--------·----· 

101Notebooks 2 (1808/1811): 3242. 

102Notebooks 1 (December 1803): 1758. cf. The Friend 
2: r?3. o:;:';;,ii;-~;!1at are my meta:olqsics but the r8.feri-j_n~ of
the wir.·d to :its c1.m consciousness for TTutbs indispensable 
to :i.t:::, 0\'1n ha.p})i~,t-:s;;. :I 
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or rather the previous condition of all insight into truth, 

is to dare commune with our very and permanent self 11 (115). 

Thus, his method in The :t',riend was Hnot so much to she\v my 

Reader this or that fact, as to kindle his 01-m torch for him, 

and Jeave it to himself to choose the particular objects, 

which he mi;;ht '::!ish to examine by its light" (16). 'l.lhe 

::?riend, then, serves not only as an eJ.,:pression of Coleri~r:r-e 's --
moral and political principles, but also as a training man-

11al for teachins:; his readers hovl to proceed on their own 

from principles to conclusions. 103 As in his lectures, he 

\vished to lfleave a sting behind--i.e. a disposition to 

study the subject anmv, under the light of a nevJ princi-

1 rrlOLl-p .. e. 

The rigors of self-reflection have, the reader assumes, 

already been eArperienced by the author. Coleridge vJrote 

to Daniel Stuart concerninp; this vmrk, "I bring the Hesul ts 

of a Life of intense Study, and unremitted Neditation--of 

Toil, and Travel, and great & unrepayed Expense, 11105reiter-

ating as much to his audience and. more in his statement of 

authorial responsibilities. In viev1 of our further study 

his self-imposed duties m:-e \'JOI·tb quoting in .full: 

103J. R. de J. Jackson, t·1ethod and Ima~:.;ination in Cole-• I _.. __ .__ 

r~d~e ~Criticism, p. 34. 

104- . "To J. Br~tton," 28 February 1819, Le'tter 1128, 
Letters 4-: 9·2LJ .. 

105 nr:r.'o Daniel Stuart," JL~ December 1808, Letter 729, 
~~ 3: 11+2 .. 
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.As lonr.; therefore as I obtrude no unsupported asser
tions on my Readers; and as long as I state ~y opin
ions and the evidence \•!hich induced or compelled me 
to adopt them, with calmness and that diffidence in 
myself, which is by no means incompatible '·;ith a firm 
belief in the jUstness of the opinions themselves; 
while I attack no I:Jan' s private chara.cter, froEJ the 
truth of his doctrines, or the merits of his composi
tions, without detail:Lnr; all my reasons a.11d reDtinr:\ 
the result solely on the UIT-:uments adduced; wl1ile I 
moreover e)..rplain fully the n:oti ves of duty~ \•Jhich in
fluenced me in resolvin~ to institute such investi~a
tion; while I confine ail E,speri ty of censure, an.d · 
all expressions of contempt, to gross violations of 
truth, honor, and deeency, to the base corrupter and 
the detected slanderer; while I write on no subject, 
which I have not studied with my best attention, on 
no subject \vhich my education and acquirements .have 
incapacitated me from properly undersi;andin~; and 
above all v1hile I approve myself, ali1ce in pT·aise and 
in blame, in close reasoninSJ; and in irJpassioneci dec
lamation, a steady FRIEND t6 the tv10 best and surest 
friends of all men, T·R.U~OE and EOI~E;:)I·Y; I vrill not fear 
an accusation of either ProsurJ1)tion or Arro:;:e.ne;o f.t--om 
the good and the wise, I-r3hoTlpity ii; frorn-'-::c·!.le--vJealc, 
and despise it from the wicked (32-33). 

An impr8ssive enumeration of self-assumed reguirer:Ients ex-

pressed in a stately, rhythmical style, this is a delibe~atc 

and masterful self-presentation of a careful~ judicious au-

thor "~:.rho combines integrity with fearlessness, and logic 

with passion. Coleridge's fulfillment of these responsi-

bilities (or his failure to meet them), since it has been 

treated extensi vel;y, is not our concern here. Rather, 1 

wish to suggest that his statement of them constitutes an. 

attempt to create an etho~, to further solidify the shared 

identity by, after making demands on his audience, proffer-

ing his more exacting c.; elf-demands. I··Joreover, tho construc

tion of this relationship is germa..De to tlw purpose of the 

\vork: not only his reasoning, but his enF-;nr;ernent of the 
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reader as \·Jell is used to dravJ our attention from 11 expedi-

ents 8c short-sighted tho' quick-sighted Expedience'1 to e;.:;-

sential moral principles. If we persevere in the ,, ascent, 11 

v1e ultimately share with Coleridge an unprejudiced, moral 

vision of truth. 

In the fourth essay of The Priend Coleridce assures 

his readers: 

with strictest truth ••• that with a pleasure com
bined vJith a sense of \·Jeariness I see the nigh ap
proach of that point of my labours, in v;hich I can 
convey my opinions and the \•TorJdngs of my heart v.rith.
out reminding the Reader obtrusively of myself (27). 

The paradox of the end of the statement no-i;vri thstandine;, 

Coleridge's authorial presence does fade to a deGree as he 

delves into his political philosophy~ He is not, however, 

altogether unobtrusive; the personal 11 1 11 dominates his 

discussions and often autobiosraphico.l incidents are used 

to introduce a topic or illustrate a point. It is in the 

"Landing-Places, 11 however, that Colerid.ge 's presence emerges 

most dramatically. 

We recall that these intervals in the work were de-

signed as 11 vacations of innocent entertainment 11 (16) if 11 in 

entertainment be included whatever delights the imagination 

or affects the generous passions, u and that they \Jere re-

garded by Coleridge as 11 means of persua.din:; the human soul 11 

(11). Strongly opposed to the coramon 11 craving for amuse-

ment, that is, to be away from the I~uses, 11 he nonetheless 

found, that after rigorous st1.'.dy, s. nholids.y 1trith the Nuses 11 

(l27n.) could be helpful to the reader. His· criticism of 
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words·..,rorth Is Convention of Cintra demonstrat.es his insight 

into what v1e not-J know as reader psychology: 

• • • I fear, that Readers even of Judr~·ment may com
plain of a vmnt of Shade & l3ackground~ that it is all 
foreground, all in hot tints--that the first note is 
pitched at the height of the Instrument, & never suf
fered to sink--that such dcuth of Feeling is so incor
porated with depth of ~houpht, that the Attention is 
kept.throuq:hout at it's utmost Strain & Stretch--o • 
• :106 " 

It is in this light that Coleridge found biography and o.uto-

biocraphy entertaining; they provided the reader a contrC':.st-

ing relief from theory and arr;ument as well as a more per·· 

sonal involvement.107 It is, I believe, signi..ficant that 

during his biographical sketches, specifically in the first 

and third "Landing-Places," Coleridc;e' s presence bBcome.s 

most intense and immediate to the reader. 

\vhat C::llerid.ge called in T1~.2__?riend 11 open-heartedness" 

is an additional authorial quality which vre ha-ve reserved 

for consideration until noiv. Understandably., ·the notion of 

sincerity as a critical criterion causes many scholars to 

\•Iince as the stereotype of Romantic effusiveness at the ex-

pense of craft looms its head. In defense of Coleridge's 

uncompromising belief that "above all things, an Author 

ought to be sincere to the pub1icr: 108 i-Je may point to tv10 

10611To Da..'1iel Stuart, 11 13 June 1809~ Letter 75r;, Let
ters 3: 21LJ... --

107 See 11 'l1o 1.rhomas Allsop, 11 2 D8cember l Gl8, Letter 
115), b.£:tJ;ers '+: 889 and ~~~:o John l'iurray, 1

) 31 August 181Lt, 
Letter <y~'l J~ot·i:;ers 3: 525 for his usc of biograph"" as en-
t ' ~------··- . J ertainment. 

l081'To V!i11iam Godwin,'1 13 October 1800, Letter 358, 
Letters 1: 635 .. 
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facts. First, Coleridge strictly distinzuished between 

"ea-rnestness of feeling 11 and \vhat he called "Oil." The 

latter could be effecti.ve, but amounted to manipulation: 

Hmv \'lOrldly men gain their purposes even rJi th worldly 
men by that instinctive Belief of Sincerity hence 
(nothing immediately a.Dd passionately contradicting 
it) the effect of 11 \·Jith unfeigned es·teern~ 11 11 devotion 11 

& the other smooth speeches of Letter~ all in short, 
that Sea officers call 11 0i.l 11

--. • • .109 

This was a defect of Gibbon's, 11 our greatest Historian, 11 the 

11 affectation of supposing every thing knmm beforehand to 

the reader, and thus carrying the insincere politeness of 

courtly conversation into the solemn chair of History. • • 

IIllO 
• In direct opposition, authorial sincerity ~~as a 

species of "f•ioral truth, [where] ..,,,e involve likev-Jise the 

intention of the speaker, that his words should correspond 

to his thoughts in the sense in \'lhich he expects them to be 

understood by others 11 (42). Secondly, that the distinction 

could be easily lost Coleridge recognized and consequently 

tried to refine his language beyond the "usual compliments 

and co11rtesiest: (150). \'lb.en revising The Friend he wrote, 

It is very difficult, I find, to combine earnestness 
of feeling with fineness of ear, in the act of compo
sition. You will have met v1ith too many of these 
slovenlinesses in the style of the Friend.. You v10uld 
serve me by noticing them with your pencil as they 

d 111 occurre •••• 

As Henri 
----------------------

109Notebooks 2 (July-September 1805): 2659· 
llONotobooks 3 (r.1a~l 1810): 3823. 

lll 11 To Hugh J. Rose, 11 19 r;ovember 1818., Letter 11L~8, 
Letters 4: 881-2. 
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Peyre maintains, the Romantic notion 0f authorial sincerity· 

\vas not necessarily accurate truthfulness, but emotional in-

tensity, "the restrained but explosive force of an uncommon-

ly sensitive man pouring the v;hole of hirnself11 into his ex

pression.112 Particularly in his essays on Luther and Ball 

Coleridge's intensity is striking, effecting a :mutual emo·-

tional experience for both author and reader. 

After a comparison of Erasmus ru1d Voltaire and Luther 

::md Housseau to demonstrate that 11 men \'Those characters • • • 

appear v;idely dissimilar" (130) may yet cause :parallel ef-

fects on their different ages, Coleridge narr m·JS his focus 

to l'·1artin Luther, examinin::; his psyche and attempting to 

explain his 11 nightly apparitions. '1 Within one paragraph, 

which opens with the effect of the age upon the man, Cole-

ridge's style chanses drastically as he vmrms in sympathy to 

Luther's solitary and unappreciated "fight against an Ar'my 

of evil Beings ••• " (140). The first stylistic change is 

from CAyository, complex sentences to emphatic, balanced 

sentences interspersed with italicized words: 

lie was a Poet indeed, as great a Poet as ever lived in 
a"ly age or country; but his poetic ircages were so vi v
id, that they mastered the Poet's ovrn rnin.dt He \·ras 
possessed with them, as \vith substances distinct from 
himself: LUTfiER did not v1rite, he acted Po ens. The 
Bible was a spiritual indeed-but not a. fiP;u:rative ar
moury in his belief ••• (140). 

Next, Coler:i,dge switches to the pre.3ent tense, creating an 
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evocative description of Luther battlinr; the darkness of 

his o>:m inabilities: 

r··Iethinks I see him sitting, the heroic Student, in his 
Chamber in the YJarteburg, \vi th his midni~ht L:;.m:r) before 
him, seen by the late Traveller in the dis·tant Plo.in • 
• • as a Star on the Hountain! Belm1 ii; lies the Ee
bre\<J .Bible open, on which he gazes, bis broi.•r })ressin:,~ 
on his palm, brooding over sor:1e obBClU'e Text~ "~dhich he~ 
desires to make plain. • • • And he himself does not 
underst~"ld it! ~~hick darlmess lies on the original 
Text: he counts the letters, he calls up the roots of 
each separate \·Jord, and questions them as the familiar 
Spirits of an Oracle. In vain! thiclc darkness con
tinues to cover it! ••• i'lith sullen and angTy hope 
he reaches for the VULGNJ:'E, his old and s1·.rorn enemy. 
• • • Now--0 thouo:ht of humiliation--he must entreat 
its aid. See! th~re has the sly spirit of apostacy 
worked-in a phrase.. • • • 'This is the ivork of the 
Tempter! it is a cloud of darkness con jured up bet•:Jeen 
the truth of the sacred letters and i~be eyes of his 
understanding, by the malice of the evil one, and for 
a trial of his faith! Bust he then at 1ength cor::fess, 
must he subscribe the name of IJU'I'F.EI? to an exposition 
v1hich consecrates a weanon for the hand of' the idola
trous Hierarchy? Never! never! (lLi0-41) 

Simile, metaphor, personification, and alliteration, aa vre11 

as a highly dramatic and suspenseful style create this vi-

sion Vlhich is later interrupted by Colerid~e' s direct ad-

dress, 11 0 honoured Luther! as easily mightest 'thou convert 

the v;hole City of Rome • • • as strike a opark-of light from 

the words, and nothinr: but -vmr~s, of the Alexandrine Ver

sion." In discouragement Luther succumbs to a ''trance of 

slumber •• o [in vlhich] the objects which really surround 

him form the place and scenery of his dre8JJJ11 and he hurls 

an ink-stand at the imagined Arch-fiend. Coleridge is com

pletely tmderstanding of Luther's state of mind ,;here "what 

'l'muld have been mere thour-:hts before, no'.·; • • • shape and 

condense thernsel ves into t~.Jpr:~, into realities! tr (1'-1-2). 
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The pararsraph c inues in the present tense, closing with 

Luther's later cc•Ilfusion about the reality of Satan • s visi-

tation and his discovery of the ink spot on his ''Jall. VIi th 

the abrupt opening in the following paragraph ( 11Such was 

Luther under the influences of the age and country in and 

for Hhic.h he \'laS born" [142]), the reader is returned from 

an immediate experience of the past to .fixed time, from a 

seemingly irrational event to rational discourse, from a 

re-enactment of the past to an analysis of it. This momen-

tary transport \·/here \·Ie become present spectators ("See! 11 

Coleridge comma.."1ds) of a sixteenth-century occurrence is 

accomplished by Coleridge's heightened imagination and in-

tensity.. His empathy for Luther builds to an. imaginative 

participation in his struggle v1hich is equally shared b:;r 

the reader. Coleridge believed that biography, like music~ 

could effect this defeat of time; this passage might serve 

as a model of the genre's potential. 

A1 though Coleridge's tribute to Sir AlexorJ.deJ."' Ball 

does not stylistically shift the past int'o the: reader's 

present, it does solidify Coleridge's ensagement with his 

audience as he drm'ls us into bis ci:rcJ.e of reciprocity and 

indebtedness. The immediate stimulus for this biographical 

tribute, ColeridGe suggests, is his discovery the day before 
11-;<; 

of Ball's death.~ ./ \'/hat follov1s is Coleridge's :impassioned 

e;:::po~mre of his grief and indebtedness: "I 1·1as :noved • • • • 
----- ··---....... -·-·-~·--"----·-

113~~~~ cectl'r" u~dD~ con~ia"n~at·J"Q•) -.:l_ ... ~ .. J ._),; ~' V ... J. ..,J.. .vJ~ ....,• ~.h..'),._ lv.J-~C. ;.p J.,. is an 1818 addition 
to the earlier bio~raphical sketch. 
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I was moved • • • • Ah! hov1 could I be otherwise than af

fected •••• it is not by tears that I ought to mourn for 

the loss of Sir Alexander Balln (533-34). Then immediately 

his personal e;rief is altered to include his audience: 

He \vas a man above his age: but for t11at very reason 
the ar;e has the more need to have the master-features 
of his character pourtrayed .and preserved. This I 
feel it my duty to attempt •••• But custom requires 
that something should be said: it is a du.ty a.YJ.d a 
debt \·Jhich \'le owe to ourselves and to manldnd~ not 
less than to his memor;y:---.---;rr-(5311., 537). (Emphasis 
added.) 

Again, the speaker has positioned himself as an intei·mediary 

between the man of genius and the reader. Coleridge's duty 

and desire is to extend the wisdom v1hich he has inherited 

to his present audi.ence, to widen, in effect, the circle of 

Sir Alexander ~Sall 1 s influence. The biography .functions 

then, both as a tribute to the past and as an attempt to 

affect the future. Occasionally, Col8ride~e even uses 

Ballts character as a tool for promoting futUJ:"e political re-

forms: 11Sir Alexander Ball \'J'OUld lih:ewise, _it- is probably, 

urge • • • 
11 

( 569). But essentially the purpose of the es-

say is to offer the reader "useful lm.ovrledge" (35'?), to por

tray the embodiment of moral principles in Sir Alexander 

Ball's life:. This is accomplished, certainly, in the por

trait itself, but also by the 11felt presence" of the por

trait painter, \·Jhich includes both the biographical subject 

and the reader in its embrace. 

\:lal ter Jackson Bate's observation that Colerid~~o 11 be-

came most completely alive and the resources oi" his mind 
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most open" · vlhen he \vrote vicariously in defense or prD.ise 

of another placed in the foreground seems applicable here. 

coleridge confided in Josiah \'/edg'l.·mod that he chose to 

1.VTi tc the life of Lessing because 11 it \•rould give me an op-

portuni ty of conveying under a better name, than my O\vn ever 

will be, opinions, vlhich I deem of the highest impo1.-tsnce."ll5 

From the rhetorical point of vie\·/ it is evident that Cole-

ridge's 11 open-heartedness 11 is strongly elicited by biogra-

phy, effecting an intensely immediate authorial presence .. 

I,Iany of the dynamics a,.'1.d concerns of' The Friend are 

patently cperati ve in the B~oR:rB.-.P-.::?2_~!. Biography, as >·m 

have seen, is ·teleological, vJi th the life of' the man of 

genius serving as an exer:rglum of a truth rJhich SUI'})asseG 

time. The mutual responsibilities of author and reDd.er are 

necessary prerequisites to the reader's present 1J.nd.erstand-· 

ing of the vision of an individual genius. }1oreover, Cole-

ridge's authorial presence contributes to the fulf'illment 

of his purpose, for in Coleridgean biography -~he reader is 

part of a kind of nexus of "presences": it is the rhetorical 

immediacy of the biographer which, while eliciting our at-

tention and response, also evokes the presence of' his sub

ject, bringing him into our shared emotional proximity. In 

the B~oSE_~hja a similar company is created; sometimes the 

third party is Southey, or Words\'Jorth, and sometimes it is 

111
\Jal ter Jackson Bate, .Q.~-~~;is3-c:~, P. 3?., 

lll--
7"110 Josiah V/edgwood, 11 21 Hay 1799, Jjetter 283, 

&etter~ 1: 51<). 
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the autobiographical subject, ColeridGe's youthful self. 

Finally, in the BioRTa~ a r:1overnent of time similar to 

that of Coleridgean biography is accomplished: in fulfill

ment of bis intention of proposing a revolutionary ~:md 

futurist r;enial criticism based on psychological and phil

osophical principles, Coleridge 11 \'leds [his] Past in the 

Present to some prepared and corresponsive Future'• (130). 



PART III 

THE DII·1EHSIONS OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

The form chosen by the author, the genre to \'lhich he 

submits, determjnes and infuses the ensuing \'TOrk of art. 

This study addresses the question: to \lfha"t end did Cole-

ridge choose autobiography as a frame, however sketchy and 

intermittent its execution, for an expression of his cri-

tical principles? It remains to be demonst:rated in our 

explication of the Biograp_h-_ia that ·autobiog:raphy afforded 

Coleridge a means of bringing his audience into close per-

sonal proximity, the modesty and gentle irony of his self-

exposure creating a bond with his reader tl{hich continues to 

be operative throughout the work. Horeover, there are mo

ments in Coleridge's autobiographical sketches t.trhere the 

drama "of a mind turning upon itself to behold its ovm be

ing11116 shatters the controlled, selective autobiog;raphy. 

These infrequent but compelling moments when Coleridge the 

autobiographer appears immediately affected by his self

imposed autobiographical act also create an intensely 
---------------------

56 
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personal bond between the exposed author and· his \Jitness. 

In addition to this bond of identification \·ihich the auto-

biographical rhetoric accomplishes, Coleridse's personal 

narrative is also designed to fulfill tl:Je r;~oal of the Bio-·- '--' --
~~pbia: Coleridge's autobiography' like his biography, is 

meant to be read as a.11. exemplunl, a case-study, if you will, 

which provides the personal foundation of his theory of the 

Imagination, the core of his humanistic approach to litera-

ture. We may consider Coleridge's statements concerning the 

autobiographical form, its personal roots a.11d its philoso

phical implications, as indicative of its role in the Bio-

graphia. 

Hith the publication of his Lett~ and Notebooks came 

the discoveL'y that Coleridge's philosophical exploration of 

self-consciousness ·was grounded in a far more pervasive and 

personal foundation than hitherto realized. Bis unceasing 

self-observation fills the Notebooks and becomes, through 

:''efinement and generalization, the basis of his psychologi-

cal approach to aesthetics and philosophy. The most elemen-

tal IT.otive for the recorded self-investigation seems to be 

the moral and intellectual improvement Hhich Coleridge be

lieved follmved close upon accurate sel.f-lmo"r-vledge. Through

out the N·otebo_<?ks Coleridge admonishes himself to renew his 

self-analysis, to "truly ••• look into nyself, & to begin 

the serious uork of Self-amend.ment, 11 117 t ,.co o ])Ursue se.u-
-----'·····-----·--- ~-.. ----~·-··-~-----·-



observation "v\Ti th • • • [the] psycholq;ical minuteness of 

inner Sou1-Biography." 118 His self-probing is so unrelenting 

and constant throughout his life that its transition from 

the personal and private realm to the status of the firr.>t 

principle governing his metaphysics is difficult to pin

point. The doctrine of self-consciousness (Coleridge em-

ploys the metaphor of searching the "Soul with a Telescope 

.•. & add[ing] to the Consciousness hidden worlds within 

\'10rldstt)ll9 permeates virtually all his intellectual sys-

terns, whether metaphysics, theology, politics, or epistem-

ology, for he believed that 

.... all things that surro1.md us, and all things that 
happen to us, have (each doubtless its 01·m prov-iden~
tial purpose, but) all one co:mnon final cause: namely, 
the increase of Consciousness, in such ~'Tise, that ',Jb.at
ever part of the terra incognita of our nature the in
creased cmu;ciousness discovers, our 1·1ill nay conqv.er 
m.1cl bring into sup~ ~ction to itself under the sover
elgnty of reason.J.-0 

This basic and c~l-encompas.Jine; a.ctivity of tl.Je mind he 

claimed as the ~ore of ''my metaphysics • • • [which are] 

merely the referrin~ of the mind to i~s 0~1 consciousness 

for Truths indispensable to its o\m happj_n css ~ 11121 As vie 

have noted~ he demanded corresponding contirn:ml self-knowledge 

on the pm"'t of the "learned" reader. Fine . ..lly, Colo:r:idge 

118Notebooks 2 (9 September 1e05): 2667. 

l (January 1804): 1798. 

l21T- ~ . d 2·. ne Erl.cn 77 ?• 
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based his definition of the primary Imagination upon his con-

cept of self-consciousness. I. A. Richards finds that "the 

rest of his phi1osopby is a verbal machine for eY..hibiting 

~,r;hat the exercise of this postulate [ '1movT thyself 1 ] ••• 

. 1'' ~J 1!122 yJ.C O.C'- ... 

I fir ... d, in eon.sidering Coleridge • s theory of self-lmow-

ledij8, a metaph:ysical 1Jnderpinning for the art of autobioe;:r·a.-

phy, a.ncl that Colerid:2;e 's framing of his exposition of the 

Imagination in the autobiographj cal mode is not only appro~·· 

priate to l1is epistemoJog:r of seJ.f -lmovlledge, but is me.c:-r::.t 

to be organic to the vmrk. He stated: nrn my literary Lif<~ 

;you \·Jill find a sketch of the n1..:.b~j ecti ve Pole of the Dynamic 

Philosophy; the rudiments of Self-construction, barely 

enough to let a thinking mind see what it is like •••• 11123 

It i::3 uncertain whether v1e can equate "sketch 11 as it is used 

here vlith his autobiographical 11 sketches;" nonetheless, the 

autobiographical act is essentially one of self-construe-

tion. The autobiographer ta..'k::es a position with himself, ob-

jectifies himself in order to construct an "ai·tful" self 

which he presents as a "subject'1 of a literary text. The 

act of autobiography involves both a study and a creation, 

for the self-J.mowledgA which the autobiographer executes is 

not fixed or given, tut if:> ~ontinually altered and stimu-

lated by his 11 constr.ucting ••• [himself] objectively to -------
Po l{-6., 

l23um a 
..LO • 

!£.I.:£ '+ : '76? • 
A .. i.rull>::, 11 Beptember 1817, Letter 1077, J,e~-
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[ h."' lf] 11 (l·.l83). 12L~ • • • ~m.::>e I v1ish to suggest (and will 

e:1..'J)lore later in more depth) that autobiography is an effec

tive metaphor for Coleridge's theory of self-knm·Jledge, or 

the primary Imagination, which 

.. • • treats knovring as a kind of makine;' i e e .. the 
brinsinco; into bcinr; of \'Jhat is kno1:rn. • • • e:md with 
an implication that tho self that hns to be lmor.ro. is 
a self that is created in the act of endeavourinp; to 
know jt.l25 -

:E'or the monwnt, vlo may look to Coleridge's personal state-

r:wnts outside the J3i.or:ranhia for a sense oi' the context of 

his choice of the autobiographical frame. 

\'!hat Cole:r.-idc;c called the "inner Soul-Biographyn of hie; 

Notebooks occurs in a more formal and composed manner in his 

letters to intimate friends. A fe-v1 letters remain which a:c·e 

purely and deliberately autobiographical. 1-'lore frequently, 

he interposes m1 autobiographical account into a longer 

explanatory letter. For both occasions the impulses he ex-

presses are dual--his need for the rec~pient's understanding 

and the deepening of his own self-underst&lding, t"~tJO motives 

basic to communication, but particularly to autobiography 

with its dual audience of self and reader. Although the 

tv10 purposes frequen i.-;Jy overlap, their distinctions point 

to an illuminating duaJ.i ty \'lith Coleridge's self' -presenta-

tion .. 
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Those letters expressing Coleridge's desire for empathy 

often portra;r his great openness of heart, a quality, we 

have noted, t<Thich he \vished to reveal to his public readers. 

"[U]nbosoming myself to you, 11 he \•Trote in a history of his 

opium addiction to John Prior Estlin, vms "slight proof" of 

his gratitude for Estlin' s tr\<Tarm and zealous fi·iendship 

v;hen I vms nakedly my ovm undisciplined Self, friendless, 

1 f t 1 11126 fame_ess, or une ess •••• Similarly, Thomas Poole 

received a series of five autobiographical letters in 1797-

98 because, for Coleridge, "you, I·1Y BEST FRIEND! have a ri;J;ht 

to the narration.n127 To Sir George Beawnont, to '"hom Cole-

ridge could not ''endure to make up Letters of mere Thoucihts 

& Generalizations • • • vli thout telling you a11y thing of my 

mm self, hmvever near my heart, 11 he v:ished 11 to v.rri te my 

whole Life • • .. including my Trials in a series oi' Let

ters •11128 Coleridge's sense of his "Trials'' introduces the 

note of self-defense, occasionally heard in the autobiogra

phical accounts v1hen his self-exploration is colored by an 

expressed need for forbearance. It vms sympathy far more 

tha'l'l praise that he coveted: "In Sympathy alone I found at 

once Nourishment and Stimulus: and for Sympathy alone did 

126 nTo Joh .. r:t Prior Estlin," 3 December 1808, Letter 719, 
Letters 3: 127. 

127 11 To Thomas Poole," 6 February 1797., Letter 17Li-, J::.et
~ 1: 302; elscn·:here he addressed Poole as rr another Self • 11 

See nTo Thomas Foolc, 11 23 lviru:·ch lBOl, Let-ter 388, I: etters 2: 
709. -·-·--

12811To Sir George Beaur:Jont," 30 Jar..tua.ry 180'-l-, Letter 
Letters 2: 1049-50. 
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my heart crave • 11129 Thus he \'\Trites to Poole·, "'vhat I am de

pends on vJhat I have been; • • • it will perhaps mGJ::e you 

behold with no Rnforgiving or impatient eye those weaknesses 

and defects in my character, which so many untov1ard circum-
17,Q 

stances have concurred to pla.nt there.u-..... Yet the tone of 

self-defense is most often offset by the simultaneous admis-

sion of his faults, evidenced in this promise to his brother, 

written during Coleridge's escapade in the Dragoons, of "a 

rainute history of my thoughts, and actions for the last tv10 

years of my Life--A most severe 2~d faithful history of the 
. 1 7 1 

heart \·T01.1ld it have been--the Omniscient }mO\•JS it • 11 
../ Often 

Coleridge's admission of past errors precedes his self-de·~ 

fense against present injustice; the initial autobiographi-

cal account is meant to establish his objectivity. For exam·-

ple, in defending himself against the misuse of a mock son-

net published without his consent, Coleridge introduces his 

self·-justification with a lengthy review of his youthful 

11 poli tical sins, 11 acl".nov1ledging these 11 former errors 11 with 

insight a.'!J.d v1ithout defensiveness. 1 32 111 am prepared to sui-

fer uithout discontent the consequences of my follies and 

12911 To Thomas Allsop," 2 December 1818, Letter 1155, 
Lettf~rs 4: 888. 

l30111I'o Thomas Poole, 11 6 February 1?97, Letter 174, 
Letters 1: 302. 

131 . 0 · "To George Coleridge, 11 11 Fobruo.ry 17:.-A, Letter 34, 
Letters 1 : 64-. 
~~----

132 urro I<1ary Cruikshank," September 1807, I1etter 655, 
Letters 3: 26. 
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mistakes, 11 he wrote to his brother George, \t~hose disapproval 

he felt keenly. But Coleridge is equally concerned \vith a 

careful distinction betv1een his alleged indolence and his 

self-described Hithdrmval from "immediat~ causes."l33 There 

exists too a meaningful distinction bet~ieen defensiveness, 

vlhich elicits a sense of one's ovm righteousness, and self-

accuracy, i'lhich is aimed at understanding. At the risk of 

assu~ing the role of Coleridge's apologist, it seems clear 

that his concern \~Tas, for the most part, with the latter, 

\vi th "rectifying some misstatements, both concerning my 
1"""4 opinions and the events of my life,''~ and ·t,.Jith "render[inr::;] 

a good Account of \·Jhat may have appeared • • • a distro.ct

ing I'·1anifoldness in my Objects & Attainments--. nl35 The 

purpose of the Bioe;rauhia \'laS, in pa-ct, "to notice & prove 

••• [the] falsehood" of the charge of squandering his po

tential; yet Coleridge's sense of the "delicacy" of publicly 

answering such personal attacks is evident in his frequently 

expressed fee...r of eliciting the charge of' self-conceit.136 

The vanity of authors and the correspondent attention of 

1-7: 
.?.? 11To George Coleridge," 10 I·1arch 1798, Letter 234, 

Letters 1: 397. 
17- ,, 

.?-r"To Author of 'Peter's Letters to His Kinsfolk', 11 

November 1819, l;etter 1212, l;etters 4: 970. 

l35 11 To Thomas Poole, 11 15 January 1804, Letter 536, 
Letters 2: 1036. 

136 ns:o I,ord Byron, 11 22 October 1815, I,etter 981, 
letters 1;.: 604; "'.ro William \'.'or ship, 11 22 Api·il 1819, Letter 
n-cr~:--:r;c;-'--'·nrc 1'·· 97,7 

..1 '-~~ , • ./. 



reviewers to 11personali ty11 was . deplored by Coleridge, \'lho 

disliked publishing anything that "brings me for1.vard in a 

personal way.ul37 Yet his sensitivity to the charge of in

dolence partially stimulated his autobiog;raphicaJ sketches; 

invc.riab~y, an earnest disclaimer of self-interest folletvs.13 8 

Coleridge fou."1d autobiography vlri tten "vd th honesty, 

not d~sguising the feelings" to be inherently intriguing. 

"I could inform the dullest author," he wrote to Poole, 

hovl he might viTite an interesting book--let him relate 
the events of his ovm Life. • • • I never yet read 
even a Hethodist 's 'Experlence' in the Gospel r-1agazine 
without receiving instruction & amusement; & I should 
almost despair of that nan, who could peruse the life 
of Jolli"1 \'Joolman \·lithout an amelioration of' Eeart.l39 

Within his autobiographical fragments a pattern emerges com-

plementary to his need to be understood: thG increased self-

understandinG that accompanied his verbal 11 ref1ections on 

the past 11 \'ras not only ''interesting • • • in the history of 

my ovm mind, n140 but further provided a stimulus for e:t..'tend-

ing his k:nmvlodge of lmn1anity, for exploring the dynamic 

interrelation betvJeen unique individuality and common 

1"7 ? 11 To Thomas Poole, 11 16 r.,Iarch 1801, Letter 387, 
Letters 2: 707; cf. 11 To Vlilliam WordS\·rorth, 11 30 I•Iay 1815, 
Letter-969, Letters 4: 571. 

l3SThis charge plagued Colerid~e all his life. 
Hugh J. Rose," 23 Hay 1818, Letter 1136, L8tters 4: 
William Sotheby, 11 3 June 1831, Letter 1711, I.etters 

See "To 
862; "To 
6: 865 .. 

l3911 To Thomas Poole," 6 February 1?97, Letter 174, 
Letters 1: 302. 

1'1-0. . . ''To H1llJ.am God1vin," 30 April 1807, Letter 645, 
Letter:s 3: 12. 
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experience. His focus on the formation of "my l?articula:r.., 

oind" 141 is unquestionable: one can discover approximately --
ten distinct referen~es in his publications, letters, and 

notebooks to an anticipated autobiography. This self-

interest is often balanced, hov1ever, even v.'i thin the auto-

biographical fragments, by an opposing movement a1-vay from 

self to a more comprehensive and psychologically objective 

concern. So, in the fourth autobiographical letter to 

Poole in the midst of tracing the habituation of "my mind 

• • • to the Vast" to his reading and his father's influ-

ence, he abruptly shifts his focus from himself as a child 

to all children: "Should children be permitted to read Ro-

mances, & Relations of Giants & fviagicians, & Genii? --I lmmv 

all that has been said against it; but I have formed my 

faith in the affirmative." Self-interest stimulates a 

wider concern as he goes on to compare two kinds of minds, 

those 11 rationally educated" and those exposed to imagina

tion. Exposing the youthful mind to "a love of 'the Great', 

& 'the Whole'" finally fosters the adult perception of a 
llL') 

comprehensive unity in the universe. .c A similar topic eli-

cits the same movement from autobicgraphical analysis to 

objective consideration: in describing tttrains of Feeling" 

which act on him "underneath ••• Consciousness," 

141"To Thomas Poole," Narch 1797, I1etter 179, Letters 
1:312. 

142. 
"To Thomas Poole, 11 16 October 1797, Letter 210, 

Letters 1:352. 
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coleridge writes to 11oole that 11 all Feelings· \·;hich particu-· 

1arly affect mysel-f, as myself ••• tho' I feel them en 

masse, I do not & cannot make them the objects of a dis--·-
tinct att~mtion • 11 The self-probing continues with a com-

plex degree of psychological insight. He concludes, 11 This 

is an interesting Fact of Character. 11143 A month later he 

wrote to I-Trs. CoJ.eridfi;e on the same topic, this time con-

trasting himself \'lith Foole, who can 11 do one thing at a 

time, but ••• can seldom thi~~ but of one thing at a 

time. 11 Again he concludes, 11 r.l1he Detail of the Good & the 

Bad of the two different I'lakes of r,1ind vmuld .form a not un-
. 14-LJ. 

interesting Brace of Essays in a Spectator or Guarcha.."1. 11 
• 

Coleridge's acute sense of self~observation and analysis, 

then, did not confine him to solipsistic individualism, but 

stimulated intellectual, impartial~ ancl wide application .. lL!-5 

The movement \'le have traced here is from introspection to 

extension, from focus on his 11 particular mind 11 to the mind 

of man, a pattern \ve shall see operating in the Biog_raE:'b-L::::: .. 

The inference is, in contradiction to the image of a 

self-absorbed, defensive Colericige, that his self-knm'lledge 

afforded him a means for understanding and extrapolating a 

14311 To Thomas J?oole," 30 January 180L!-, Letter 544, 
f:etters 2:101~6. 

llt4 
-r 

11 'l1o Nrs. s. T. Coleridp;e, 11 19 February 180LI-, Letter 
561, Letter~ 2:1069. 

l/.< L-

_-; jColeri:lge a.1Eo proceeds deducti vc1;r, usinr;; au-como-
traphical instance to iJ lustrate c::. e:enc;rsl theory.. See nTo 

sa.ac 'dood, 11 19 J·anuary 1?98, I,ettr:or 221:-, Letters 1: 375. 
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. l'l6 sense of "common consc1.ousness," that self-a,vareness per-

mitted him a release from self-conscription. It is in this 

light that we.may more easily understand his belief that the 

"disinterestedness of phrase" intended by avoidance of the 

authorial "I" is "commensurate vlith selfishness of feel-
147 .ing"...... and conversely, that his presentation of the "opin-

ions and workings of my heart" could yet be free from 11 con-
. . · 1L~8 

sc1.ous selfJ..shness." \'ie may infer, then, that in his 

self-consciousness Coleridge did objectify himself to the 

point that he found the workings of his mind "an interestine; 

Fact of Character. 11 The absence here of the possessive pro-

noun "my" is, I believe, indicative· of Coleridge's ability 

to make his mind an object of study. (And his face as weJ.l. 

In comparing his portrait with the King's he t.vrote, "The ex-

ceeding Weakness,. Strengthlessness, in my face, \·laS ever 

painful to me--not as my own face--but as l! face. ")lL~9 ~f.lhe 

self-deprecating and ironic humor which underscores his 

autobiographical letters to Poole also suggests a certain 

distanced self-perspective, as do his many self-a1legories, 

particularly the self-image of "a Rock ,..,ith its' summit just 

146Biographia Literaria 1:64. 
147 "Preface to 1796 'Poems on Various Subjects'," Com-

I?.lete Poetical t} Dramatic !:Jorks, ed. J. D. Campbell (I..~ona:on: 
Hacmillan & Co., 1938), p. 53'7. 

14~riend 1:27. 
149 11 To J .. J .. I•1organ," 16 August 1814, Jjetter 9LJ.5A, 

I1etters 6:1029 .. 
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raised above the surface of some Bay or Strait in the Arc-

s 11 150 
tic ~-ea.. • • • The self-imaging which is performed be-

fore the reader of the Bio.£2-... aPhia, then, can be frequently 

traced to his expressions of self-consciousness in his pri-

va.te journals and personal letters. 

It is not so much a sense of single individuality 

that Coleridge found "useful" in autobior;raphy as a compre-

hensive sense of "humanity," by \vhich he meant "whatever 

contradistinguishes man." He believed that a sense of hu-

mani ty could be found 11 common to all periods of Life, v:hich 

each period from childhood to Age has it's O\>m t-;ay of repre-

senting;., 11 To capture that essential sense of childhood, or 

youth~ or adulthood, 'vhile conveyine; a common humanity, 

Coleridge urged: 

I1et each of us then relate that 'I:Ihich has left the 
deepest impression on his mind, at whatever period of
his life be may have seen, heard or read it; but let 
him tell it in accordance \·Ji th the present state of 
his Intellect and Feelings, even as he has, perhaps 
••• acted it over again by the parlour Fireside of 
a rustic Innr': \vith the Fire & the Candle for his only 
Companions.l:;l 

Coleridge '1.-a-ote to Byron that he thought of himself 11 repre

sentatively & for psychological purposes, n152 t\•ro inroads to 

the self which not only free autobiography from narcissism 

lt;O 
./ "To an U11lmown Correspondent, 11 November 1819, Letter 

1215, r.etters 4:974. 

l5l"To Thomas Allsop, 11 8 April 1820, Letter 1229, 
~er~ 5:35 .. 

1 ')::> 
• -

11 To Lord Byron," 22 October 1815, I.etter 981, 
1_ettcrs 4:604. 
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but which render this self-conscious e;enre capable of sug-

gesting a universally human perspective. His commitment to 

seeing everything not in isolation, but in relation extended 

to his concept of individuality or the self. "Individuali-

ty, 11 the only "possible definition of Life ••• is impossi-

ble \·;ith::mt the assumption of a universal Life ••• ul53 
• 

To Coleridge seJf-consciousness does not involve our modern 

notion of private isolation, but rather an extension of per-

sonal boundaries, an e::x.-pansion of the self to include the 

larger life surrounding and defining that self. In The 

Friend he urges, "Never let it be forgotten that every human ----
being bea-rs in himself that indelible something which be-

lone.;s equally to the \·Jhole species as 'ivell as that particu

lar modification of it i'lhich individuali.ses him."l5L~ The 

autobiographical sections of the Biq..s_~al2Ei:.§: reflect Cole

ridge's expressed demands of this genre; ~:re may anticipate, 

then, his movement beyond merely personal interes·t but con

veyed '~:lith a style 11 warm from my heart, 11 l55 and the reader's 

corresponding experience of 11 a consciousness of Self so 
1~1:" 

strong, that self-consciousness melts avmy. 11 ::;m 

1L3 7 uTo James Gillman," 10 November 1816, Letter 1033, 
Letters '+: 690 .. 

l54The Frie~~' 1:206. 

15'6D tt .cO- GI'~ p. 16 • 

~recm Cri ti-· 
T, 2:82. 
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The rhetorical approach isolates certain factors vlhich, 

in our e:i::pericncc of the literary text, function dependently 

in a complex interrelation. Literature r'o.y be said to oper-

ate on the level of a rhetorical transaction involving ,_ 

three interacting elements: the rhetorical context or the 

extra-linguistic factors that fostered this literary act, 

the rhetorical strategies used by the author, and their 

rhetorical effects or the audience's responses. Each is, 

of course, a compound process and each process is attendant 

upon the others; 11 to vary one is • • • to produce concomit-

ant variations in the other ti·JO. 111 For a description of 

the first co<npo:J.ent \'ie must focus outside the te:i..'t on biof~-

raph;y or history, and \vi th the third we enter the realm of 

the psychology of reader response. Nonetheless, the extra-

litern.ry situation v:hich gave rise to the \·Tork becomes im-

plicit in the text itself, and the intended or desired audi

ence response becomes a determinant of future strategies. 

Coleridc;e's extra-textual statements concerning the stimu-

lus of the Biogranhia become purpose statements in the vmrk; 

vle may consider his comments in letters as a context for 
------·-·-·- --
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Since its publication in lBOO Coleridge had held sir;-

nificant disa0~reements with k/ordsvwrth' s 11Preface to the 

INrico.l BallacJ.sll while ret~J:i.ning the bit;hest admiration for _,.__ ____ ,_____ . 

his genius. I"Joroover, the public and. private alliance of 

the two men, as well as Southey, "~das easily transformed by 

the contemporary li tcrary societ~· into a school of poetic 

theory, a classification which Coleridge attributed to 

their "not hating or envying each other 11 and their ability 

to 11 talm pleasure in each other's welfare-·-& reputation." 2 

Two aims of Coleridge's eventually nerged--to publish his 

principles of poetry and to distinguish hiosel.f from \'Jords

vJOrth.. Had Colericle;e written the Preface, as originally 

int.:::c.cled, presumably the first goal would. have been accom-

plish0d end the second unnecessary. But by 1802 the tvJO 

motives uere corollaries, and all other e:x:pressed purposes 

of the Bio:.:,~:eanhia falJ. under this t\·Jcf'old but synthesized 
--·-J~- ... --~-·---

aim. The "radical Dif.ference"3 in theory betitleen Wordm·wrth 

a.."ld. Coleridge, ho-vwver, was ftu."'ther compounded by Cole-

ridge's sustained admiration for Uordsvwrth' s poetry which, 

for Coleridge, remained thankfully free from any adherence 

to \vordsvmrth' s ovm theory. In addj_ tion, the alleged clas

sification of the "La.ke Poets 11 was not merely "impertinent 11 

to Cclerid 2!2., but decidedly pejorative, eliciting his 
-----.~--c·-______ ., ... 

211 To Sir George & Lad,y Beaumont, 11 12 August 1803, Let
ter 511, I,r;;tt~.E-~ 2: <)65. 

311 To ·diJ liam [)otheby 'j •• 13 July 1b02, IJ::tter L!-41~, I-et
!_e~ 2: 812. 
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indignation against anonymous and personal revievrs \·Jhich 

v1as to foment throughout his life. The complexit;y of Cole-

ridGe's position is evident: he wished to differentiate be

t\IJeen his philosophically grounded theory of poetr~T and 

\·Jordsworth' s insufficient theory as well as to defend their 

personal alliance; to demonstrate simultaneously \·Jords-

\..;orth' s poetic genius while arguing the superiority and 

comprehensiveness of his mvn principles; to settle the 11 con-

troversy 11 while characterizing Words\·lorth as the true poet. 

Finally, an additional complexity muddies the purpose~ 

Coleridge felt compelled to disprove the 11 often and public 

demmciation of having \·Jasted my time in idleness, 114 to de-

fend himself to the anonymous and knm·m detractors, the 

most foroidable of the latter company being \·lordSi,mrth him-

self. 

Coleridge's statements concerning the anticipated re

ception of the Biograplf.ia demonstrate a conflict apparently 

inherent in his purpose. He feared that his nreasonings 

maynot please \Vords\'lorth," but Has 11 convinced, that the de

tection of the faults in his Poetry is indispensable to a 

rational appreciation of his Heri ts .. 11 5 His 11 Duty11 to him

self 11 and to the Public, in ••• completely subverting the 

Theory Ec in proving that the Poet himself has never acted 

411To Jor1n Hookham 1!'rere, 11 2 July 1816, Letter 1014, 
Letters L+: 646. 

5nTo Daniel Stuart," 7 October 1815, Ijctter 9Tl, IJet
~ 4-: 591. 
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on it except in pa-rtic.ul.ar Sto.n:?;asl! 0 took precedence, he 

felt, over Uordsuorth r s Emticipated displeasure. Nor did 

coleridge foresee an;;r success in satisfyinG" either "Words-

worth or \·Jordsworth 1 s Detractors;" nonetheless, he felt 11 a 

true philosophical Critique 11 and a "fair statement of the 
r/-

}_i'e_etS11 \vas necessary. Coleridge's purpose, then, both for 

its anticipated lack of success c:md for its contro.ry direc-

tions, seems from the outset potentially troublesome. He 

stated in 181? that his "main motive and continued impulse 

was to secure, as far as in me lay~ an in·tellic;ent adrnira

tion to Hr. \Vordm·rorth 1 s Poems, n 8 VJhile a year earlier tlle 

first of his t:chief purposes" in this work describ(;d. as 

11 }3iocrraphice.J sketches of o.y ovm 1:l:...~~..E:::"EY. )-:_,ife; and of m;y 

opinions .. • • 11 9 vms to "defend Elyself 11 ap~ainst the charge 

.I:' • ll 10 
O.L lC.~eness. His multiple purpose demanded a precarious 

balance among different, if not contrary, forces of inter-

est. Consequently, in the J3i..().£:J:~~?:PM-~ r.•re en~ounter various 

stu:.-'1ccs adopted by Coleride;e, dictated not only by tho chang-

ing subject matter but b;y his intricate mosaic of feelings 

concerning most of the topics, particula:cly himself and 

611 To R. E. Brabant," 29 Jul3r 1815, Letter 972, Letters 
4: 578. 

'lnr_ro \'lilliam Sotheby," 31 January 1816, Letter 993, 
Letters L+-: 620. --·----

8 "To Derwent Coleridge, 11 July 1817, Letter 1071, I1e~
~ 1k 57E-~- .. 

a". . - . . --'JjJ..oc:r.m;hla L·l tsrarJ.a 1: n. n .. . ,.~·---... ~·-~-...--- . ..---.-... ·-
1011 Cf.lo John Hookham :;frere," 2 July 1816, Letter 1014, 

Lett"'i'"''"' L'-. 6Lc0 ---~-~~:.:.J.J I • ' • -
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Uordsvwrth.. Perhaps the t;reatest challen2;e of the Bi~r~-

nhia lics in discoverinc~ ho\·T to 11 tal<::e 11 it, in the frequent ,__ 

realignment of our e:A-oectations of a genre \'Jith the variety 

of internal forms we encounter. Fm::-therrr.ore, Coleridge 1 s 

construction of his audiencr; share.s ivhatever difficulties 

lie in his hetero0eneous pu.rpose. In addition to the for-

mido.ble audience of his detractors or doubters, which in-

eluded not only reviewers but also Wordm·wrth and Byron, 

his ostensible and more immediate au.dienee is "yovng men of 

Genius &'1d Litero..ture" 11 
vJhom he addresses as 11 reader 11 and 

vlhom he approaches 1·1i th the serious urgings and disarming 

personalism which \vere operative in Tr:.~ Fr.:i~pd. 

~.1-:i~, considered as part of the rhetorical strater~Y, es-

tablish the author's intended genre and the relative posi

tions of author a.11d reader within that genre.12 The selec-

tivity of this autobiography~ limited to 1'sketches" and 

further focused on the author's li terar~r and intellectual 

lifo, su;:;;rsests a correlative selectivity of approach. The 

reader is not to expect a fully drm\'11 self-portre.it, nor a 

comprehensive v5 e"d of dornes·t;ic 2nd social BA'])orience, but 

a se1octi Vf.~ J:evi,~v/ of tho past to demonstrate 11 vJhat seeds of 

the future it held. "l3 This type of autobiography, 11hich 

1111 'I1o x··Ir. P:r-~vce," 14 April 1816, Letter 1003, Letters 
4: 633. 

12r··,•,.,r., a J l I!TJ" s. ttll. i' the Colonel'"' lia.-.l II p 121 ·.cJ...J.o:>C: .•• ' 1.. n, 0 .~r;; " ' ' .... . •.>~l' • .. 

p. 110. 
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carries its ovm inherent limitations and focus, had become 

something of a literary tradition since the late eighteenth 

century when 11it came gradually to be thought that a liter

ary career might naturally be concluded by the publication, 

often posthumous, of a volume or sketch describing the ori-

gin of the author's ideas and the genesis of each of his 
lL!. 

v10rks. 11 
• By the nineteenth century Wa;yne Shumaker finds 

that autobiographical sketches "often served as introduc-

-~ions to collected works" intended to "summarize intellec-

tual or spiritual history ••• in terms of actual achieve

ments.1115 Although participating in this tradition, Cole-

ridge also departed from it in the Bio[)r?~hi?; the emphasis 

on "solid factual data" vlhich Shumaker finds necessary to 

such a concise autobiography is not characteristic here, 

perhaps because Coleridge's literary life far surpassed his 

career accomplishments. But the focus of this autobiography 

orients the reader's expectations: the "life" we shall en-

counter, while internally formed, has existed in the public 

domain; the authorial reflexiveness we anticipate as primar

ily intellectual, concerning writings and 11 opinions"; and 

the center of the work is not to be the personality of the 

man, but his experience of literature and the development 

of his thought. As Shumaker says of Trollope's literary 

autobiography: 
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He vmuld reveal only those aspects of his life \vhich 
bad exercised a shaping influence on his literary ca
reer •••• Everything but literature i•lould be second
ary--background and point of departure, not core and 
goal. If ~Crollope 'r: purpose had been to draw a por
trait of himself, he vmuld have set to T,-JOrk in a dif
fercnt manner.l6 

The purpose of the ensuing litera-ry act, implicit in the 

title of the Bio3ra@ja, is to rela;y the story of a life-

lor .. g experience of literature. 

Goethe figures as the first instrument: the personal 

bond of friendship, good will, and intellectual commlliJ.ion 

expressed in the opening motto implicitly extends to Cole

ridge and his reader, including them in a literary heritage 

of generosity of spirit, guidance, and enlip;htenment: 

Little call as he may have to instruct others, h.;:: 
wishes nevertheless to open out his heart to sucl1 as 
be either knm·;s or hopes to be of like mind vli th him~ 
self, but \'lho are widely sco.ttered in the t'!Orld: h": 
wif3hes to knit aneH his connezions vJi th his oldest 
f:.d.e?:lds, to continue those recently formed, and to 
win other friends among the rising generation for the 
remaining course of his life. IIe Hishes to snare the 
young those circuitous paths, on \·,rhich he him-self had 
lost his i·my (1: n.p.). 

The fellowship encor:J.passes all generations from the 11 oldest 

friends 11 to those !lamont; the rising generation, 11 an.d the 

impulse from the author to the reader 11 of' like mind" is 

characterized by modesty and altruism. Colerid~e's trans-o 

lation of Goethe demonstrates meaningful emphases: for the 

literal trenslat;ion of 11 conmunicate 11 Coleridge subntitutes 

the characteristic "to open out his heaTt, 11 :for the less 

emotionu.l "to tal:e up ar::~c:..in the relcd;ions 11 he uses "to knit ---·-.. ----·------------
16 . 0 16 Ibld., pp. 16 , 3. 
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anew his connexions," and the "roundabout v1ays on which he 

himself strayed" is intensified by Coleridge to llthose cir

cuitous paths, on 't>lhich he himself had J.ost his vmy. 1117 

Through this motto Coleridge has characterized the rela-

tionship between author and reader, conveying their mutual 

·positions and roles and creatine a shared identity. The 

identification effected here is both emotional and erudite: 

it is not any pragmatic sense of self-interest that is ap-

pealed to but participation in a literary fellovlShip v.rhich 

extends beyond this text, a commu..Di ty vvhere 11 heart" and 

"mind" are "instructed, 11 friendships solidified, and. confu-

sian forestalled. 

The opening sentence of the :Bi_~£?-J?:~a conveys the 

author's standpoint: althouch mildly puzzled, Coleridge is 

essenti all;y- disinterested and passive concerninr:s the 1::.. -r.e:c .... 

ary notoriety \vhich has been his 11 lot. 11 Coleridge's initial 

self-presentation portrays an unambitious, reluctant, and 

unvmrldly author accustomed to living in "retirement and dis

tance • • • both from the literary and political vmrld." 

This traditional "disclaimer of personal importance,"18 de-

signed to forestall the charge of vanity sugGested by the 

autobiographical position, also controls the reader's expec

tations. Since Coleridr.:;e claims that the 11 least of \vhat I 

have v.rritten concerns myself persor.ally 11 (1: 1), \·Je do not 
---· -·--.. --------··-r ____ _ 

18Shuma.ker, p. 66 •. 
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anticipate a thorough tracing of his es-t;ablfshed public 

achievement. Rather, we infer that our author has been 

compelled to emerse from his modest and private domain into 

the arena of public "controversy11 for '1.1hat must be a more 

crucial reason than a public self-portrait. VJhat Cole-

ridge impersonally calls the 11:narration11 is, paradoxically, 

not the end of this literary biography; his personal reflec-

tions are "introductory to the statement of my principles 

in Politics, Religion, and Philosophy, and an application 

of the rules, deduced from philosophical principles, to 

poetry and criticism11 (1:1). The autobiography, then, is 

to fuiJ.ction in a dual capacity: as a structural device it 

is meant to c;ive "a continuity to the work," and as a genre 

it is used ~o convey to the reader the experiential process 

by ivhich the author a:rri ved at conclusive intellectual prin

ciples. The 11 unwor1dliness" of Coleridge's literary life 

defines his autobiographical point of view. Thus, his pres

ent reentry into the literary milieu retains the aura of 

the untainted aloofness of past retirement. This element 

of his etho~ is, of course, to Coleridge's advantage, secur

ing for him the position of personal impartiality in the 

midst of public controversy, rendering his autobiographical 

sketches free from ulterior motives. 

Coleridge's recounting of his early venture into the 

literary '\.:TOr1d sur~gests an accurate self-perspective, for 

his estimate of his poetic incapacities implies the corres

Ponding development of his critical povJers. His present 
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position enables him to view former praise and criticism 

\vi th detachment \vhilc retaining a certain fondness for his 

youthful attempts. Coleridge openly admits his youthful 

neglect of poetic form: "Fi y mind vms not then sufficient

ly disciplined to receive the authority of others;" "I for

got to enquire;" 11 f'ly judp;ement \'las stronger, than were my 

po\vers of realizing its dictates." Moreover, his present, 

altered realization has been sustained by a continuity of 

insight. His concentration on his faults not only conveys 

his judiciousness, but also, by his present charting of them, 

implies the nrocess imnlicit in the refinement of judgement. 

As a young man, his keen avmreness of the flaw·s of "turgid

ness of diction, and a profusion of double epithets" as well 

as his lack of success in correcting them, directly contrib

uted to his retreat from the literary vmrld: "l>,rom that per

iod to the date of the present work I have published nothing, 

vlith my name, which could by any possibility have come be

fore the board of anonymous criticism." But the youthful 

insight that "an austerer and more natural style11 \•las super

ior remains "not less clear ••• at present," and his at

tempt to correct the disparity between poetic form and con

tent continues (1:2-4). 

Implicit in all autobioe;raphy is this juxtaposition of 

two temporal planes, "the period being described and • • • 

the mome!J.t of \·lri tinr;; or n;ore than t\'10, if one v1ishcs to 

take into consideration the fact that the latter includes 
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awareness dravm from the \vhole of the precedinr:;; life ."19 

Coleridge's present perspective of his 179'+ literary debut, 

a point of vie"~,;J vrhic:t'l encompasses a continuum of "pasts, 11 

is certainly not unorthodox.. Ho\·Tever, t\·lO aspects of this 

opening reminiscence deserve attention. First, Coleridge 

begins in medias res. His decision to begin his literary 

autobiography with his initial publication (and not, for 

example, his first reading or his initial education) under-

scores the significance of this present publication, the 

first interruption of his sustained literary silence. 20 The 

Bio£~?-J?_~ia, \vhich he d~3_icmates as his second signed liter

ary publication, may be said to represent a nevl stage in 

Coleridc;e's literary life. The "present work 11 constitutes 

his reentry into the literary world and, by implication, 

signifies his rencmed faith in affectin0 that vwrld. At the 

same time, the autobiographical form is an enactment of a 

rediscovery of the self. The B~og~~hia, then, formally ex

presses Coleridge 1 s renev1ed responsibility tm..;ard his liter

ary 11 self, 11 while its publication constitutes a reaffirrna-

tion of his participation in the milieu of literary study. 

In other words, for Coleridge this v1ork \·ms a 11 comeback"; 
------·------

10 7Shumaker, pp. 112-113. 
20shawcross points out that the years of silence actu

ally span 1'79? (the second edition of 11 Poems upon Various 
Subjects 11

) to 1813. Coleridge excluded Remorse, though we 
cannot 1Cll0U <:Jhether the OVG.T.'Si:=;ht \·;as consci'"ous. i;Je Dlay 
presume that in his ovm r:::::ind Renorse did not merit inclusion 
in his ''Hritings 11 ~.-Ihich could-ri[;h'Fful1y have 11 come before 
the board of anonymous criticism." 
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the autobio[\raphical re-collection of himsel"f is a strikinp;-

ly appropriate form. 

Secondly, Coleridc;e's opening self-evaluation, designed 

to trace the development of his present critical powers, 

concentra:ces on his past faults, reacUn:-.; more like a confes-

sian than a defense. The author's immediate treatment of 

his youthful ip;norc:mce and mistakes suc,gests the essentially 

exueriential nature of knowledge; tho attention given to his __ . .J)·-·----~---~-
faults intimates their contributory role in his present 

. 1-. . crl·c:LClGm ,, Far from being denied or mininized, those 

youthful fauJ.ts are presented. as organic to his intellectual 

dev(:;lopmcnt.. Also, Coleridge's alacrity in ac};:no-v,rledging 

and evaluatinq; his former offenses functions rhetorically 

as a seLf-p-resentation to the reader, sucgesting his quali-

fications for the ensuing worl;:, namely, self-awareness, mod-

esty, and a Hilli.ngness to chanse. The reader, then, holds 

this open:i.nr; image of the author in his mind, anticipating 

a .£~-.:yelo._En.c:~!.:taJ.: autobiof!:raphy with emphasis on the author's 

prog:ression from one nto.te of being to another. 21 

Cole.rid.ge's deference and respect for the reader ex-

pressed in the opening pages of the Bi2_SJ.:a1?h~ characterize 

his authorial role, one 1dhich l;lal ter Bate describes as "the 

benevolent and u::.:d.erstanding usher, a role he '\'laS to ful-

f . J 1 b .11. . 1 . th 1. t . t. . 1122 
~ . · rl .. lan-e; y 1.11 ~ .. e J. erary cr:t lClsm. - Although 

-·-·.........-.-~---··---·~-·-· ----·---~ 
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the reader is in the position of being "instruct[ed]," the 

emphasis in the selection from Goethe is on the warmth and 

good 1·1ill emanating from the author to his audience. The 

shared identity effected here is essentially "belonginr;," 

vlhat Kenneth Burke defines as the rhetorical identification 

. "1vhereby a specialized activity makes one a participant" in 

23 a particular class. The mutual interest of author ru1d 

audience is the vmrld of literature and philosophy, a Cole-

ridgean world where the reverence of truth, beauty, and in

tellect is presumed. The "young authors" ( 1: 2) to \vhom 

Colerid;se addresses himself, lvhile not completely his equals, 

do share a public commitment to an aesthetic. Coleridge's 

role as the older, experienced teacher is muted by his def

erential addresses. Our forbearance is, in effect, presumed: 

"had I no other motive or incitement, the reader \'!Ould not 

have been troubled with this exculpation; 11 nrilay I be per-

mitted to add " • • • • And our shared exnerience is expec-

ted: "It 1vill be found, that the least of what I have writ-

ten • • • ;" "Perhaps a. similar process has happened to oth-

ers • • •" (1:1-L~). As fleeting and minor as these exchru1g-

es may seew, they constitute rhetorical signals to the rea

der indicating the role he is to assume. 2l~ The audience's 

position in this literary interaction, delineated at the 

outset by Coleridge, is participatory, our place is that of 

a ':Iilli np; student already committed to a shared endeavour, 
------·-4----

23Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives, p. 28. 
2'' _,__ ·----·-------·-

F
. . _.,..Halter Ong, S~J., "The Vlriter's Audience is Always a 

.~ct:1.0n, 11 p. 18. 
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and our attitude is to be a balance of tolerance and empa

thy~ Later, more particular capacities and obligations 

will be ascribed to the reader of the Bio~ranhia, but for ' __ .......__... __ 
nov.r Coleridge has unobtrusively defined his somewhat exclu-

sive though inex~erienced audience and characterized the 

role \ve are to perform. 

Coleridge's brief overviev1 of his inauspicious literary 

career closes v1ith a movement from the past to the present 

perfect tense, suggesting that his struggle with a natural 

and organic poetic style continues. Ironically, while his 

juvenile poems 11 t:1ere marked by an ease and simplicity, 11 the 

same accomplishment in his "later compositions" has entGiled 

deliberate effort ("I have studied to impress") and met 

11 perhaps with inferior success 11 (1:4-). He turns nou to an 

exposition of the intellectual milieu 8.J.'1d its figures 'vfoich 

instilled and fostered his youthful abilities, and the em-

pbasis shifts from the "faults" of his poet;ic practice to 

the earlier 11 inestirnable advantage[s]" (1:4) of his school-

ing. 

11he rest of Chapter I, structured around two figures 

of moral 2.11d intellectual influence, Bmvyer and Bor.·rles, 

frequently demonstrates epideictic rhetoric. In paying tri

bute to these men Coleridge further reveals himself, main

tainine; through his style the distinction betvreen his pres-

ent perspective and· his past experience. From :Bov1yer, Cole-

ridge learned the principle of organic form, the seamless 

union of poetic form ·and rno.tter, the inter;ration of style 



and content. Coleridge goes to some lenr;th to describe 

Bo·wyer' s teachintj techniques, enuinerat;ing the classical 

Greek and English poets whose natural style v.ras preferred, 

repeating the teacher's challenges to the students, cllld 

describing the practical·e:xercises designed to teach them 

the application of the theory. Coleridge's description 

demonstrates Bovzyer' s blend of theory and practice a...'ld the 

adult Coleridge expressly reaffirms both elements of his 

childhood education. He summarizes the essence of i·!hat he 

\vas tausht: "I learnt from him, that Poetry, even that of 

the loftiest a..'1d, seemine;ly, that of the wildest odes, he.d 

a lot;ic of its ovm, as severe as that of science; a.11d more 

difficult, becs.use more subtle, more complex, and depende:nt 

on more, e:.nd more fugitive causes 11 (1:4-), and advocates its 

practical applica,tion in these suggestions: 

I have sometimes ventured to think, that a list of this 
kind, or an index expurgatorius of certain vrell lmown 
and ever returning phrases • • • might be hung up in 
our lavJ-courts, and both houses of parliament. • • • 
[T]here uas one custom of our master's which I cannot 
pass over in silence, because I think it imitable and 
worthy of imitation (1:5,6). 

In reporting this educational eA~erience to his audience 

Coleridge uses quoted speech a...'ld indirect report25 to bring 

the reader closer to the author's past while also conveying 

a humorous tolerance for his youthful "self." Bov.ryer' s 

---------------------
25I am indebted to Elizabeth Bruss (Autobior"":ra-ohical 

~ [Baltimore: Johns Hopkir1.s nn:Lvf;rsit~r1:'--res-s-;--rf;C)6'l-; r) .. 
2u) for those terms as well as her thorou:c·h and e::;~actin;:: 
analysis of the dyna:nics of autooiographico.l rhetoric. · 
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u severi ties 11 
( 1: 6) arc undercut by Coleridf;e 1 s recreation 

of his teacher's voice; fvrthermore, the author's style 

renders the J::-eader' s experience auditory and therefore im-

mediate. Coleridge reminisces: 

In fancy I can almost hear him no\:J, exclaiming 11 :::-Iarp? 
Harp? Ijyre'? Pen and ink, boy, you mea:.t1! l\\:use, boy, 
r-ruse;? Your Nurse's dau::-;hter, you mean! Pierian 
spring? Oh aye! the cloister-pump, I suppose! 11 

••• 

Among the similes, there was, I remember, that of the 
nanichineel fruit, as suiting equally v:ell v;i th too 
many subjects. • • • ·\,las it ambition? Alexander and 
Clytus! --li'lattery? .Alexander c::.nd Clytus! --Jmser? 
Drunl:enness? Pride? Friendship? Inp;rati tude'? l:ate 
repentance? Still, still Alexander and Clytus! 

Coleridge closes his reminiscence of his early educa-

tion ui th a ce.remonial tribute to Bmvyer, extending a rhe-

tori.ca1 r;estlire to the reader which assumes our obl:i.[;ine; 

fc:cbearance: 

The reader wiJ.l, I trust, excuse this tribute of recol
lection. ~ e ~ He is now fOne to his final reward, full 
of years, and full of honors, even of those honors, 
which \.vere dearest to his heart, as gratefully bestcl\ved. 
by tbat school, and still binding hir::! to the interests 
of that school, in \'Jhich he had been himself educated, 
and to vlhich durinr: his v;hole life he \vas a dGdicated 
tb.inp;. (1:5-6). ··· 

Bowyer's influence on the student Coleridge was both "moral 

and intellectual,'' his "classical knovJledr;e the least of the 

good gifts. II 
• • • ~f.lhe present recollection and reiteration 

of Bovryer' s ideas is a testament to the sustaining of that 

influence over three decades of our author's life; simultan-

eously, this reminiscence is an extension of that influence 

to the pre sent reader. r-~oreover, Co1 eridr;e 's appreciation 

of his teacher is ~.:;elf-disclosinr!, for· the remembrance of 

Dovryer's "severities" has "neither lessen[ed] nor dirn[med]" 
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coleTidse' s admiration. The union of moral w"'ld intellectual 

excellence, found in BOI>lJTer, is an ideal integration \·lhich 

Coleridf':e recognized_ in all sreat men, \vhether statesmen, 

poets or educators, and is implicit in his approach to his 

audience .. 

The generalization v1hich opens the following parc.P;raph 

( 11 no models of pBst times, however perfect, can have the 

same vivid effect on the youthful mind, as the productions 

of contemporary genius 11 [1:6]) indicates Coleridge's tempor

ary shift in subject from the autobiographical "I" to a 

more inclusive company. This enlarr,ement of focus, ru.so 

conveyed by the chanse to the present tense, occurs freoucmt-

ly throughout the 1vork and is desir;necl to move Co1erid.:.;e 1 s 

experience as "a young man 11 into the audience's proximity, 

thereby enclosing both author and reader in a common bond. 

Of the eight sentences in this paragraph only the two which 

foll.or.-1 the topic sentence retain the autobiographical focus; 

in those vlhich fol.lo-r,.r, Coleridge's 11 appreciation • • • [and] 

delight" of his contemporary, Bm-Jles, is presented as a col

lective experience. The linguistic transition from the in-

dividual response to the generally shared is evident in 

Coleride~e 's choice of pronouns and generic nouns: 

That I was thus prepared for the perusal of !:,1r. Bowles's 
sonnets and ee.rlier poems, at once increased thei::!:' in
flucmce, and. my enthusiasm. The o::reat vrorks of past 
ages seem to ayoun0: man thingB of another race, in 
respect to v1hich his facul tics must remain oass:i.ve and 
subrriiss, even as to the [;tars and mountains·: But the 
vlri tin~s of a cor.ttemporary, perhaps not many ~:rea.rs o1-· 
der than himself, surrounded by the sam-e circumstances, 
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and disciplined by the sar:1e manners, possess a reality 
for hin, and inspire an actual friendship as of a man 
for a man. 

A(!'ain, reader and author participate in a shared literary 
u 

fellowship: Coleridge's subject, the bond of "friendshiprr 

and 11 influence 11 betlveen a young reader and his contemporary 

artist, is presently re-enacted in this work. Coleridge has, 

rhetorically and thematically, extended to his young reader 

the valuable heritage he received from Dr. BO\zyer, an av.ra.re-

ness of 11 mo:ral and intellectual obligations" vrhich, in ttiTn ~ 

prepared him for future aesthetic appreciation. This gift 

of appreciation, the ability to admire, is self -revmrding, 

11 the vrind ·t;;hich fans and feeds his [the reader's] hope .. " 

I·Ioreover, the Bior~ranhia is a present demonstration of this 

inspiring admiration; Colerid~~e' s expression of the joyous 

reciprocity betr:Teen reader and a.1..1.thor urefir;ures hi.s 01·m. 
- t. .L '-· 

treatment of i·Jordm·lOrth: ~~~:o recite, to extol, to contend 

for them [contemporary authors] is but the payment of a debt 

due to one, who exists to receive it 11 (1:7). Finally, Cole-

ridge's demonstrated capacity for 'dilling esteem negates 

any implication of authorial vanity. Up to now, his auto-

bioc;raphy has been a record of gratitude and adulation. 

In the first discordant note in the B;i;or:rauhi_a,; Coleridge 

attacks the opposite of his tutelage of a~miration and in

spiration, education \vhich produces vain prodigies vlho value 

their ec;o-r;ratification over a sense of history, vrho despise 

the reverence of li tcrary hc:ri tar;e, and 1.·rhose arroc;ance pi:o

hibits any comprehensive or hur.1anitarian vision. In this 
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education disputation takes the place of the exercise of 

the judgement, contempt replaces admiration, and a shallO'd 

knovlleds::e of the "technicals 11 (1: 8) substitutes for 1:Jisdom .. ,.,... . 

Coleridge's style conveys the adamancy of his scorn, hi~:; 

structure sup;gesting the replacement of one set of values 

by another: 

Ins~cead. 01~ storinp:: the memor:r ... , d11rinp: the period \·J}JJ::n 
the-memory is the.predominant faculty, vrith facts for 
the after exercise of the judr;;:ement; and instead o:· 
awakenin;r, by the noblest models the fond ancr unm:Czsd 
LOVE and .A.DiUHATION, 'v:Thich is the natural and g;raceful 
temper of early youth; thes~ nurselinp;s of improved 
pedag:-oo:y are taur;ht to disnute and decide; to susnect 
all, ·~but their o\m ana theuTecturer 1 s wisdom ;--iln~3--· 
to hold nothin~ sacred from their contempt, but thoir 
own contemptible arro~ance: boy-graduates in all the 
technicals, and in all the. dirty passions and impv.
dence of anonyr:10us criticism (1:7-8; emphasis supplied.)~ 

Pliny and 'v/ordsworth are quoted, the classical and contem-

porary representatives of the Coleridge an literary fellm·J-

ship in which the reader is nov; for the first time also in---

eluded: '' ••• we have been called on to despise our great 

public .schools, and universities •••• 1126 

Another participant in the literary cor.1munity of Cole-

ridge's past is gratefully ar1d formally ackno\·rled,r.~ed, I'"lid-

dleton, Hhose introduction of Coleridge to Bovrles' poetry 

\vas multiplied and extended by Coleridge 1 s forty transcrip-

tions for his friends. Coleridge's claim to "rer;ard, and 

26see Coleridr:e's "Preface" to the 1796 Poems on Vari-
2,1J:..~- s_~b_js:_~j;_s_for b:Ls criticism of the er.;otistJ.cal m1thor
wno~ to avoid the authorial "1 11

, "multiplief:3 h.imseJf and 
dwells irito 'we 1

•
11 Camnbell, Comnlete Poetical & Dramatic 

\'Jo·.Lnl~,., P. • '1"S'7r • -- --~-·-----------------
---!~~?~ , / .., 
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ever have regarded the oblir~at:ions of intellect among the 

most sacred of the claims of gratitudeu (1:9) comes as no 

su:cprise to the read-er; this authorial principle, which 

vdll now be applied to Bowles, has been solidly demonstre-

ted. Why then, we may ask, does Coleridge call attention 

to his solitary but fearless embrace of a "creed" vrhich, 

from the wisdom of his e:x--perience, he claims to vov1 alone? 

He ·v1ri tes: 

ThOUfi;h I have seen and kno1m enouSjh of mankind to be 
vJell- avntre, that I shall perhaps stand a1one in my 
creed, and that it v!ill be well, if I sub~j ect myself 
to no worse charge than that of singularity; I am not 
therefore deterred from avowing, that I regard, and 
ever have rezarded. • • • 

This dramatic stance, which recurs in the Biop:rophia, fur-

ther solidifies Coleridge's remove froo the ''contemptible 

arrogancen of the many, heightening his unusual, and now 

firmly resolved, tendency toward appreciativeness. r-lore-

over, in light of his reader's participation in this augu;;;;t 

company, v1e must infer that Coleridge's use of 11 perhaps 11 

acts as a gentle, suggestive nudge: the strategy is desi0ned 

to make us firm allies in an exclusive, superior, and even 

11 sacred11 act. 

Bowles entered Coleridge's lif~ at a crucial time, res-

cuing him from loneliness and the 11 preposterous pursuit" of 

"bev,rilder[ ing] myself in metaphysicl::.s, and in theological 

controversy" (1:9-10). Coleridge's oblir:ations to Bo1·rles - -· 

are presented in a hi[~hly personal and eootional tone, wit,'! 

the autobiographical revie11 dramatizing Coleridr,e 1 s emotiom1 
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state, and this initial tribute attesiJing to· the "realit:v" 

by which a contemporary poet can "inspire an actual friend

ship as of a man for a m&"'l. 11 Bowles' poetry, 11 so tender 

and yet so manly, so natural and real, and yet so dignified 

and harmonious, 11 effected a more 11 genial," immediate, and 

powerful influence on Coleridge than the "ar.1iable" Evans 

family, tu.rning his attention avmy from tho soli tude of 

abstruse intellectualism to the more expansive and selflesn 

;'love of nature and the sense of beauty in forms and 

sounds" (1:10). 

Then, in a most intimate moment of self-revelation 

Coleridc;e disrupts the narrative chrono1oe:y, shiftinc; tem

porarily to a past nearer than 1789 and assuming a i·J:i.;:;tfully 

regretful "b1.1t resigned tone of voice. 'J:he stimulus for 

this moment of private departure is, of course, the youth

ful 11 wanderinr5s" into endless mental mazes; but •..rhile that 

vms a 11 preposterous pursuit," "injurious 11 but not yet 11 des

tructive," the latter relapse in 1801-02 is conveyed in 

more serious language, termed 11 the same mental disease, 11 an 

unfeeling, reclusive 11 delving in the um·rholesome quicksil

ver mines of metaphysic depths" (1: 10). :F'rom his letters 

\ve discover that both the 1789 and the 1801 periods v.rere 

emotional a'1d intellectual wi thd:cawals from what he calJ..s 

"the cultivated surface;" by delving into '' austerest reason

ings" he escaped from tho demcu:ds of personal interaction 

and poetic creation, not to mention the bizarre mental 
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terrors of opium. 27 Coleridge descril:>ed this later period 

as a 11 stranfSG ••• Out-of-the-wa;yness, n 28 a compulsion 
. '.)9 

which ttdenatlJTalized my mind"'- to the extent that 

I look at the f.iountains only for the Curves of their 
outlines; the Stars, as I behold them, form themselves 
into 1.I:riangles--and my hands are scarred Hith scratch
es from a Cat, whose bad:: I \•Jas rubbinP: in the Dark in 
order to see whether the sparks from it were re.franr;i
ble by a Prism.30 

The terrible result vms, he believed, the loss of 11 all my 

poetic Genius, if ever I really possessed a'1y Genius. • • 

11 31 He \vrote to Godwin, "The Poet is dead in me--my imag-• 

ination ••• lies, like a Cold Snuff on the circular nim 

of a Brass Candle-stick, without even a stink of Tallm:! to 

remind you that it was once cloathed 2" rni tred with I'l2..t11e .. 11 32 

In comparison, Coleridge's selective and vague description 

of this perlod ::.n the Bi?£~1~§: is understandable; moreover, 

his recall of thiB relapse seems spontaneous and momentc:n7 

and is conveyed as a personal lapse which interrupts the 
-------------

")r·· 

c:. ("To William God-v;in," 28 April 1801, Letter 396, I"et-
~ 2: 725. 

28111:f.lo John l>rior Estlin, 11 1 I•'larch 1800, Letter 323, 
Le~.:ge~~ 1, 578. 

'"'0 
c::_.~ 11 To William Godwin," 28 April 1801, Letters 2: 725. 

30"To \rlilliam Godwin' II 25 r-1arch 1801' Letter 390' Let-
~ 2: 71'~. 

3l 11 ':l'o Robert Southey, 11 29 July 1802, Letter 4L~9, Let
~ 2: 831 .. 

32 ttTo :.-.rilliam God1:1in," 25 I larch 1801, p. 714. But 
Kathleen Coburn i·Jarns a;ainst the ttbaseless, psycholor;ical1y 
unsound" conc1usion that metaphysics killed the poet in 
Coleridge in Exuerience Into Thou~ht: Persuectives in the 
.9_9]-eridr?c; Noteb~o(Jk_s_(~:oronto :-lJDlv:8rsltjo-.i"':~oror~fO J?ress ,. 
19'79);-pp. --s-B=-6?-.-
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hir:;hly controlled autobiographical procedure·. Nor does this 

experience seem safely frozen in the past. Coleridge's 

changins use of tense conveys the continuancy of this self-

perspective: 

Well ,,;ere it for me, perhaps, had I never relapsed into 
the same mental disease; if I had continued to pluck 
the flower and reap the harvest from the cultivated 
surface, instead of delving in the um:iholesome quick
si1 ver mines of metaphysic depths. But j_f in after 
time I have sous;ht a refuse from bodily pain and mis
ma.Dar;ed sensibility in abstruse resear:Jhes, which ex
ercised the strength anci subtlety of the understanding 
vlithout m·;akening the feelings of the heart; still 
there vJas a long a.YJ.d blessed interval, durinp, Hhich my 
natural faculties were allowed to eA"}>and, and my orir_::;
inal tendencies to develop themselves: my fancy, and 
the love of nature, and the sense of beauty in forms 
and sounds (1:10). 

The present perfect tense in the final sentence, in contir.:u::t; 

with the past perfect verbs in the previous sentence, 

gests that Coleridge's 1.1ithdrawal is not a definitely cor:.1-

nleted action, while vJhat is unmistal:ably and simply lost to 

the past is the "long and blessed interval. n Thj s is a pri--

vate and poignant moment of self-acceptance, for Coleridge's 

brief consideration of \vhat might have been contains no hint 

of self-pity. Nor is the reader explicitly included in this 

self-intimacy, though our overhearing it, with its resigned 

and bi ttersv1eet tone, surely draws us closer to our author 

on a simply human, personal level. 

The 11 second advantage" to reading BovJles, then, in 

light o.f Colerid~e's comparison of these tHo periods of 

'ltlithdravml, is a natuT·al intellectual extension of the first 

nr d. 1 a .J.ca sood." Emotionally, B01rles' poetry effected 
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Coleridge's return to his natural sol:', diverting him from 

the disproportion of excessive introspection to a more com

prehensive, inter;ral perspective throur;h the encoura0ement 

and freeinr; of his 11 natural faculties • • • and original 

tendencies'' (1:9-10). Intellectually, Bowles' poetry pro

vided a concrete and accessible touchstone for Coleridp~e 1 s 

taste; the consequence of usinr:; BovJles' vrork as an aesthetic 

test 1·ras the refinement and reassessment of Coleridge's 

;;routbful literary experience. His earlier disappointment 

1·:i th eighteenth-century poetry and his affinity for clasEi-· 

cal Greek poetr;y, Shakespeare, and I'lil ton could novv be com

pared and analyzed in terms of this compelling and unusuc.1 

contemporary poetry, the style of vJhich surpassed norm[d ex

pectations. Bor:~les' stylistic accomplishments, his union 

of 11 natural thou[;hts \•li th natural diction11 and his recor:.cile-

ment of 11 the heart 1:1i th the head11 
( 1: 16), became distinguish-

ing poetic principles for Coleridge. With the 11 frequent 

amicable disputes" (1:11) which entailed his zealous defense 

of the contemporary poet, Coleridge felt the need to back up 

his critical intuition <md personal taste \·rith a 11 solid 

foundation, on vlhich perma..11ently to ground my opinions. 11 

Thoue:h to the modern reader it may seem commonplace, Cole

ridge's turninr; directly to the 11 faculties of the human 

mind. itself". (1: 1'~) as the source of aesthetic experience 

and the basis of hi::> critical theory is truly remarkable .. 

Uoleridge 1 r:> rcvie\v of the process by which he arrived 
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at a chosen, permanent, and "solid foundation 11
, demonstrates 

a progression from, first, a reliance on his m·m inner ex

perience, to a comparative study, and, finall;>r, the arrival 

at what he believes to be universal aesthetic experience. 

His estimation of eighteenth-century poetry as largely a 

disjunction beti·Jeen thought and form, or 11 thoughts trans

latecl into tile languac;e of poetry" \·:as individualistic and 

not sl:1ared by his colleagues n,dho had formed their taste, 

and their notions of poetry, from the w:::i tinr:::s of Hr. rope 

and his followers. 11 However, throuc;h exchan~_:::c; of thm.J.c;ht 

and 11 amicable disputes'' ColericL:;e n had occasion to ren(le:c my 

o\m thoughts gradually more and more plain to myself. 11 .. . 
(1: 11). The forum of litc:cary debate was extended to in

clude more than the topic of controvers;r as Coleridge en-

gaged in a comp<:-trison of 11 original'' poetry with various in

ferior imitations and a tracin;s of G~:-eek and :British classi

cal poetry--all to substantiate his nunfeL'·Eed zeal" ( 1:13) 

for Bm:Jles' style. 11he 11 great advantage Ji in this method 

is its essentially dialectic nature: Coleridrje 's willing 

participation in these "controversies" precludes a singular, 

solipsistic point of vievJ, and his dependence on his liter

ar;y tradition as ~dell as the concepts of 11 TRUI'H, HATUHE, 

LOGIC' and the IJA1:lS or UIITV1i:RSAIJ GHAEiv;.AR II ( J.: 14·) demonsi:rate 

his thoroug:q attempt to discover a 0ommonali ty or U..Yli ty of 

experience. ':'Che process unr.1istakably begins vith "my m·m 

thoughts. 11 rrhe "p:riw.acy of his own expel'ience as a source 
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and criterion of his ideas 11 ? 7 resound::> throughout this pas-

sa~_~e dominated by the authorial "I''• "I conversed, 11 Cole-

ridge \•!rites, "I v1as not blind," "I doubtless undervalued," 

111 sm·l," "I had occasion to render," and "I prei'erred 11 (1: 

11-12). But close unon his individual response is Cole-

ridge's attempt to objectify it by assembling comparative 

data and by the "earnest and extensive searching of others' 
~lL 

theories.''/· This movement from his "personal intuition as 

a standard of judgement" to a reliance on the function of 

"the human mind itself" (1:1'-~), ivhich 1:1e have seen elsewher.::; 

in his autobiographical ,,.lri tings and i·lhich constitutes the 

general intellectual pattern of the l329_f;.~§I?_hj.a, sur;gests, 

in Appleyard's words, "the metaphysical character of Col.e-
7.1:) 

ridge's philosophy. 11 ->'-- Indeed, Colerid.ge found pcycb.oJogy 

and metaph;ysics interdependent, arguing for the use of the 

word "psychological" because 11 \ve have no single term 

press the Philosophy of the Human I'Iind. 11 36 

.... ~ 
v\J ex-

Also, Coleridge's reiteration of his procedural method, 

uhich vle must remember he undertook at approximately seven-

teen years of ase, functions as "evidence of his intellec

tual pedir:;ree, 11 37 an authorial responsibility lrlhich he 
---~-------

3LJ. 
~b'd /1 J. 1 ., P• T 

35I.b ·d 6 1 .. ~ p. • 
A6 . . 
./Alice D. Snyder, ed., 8. T. Colorid~e's Treatise on 

~d U~ondon: Constable, 19'3-~~~r,- p ;---~-z::-----------·--·---------· 

37- 1:J D. - .,, , 
tl. ,., e J. L1ac.c:son, I·Tcthocl t~.~d Irmr:d.nation in Cole-

!_id e;~~ s S.TJ-=-t-~ c i_:~m , P. 55. ------ __ , -----·---,------.. ----·-·---·· 
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similarly advocated in T:q._~- Fri_~nd. His self-description, 

particularly as he nears his conclusive deductions, m.ani-

fests a varie.ty of abilities desirable in a careful, system-

atic thinker. Coleridge combines thoroughness, zeal, and 

intellectual risor: 

I had continually to adduce the metre and diction of 
the Greek Poets from Eomer to Thcocritus inclusive; 
and still oore of our elder En~dish poets from Chau
cer to Milton. Nor was this ail. B~t as it was my 
constant reply to authorities .... actuated too by 
my former passion for metaphysical investi?:ations; I 
labored at a solid foundation. • • • Acco:rdinrr to the 
faculty or source, ••• I estimated the merii •••• 
As the result of all my readinr~ and meditation, I ab
stracted t1·:0 critical aohorisms. • • • Be it however 
observed, that I excluded from the list •••• I vias 
wont boldly to affirm. • • • One r:reat dist;:i.nction, 
I appeared to myself to see plainly .... (l:lLl·-15) .. 

On the one hand, Coleridge's conclusions are couched in the 

autobiographical past, attestinf~ to l1is youthfl1l arclor cn1d 

cornmitment; at the same time, his sub3equent switch to the 

present tense in an application of the idea demonstrates its 

sustaininG value. 

After stating: his t1·10 "critical aphorisms, 11 Coleridce' s 

use of the authorial "I", though retained, is balanced 

somewhat by the inclusive "vm1
', for his subject now is the 

common aesbhetic experience as a criterion of artistic e:x-

cellence.. He believes that "not the poem \·rhich He have .:E_ead, 

but that to vJhich v1e return, \vith the greatest pleasure, 

possesses the r:;enuine power, a11d claims the name of ~~-

11 our genuine admirc::.tion of a great 

poet is a continuous ~_sl_er-:-e~:!-'rent of fee1inr, • • • ever37 -



where present .... 11 (l:ll.l--15) .. l·1oreo7er, his specific ap-

plication of his second principle, organic unity, vJhile 

clnimed as an individual insight, includes the pres_ent 

reo.der: 

One r;reat distinction, I appeared to nyself to see 
plainl;y, between, even the characteristic faults of 
our elder poets, c:md the false beauty of the moderns. 
In the former, from Donne to Cowley, we find the most 
fantastic out-of-the-vm;y thoughts ••• (1:15). 

Coleridge 1 s address to the reader, i<vhich specifies \·Jhat is 

required for ru1 adequate understanding of the author's ex-

perience, Hhile certainly directive, also presumes, again, 

our participation in the te:x-t ~nd its world. That vJe may 

study Bowles' cultural context in partial fulfillme'!1t of 

our responsibility as reader conveys the cooperative effort 

implicit in a literary experience. l'ioreover, in this text, 

author and reader not only ideally share 11 matters of public 

acquaintanceship, 11 38 but also, by virtue of the autobio-

graphical exposure, personal experience. A\'/are of a possi-

ble difference between his past exposure to Bo-vJles and his 

reader's current response, Coleridge instructs us, in ef-

feet, to put ourselves in his past position, to intellec-

tually reconstruct the literary milieu of 1789 not only to 

appreciate Bov1les, but primarily 11 in order to understand 

and account for the effect produced on ~~~ (1:15; emphasis 

added). Autobiography is employed c;ts an inroad to a 
----·------.......·-.------~··· ... ~-· ·--~-----·-·-

f),J .. , I! The 1;JT·ite:r 1 c Audience is Alv;ays 
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philosophy of critic ism; the r.:mdience 's encar:;ement with the 

author functions as a vicarious experiential basis for 

adopting his principles. 

rrhe closing paragraphs of Chapter 1 resume the autobio-

graphical period which opened tb.e chapter \vhen Coleridge 

had "barel~· passed the verge of manhood" (1: 2); this che.pte:r 

is framed, then, b;y our author's asseSSii!ent of his poetr;y·. 

Coleridge's enumeration here of additional compositions 

(those of 11 :0~1 t·uent;y-fourth and t1'1enty-fifth years [~. 

the shorter bla..'1k verse poems, the lines • • • in !'-lr. 

Southey Is Joan of Arc • • • and the Tragedy of rmnonsEJ II 

1: 16) contrasts oddly \vi th his earlier assert:i.on that "from 

that period to the date of the present work I have published 

nothing, \·rith my name 11 (1:3), a"Jounting to a public admis-

sio:1 of authorship of previously unsL:;necL Hritinr;s. (IIm·l

ever, ShaVTcross believes "a fer.'' introductory pages"39 v-.rere 

a final addition to the work, vJhich could account for Cole-

ridge's discrepancy.) In any ce.se, whenever the openinr; 

delineation of the author's breaking of his professional 

silence \·Jas drafted, the sternness vd th uhich Coleridge 

approached his role as a published poet is now mitit?:;ated 

and ter:rpered 1d th a gentle self-irony. His previous focus 

on his poetic incapacities is nov·T initially reversed by a 

positive self-assessment: "Gradually, h01·1ever, my practice 

conformed to ~y botter jud~emcnt ••• '1 (1:16). Irnffiediately, 
- .. ,,..-,_ ... ,_,.# _______ __.__.__,w.~ .. ,.,_._. ~ 
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however, the self-assessment regresses to a ·kind of static 

equilibrium as he approaches his more recent poetic compo

sitions: ". • • the coninosi tions of my twenty-fourth ru1d 

twenty-fifth years • • • are not more belovr my present 

ideal in respeet of the genere,l tissue of the style thm1 

those of the latest date" (1:16). I'inally, the text it.self 

(admittedly a footnote, but the prose chiefly serves as an 

introduction to the poetry), this immediate !!present," be-

comes the ultimate in literary and autobiographical irony, 

self-parody. Coleridge has effectively perpetrated "one 

upmanship" on the critics (and any wary reader) b;y his 

"good-natured" (1: 17) self-mockery tra.."1sposed from the paBt 

into the present.. The authorial "diste...nce" from the liter-

ary vm:rld of ambition and praise, attested to at the opening 

of the B~~zrapJ:lia, is now vividly and delightfully demon

strated. The chapter closes with a shc;.red laugh as the 

author lets his audience in on his private autobiographical 

joke. 

The structural composition of Chapter I, the SUI'round-

ine; frammvork which presents Coleridge the poet and the cen

tral narrative of Coleridge's literary education, indicates 

Coleridge's conscious control of his autobiography. This 

first chapter is a deliberately shaped representation, :r:ot 
lJ.Q 

a series of .11 involuntm7 sighsu fur a lost private self. 

The structure creates the vantae:e point from v!hich Colcridr:e 
----------·M----~· ... -·-·--

LLQ 
· Bruss, Autobio~ranhical Acts, p. 120. 

------·-··---~ ... ~..__~...-....·-------
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introduces his first main topic, "the true nature of poetic 

diction" (1:1). The frame of the chapter, sharply delineat

ed from the central autobiographical narrative, presents 

the author as a poet struggling, often unsuccessfully, \vi th 

his linguistic materials. Only Coleridge's earliest poems 

"were marked by an ease and simplicity 11 (1:4-) of lanr;uage; 

all later compositions entailed a degree of failure, 'llhe

ther from "diffidence" or inability, in wedding poetic form 

and matter. Thus, Coleridge's "ideal" of organic unity 

(specifically presented in this chapter as the reinforcer:1ent 

of poetic sense with natural poetic language) is initially 

conveyed to the reader through the author • s a.c.mission of 

his continued inability to accornplish this ideal. In the 

opening frame, Coleridge's enumerated poetic flaT~Js all in

volve a disintegration of thought and language, while his 

closing frame is not only a description, but an ironic p3r-· 

formance of different manifestations of this same dishar

mony. This frame of self-presentatio~ suggests that Cole

ridge's vievl of himself as a poetic craftsman is, on the 

\'lhole, disappo:.nting, surely not marked by a continuous 

line of improvement. What emerges, hovvever, is a sense of 

Coleridge's knowledgeable self-assessment free from any 

hint of defensiveness or self-condemnatione 

If Col~ridge the presented poet does not develop in a 

continuous progression but remains relatively static, Cole

ridge the critical thinker, v1ho is presented in the hE:o.rt 
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of the chapter, eA~eriences a steady evolution as his ini

tial "insight" (1:3), which exceeded his poetic practice, 

is strengthened, refined, and tested 'ivi th the help of t\vO 

prineipal figures. We have spoken earlier of Coleridge's 

need to differentiate himself from l·lordsvmrth; the autobio

graphical act 11 necessarily isolates and individuates its 

author. 1141 But Coleridge, in choosing to exhibit himself 

"against the background of others, against society ••• 

[and] schools" and his literary milieu,42 demonstrates that 

his literary identity has been shaped by the nature of his 

personal encounters and his participation in surrounding 

institutions. The effect is the creation of a reciprocally 

stimulating and influential literary community which becomes 

more populated v1i th individual figures as Coleridge's life 

story continues. Bov1yer v1as the first \vho gave him the 

sense of the 11 severe ••• logic" of poetic language, in-

stilling in Coleridge the affinity for a natural and dip;ni-

fied style. Bo\·Tles 1 poetry demonstrated. Bo1eyer 1 s princip1e, 

its lanP"uar.e 11 natural • u l-:J • • neither bookish, nor vulgar, 

neither redolent of the lamp, nor of the kennel. 11 Finally, 

Coleridge makes the poetic principle his ovm, testing it, 

tracing it to its literary and psychological roots, andre

stating it: 11 v1hatever lines can be translated into other 

SIR -

L~l 
Bruss, !ytob:i.oP.;ra:chic?,-1_ Act~, p.. 169. 

42Ge.orge Boas, n;rhe Romantic Self: An Historical Sketch,'' 
1-J. (Autumn, 1964): 14. 
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words of the same language, "''i thout diminution of their sig-

nificanc~, either in sense, or association, or in any vmr

thy feeling, are so far vicious in their diction" (1:13-14). 

The chapter traces the personal development of Coleridge's 

theory of the organicism of poetic thought and diction. The 

structure suggests that Coleridge's admitted deficiencies 

as a poet and his continuous strug·gle \lli th the demands of 

this craft are immediately relevaDt to the sustaining of 

his critical pm,Ters. This is not to say that the best cri

tic is a failed poet; indeed, in Coleridge's experience the 

t\vO realms are mutually reinforcing and contributory. But 

in light of Coleridge's presentation of the Bio~ra~hia as a 

formal interruption of his professional silence, it is evi-

dent that Coleridge's chosen role is nm'i that of the phil-

osophic critic, the mediator bctv:een the reader and author. 

He stated in 1800: "I abandon l)oetry altogether--I ••• re-

serve for myself the honorable attempt to make others feel 

and understand their [ 1,·/ordsworth' s and Southey's] v.rritings, 

as they deserve to be felt and U.."1derstood."4 3 . His poetic 

publications before the board of criticism, his first-hend 

e}.yerience \'Ji th this demanding art, . and his judicious eval-

uation of \vhat is entailed in both success and failure con-

stitute his qualifications. 

Finally, his a.wareness of the reader is an addi tiona1 

qualification for Coleridge's role as interrc.ediary. 

Ll.3 . "To James vJebbe Tobin' II 17 September .1800' r,etter 351' 
Letters 1:351. 
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Dispelling for his "young authors" the myth of an unbroken, 

systematic line of self-improvement in the practice of their 

craft, Coleridge includes them in a literary fellovmhip 

characterized by LOV13 and ADI1IRATIOW' (1: 8) where literature 

is a "reali t.;:t which can· influence their personal and intel

lectual lives for "radical good" (1:9). Once the benefici-

ary, Coleridge now intends the reader to benefit from this 

autobiographical record of his experience. As he explained 

when he first submitted the mock Sonnets for publication, 
44 "I think they may do good to our young Bards." 

Chapter II of the Biographia suspends the autobiographi

cal narrative in order to further characterize (largely by 

contrast) Coleridge's idea of the literary community, to 

present the values which he believes indigenous to serious 

literary pursuit, and to educate the reader concerning his 

place and role in this vJOrld. Chapter I has consisted of a 

self-presentation of Coleridge as author, reader, and cri-

tic, each function advancing the cause of the others and 

each role depending on qualities inherent in the others. 

Implicit in his delineation of these roles and their neces-

sary qualities is the message that, ~iven Coleridge's liter-

ary education, his appreciative and discriminating reading 

ability, and his experience as a poet, a certain critical 

approach \vill follow. Chapter II, hmvever, immediately 

poses the present, resrettable state of affairs, a se~tion 
-------

44uTo Joseph Cottle, 11 20 November 1797, Letter 212, 
I.ette:es 1: 357. ---
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of these three roles and an animosity among the participants. 

In his analysis of this divisive situation, manifested in 

the stereotype of th~ irritable, egotistic artist, Cole

ridge further specifies his opposite ideal of the literary 

community, supporting it vli th models from his experience. 

The reader is, of course, a participant in the Coleridgean 

community, a position insured by the author at the outset 

of the chapter when Coleridge allies his audience with him 

against 11 readers in general11 and the 11 collected multitudes" 

whose lives are victimized by an excessive dependence on 

their senses. Coleridge's rhetoric reinforces the shared 

identity created in Chapter I: 

A debility and dimness of the imaginative power, and a 
consequent necessity of reliance on the immediate im
pressions of the senses, do, vJe vlell 1mow, render the 
mind liable to superstition andfanaticism •••• Ex
E_~ri?_l?-_C:.~_J-nfor.Els _i1s that the first defense of ·vreak
minds is to recriminate (1:19,20; emphasis added). 

Coleridge's opening analysis of v1hat is termed "irri te.-

bility, 11 conveyed in general.terms so as to include both the 

prejudiced reader and the failed and bitter artist, exempli

fies his psychological approach vlhich focuses on the It facul

ties of the human mind itself. 11 In keeping vli th his wish 

to 11 a.nalyze, and bring forward into ·distinct consciousness, 11 

Coleridge elucidates the tendencies, needs, and responses 

of "minds of this class 11 \vho, in direct contrast to those 

\'lho possess 11 imaginative pov;er, 11 rely chiefly on their imme

diate sense impressions as motivation for action. Cole

ridge's imar;ery of the 11 damp hay ••• [which] heat[s] and 
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inflame[ s] by co-acervation 11 and the 11 bees • • • [ \vhich] be

come restless and irritable through the increased tempera

ture of colle.cted multi tudes" vividly conveys the powerless, 

uncontrolled nature of those who, lacking "all foundation 

vdthin their own minds, 11 lose themselves in a collective 

.mob, thereby mitigating their vague sense of fear and inse

curity. The metaphors are substantiated by Coleridge's 

psychological analysis so that what is thought of as self

indulgent irritability is actually sho\•m to be a 11 complex 

feeling," a psychological process of self-created fear re

sulting in hostile behaviour. The reader's response, then, 

is a blend of understanding and distaste. In direct opposi

tion to this description of irrationality, this gulf between 

insight and passion, head and heart, Coleridge offers his 

first definition·of the Imagination, the 11 endless power of 

combining and modifying [ideas] 11 so that 11 the feelinfl;S and 

affections blend • • • v1i th these ideal cre.ations" ( 1: 19-20). 

Hhereas the former state is characterizad by extreme, rmv 

emotion unmodified b;>r thought arJ.d the individual is vulner

able to the uncontrolled excesses of the senses, "sanity, 11 

in which tire mind controls the e:A'ternal impressions of 

11 things, 11 is marked by a balanced harmony of thought and 

feeling. However, the prominent, vivid mind may tend toward 

its O\vn extreme in \•lhich the idea becomes isolated from an 

external reality. :B'or Coleridge the naturally healthy mind 

operates between these two extremes of thoughtless fanaticism 
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and unrealistic ideality. Fax· from being "a quite irrelev

ant topic, "L!-5 Coleridr;e' s ·de-lineation of the healthy mind 

prefigures his metaphysical inquiry in Chapter XII, \•There 

he questions the prominence of the objective, phenomenal 

\llOrld or the supervention of the subjective, mental \·lOrld. 

There, as in Chapter II, neither isolated supremacy is 
-

valid. For Coleridge, "the realism common to all mankind" 

(1:179) is the coherence of the percipient mind and the 

"real and very object," or in psychological terms, the ex-

isting balance "betv1een thought and reality" (1:20). 

Furthermore, the topic is relevant to Coleridr;e's pre-

vious and future self-presentation. He has briefly exposed 

two times in his life when he was a victim of the "mental 

disease" which is the other extreme from the collective 

fanaticism pictured at the opening of the chapter, the state 

of "enthusiasm with indifference and diseased slo;,mess to 

action" (1:20). Solitary, V"lithdravm from the tempering in-

fluence of artistic and social intercourse, Coleridr;e had 

delved into the isolation of ''abstruse reasonings," intel

lectualizing over metaphysical questions vlhich "precluded 

aJiz • II t ••• re lng, o the point that he felt his mind "denat-

uralized." Despite his linguistic impersonalism, Cole-

ridge's introductory remarks on men of "comman~ing genius" 

seem a veiled self-description. His personal correspond

ence frequently refers to the state of acute frustration 

45 212 ShavJCross, ed., :Biographia Literaria, p. • 
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described: 

For the conceptions of the mind may be so vivid and 
adequate, as to preclude that impulse to the realiz
ing of them, \vhich is strongest and most restless in 
those, vJho poss'ess more than mere to.lent, (or the fac
·ulty of appropriating and applying the knowledge of 
others,) yet still \':ant something of the creative, 
and self -sufficing po-v;er of ab solute Genius ( l : 20) • 

Coleridge hesitated to deem himself a genius, but the ques-

tion of the capacities and accomplishments of men of genius 

became for him a touchstone of se1f-assessment. 46 In 1802 

he wrote to Southey, 

As to myself, all my poetic Genius, if ever I really 
possessed any Genius, & it was not rather a mere 
general anti tude of 'I'alent, &. quickness of Imitation/ 
is gone.-: ·• • l~? 

The single affinity he claimed to share with men of e;enius 

was the indifference to fame which, he believed, exeluc.ed 

the charge of irritability. 11 If you knm·r me," he wrote to 

an admirer, "you \'lOUld YJlO'i.v that I am not of the genus ir....

ritabile; and must resign all claim to the poetic inspira

tion, if irritability be an essential character of it. I 

feel no resentment or offense on my m·m accoun.t. • 1148 
• • 

Although the unconcern vlith fame characteristic of men of 

46 . 
See 11 T6 Robert Southey, 11 1 August 1803, Letter 509, 

Letters 2: 959, where he opposes his "k-novlledge that I am 
not of no significance, relati veJy to, comparatively \vi th, 
other men, my contemporaries 11 vJi th his "habitual Haunting" 
that "I had no real Genius, no real Depth .. " 

4·7 "To Robert Southey," 29 July 1802, Letter 449, 
Letters 2: 831. 

48"To George Dyer," 15 Harch lBOL~, Letter 573, I1etters 
2: 1091. 
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genius is attributable to their 11 great confidence in their 

o·1:m povmrs, u 49 Coleridge attributed his lack of professional 

vanity to his retrea:t to his 11 Books and my ovm medi.tations 11 

\'lhere he found "a sort of high-vmlled Garden, \'lhich excluded 

the very sound of the World without 11 50 and to his greatest 

trial, "that severe & long continued bodily disease exacer

bated by disappointment in the great Hope of my Life. 11 5l 

Coleridge's brief description of 11 commcmding genius, 11 

those \·lho 11 impress their preconceptions on the v-mrld \'lithout 11 

(1:20), is reminiscent of his biographical sketch of Sir 

Alexander Ball. This capacity too may have its extreme; 

the involvement in the actual, present, and immediate vmrld 

may supervene, assuming a disproportionate prominence. !-'len. 

of 11 ab_solute Genius," however, are rooted, not in physical, 

external reality, but in the platonic reality of eternal 

ideas. Their self is their genius, their spirit its "sub-

stance," their imagination "the ever-varying form," and 
. -.--

their artisticcreations the embodiment of their timeless 

ideality. Their superior vision, their "vTide comprehension, 

of the more &: the less, balance & counterbalance," 52 and 

49"To Robert Southey, 11 10 September 1802, Letter 458, 
Letters 2: 863. 

50"To Thomas \v. Smith," 22 June 1809, Letter 769, Let-
ters 3: 216. 

5l"To Francis Jeffrey," 16 July 1808, Letter 712, Let-
.t~ 3: 118. 

52Notebooks 3 (July-September 1809): 3551+. 
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their dedication to the 11 ideal world11 preclude e5otism or 

the need for \vorldly approbation. But lest Coleridge 1 s 

image of the artistic genius fade into the removed, aloof 

realm of 11 enthusiasm" (he uses the vmrd in its original 

sense of "possession by a god," or in this case, an unreal

ized idea), he provides four examples of individuals whose 

lives, though primarily literary, v1ere unmistalcably active 

and involved in the social tumult of their eras.53 All 

demonstrated the "self-possession11 (1:23) implicit in the 

genius's realization of his powers and the serenity which 

·is the necessary result of their selfless vision. Also, 

Coleridge is c·areful to specify the. relationship of these 

poets 1'li th their critics. Shakespeare demonstrated 11 a rea

diness to praise his rivals" ( 1: 22) ; Spenser, although 1.m-

justly persecuted, held no "Quarrelsome or affected contempt 

of his censurers;" and Nilton"s calm endurance of persecu-

tion \•Jas brok:en only by an impersonal anger 11 for the enemies 

of religion, freedom, and his country" (l:i3). 

Coleridge's concern with delineating genius is cen-

tral to his metaphysics and philosophy of criticism. His 

probine; of the mind of the genius reveals the similar but 

lesser capacities of the ordinary mind,and his attention to 

their imaginative powers yields an aesthetic specifically 

directed to-r,.;ard the appreciative illumination of timeless, 
·---·-··--

57 7Coleridge not only lectured on these authors but also 
planned biographical studies of each. .Gee "To Sir Geors:se 
BeaurnOnt, 11 1 l1'ebrua:r7 lSOLI., Letter 550, I1etters 2: l05L~; "7-o 
Thomas Allsop," 30 Harch 1820, Letter 122"d,"Tetters 5: 2G. 
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enduring literary art. Moreover, Coleridge's personal af-

finity for these poets becomes a dynamic of this literary 

autobioc;raphy_, particularly explicit in such expressions 

as,. 11 1-Jy mind is not capable of forming a more august con-

ception, than arises froin the contemplation of this great 

man in his latter days: poor, sick, old, blind, sl~~dered, 

persecuted ••• (1:23). Implicitly, the qualities demon

strated by these men in their personal and professional 

lives become standards of conduct for a committed, serious 

author. For the reader's part, it is presumed that the au-

dience emulates and aspires to these heights of integrity 

and munificence; while the author, by virtue of his record-

ed esteem, creates the expectation that he will appropri-

ately meet his own criteria through this literary performru~ce. 

Before turning to the social conditions vlhich contrib-

ute to the misperception of talent for genius and the iden-

tification of irri tabili t;r with artistic greatness, Coleridge 

allows that irritability may be discovered in certain excep

tions. Then the error lies in attributing its cause to 

genius rather than the more likely possibility of a physical 

ailment. But the four authors, particularly Spenser and 

Milton, have provided evidence of the equanimity with which 

men of genius withstand personal trials. In Coleridge's 

time, however, "a more artificial state of society and so

cial intercourse," the ill will vii thin the literary commun

ity assumes greater complexity and more serious proportions. 
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The underlying conditional cause, Coleridge maintains, is 

the "general diffusion of literature." The commonness of 

the literary endeavour, its easy accessibility for uncom

mi tt~d and untrained readers and \'Tri ters, has led to the 

debasement of art into a trade and the accompanying pervas

ive depreciation of criticism. Coleridge's distaste for 

mass literature is unveiled: "Thus even the deaf may play, 

so as to delight the many" (1:25). 

Treating authors first, Coleridge recalls his opening 

analysis of irritability, attributing the anger of vain au

thors to their "intense desire" for fame and its accompany

ing doubt of incapacity. The preponderance of these repu-· 

tation-seekers with their "jealous irritability" renders the 

valid distinction of "the best grounded complaints of in

jured genius" meaningless--both are coupled together by in

discriminating and thoughtless readers. Nor are these rca-· 

ders solely to blame, for they are inundated with unimagin

ative, popular language, "mechanized as it were into a bar

rel-organ" and vrith pre-fabricated, "stereotype pieces," 

senseless, imitative literature which 11 spa't:'es the reader 

the trouble of thinking; prevents vacancy, while it indulges 

indolence; and secures the memory from all danger of an in

tellectual plethora" (1:26). Still, the carelessness and 

laxity of readers contributes; in a footnote Coleridge dem

onstrates an alternative criticism \vhich, mediatinr; bebdeen 

author and reader, elicits a careful and gratifying aesthe

tic experience. His treatment of the .excellence of Pope's 
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"original compositions" in contrast to the flawed "pseudo-

poetic diction" of his Homeric translation startled Cole

ridge's lecture audience into a realization of their un

tapped capacities and u..'Ylfulfilled experience. Coleridge 

immediately balances this story of his success by expressing 

his indebtedness to Wordsworth who, in stimulating Cole-

ridge's re-perusal of Gray, was responsible for his feeling 

"ne\vly couched" and taking "additional delight" in the poem 

(1:27). It is appropriate to recall here that among Cole

ridge's high expectations of his readers was not only a 

readiness to admire, but also the ability to sustain their 

0\'ffi intellectual self -sufficiency, to 11 go into [their] ovm 

nature, look at it stedfastly, & observe whether or no it 

or the part of it then in question, corresponds \vith [the au

thor's] statement."54 A letter to Thomas Clarkson expresses 

Coleridge's standards of good reading: 

• • • I am not nov.r disputing vri th a quibbler in mock
logic, but addressing myself to a Reasoner, VJho seeks 
to understand, and looks into himself for a sense, 
vlhich my words may excite in him, not to my vJOrds for 
a sense' which they must a.gainst his own will force 
on him •••• 55 

No sense of reader, or for that matter, authorial, re-

sponsibility is evident in the popular literature and 

54Notebooks 1 (December 1803): 1758. 

55"To Thomas Clarkson," 13 October 1806, Letter 634, 
Letters 2: 1194. 
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anonymous critic ism which Coleridge lambasts. s:he impulses 

to authorship are "idleness and ignorance," its short-lived 

reward a "temporary :r;eputation \vi th the public at le.rge," 

ru1d its final stage the recriminatory transformation from 

failed author into slanderous critic. The public's 11 rage 

for personality"56 feeds this libGlous criticism \vhich, in 

turn, gratifies "the bad and malignant passions of mankind" 

(1:27). Coleridge's indignant righteousness is unmistak-

ably moral in origin as is his humanistic vievJ of literary 

art. The public's aversion to any effort of thought he 

called "the mother Evil of all other Evils, that I have to 

attack. II 57 Accordingly' he believed the ''Trade of Revievr-

ing" to be "an immoral employment unjust to the Atlthors of 

the Books revie\ved, injurious in it's effects on the publie 

Taste & I-Jorali ty, and still more injurious in it's influcncef3 

on the Head and Heart of the Reviewer hinself."5S His iron-

ic suggestion of creating a review for the criticism of dry 

goods "conducted in the same spirit, and vlhich should take 

the same freedom with personal character, as our literary 

journals" (1:29) is lightly reminiscent of Swift's absurd-

ist satire, for the comparison of the artist with "ribbon-

56 "To I'•Iatilda Bet ham," 4 April 1808, l·etter 689, Ijetters 
3: 84. 

5'l"To Samuel Purkis," 20 October 1809, l,etter 789, 
Letters 3: 253. 

5B"To 'dilliam God'Vvin," 29 I~1arch 11311, I,etter 819, 
letters 3: 316. 
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\·leavers, calico-printers, cabi~et-maxers, and china-manufac

turers" vividly demonstrates the debasement of literature • 

.Addressine; his audience in lanr;uafSe \vhich juxtaposes the 

commercial \•lith the ideal, Coleridge poses a series of 

rhetorical questions desirmed to shame the reader into a 

.greater appreciation of the artist who "labours for our in-

tellectual pleasures": 

Or is vJeal th the only rational object of hunan inter
est? Or even if this were admitted, has the poet no 
property in his Horks? Or is it a rare, or culpable 
case, that he who serves at the altar of the muses, 
should be compelled to derive his maintenance from 
the altar, \•!hen too he has perhaps deli-berately aban
doned the fairest prospects of rank and opulence j_n 
order to ·devote himself, an entire and undistracted 
man, to the instruction or refinement of his fellow 
citizens? 

In contrast to the gainful pursuits of the capitalist, the 

man of genius is selflessly devoted to the edification of 

mankind, his \vorks effecting a defeat of fixed time: 

But it is not less an essential marJc of true genius, 
that its sensibility is excited by any. other cause 
more powerfully than by its m:.rn personal interests; 
for this plain reason, that the man of genius lives 
most in the ideal world, in which the present is 
still constituted by the future or the past; and be
cause his feelings have been habitually associated 
\•li th thoughts and images, to the number, clearness, 
and vivacity of which the sensation of self is always 
in an inverse proportion (1:30). -

Coleridge reserves his personal remarks for the close 

of the chapter, sharply separating them from the preceding 

analysis and argument. Coleridge's purpose in these clos

ing paragraphs is to first dissociate himself from any 

suggestion of the self-assessment of genius and, secondly, 
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to further delineate the "duty • • • creditable to his 

heart" (1:32), that is, his role in relation to "the off

spring and representatives of our nobler beinr~· 11 Coleridge 

first. uses himself as evidence of the importance of dis

tinguishing the author from the ma..'l"l, of dissociating "intel-

.lectual power" from "habit of ••• feelings" (1:31). In 

the conditional mode he personally attests to the superfi

ciality of aligning irritability \vith genius. "[A] tried 

experience of twenty years," capsulized in the previous 

chapter, has led to this self-assessment: contrary to lit

erary jealousy, "the original sin of my character consists 

in a careless indifference to public opinion, and to the 

attacks of those vJho influence it; that praise and admira

tion have become yearly less and less desirable, except as 

marks of sympathy.. • • " (1: 31). Nor is this indifference 

contributory to his "intellectual power. 11 The effect of 

this conventional disclaimer, however, is t~e opposite of 

what Coleridge professes, for his confession of 11 constitu

tional indolence, aggravated into languor by ill-health11 

and "mental cmvardice 11 concerning his ovm po;.\Ters, renders 

his authorial position unthreatening and secure. That is, 

it is precisely Coleridge's highly personal self-disclosure 

\'lhich elicits our trust and shapes our experience of his 

text. I·~loreover, an important distinction operates within 

Coleridge's argument (which we may further distinguish from 

his performance): v1hile it is 11 silly and arrogant" to equate 
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a detrimental "habit of • • • feel inc;" v;i th "intellectual 

power," the reader's obligation to the man of genius is 

deference and a kind_ of benign protectiveness, for "the 

character and property of the man who labours for our intel

lectual pleasures, [should not be] less entitled to a share 

of our fellovr feeling, than, that of the wine-merchant or 

milliner" (1:30). Also, implicit in Coll'lridge's definition 

of genius is the moral excellence attendant upon their vi

sion, their dedication to eternal truths, and their self-

lessness. The "character" of the man of genius, as we have 

seen in Coleridge's biographical sketches, infuses his work, 

but his personal life should remain inviolately protected: 

Where then a man has, from his ea-rliest youth, devoted 
his \·Jhole being to an object, v1hich by the admission 
of all civilized nations in all ages is honorable as 
a pursuit, a."1d glorious as an attainment; vJhat of all 
that relates to himself and his family, i:f only ".:Je 
accept his moral character, can have fairer claims to
his protection, or more authorize acts of self-de
fence, than the elaborate products of his intellect 
and intellectual industry? (1:32; emphasis added). 

Removed from this morass of temperament and personal 

recrimination, Coleridge's self-perspective and eA~erience 

ably qualify him for the position of judicious defender of 

the most demanding, "honorable" and "glorious" profession. 

Having disqualified himself from the ranks of genius, he 

appears all the more suited to the role of intercessor whose 

"duty" is "to shm'l • • • a due interest and qualified anxi

ety for the offspring and representatives of our nobler 

being" (1:32). Coleridge closes this literary performance 
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with an outbu.L'st in sharp contrast to his usual benevolent 

distance and pervasive tone of moderation, indulging briefly· 

and for the first ti~e in pure self-interest. He exclaims, 

. I lmovv it, alas! by v!Oeful experience! I have laid too 
many eggs in the hot sands of this wilderness, the 
vmrld, \'lith ostrich carelessness and ostrich oblivion. 
The greater part indeed have been trod under foot, and 
are forr;otten; but yet no small number have crept 
forth into life, some to furnish feathers for the caps 
of others, and still more to plvl!le the shafts in the 
quivers of my enemies, of them that unprovoked have 
lain in wait against my soul (1:32). 

The extremity of his lane;uage, with is biblical overtones, 

creates an intensely intimate moment of self-exposure which~ 

had it not followed the consistent presentation of a modest, 

judicious, and self-deprecatin€ author, could threaten the 

boundaries of politeness \·Jhich preserve the author-reader 

relationship. As it is, Coleridge's seemingly spontaneous 

burst of emotion, his eruption through the shield of author-· 

ial reserve, constitutes a performance of self-manifestation 

in full view of his audience. After his increasingly indig-

nant exposure of the present travesty of the profession he 

deems "sacred," this final and momentary discharge of emo-

tion serves as a compelling invitation to the reader's em-

pathy and commitment. Such authorial exnressions are best 

vie1ved as performances, assuming all the rich implications 

attendant upon a "present," immediate, and social act. 

Thus, "they can most effectively be criticized in terms of 

their force. 50 It ~ The effect of these moments of eruption is 
--·" 

59 John Ste\vart, "J. L. Austin's Speech Act Analysis, II 
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nothing less than a transformation of the text: the author's 

distant vantage point, which elicits (or imposes) a selec-

tive, purposeful unity to his past life, is shattered. The 

autobiographical art, the presumption of re-shaping one's 

life, is shattered. Such moments display the immediate 

. experience of taking the autobiographical stance vvith one's 

self. The teA~, then, is no longer expository, the expres-

sions are not merely statements about the self, but consti-

tute the experience of the self and create what we mean, 

quite literally, by authorial "presence." The author is 

present not only to his reader, but to his autobiographical 

self. Thus autobiography may frequently display 11 a collu

sion, between past and present; its sign{ficance is indeed 

more the revelation of the present situation than the uncov

ering of the past·. n 60 

At the opening of Chapter III, vlhich sustains the same 

analytical criticism of anonymous revie;,-vers., Coleridge re-

covers himself, employing a lightly satiric tone tmvard 

his endurance of critical "cannonading." The chapter is 

designed to first expose the disproportionate and misguided 

attention \vhich anonymous critics have paid to Coleridge and 

Southey and then to demonstrate criticism appropriate to and 

illuminative of the works of genius. Ostensibly, Coleridge's 
--------------------
in Philosonhers on Rhetoric: Traditional and Emerging Vie'::Js, 
ed.-Donai"ctcf. Dou:slas ('Skokie: Hatioi1al Textbook Co., 1976), 
p. 196. 

60Pascal, Desi~n and Truth in Autobiozr~hy, p. 11. 
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bemused puzzlement concerning his unrequested and unprovoked 

notoriety stimulates the question which thematically uni-

fies the chapter. HO\'lever, his autobiographical dilemma 

is resolved vJi thin five paragraphs, functioning as a per-
.; 

sonal entree to his more· comprehensive and pressing sub-

ject. The vulnerability of his presence at the close of 

Chapter II is immediately offset by the self-possessed and 

ironic detachment with \vhich he vie-..vs his present reputa-

tion. Satirically, he professes his obligation to the cri-

tics \'Jho have "year after year, quarter after quarter, 

month after month 11 (1:35) implanted his name on the sense-

less memories of the reading public·. Requesting the read-

er' s forbearance, he assu . .-·nes the tongue-in-cheek attitude 

of mile "surprize 11 toward a situation which he then goes 

on to depict as utterly illogical and absurd: 

Without any feeling of anr-;er therefore (for which in
deed, on my ovm account·; I have no pretext) I may yet 
be allowed to express some degree of surprize, that, 
after having run the critical gauntlet· for a certain 
class of faults v1hich I had, nothing having come be
fore the judp;ement-seat J.n the interim, I should • • • 
have been, for at least 17 years consecutively dragged 
forth by them into the foremost ranl;:s of the E,E£
scribed, and forced to abide the brunt of abuse, for 
faults-directly opposite, and v1hich I certainly had 
not (1:35). · 

"HovJ, 11 he rhetorically asks the reader, 11 shall I explain 

this?" Coleridge's wry humor, reminiscent of the close of 

Chapter I, again reinforces his ironic detachment from this 

pompous, inflated world of popular criticism. 

Coleridge denies three possible causes of the 
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"persecution": 11 personal dislike, envy, or feelings of vin-

die-Give animosity, 11 and the reasons given for the implausi-

bili ty of each constitute a ful'ther presentati.on of his 

ethos. Coleridge's direct and assertive style here, unem-

bellished vlith autobiographical reminiscences or emotional 

flourishes, is sui table to the position in \vhich he has 

placed himself. He responds to the (albeit presumed) high

ly personal and injurious feelings of critics factually, 

almost blandly, circumspectly avoiding a defensive tone of 

voice. Numerous biographical data and personal statements 

could be offered in substantiation of Coleridge's self

description, but would place this study in the mode \·Jhich 

Coleridge largely avoids, _§;Polo;.:;ia. What emerges from his 

responses to the critics is a picture of a fair-minded, un-

ambitious, modest. author whose dealings \vi.th his peers are 

marked by rationality and accord. f·ioreover, his prioary 

plea for exemption from these proposed charf:;eS is "alibi 11 

in its original sense of "in another place. 11 His defense 

is his removal from the literary ~dorld: 

I have had little other acquaintance \vith literary 
characters, than v1hat may be implied in an accidental 
introduction, or casual meeting in a mixed company. 
• • • The fev1 pages vlhich I have published, are of 
too distant a date; and the extent of their sale a 
proof too conclusive ar:;ainst their having been popu
lar at any time •••• I have beforesaid, that my 
acquaintru1ce with litoraJ."'Y men has been limited and 
distant •••• From my first entrance into life, I 
have, \•lith few and short intervals, lived either 
abroad or in retirement. I1y different essays on sub
jects of national interest • • • con.sti tute my v!hole 
publicity; the only occasion on which I could offend 
any member of the republic of letters (1:36,37,38). 
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Coleridce then offers the fm1damental attitude implicit in 

his literary criticism "~:lhich \·Je have seen demonstrated as 

v1ell as traced to its origins in his education: rather than 

11 oppugD the merits of a contemporary," it is better for the 

critic to 11 content • • • himself \·lith praising in his turn 

those whom he deems excellent. 11 If he v1ere to depart from 

this approach, it v1ould not be in transitory conversation, 

but in "books which could be weighed and anmvered, in t•lhich 

I could evo1 ve the vlhole of oy reasons and feelings, with 

their requisite limits and modifications" (1: 38-39). ~·his 

is an important statement not only for its sense of intel

lectual responsibility, but for its implied reference to the 

Big..s_r._?.nhia. Contrary to the common belief that this VJorJ;: is 

in ans~:1er to the attacks of anonymous reviewers, the condi

tional mode of this sentence clearly indicates that Cole

ridge did not consider the object of this vmrk "to oppose 

the pretensions" of promiscuous reviev1ers •. I1oreover, Cole

ridge, rather than answering charges specifically directed 

against him, has taken the offensive position. After ac

knm·rledging the accurate criticisms and carefully analyzing 

the preposterous attention of the reviewers, Coleridge can 

still find no plausible motive rooted in reality. Far from 

defending himself against the critics, Coleridge attacks 

irresponsible criticism, assaulting his opponent in order 

to present his thoroughly opposite alternative. 

The stimulus for the presentation in this chapter is 
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Hobert Southey, whose \'lOrk, along i'li t~ \'lordS\'>'orth' s, came 

under direct attack from the critics. Withdrawing from the 

foreground, Coleridge, though 11 v1et through vJi th the spray" 

from. "the v1aterfall of criticism," directs his attention 

to the more significant 11 torrent" (1: 39) i·Jhich his friend 

has endured. The autobiographical frame is loosely retained 

("I well remember"), but the focus is shifted to an active 

participant in Coleridge's literary life; the author's re

lation to his colleague and friend is self-revelatory v.Jhile 

his delineation of Southey's genius is a practical demon

stration of Coleridge's critical approach. 

Coleridge's primary objection is to the personal at

tacks on Southey's "writings, name, and character" (l:L~O) 

in reviews vlhich are 11 extant, and may be easily referred to 11 

(by the responsible reader). The structure of the chapter 

. follm'>'s this threefold division, alternating betvwen 

Southey's specific case and the general tendencies it exem

plifies. The first "calumny" vlhich critics have perpetrated 

against Southey's poetry, a specific illustration of the 

substitution of an inappropriate personalism for "fixed 

canons of criticism" (1:44), is misconstruing the defi

ciencies of ineJ,..'"Perience for a uillful employment of "care

less and prosaic lines" (1:4·0) in keeping l'>'ith an avant .. 

garde theory, of poetic diction. IIis contrast of the charge 

against Southey with his ovm perception of the reality ren

ders the former ludicrous: 
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But it \vas as little objected by others-, as dreamt of 
by the poet himsel£, that he pref.;;rred careless and 
prosaic lines on rule and of forethouGht, or indeed 
that he pretP-nded.to any other art or theory of poetic 
diction, besides that which v;e may all learn from 
Horace, Quintilian, the admirable dialor:;ue de Causis 

.corruptae Eloquentiae, or Strada's Prelusions •••• 
All that could have been fairly deduced I•Jas, that in 
his taste and estimation of v;ri ters Hr. Southey agreed 
far more v.Jith \·Jarton, than ".vith Johnson. Nor do I nc:)an 
to de:n;y, that at all times Hr. Southey was of the sarJe 
mind 1.·1i th Sir Philip Sidney in prefering an excellent 
balJ.ac: in the humblest style of poetr;y to tuenty in
different poemstJ::.at strutted in the highest ( l: i10). 

His method is to reverse the charge of uembership in a ne1·1 

school of poetry by placing Southey's theory of style firo-

ly in the classical tradition. A fair presentation of the 

case would be, for the benefit of future readers, an edi tiori. 

~,.;hich vTOuld juxtapose Southey 1 s v;ritings v1i th theii' revie'.•JS. 

Yet Coleridge "dare[s] not hope" (l:Li-0) that his suggestion 

would alter the situation; he poses a vJOrse depreciation of 

future literature in light of the 11 gradual retrograde move-

ment 11 ( 1: L~l) of the past. 

Coleridge poses briefly as a prophet of doom, holding 

up the lost ideal of literary honor as an appeal to the 

reader, and the present "despotism11 (l:Li-2) as a prediction 

of certain deterioration. The reverence for literature, 

like the divine reed of Pan in Chapter II, diminishes 1:1ith 

the gro\'lth and secularization of its social context. Books, 

\vhich were originally 11 religious oracles," decline from 

"venerable preceptors" to "instructive friends" to "enter-

taining companions, 11 until they reach the presently shame-

ful state of "culprits" liable to "every self-elected, ye~ 
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not the less peremptory, judge. 11 A parallel deterioration 

of the relation betlJeen author and reader is traced by Cole-

ridge, implicitly reaffirminr.; the prominence which he con

fers.upon this association. The ancient authorial position 

of benefiting the readers and serving "their interest" has 

o-radually been reversed to the point v1here the 11 nul ti tudi-
.o 

• • sits nominal despot on the throne of cri-

ticism 11 above the fearful author. The interim period of 

this disruption of author and reader rapport, 1vhen "Poets 

and Philosophers, rendered diffident by their very number, 

addressed themselves to 'learned readers;' then, aimed to 

conciliate the graces of 'the candid reader' 11 
( 1: La-Lt-2), 

provides an interesting gloss of Coleridge's engagement of 

his present reader. His disapproval of 11 affectation ••• 

[and.] the insincere politeness of cour.tly conversation, 1161 

"the smooth speeches of Letters" which he called 11 0il,"62 

has been considered earlier in light of his. engagement with 

the reader of. The Friend. His commitment to sincerity was 

for Coleridge a question of the author's moral integrity, 

linguisticall;;r conveyed by a correspondence of his \vords 

"to his thoughts in the sense in ,,,hich he expects them to 

be understood by others."63 He advised \Villiam Godwin that 

·----~----·--

61Notebooks 3 (May 1810): 3823. 
62!J.s?_i?_ebook~ 2 (July-September 1805): 2659. 

63mh ~ · d 1 7.0 ~ . ..£_:-·rl~ . : ?:~• 
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"above all things, an Author ought to be sincere to the pub-

lie, 11 because 11 \'lhen l'Jillia1J1 Godvlin stands in the title paze, 

it is implied, that ~Jilliam Godv1in approves that Hhich fol

lovJsj 1164 Finally, Coleridc;e completes his charting of the 

demoralization of literature in society ""i th three bizarre, 

satiric analogies v1hich relegate popular critics to the com-

pany of eunuchs and sainted fools. Immediately Coleridge 

seems to catch himself from offering any more examples of 

reductio ad absurdum. 

The second criticism to 'I:Jhich Coleridge responds is 

the 11 printing of half a dozen or more playful poems 11 (1: L~3). 

In comparing Southey's lighter compositions with "all the 

silly criticisns, 11 particularly those which isolate and rc-

print 11 \·Jorthless passages, 11 he finds the critics to be the 

vmrst offenders of their ovm max:im. Coleridge nears now the 

exposition of his opposite approach, reemphasizing his focus 

on 11 characteristic beauties" . b;;r pointing to extreme ill us-

trations of its reverse. i'he antithetical construction of 

his sentence which j~caposes the first three general nouns 

against the three specific, concrete nouns heightens the 

ludicrousness.of this disporportion~te focus: 

Omit or pass slightly over the ex:pression, grace, and 
grouping of Eaphael's _:fir3ures; but ridicule in detail 
the knitting-needles and -broom-tv.,rir;s, that are to re
present trees in his back grounds; and never let him 
hear the last of his galli-pots! (1:43). 

64"To \villi an GodvJin, 11 13 October 1800, Letter 358, 
letters 1: 635. 
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Finally Coleridge states directly his estimate of the seri·-

ous failings of contemporary criticism, replacing them \·lith 

his principles of reform: 

. But till revie\vS are conducted on far other principles, 
~md with far other notives; till in place of arbitrary 
dictation ~d petulant sneers, the revievvers support 
their decisions by reference to fixed canons of criti
cism, previously established. m1d deduced from the na·
ture o.f man; :reflectin;:; minds will pronounce it a1:'ro
gance in them thus to announce thenselves to men of 
letters, as the ~uides of their taste and judgement. 
• • • He v;ho tells me that there are defects in a ne\'1 

1 11 . . , ~ ' . .-·--. -,- 1 wor.tc, te s me nothlnp; whlcn. 1. s1wula no-v £lave ta"::en 
for ~ranted without his information. J3ut he, v1ho 
points out and elucidates the ~beauties of an ori0:inal 
work, does indeed give me interestln~ information ••• 
(1:44). 

Coleridge's dem~d of intellectual responsibility on the 

part of reader and revie\·rer e:x:presses his goal of elicitin?: 

a consistent and fair method o.f analysis derived fror:; psy-

chological and philosophical principles. De J. Jacksor.. 

finds Coleridge's suggestion that 11 revier.vers should devote 

themselves to teaching readers to read critically, instead 

of relievinp; them of the necessity of doing so" to be 11 re

form indeed!" 65 Returning to his consideration of Southey's 

\vorks, Coleridge closes the topic with a reiteration of his 

defense of the publication of "relaxations of • • • genius" 

as harmless in any event, and in Southey's case, as "evi

dence of the purity of that mind, \vhich even in its levities 

never wrote a line, which it need regret on any moral ac

count11 (1: 45). 

65J- ~ l J T l s I~e·t'_rlOC1t • d I ~ 1' "tl'on J·n Cole • J.c. c e • c ac.~ on, . an _ _nk:t.a:-:.n"" . _. . .. -
rid7e's Criticism, p. 80. 
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Thus Coleridge moves to an expose of Southey 1 s 11 liter--

ary character, 11 his various accomplishments as an historian, 

bibliographer, popular ·essayist, aDd especially a poet, in 

'ltJhich field, vlith the exception of the "highest lyric 

he has attempted every species successfully" (1:46). 

• • • 

The 

"variety and extent" of Southey's literary expertise thus 

established, Coleridr;e enumerates the qualities of Southey's 

work in a balanced style which conveys the man of genius's 

power of 11 combining and modifying" vivid ideas" 

I look in vain for any writer, v1ho has conveyed so much 
information, from so many and such recondite sources, 
with so many just and original reflections, in a style 
so lively and poic;nant, yet so uniformly classical and · 
perspicuous; no one in short VJho has combined so much 
vlisdom with so much v.ri t; so much truth and knowledge 
v.rith so much life and fancy. His prose is always in
telligible and alvmys entertaining (l:Ll5-46). 

In short, Southey figures as Coleridge's first example of 

the imaginative power of genius to combine opposites. 66 

Warming to his subject, Coleridge interposes, "Here then 

shall I conclude? No!'' (1:46). He continues, we are told, 

for the benefit of the reader of Southey's works, as it is 

in our "interest • • • no less than that of posterity to be 

made acquainted" with this contemporary genius. Coleridge 

assumes the formal epideictic stance of public defender, 

balancing, for the record, the d8filements against Southey's 

character with professions of his genius and moral 

66Bov1les' poetry is described (1: 10 ,16) similarly in 
pairs of opposites, but Coleridge does not name him as a 
"Genius." 
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greatness. 67 The rhythmic cadence of Coleridge's style and 

the sense of control and direction in this closing paragraph 

indicate a reparkable mastery of prose. There has been no 

comparable viTi ting thus far in the Bio..5.ranhia and vm are 

led to believe, with Walter Bate, that 

Coleridge became most completely alive and the resour
ces of his mind most open i.·.rhen he could talk or vrri te 
vicariously • • • 1vhen he could speak on behalf of 
another, as a champion •••• With the other person in 
the foreground ••• Coleridge's ovm pent-up abilities 
then flowed freely.68 

His ceremonial tribute to Southey, almost completely free 

from afterthought and parenthetical expression, conveys a 

combined tone -of formality and deep_ conviction by its strl:c-

tural rh;ythms: 

But as Southey possesses, and is not possessed by, his 
genius, even so is he master even of his virtues •••• 
Al1vays employed, his friends find him al-vmys at lei
sure •••• As son, brother, husband, father, master, 
friend, he moves with firm yet light steps, alil:e unos
tentatious, and alike exemplary. As a 1vri ter, he has 
uniformly made his talents subservient to the best in
terests of humanity, of public virtue,_ and domestic 

67The strong tone of conviction throughout this ring-
ing tribute is substantiated in Coleridc;e' s personal vli'it
inrjs where he expresses his thorough and deep admiration for 
his friend. "Ivly dear Southey! 11 he wrote in 1805, "the long
er I live, and the more I see, know, and think, the more 
deeply do I seem to feel your Goodness/ and \vhy at this dis
tance may I not allord myself to utter forth my whole thought 
by adding--your greatness. 11 "To Robert Southey, 11 2 February 
1805, I,etter 614, I1etters 2: 1161. And in 1812 during a per
sonal distance between the two men Coleridge wrote to his 
\'life, "God lmows my Heart! 8c that it is my full Belief & Con
viction, that taking all tor::ether there does not exist the 
IVJan who could v1i thoi..it -f--ratter;y or delusion be called South
ey's :Equal. 11 "To firs. S. 'I'. Coleridge, 11 21 April 1812, Let
ter 861, Letters 3: 386. 

6Snate, Coleridge,_ p. 37. 
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piety •••• They will likeuise not fail to record, 
that as no man was ever a more constant friend, never 
had poet more friends and honorers a~ong the f-OOd of 
all ·parties; and t~at quacks in education, quacks in 
politics, and qvacks in criticism tvere his only ene
mies (1: LJ-'7-LJ-9). 

If in Chapter II -r.:;e have seen the e::,-cposure of men who 

were not genius but only jealous prostitutes of the name, 

here ue are presented vli th a man whose sterling moral char-

acter comes "not in obedience to any lav1 or outtvard motive, 

but by the necessity of a happy nature;" and \vhose intellec

tual genius, in opposition to the petty egotism of anonymous 

critics, is "subservient to the best interests of humanityo" 

Southey functions as an exemplu.rn of genius; in turn, Cole-

ridce's treatment of him is a demonstration of his critical 

approach to vmrks of genius. f,1oreover, the treatment which 

Southey has suffered at the ha~ds of anonymous critics il-

lustrates a pervasive situation which, if not reformed, 

\V'ill ultimately do a great injustice to the reader. Cole-

ridge's assault on the critics, then, is projected from his 

position as intermediary and not primarily out-of self-inter-

est. Until the literary community fulfills its intellectual 

and moral responsibilities, genius such as Southey's v1ill 

remain unnurtured and unappreciated; a condition detrimen-

tal to the future of literary art and to the present reader. 

l·Ji th Chapter III Coleridge's ideal literary fellovrship, in 

which the reader is placed, has been further realized by the 

inclusion of Robert Southey, by the author's performed trib

ute to his colleague, and by the firm separation and 
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exclusion of his detractors. 

The chronological passage of time has been suspended 

in this chapter \vl:til~ Coleridge investigates the possible 

causes of a situation which has continued for "at least 17 

years;" thus, the autobiographical narrative is replaced by 

an aggressive analysis. Nonetheless, Coleridge's rhetori-

cal presence is strongly felt, his voice changing from a 

tone of bemused irony to biting sarcasm when spea...1dng of 

the critics and deepening to warm, stirring conviction when 

he considers Southey. I1orever, it is during his tribute to 

Southey that the authorial "I" is most frequent: 

I have in imagination transferred to the future bio~
ranher. • • • But I cannot think so ill of human na
ture •••• For reflect but on the variety and extent 
of his acquirements! He stands second to no man ••• 
and uhen I regard him as a popular essayist • • • I 
look in vain for any writer ••• (l:L~5). 

Since the delineation of another's capacities is Coleridse .. s 

self-appointed role, "the strict rendering of another's po-

sition meshes "~:lith, in fact is geared to ••• the represen-

tation of his ovm," as others such as Bm1yer, Bowles, Sou

they, and soon Hordsworth are brought into "his main stream.u69 

Conversely, anorwmous critics are excluded and deprecated by 

argument and satire, stances V:Thich Ooleridce is free to 

adopt from his ironical and detached perspective. Without 

the expressed 11 ingenuousness tov.rard the 1vri ter' s own frail-

ties, 11 which \ve have seen demonstrated by Coleridge in 
-------·----------------69,, . G 

C'l• • Cooke, 11 Quisque Sui Faber, 11 p. 217. 
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Chapter I, "the shafts directed at acquaintances and at 

society in general will not pierce; the reader tvill become 

indignant and give his sympathies to the satirized.n Cole

ridsB had not spared himself; hence he "could be forgiven 
. . . . 70 his amused excor1at1on of others. 11 Horeover, Coleridge's 

_ heartfel i:; praise of Southey is a performance of those quali

ties explicitly lacking in contemporary critics; his t·lill-

ing readiness to attest to Southey's genius and moral super-

iority contrasts sharply v1ith the insecurity and jealousy 

exposed in Chapter II. 

Chapter IV resumes the autobiographical frame; Cole-

ridge presents his experience of ',vordsuorth' s poetry as a 

you.11.g nan in 1'793, expressing his intellectual and emotional 

responses in the past tense. Before his tracing of his 

development via \vordsworth, \vhich is paralleled by \'lords-

tvorth' s m·m development as a practicinr; poet, Coleridge pre-

sents himself directly and immediately to the reader, pre-

suming his participation and graciously presupposing his 

continued attention and understanding. The chapter opens 

with a self-deprecating apology, the force of which is im

mediately c~nceled by a presumption of the reader's magna

nimity. "I have v1andered far from the object in view, 11 Cole

ridge admits, "but as I fancied to myself readers v1ho t·muld 

respect the feelings that had tempted me from the main road; 

so I dare calculate· on not a fe\·1, ·r. .. Jho \·lill \·Jarmly sympathize 

7°shumaker, pp. 2q3, 201. 
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"Vlith them" (1:50). Richard Hallette finds this "notion of 

a journey ••• revealing" in its reminder of 

the narrator's 90ncern vli th his audience; his \'lOrk is 
a journey '~.'lhich the; narrator leads a.Yld shares v1ith his 
.readers. He feels a certain apprehension lest he lose 
his readers on such a digressive route and therefore 
reiterates his desire to be helpful, amiable, and in
structive."?l 

Characterized as respectful and sympathetic, the reader is 

further identified by Coleridge's specific (and hypothetical) 

description of the orientation v1i th which the reader "has 

taken • • • up" UordS\-JOrth 1 s I.;yric~.l Ballads, that is, "as 

he would have done any other collection of poems • • • \'lith-

out knov1ledge of, or reference to, the author's peculiar 

opinions. 11 Dismissing other presw:1ed readers, 11 m en of busi-

ness who had passed their lives chiefly in cities11 and 11 oth-

ers more catholic in their taste, 11 Coleridge describes the 

ideal reader's organic experience of l·Jordsvmrth' s poetry, -

placing a 11positive obligation" on the present reader's 

shoulders. The fev; "colloquial phrases • • • they would 

have deemed but an inconsiderable subtraction from the merit 

of the \•;hole work; or • • • as serving to ascertain the 

natural tendency, and consequently the proper direction of 

the author's genius 11 (1:50-51). Next, Coleridge and his 

audience are consolidated into a unity in their shared per

ception of the few minor dra\vbacks to the Ballads, reaching 

the conclusion as to the "true origin of the unexampled 

?l.,..,. · ' ~d r", 11 et · tn.r. arrat;VP... m ·n · · n th 'B · o hlcnaJ. ~a ~e, 1 ~ • ~ec6n1que 1 _e ,1-
graphia Li teraria', 11 p. 35. 
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opposition" together: "In the critical remarks, therefore, 

prefixed and. annexed to the 'Ly-.cical Ballads,' I believe 

that l!£ may safely r\?st" (1:51; emphasis added). Coleridge 

findE the same critical misapprehension imposed upon \'lords

worth as Southey endured, the imposition of intentionality 

on passages which, by a more judicious critic and "not a 

fm:l" readers, would have been "either forgotten or forgiven 

as imperfections" (1:51-52). Coleridge's attention to spe

cific figures in his revie\v of the 11 general censure" of the 

Ballads highlights the current tendency to ground one's opin

ion on a preposterously narrow basis and then extrapolate 

that exclusive experience to include the entire work; \•!hat 

Coleridge advocates is, of course, a "genial" and organic 

reading of the 1·10rk as a formal whole. But just as "less 

than an hundred lines" stimulated "nine-tenths of the criti

cism" (1:50), so too did six different people base their 

"general censure" of the Ballads on one poem, despite their 

"great pleasure 11 1r1ith several other poems. Coleridge dis

tinguishes his "belief" and "conjecture" from "my m·m knovJ

ledge," but finally his personal experience 1vi th individuals 

whose judgement he admires suggests to him that a thoughtful 

and principled critical exposition of Wordsworth's poetry 

is sorely needed. The experience Hi th a "friend vThose tal

~ I hold. in the highest respect, but v1hose judr.;ement and 

strong sound. sense I have had almoct continued occasion to 

revere" was repeated frequently: 11 I have heard at different 
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times, and from different individuals every -single poem ~·

tolled and reprobated" (1:54). The disparity in taste was 

perhaps to be expected,' but that a "counterfeit of poetry" 

(tha-~ is, Wordsworth's commonplace imperfections) 

should succeed in forming a school of imitators ••• 
[and] should for nearly t1venty years have well-nigh 
~n0ros3ed criticism, as the main, if not the only, 
butt of revie1·1, magazine, pamphlet, poem, and naT·a
graph;--this is indeed matter of wonder! (1:55). 

Coleridge's analogies convey his view of this critical 

activity as a ludicrous farce, comparable to a "twenty years' 

war, campaign after campaign, in order to dethrone the usur-

per and re-establish the legitimate taste" or to "the con-

test • • • undecided • • • bet\veen Bacchus and the frogs in 

Aristophanes" (1: 5L~-55). An even greater \vaste of energy, 

Coleridge mocks in the footnote, is 11 the attempt to ridi-

cule a silly and childish poem, by \vri ting another still 

sillier and still more childish." Such mimicry can only 

prove "that the parodist is a still greater blockhead than 

the original vrri ter, and • • • a malignant coxcomb to boot" 

(1:55n). 

It is through his presence, then, and not by reasoning 

or argument; but through his stylistic convey-ance of his 

personal conjectures and experience that Coleridge places 

the reader in a position to empathize vii th the author's pro-

gression to bis conclusion, the public defense of Words

vlOrth's poetry. To this end, Coleridge's rhetorical strat

egies include direct appeal to the reader, quoted speech, 
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concrete analogies, satire, literary quotati·ons, and promi-

nent authorial presence. The sense of the accumulation of 

identical and frustrat:lng experiences, follovling a belief 

based on "careful and repeated exarnination, 11 intensifies as 

Coleridge's prose becomes more punctuated v!i th italics and 

exclamations and his sentences become heavier and longer, 

until his frustration seems to peak -vlith the closing phrase, 

"--this indeed is a matter of wonder!" 

lvi th the resumption of the autobiographical distance 

of approximately tv1enty years, Coleridge adopts the past 

tense, couching his youthful appreciation of ·,vordm-mrth in 

the autobiographical perspective. Since his primary focus 

is his intellectual appreciation of \'/ordsvmrth' s poetry and 

not, for example, its emotional effect (as vvi th Bm,Tles), 

Coleridge's style returns to its rational, discursive tone, 

though frequently involving metaphors in order to experien

tially convey the character of \'lordsvmrth' s poetic genius. 

His task is to communicate his youthful and startled enthu-

siasm for Descriptive Sketches; he turns, not to hi~self, 

but to the poetry, utilizing the poetic technique of meta

phor and visual and auditory imagery to affect the reader. 

He describes the structure, "form, style, and manner of the 

whole poem": 

• • • t.here is an harshness anJ. acerbity connected and 
combined "~:Ti th \·Jorcls and imae:;es all a-glou, which mif!;ht 
recall those products of the vegetable world, \·Jhere 
gorgeous blossoms rise out of the hard and thorny rind 
and. shell, 11i thin which the rich .fruit was elaborating. 
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The lan3uage t·Tas not only peculiar and stronc;, but at 
. times knotty and contorted, as by its m·m impatient 
strength; v:hile the novelty and strugglin~ crm·Jd of 
ima0es, acting in conjunction Hith the difficulties of 
the style, demanded ahrays a greater closeness of at
tention, tha...'1. poetry, (at all· events, than descriptive 
·poetry) bas a right to claim (1:56). 

He then offers a selection from the very poem he bas attemp-

ted to describe, not as an example of \'lordS\vorth' s style, 

but as a metapho:t.' for the man's genius, transforming Words-

worth's poetry into a self-reflexive "text" like the Bioc;ra-

b . •.J- 1.1:> 
p.~.:La lvSe_..L. Coleride;e's initial approach to this subject 

reflects his ovm maxim of vie1ving youthful faults v1ith an 

equitable perspective and his belief that 11 v1here there is 

genius, these [characteristic defects] alvmys point to bin 

characteristic beauties" (1:43). \·Jhat has been true in Coie-

ridge's literary life is similar in the case of genius: 111Jlhe 

poetic l)s~rche, in· its process to fu11 development, under-

goes as many changes as its Greek name-sake, the butterfly'1 

(1: 57). This sense of orgm1ic process 1·1hich, of course, the 

popular critics consistently deny in their fixation on small 

or temporary flavJS, is a tJ:1eme Hhich runs throughout the 

Biographia, in the autobiographical sections, in the treat

ment of aesthetic experience of literature, mid in the de-

lineation of genius. Coleridge's autobiographical vantage 

point yielded this truth v:bich he nmv confers on Wordsvwrth 

--that youthful errors becorr1e, \vi th the transformation of 

grovrth, organic to personal development, like "diseases, 

Vlhich must vrork on the humours, and be throvm out on the 
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surface, in order to secure the patie~t from· their future 

recurrence" (1:57-58). 

Wordsv10rth' s development in his craft is framed within 

Coleridge 1 s personal chronology: "I was in my tv-1enty-fourth 

year, vlhen I had the happiness of knowing Nr. \'lordsv10rth 

personally, and while memory lasts, I shall hardly forget 

the sudden effect produced on my mind, by his recitation of 

a manuscript poem ••• 11 (1:58). Thus neither Wordsworth's 

poetry alone, nor Coleridge's autobiography is given prim

ary focus, but the intellectual and experiential relation

ship of the two is stressed. At the risk of elucidating the 

obvious, the meaning of this personal rhetoric, ,,,hich is su.s

tained by such phrases as 11 I did not perceive anytb.int, par

ticular,11 11 in my then opinion," 11 made so unusual an impres

sion on my feelings immediately, and subsequently on my 

judgement 11 ( 1: 58-59), can be grasped if vie imagine Cole-

ridge's other compositional choices: an impersonal \vork of 

critical analysis, or a 11 pure 11 autobiography in vlhich the 

crises and highlights of the WordsvJOrth-Coleridge relation

ship were presented. The intended genre for this \vork, hovl

ever, encompasses, through selectivity, both approaches; 

its immediate purpose is to convey a 11 lived," personal ex

perience of literature. That Words\·Jorth' s poetry stimulated 

Coleridge's .judgement and altered his experience becomes ex

plicit an.d literally present to the reader by Coleridge's 

self-quoting. His experience of 1796, when he detected 



the union of deep feeling vJi th profound thought; the 
fine balance of truth in observing, vii th the imagina

. tive faculty in modifying ••• and above all, the 
original gift of spreading the tone, the atmosphere. 
of the ideal world (1:59) 

• • 

vm.s extended, refined, and reaffirmed when in 1809 he \vrote, 

To carry on the feelings of childhood into the pm·Jers 
of manhood; to combine the child's sense of \·!onder and 
novelty vrith the appearances, vlhich every day • • • 
had rendered familiar ••• is the character and privi
lege of genius (1:59). 

Both Coleridgean expressions, stir.mlated by \·Jordsvmrth, are 

re-collected in this 1815, present \•Tork of rccommi tment to 

the literary community. The text reverberates \'lith reflex-

iveness. 

Nm'l on his ovm, Coleridge reviews in detail the process 

by \'lhich he arrived at his decision to undertake a philosoph-

ical exploration of the Imac;ination. He alludes to his men-

tal habits: "Repeated meditations led me first to susp0ct •• 

• " (1:60). He sketches the intellectual obstacles which had 

to be overcome: "The first and most importa.p.t point to be 

proved is, that tvm conceptions perfectly distinct are con

fused under one and the same \'lOrd" ( 1: 61-62). He offers his 

successful method in approaching them: 11 If therefore I should 

succeed in establishing the actual ·existences of t\'10 facul-

ties generally different, the nomenclature vJould be at once 

determined." He expresses his intellectual and humanitarian 

motivation: 

••• the theory of the fine arts, and of poetry in 
particular, couJ.d not, I thow,;ht, but derive some addi
tional and inportant light. It would in its immediate 
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effects furnish a torch of guid~~ce to the philosophi
cal critic; and ul tir:mtel;y to the poet himself ( 1: 62). 

Finally, ·he disarmingly reveals his personal aspirations: 

T trust therefore, that there \"!ill be more good hu.,.rnour 
. than contempt, in the smile i:ii th \·lhich the reader chas
tises my self-complacency, if I confess myself u.,.~ccr
tain, whether the satisfaction from the perception of 
a truth nev1 to myself may not have been rendered more 
poignant by the conceit, that it \IJould be equally so 
to the public. There was a time, certainly, in which 
I took some little credit to myself, in the belief 
that I had been the first of my countrymen, v.rho had 
pointed out ••• (1:62-63). 

While distinguishing himself from Uords~:mrth, Coleridge is 

careful to stress their relationship, reiterating the 11 ad-

vantage[s] 11 derived from his 11 friend['s]" contribution (1:6L!-). 

Their intellectual departures f;rom one another \•rere, in fact, 

an outgrm:Jth of their shared experiences, a relationship 

aptly conveyed in Coleridge's image of the tree v:hose 11 bran-

ches v.rith their poetic fruitage 11 Hordsuorth has already 

11 sketch[ ed]" ( l: 6L!-) • 

The chapter closes as it opened, \•lith Coleridge's dir-

ect appeal to the reader, requesting his patience immedi-

ately after assuming his participation: 11 I vJish to add the 

trunl:, and even the roots as far as they lift themselves 

above ground, and are visible to the naked eye of ~~ommon 

~ciousness" (1:64; emphasis added). Deprecating his 

text, Coleridge describes the Bior;ranhia as an 11 immethodical 

••• rniscellany 11 (1:64), but as Cooke points out, "at once 

institutes a comparison v1ith Hool::er ••• to acquit him of 

the charge.n72 Coleridge uses established authorit;y to 

72cooke, p. 216. 
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confirm the reader's commitment, simultaneously reaffirming 

their shared membership in the historical fellouship of 

li:cerary men. These. appeals also function as a challenge 

to the reader who, as a v;itness to Coleridge's painstaking 

prepru."'ations for this future study, is now called upon to 

rise to the occasion. Ioioreovcr, the ensuing "labor" should 

yield appropriately meaningful results: this forthcoming 

preliminary to "an intelligible statement of my poetic 

creed" is "calculated either to effect a fundamental convic-

tion, or to receive a fundru11ental confutation" (1:65). The 

reader is given the freedom to choose either position, but 

(and for the first time Coleridge alludes to a quite dif

ferent audience, his public detractors) responsible atten-

tion, demanded by the author, must precede a judgement. 

Contrary to popular critical belief that the openine; 

chapters of the Bior:raphia are merely "endless preliminar-
77. . 

ies" 7 \'lhich point to Coleridge's incapacity "to shape a 

book,"74 Chapters I-IV can be viev1ed as a structural entity 

in which major thenes are established and enacted and \'There 

Coleridge's personal rhetoric creates a relationship with 

the audience which is intrinsic to the meaning of the vJoJ.'k. 

The purposes of the Biop;raphiB; vJhich Coleridge announced in 

its opening pages, to settle the "controversy concerning 

7 3I. A. · R. h . d '"' J . d r· . t . 44 lC ar s, ~erl ~on mas_ln§._~, p. • 
7L~ , E. K. Cnarnbers, Samuel Tf?._y_lor Coleridge, A. Biop;raphi-

cal Study, p. 280. 



the true nature of poetic diction 11 and to "define • • • the 

real :poetic character of the poet" 1·1ere, in part, to be 

structurally accomplished by an autobiographical "narration,n 

an intention which is fulfilled in these first chapters. 

Chapter I, v1ith its personal revie\v of intellectual obliga

tions, introduces the ql:testion of poetic diction \·!i th 

Coleridge's reaffirmation of the lessons of Bowyer; Bowles' 

poetr;y encompassed Bov1yer' s principle of organic poetic lan

fpage as 1vell as inspiring in Coleridge "an actual friend-

ship as of a man for a ma.11." Chapter II, in preparation of 

the delineation of genius, consists largely of a psychologi-

cal investigation into the opposite mentality and behaviour. 

Chapter III includes a tribute to a contemporary poetic gen-

ius, in \·lhi~h the "real 29e~ic character" is further defined 

and celebrated. Finally, v1ith Chapter IV Coleridge's tvlO 

illain subjects are reunited in the topic of Hordsworth's 

poetry, though the question of poetic diction is prominent. 

Furthermore, Chapters I and IV, composed in the autobiogra

phical mode, serve as a frame to Chapters II and III 'ltlhere 

the narrative is suspended; together the four chapters con

stitute a balanced consideration of poetic language and 

character. Although he excludes the tribute to Southey 

(mistakenly, I believe) form his consideration of the first 

four chapter.s, Appleyard rightly concludes that the insight 

vrhich l1ords"l:mrth afforded Coleridge, "an a.vmreness of the 

unity of thought and feeling, ••• summarizes and completes 
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the lessons of Bovzyer and Bmrlles] 

and implies an activity so unique as a creative communica-

tipn that a special faculty of the mind must be distinguished 

as it,s source.n75 

TvJO major themes reverberate and frequeatly coalesce 

throughout this material, organizing the various subjects 

into a unified concern. First, the significance of propor-

tion recurs time and time again, \•lhether on an auto biograph-

ical level or as a principle of criticism. Various dispro

portionate experiences, such as Coleridge's youthful and 

adult immersion in "abstruse metaphysics," the critics' 

fixation on minor fla'I:Js, single poems, or the poet's per-

sonality, and the commanding genius's liability to an immer

sion in his immediate, external vwrld, all indicate a lack 

of comprehensive vision, fixing the individual in an extrer1e , 

unbalanced, and therefore inadequate position. In contrast, 

the healthy mental state, in which "natural faculties ••• 

expand, and original tendencies ••• develope," involves 

a balanced harmony between eA~ernal senses and internal 

ideas: the shaping mind turns "things" into "thoughts, 11 

thereby effecting a "sanity" which is essentially a state 

of moderation and balance between extremes. Or, in another 

idiom, an organic reading of a work of literature implies a 

balm1ced pe~spective, an ability to treat the work as a 

vlhole, discovering, the relations betv1een parts and avoiding 
--------------------

75Appleyard, Coloridfje's Philosophy of Literature, p. 
176. 
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the temptation to rest vli th a single, monomaniacal concern. 

The discovery of the meaning of a work of art (for example, 

a Raphael painting), Coleridge implies, is dependent upon 

an "organic 11 perspective, that is, the point of vie\•1 or gen-

ial approach "~:Ihich searches out internal relationships, at-

temptine; to connect separate and single entities into a pro-

portionate Hhole. 

The second theme vlhich echoes throughout these chapters 

is that of process, a continuous action vlhich progresses 

through time and, as such, implies change and development 

as opposed to fixation or end. Coleridge believed that '1 all 

things are a P~ocess; 11 ?S his literary autobiography is a 

demonstration of the developing course of his intellectual 

powers. To the modern reader a developmental autobiograph;y 

\1hich traces a pattern of grovlth, \vith its implicit regres-

sions and advances, is commonplace. However, this approach 

is an authorial choice and we have numerous examples of 

autobiographies v;hich seem bent upon denying the experience 

of process in their focus on external activities or in their 

construct of life as a logical phenomenon uhich proceeds by 

cause and effect. Coleridge's faults as a poetic craftsman, 

hm·Jever, are presented as contributory to his capacities as 

a philosophic critic; his arrival at the "solid foundationu 

of psychology as a basis for his criticism is presented in 

76"To Robert Southey," 25 January 1800, Letter 314-, 
Letters 1: 56Li-. 



experiential terms; and his decision to define the Imagina

tion is traced along an intellectual and personal course. 

The route is similar: in both cases, Coleridge's individual, 

. personal e:A.'J)erience is primary; an influential poet enters 

his life, stimulating his-confrontation of essential ques

-tions; a dialectic or comparative investigation follovJS; and 

finally, Coleridge embarks on a search for fundamental prin

cipl8s. Noreover, the process he first under1vent after 

reading Bov1les, by which he arrived at the "solid founda

tion ••• of the faculties of the human mind itself," is 

contributory to and enveloped by his later process and arri

val at a definition of the Imagination. 

vii th the autobiographical mode it is difficult, and 

perhaps unadvisable, to separate the concepts of organicism 

and process, for ·implicit in the notion of a movement throur;h 

time is the (admittedly, humanly imposed) characteristic of 

development. Coleridc;e 's choice of the dev_elopmental auto·

biography as a frame for his critical principles is, I be

lieve, successful. Coleridge's personal and intellectual 

self-development acts as a pedigree for his chosen role of 

philosophic critic. He, in turn, applies this concept of 

growth and evolution to poetic genius, avoiding the judge

mental tendency to freeze poetic flmvs in permanent isola

tion. Moreover, to fulfill his ultimate purpose of the 

reader's "fundamental conviction, 11 Coleridge employs the 

autobiographical rhetoric of experience, allowing the reader 



to enter into the author's e}~eriences vicariously. Cole

ridge's selective autobiography, \•Ti th its rhetorical presen

to.tion of the. 11 drama of • • • the thought r;rm·Ting, n77 is a 

vehicle for tho reaclol' 1 s literary and immediate experience 

of, primarily, \'lordsHorth's poetry. To this end, Coleridge 

.performs various authorial engae;ements, acting self-con

sciously before the reader and creating a self-conscious 

literary text which depends on the reader's cooperation for 

its very existence. As Coleridge vTrote of literary communi-

cation, "This \·Jork is not the Idea, but the ceremonial Rites 

by vlhich I invoke it, or provoke to it. 11 78 

77 11 To Thomas Poole, 11 28 Jax1uary 1810, Letter 801, Let-
ters 3: 282. --

78n. 52, quoted in Kathleen Coburn, The Self Conscious 
l_r:1_p._gjy~~tion (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 6b. 



CHAPTER III 

Chapters V through VIII of the Bio~ranhia differ marked-

ly in content and compositional style from those preceding 

and from the follmving Chapters IX throuEh XI. The rhetori-

cal style too is altered: although the autobiographical 

chronology is sustained, its narrative form is suspended; 

Coleridge follo>:rs the course of his youthful philosophicaJ. 

studies, but presents them in the present tense of argmJen

tation from his mature and altered perspective. Interest-

ingly enough, his former adherence to associationism goes 

unmentioned, and in place of the autobiographical theme of 

process, the authorial point of vievJ no\·1 conveys a sense of 

conclusive lmmvledge and lasting conversion. 1 Coleridge's 

firmly polemical stance correspondingly alters the reader's 

role: in place of our intimate rapport v1ith a self-exposed 

author, \oJhich held the foreground in the opening chapters, 

reader and author are nmv aligned in league against a pr•.blic 

111. H. Abrams, "Coleridge a..Yld the Romantic Vision of 
the Uorld," Coleri~a;e's Variety: Bi~entenary Studies, ed. 
John Beer (Plttsburgh: University of P1ttsburgh Press, 1974), 
p. 107. Abrams finds the ~ntire BiograJ?.hia to be \oJritten 
after Coleridge "had escaped from the flood of doubt and the 
\·lilderness of despair, in the persona of a new creature >:Jho 
sees the vvorlci i·Jith nev1 eyes." 
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and insidious opponent. Although these chapters are far 

from dispassionate, the alliance of author and reader assumes 

a different tone: Coleridge and his audience share a combat

ive stand (along lvith eminent historical authorities) in 

righteous defense of their "human nature." The appeal of 

the common cause supplants that of private intimacy as Cole-

ridge's focus widens from his literary autobiography to a 

preparation of his universal epistemolo2;3r. Jl.1oreover, after 

creating this reader-oriented rhetoric of loyal solidarity, 

Coleridge employs it as his major argumentative weapon 

against associationism v1hich he presents as contrary to 

what "v1e viell knmv" to be our eA.rperience, fragmentary, and 

ultimately both inhuman and inhu..~.11ane. 

These chapters have posed some problem for readers who 

find the refutation of associationism to be improportionate 

and dryly didactic. J. A. Appleyard, for example, finds the 

devotion of four chapters to associationism, in comparison 

with "only one short chapter to the influence of the whole 

idealist tradition," to be an.imbalance betraying Coleridge's 

"fundamentally negative motivation. 112 The rhetoric of these 

chapters has largely remained unexamined or described as 11 the 

philosophical style, 11 characterized by "conservative diction 

••• a limited range in tone, drab metaphors, long senten

ces, and a scarcity of rhetorical devices."3 Stylistic 

2J. A. Appleyard, ColeridGe's Ph~losoph;y of I1iteratur§. 
(Ca.rnbridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), p. 18?. 

3:Lynn nerle GroV'l, T~e Pros~ Stvle of Saquel 'J:'~lor Cole
£idr:;_£ (Salzburg: University of Salzburg Press, 1976), p. ·120. 
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analysis shov-1s this is far from being the case, and Jerome 

Christensen is more accurate in pointing out Coleridge's 

many classical rhetorical devices in this material. He 

describes Coleridge's style, h0i·1ever, as "marginal rhetor-

ic" for its shift froo "a deliberate, scientific argunent 

.of inductive or deductive proof to a mobile fragmentar;;r 

. u'+ discourse of persuas1on. The coexistence of \·Jhat \'le 

might call a discu-rsive, logical style as well as blatant 

rhetorical devices need not, hovmver, constitute the dupli

city v1hich Christensen suggests. The strict division be

tvleen philosophy and rhetoric seems more of an academic 

framework than an operative practice; as Henry Johnstone 

oaintains, 

Even the most responsible and least questionable phil
osophical v.rri tings that there are have a rhetorical 
vector. It is this vector that renders them more th2~ 
just collections of principles or evidence •••• It 
is never the case that Plato, or any other thinker, 
simply places the truth before us and lets us decide • 
• • • The philosopher does not just st~ble on truths; 
he reaches them through arguoentation. But argumenta
tion and rhetoric converge in philosophy.5 

Also, it is helpful to presume some purposiveness on Cole-

ridge's behalf, to consider that the mixture of logic and 

emotional appeal might fulfill the author's intention rather 

than constitute duplicity, and to investigate a possible 

L~Jerome C. Christensen, "Coleridge's Marginal Nethod 
in the B:iographia Literaria, 11 Pl\ffiA 92 (1977): 934. 

5Eenry \·1. Johnstone, Jr., "From Philosoph;>,. to Rhetoric 
8J?.d Back, 11 Eheto27ic, Philosophy-, and Literature: An Explora
tlon OJ est l;afayette: Purdue UnJ.ver~n ty .Press, 19'73), pp. 
~63. 
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design to be accomplished through Coleridge •·s choice of 

content and. style. 

The central intellectual aim of these four chapters is 

to argue that associationism, p8.l"'ticularJ.y Hartleyan mech-

anism, "is neither tenable in theory, nor founded in facts" 

(1: ?L~), a refutation 1:1hich is preparatory to the presenta

tion of Coleridge's epistemology and his theory of the Imag-

ination. Hov1ever, because Coleridge's dema."1d on his audi-

once is nothing less than a "fundamental conviction or • • • 

a fundamental confutation" (1:65), his purpose moves beyond 

the realm of logical proof and dispassionate reasoning. 

~rhus, Coleridge's rhetoric and authorial presence convey 

the intensity of commi t!!lent he \'lishes to effect in his audi-

ence. i·le ma~v consider these chapters, and indeed the Bio

granhia itself, as a genre of rhetorical discourse which, 

as Ed\vin Black suggests, instead of depending on an emotion-

al response as the consequence of logical argument, utilizes 

emotion as the force of the argument. The author's purpose, 

of course, determines his use of emotional appeal, and along 

the scale of rhetorical discourse from "disinterested, tran

sitory, tentative approbation" to a "radical, permanent, ex

tensive alteration in belief, 116 Coleridge's aim falls close 

to the latter goal. We are not merely asked to calmly and 

impersonally. find associationism insufficient to a 

6Edv1in Black, Phetorical Criticism: A Study in Hethod 
(Madison: University of V~sconsin Press, 1978), p. 132. 
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comprehensive psychological system; we are called to a revi-

sion of .our view of the universe, to assent to a philosophy 

l'Thich entails the responsibility of self-initiated, creative 

lmO\'Jledge. For Coleridge associationism 1·vas the "philosophy 

of death," the "neutralization of nature." It may be sug-

gested that since Coleridge abandons the intimacies of the 

autobiographical narrative, be compensates, in a sense, by 

making the emotional force of his argument intentionally 

personal and urgent. For vle cannot affirm the Imagination 

as ''the living Pov1er and prime Agent of all human Perception 

and as repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of 

creation in the infinite I AN" ( 1: 202) 1.\Ti thout a total con-

version of intelligence and will. The rejection of the 11 I11ech-

anistic Dot;::;tatists" is not only the first step in the person-

al revolution; it is nothing less than an escape from a sys

·tem which "strikes Death"7 to an intellectual and spiritual 

rebirth. 

Coleridge's audience, then, is not merely called on to 

judge, but to assent to a conviction of far-reaching person

al implications. 'I·he intensity and thoroughness of their 

assent demands not only intellectual deliberation but also 

an emotional charge, a movement out of the lethargy of pas

sivism. In light of Coleridge's characterization of his 

audience, it is difficult to conceive of them as confirmed 

7"To '/Jilliam \'lordsworth," 30 Nay 1815, IJetter 969, Let
~ 4: 575' 574-. 
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associationists, but he found the ""<'!hole drlft of contem

porary -4hought [to be] in the direction pointed out by Locke 

and Hobbes."8 The empiricism and materialism of the eighteenth 

centv:ry he blamed not only for the French Rf~volution, but 

also for the pervasive der:seneration in the national charac

ter, morals, education, and religion.9 Conversely, the 

German Transcendentalists offered the conceptual groundvrork 

"for articulating an alternative vision of t;he universe," 10 

one vJhich affirmed the crcati ve autonomy of the human mind 

\vhile offering the possibility of the unity of existence. 

Concerned \vi th the \vide spread implications of association-

ism and believing that his escape from "that lab;y-rinth-Den 

of Sophistry" afforded him 11 a better clue than has hitherto 

been knm·m, to enable others to do the same, 1111 Coleridc;e 

took particular rhetorical care to insure his audience's 

confirmation of "our Oi:m consciousness" (1:86), the vital 

unity of being and knm·1ledge. 

Coleridge has been criticized for failing to provide a 

systematic, logical refutation of associationist psychology; 

8J. B. Priestley, Politics in the Poetry of Coleridr:;e, 
quoted in Appleyard, p. /7• 

9The Friend I: ~~~l-6-L~7, vJhero he lists such consequen
ces as 11 the ecripse of the ideal by the mere shado\•l of the 
sensible" and the 11 plebification of knov,rledge. 11 

ters -
10r1. H.· Abrams, p. 108. 

1111 To Thowas Poole," 15 ~ranuary 1804, Letter 536, Let-
2: 103?. 
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hovJever, we may consider VJhether the intensi "j:;y of his pur-

pose \'lOUld be served by such an approach. In announcing 

the focus of his topic,· Coleridge excludes the disputed 

influence of associationist psycholosy on metaphysics, for 

it 11 \-wuld require more time, skill and power than I believe 

myself to· possess" (1: 67); he also promises a future \·..rork 

\vhich -::Jill treat materialism and its ensuing psycholor;y "at 

large and systematically11 (1:91-92). His statement of in

tention, to 11 exhibit the grounds of my conviction" (1:73), 

with its two elements of logical demonstration and personal 

belief, is, I believe, \·Jell met. in these chapters. Usina- a 
D 

variety of rhetorical tools, Coleridge emphasizes t\·JO contral 

ideas throughout this section, the one aligning itself to 

his "conviction 11 anC. the other to deductive reasoning. 

First, Coleridge repeatedly dravJS attention to the danger-

ous and eA~ensive implications of the associationist doc-

trine, painting in vivid and evocative language o. sometimes 

absurd and sometimes appalling picture of existence accord

ing to associationism. Secondly, the emotionalism of this 
, 

expose is offset by his frequent appeals to the reader's 

11 common sense 11 
( 1: 89) regarding the truths of huma.'1 nature. 

By self-knO\vledge or by an historical knovJledge of human 

behavior, we knovT, Coleridge maintains, certain unmistakable, 

universal truths about the workings of our ovm mind and the 

nature of existenc$; these c~r.u:1on truths are, he demonstrates, 

in radical opposition to the tenets of associationism. \'JD.at 

may strike us as a circular argument \·las for Coleridge the 
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only proper and successful method by which to approach "the 

component faculties Of the human mind i tself 11 
( 1: lL~), for 

. - . 

"the mind of man ••.• is to be estimated (if at all) alone 

by an· inductive process; that is, by its effects." 12 A com

mon idea, an intellectual tendency, the existence of soci-

ety, religion, and art, a universal experience--all consti-

tuted for Coleridge the "effects" of the mind of man, and a 

psychology which could not account for such human enterpris

es was invalid. 13 

Unlike Chapters I-IV \'/here his personal history created 

a bond vli th the reader, in these chapters Coleridge fre

quently appeals to the reader's membership in the human 

race, directing our attention to the "mind of man" or the 

"nature of man, 11 and asking us to observe the operation of 

our O\m mind as an individual proof for his inclusive epis-

temology. Such appeals constitute a strong bond of e;eneric 

identification, conveying a sense of ageless continuity, a 

universally shared identity, and the implicit reassurance 

of the continuous, indomitable "nature" of man which 

"12 
-

11 To Joseph Cottle, April 1814, Letter 922, Lett8rs 
3: L~83. 

l3John Stuart I'1ill noted this ~pproach of ColeridQ:e' s: 
"With Coleridge ••• the very fact that any doctrine had 
been believed by thoughtful men, and received by \-Jhole na
tions or generations of mankind, \·las part of the problem to 
be solved, v;as one of the phenomena to be accounted for. 
The long duration of a belief, he thour;ht, is at least proof 
of a..11 adaptation in it to some pOl"'tion or other of the human 
mind. • • ; " Qn Bentham and Coleridge (lieH York: Harper L 
Brothers, 1962), p. "100. 
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perseveres throughout the varylng ages. Indeed, Colerid~e's 

personal belief \•Tas that "there is more than a metaphor in 

the affirmation, that the \vhole human Species from Adam to 

Bonaparte, from China to Peru, may be considered as one 

Individual I-1ind." 14 1.rhe opening sentence of Chapter V calls 

attention to this continuous, universal element in the his-

tory of the humru~ race, immediately setting before the reader 

an historical reality unaccounted for by associationist psy-

chology: "There have been men in all ages, who have been im-

pelled as by an instinct to propose their own nature as a 

problem, a'Tld itTho devote their attempts to its solution" (1: 

65). His language highlighting the voluntary and natural 

tendency of the mind toward self-consciousness, Coleridge 

suggests the irony of an epistemology excluding the very in-

tellectual activity "'rhich gave rise to it. The same appeal 

to a universal "human nature" ae;ain serves to subtly under-

mine associationism \·rhen he states in the s~e paragraph: 

"But it is not in human nature to meditate on any mode of 

action, without enquiring after the lavr that governs it. • 

•
11 (1:66). The self-initiated search for first principles 

is an ageless human reality unexplained by associationism 

vrhich subjugates all mental activity to the la\'1 of external 

time. 

In his historical tracing of this doctrine Coleridge 

lLJ.."To Josiah 1:Jedg">·lood," February 1801, Letter 384, 
I~etters 2: ?01. 
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further alienates the modern empiricists \"lhile solidifying 

.the reader's inclusion in the. r:;eneric bond of "human." For 

centuries human beings have engaged, quite voluntarily and 

unpra~matically, in the activity of metaphysical inquiry, a 

study of the timeless, i~material essence of the nature of 

being. r'1oreover, Descartes, Hobbes, Hume, and Hartley are 

all participants in and beneficiaries of this activity, 

boasting a "venerable ancestry" (1:66). An implicit reminder 

exists of the moderns' intellectual responsibility to their 

predecessors and to the body of thought v1hich has existed 

"for many, very many centuries." 1-lackintosh and Hobbes (and 

elsev1here, in Coleridge's letters, Locke) are guilty of 

shirking the obligations and indebtedness attendant upon 

membership in this intellectual community, a ne~lect \"lhich 

for Coleridge implied not only a breach of faith but a 

narrm·mess of vision. For a philosophy which was "the most 

ancient 11 was."therefore pres11mptively the most natural" (1: 

95). Underlying Coleridge's refutation of associationism 

throughout these four chapters is his admitted equation of 

"ancient" and "truth11 \·lith the rhetorically pov;erful prem

ise of a "huma..YI nature." His ach'TIO\-lledger.l8nt of indebted

ness tG ancient· philosophers, then, sheds grace on his au

thorial undertaking while simultaneously discrediting the 

modern associationists whose denial (or worse, ignorance) 

of ancient truth is tantamount to a denial of human nature. 

Coleridge's rhetoric employs this syllogism both as a shield 

of generic. identity for his audience and as the •.r~eapon which 
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strikes the brand of "unnatural 11 at -his opponent. 

Thu~ Coleridge begins his refutation of associationism 

v1ith a corrective re9toration of 11 the obligations of intel-

lect, 11 a moral duty of authorship vlhich vJe have seen per-

formed in his intellectual autobiography. In his reinstate-

ment of Descartes, Coleridge presents the _basic lm·T of as so-

ciation straightforwardly, reserving his criticism for 

Hobbes alone. 15 A similar comparison betueen Locke and Des-

cartes is found in letters to Josiah-\Vedgwood in 1801. 

There Coleridge goes to some length to rectify Descartes' 

reputation by proving that Locke's traditional fame for 

having overthrmm Descartes' theory of innate ideas vms un-

founded. This misrepresentation was also occasioned by 

rsackintosh T1vho figures, Coleridge sarcastically remarks, 

as 11 an important exception most honorable to the modern" 

to the difficul t;y of advancing 11 a nev1 error in the philos

ophy of the intellect" (1:66~67). Coleridge's statements to 

1:/edg1llOod concerning the motives of the stern comparison shed 

some light on his authorial choice of an historical introduc

tion to his refutation of Hartleyan associationism: 

l5coleridge seems attracted to.Descartes' "method of 
doubt 11 and his autobior;raphical, self-a.nalytic procedure: 
"In the I'1edi tations and the Treatise De Ii!ethodo Descartes 
gives a Ii ttle lhstory of the rlse and srovith of his opin
ions. Uhen he first began to think himself from out of that 
state • • • he saw • • • and seelng that his other Ideas 
were less vivid ••• he was led to believe •••• These 
Judp,ements too \·Jere often found to have been \vron::::; he often 
~immderstood the neaning. • • • " The J.a,_Y)_r;uar;e of process 
1s rer:"liniseent of Coleridge's.. "'l1o Josiah \•! edr;v10od, 11 2Ll
February 1801, Letter 382, Letters 2:686. 
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I feel deeply ••• t·lhat ungracious vmrds I am writing. 
I hazard the danger of being-considered one of those 
trif;Ling men 1·1ho ••• hunt out in obscure corners of 
Books for paragraphs in Vlhich that System may seem to 
have been anticipated. • • • I seem to myself as far 
as these facts have not been noticed, to have done a 
good vmrk, in restoring a name, to 1vhich Englishmen 
have been especially unjust, to the honors •:Ihich belong 
to it •••• Discoveries of these and similar Facts in 
literary Eistory ••• lessen that pernicious custom • 
• • of neglecting to make ourselves accurately acquain
ted t·.rith the opinions of those v:ho have gone before us. 
• • • It is even better to err in admiration of our 
Forefathers, [than] to become all Ear, like Blind 1:1en, 
living upon the Alms and casual mercies of contempor
ary Intellect. Besides, Life is short, and KnO\'lledge 
infinite; a.'1d it is •:!ell therefore that pouerful and 
thinking minds should }:now exactly v.rhere to set out 
from, and so lose no time in superfluous Discoveries 
of Truths lens before discovered. That periodic :B'or
getfulness, 1·ihich would be a shockinR; Disease in the 
mind of an Individual relatively to it's ovm Discover
ies, must be pernicious in the Species. For I would 
believe there is more t~a..n a metaphor in the affirmation 
that the \·Ihole human Species • • • may be considered as 
one Individual f.Iind.l6 

r.rhe theme which underlies Coleridge 1 s specific cri ticisrn of 

Locke (vague differentiation of philosophical terms, careless 

translation, be1:1ilderment of the reader, ignorance concern

ing the ancient metaphysicians) is his breach of faith \·Jith 

his philosophical heritage, demonstrated by his ignorant mis-

use of Descartes' ideas. Coleridge's tracing of the asso-

ciationist doctrine to Aristotle, then, functions as more 

than preparatory background material; it constitutes the per

formance of a duty implicit in Coleridge's ideal of the in-

tellectual community, an indebtedness \·Thich some modern 

associationists have um·1isely neglected. 

16uTo Josiah \ledgwood," Feburary 1201, I,etterr3 2: 700-
701. 
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Coleridge's regressive movement to the 11 source • • • to 

the first, so to the fullest and most perfect enunciation of 

the associative principle11 (1:71) also seems a rhetorical 

flaunting of the control of the 11 one lmv of time" ( 1: 69). 

It is during this contrast of Aristotle with the modern em

piricists that Coleridge's rhetoric becomes barbed, his lan

guage mocking the various 11 fictions]." In five negative 

parallel phrases Coleridr;e stresses the foolish notions 

\vhich Aristotle avoided, employing disc.ordant metaphors and 

juxtaposing the language of materialism and the language of 

the mind or spirit. Coleridge's jarring combination of the 

inert v1i th the vital (!'particles propat:;ating motion like bil

liard balls"), the mechanical v1ith the mental and the natur

al ( 11 an electric light • • • the ultimate orp;an of int·mrd vi

sion, 'VIhich rises to the brain like an Aurora J3orealis 11
) , ar:.a 

the mental with the physical ("intelligent fluids" [1:?1]) 

concretizes for the reader the absurdity of a system v1hich 

disregards the 11 natural differences of thinr:;s and thoughts'' 

(1:66). Coleridge next contrasts Aristotle's scientific in

ductive method vii th the extreme c1 aims of the moderns. A void

ing an hypothesis for the ultimate cause of association, 

Aristotle employs objective, scientific observation to ar

rive at certain proximate causes of the recollection of as

sociable ideas. Nor does he align logically exclusive enti

ties: "he excludes place and motion from all the operations 

of thought" (1:72). Nor does he confuse the "passive fancy 

and mechanical memory; ·that which supplies to all other 
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faculties their objects" (1:73) with the thinking faculty 

itself. This negative contrast clarifies Coleridge's quar-

rel with the !TIOdern associationists: they claim a final and 

external cause for the associative process; in doing so, they 

abandon the most basic logic of homogeneity between a cause 

and its effect; a.n.d they raise association to the status of 

the sole activity of all thow:;ht. 

The authorial "1 11
, which has been absent for most of 

this chapter, now rather abruptly emerges at the close as 

Coleridge relates a personal experience which attests to 

the rich indebtedness and reciprocity of the philosophical 

community and reemphasizes Coleridge's claim that Aristotle's 

was the first and best formulation of the associative doc-

trine. Coleridge refrains from commentary in narrating the 

incident in \vhich Hume 's copies of some of Thomas Aquinas's 

books, among them Aquinas's copy of Aristotle's Parya Hatur-

alia filled with commentary, were given to ~Iackintosh. The 

suggestion is surely that AQuinas's respect for Aristotle 

assumed the proper form, vlhile Hume' s Essay constituted the 

great literary insult of unaclmowledged use of another.' s 

ideas. The final irony is that f1ackintosh, in his assess-

ment of Hobbes as the "original discoverer" of the lm11 of 

association could yet ignore Aristotle vlhile admiring Aquin

as, and still find the moderns superior to the ancients.17 

l7 Coleridr:.se beJ:ieved r'1ackintosh unable to appreciate 
"an em:i_Y:r:ntly original man. II The ~f.lat;le rL1all:: UY1d Ormiana of 
Samuel ':· ... ·rlor Coleridge_, ed. T. Ashe "TLondon: George .Jell 
and Sori·;:~-~---1()8(3) , pp. ~ 5-26. 
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~iackintosh, \'Tho frames this chapter, seems to figure as a 

fitting example of an irresponsible, self-proclaimed phil-

osopher who promotes the pernicious errors resulting from 

careless and incomplete study. He closes the chapter on 

Coleridge's version of the history of associationism as a 

negative reminder to the reader that the pursuit of philos

ophy is ideally "an affectionate seeking after the truth" 

( 1: 9'j_). For Coleridge the approach itself, earlier des

cribed as the 11 a\1Jakening by the noblest models the fond and 

unmixed LOVE and ADI1IRATION," this 11 affectionate seeking" 

is inherent to the valid discovery. Else\vhere Coleridge 

bemoaned the absence of· any "truly e: nobly-minded Psycho1o-

gist; 11 he believed ample materials existed, but 11 in order to 

make fit use of these materials he must love and honor, as 

vlell as understand, human nature--rather, he must love in 

OrQ'er to understand l. t."18 C 1 · d 1 bl" t · f · + · o erl ge s pu lC rec l lCaulOn 

of the influence of Descartes and Aristotle is a demonstra-

tion of the highest value in Coleridge's literary fellovrship, 

the humanitarian expression of "intellectual obligations." 

His closing quotation from \·Jords\o~orth ( 11 I earnestly solicit 

the good wishes and friendly patience of my readers, v1hile 

I thus go 'sounding on my dim and perilous way.'" [1:74]) is 

a gesture of inclusion to the reader in this fellowship char-

acterized by conscientious tribute, willing acknO\-Jledger.:1ent, 

and forbearance. 

18Hotebooks 2 (Sep.tember 1808): 3372. 
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The core of Coleridge's objection to Hartleyan associa

tion in Chapters VI and VII takes the form of an argument 

from consequents: Coleridge unfolds the theory of mechanis-

tic vibrations in order first to demonstrate its logical im

possibility, but chiefly to expose its extreme implications • 

. \'lith his focus solely on Hartley's system, Coleridge's rhet

oric and language become more emphatic and deliberately pro-

vocative. Chapter VI opens with an impatient dismissal of 

Hartley's "hypothetical vibrations," since Coleridge's pre-

decessors have already exposed the "outraging11 contradic

tions. Colerid~e further promises to avoid the question of 

mechanism as the sole philosophy or as a valid philosophy 

at all.· Briefly but effectively Coleridge breaks both prom-

ises, a ploy lvhich he repeats in Chapter VII \·lhen he enum

erates to the audience \.'lhat "vm \·!ill agree to forget" ( 1: d1). 

While claiming to reserve the question of mechanism as a 

philosophy, Coleridge asserts that to ans1.-1e~ the question 

affirmatively would carry bovTildering repercussions, for to 

sub,ject metaphysics to 11 the despotism of the eye, 11 creates 

a restlessness: 11 invisible things are not the object of vi

sion." Thus Coleridge answers the question reserved "for 

another place." 

And "the little" that he limits himself to concerning 

Har·tley' s vibrations in aether makes up the follovling two 

paragraphs where Coleridge tackles the physiological dynam

ics of Hartley's theory, [;ranting "for a moment" two possi

bilities in order to-demonstrate their infeasibility. 
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Coleridge's presentation of the vibratory system emphasizes 

the absence of any certainty as to how it \vorks: "ho\•1 are 

dissimilar ideas associated? 11 Colerid(je, appearing to rea-

son from his opponent's premises, grants "the possibility 

of ••• a disposition in a material nerve" (1:75), a con-

cession which he simultaneously scorns as 11 Scarcely less 

absurd than to say, that a v1eathercock had acquired a habit 

of turning to the east, from the wind having been so long in 

that quarter." The disposition is either multiple or sina-u-o 

lar, Coleridge posits, neither of which rationally explain 

how different vibrations come to be associated. HavintT, 

demonstrated.the logical but fruitless path, Coleridge 

finds Hartley's anmver to the diler:1ma "constrained. 11 He 

then proceeds to a dramatization of the consequences of 

"contempora'1.ei ty .·" 

Coleridge's expressed admiration of Hartley's character 

acts as a transition bet\veen the preceding ~emonstration and 

the depiction of consequences. This momentary tribute to 

Hartley as "too great a man, too coherent a thinker" (1:76), 

repeated in Chapter VII with the careful distinction main-

tained betvJeen the "author and the ~," seems designed to 

offset Coleridge's occasional but unmistakably scornful 

tone. 
; 

In this initial expose of consequents, the imagery 

which sustains his analogies suggests lack of control, 

chance, and excessiveness; Coleridge's use of metaphors 

taken out of their proper context (or "denaturalized")l9 

19 . ' 934-Chr~stensen, p. ' • 
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conveys a fear of the unnatural, unmodified "despotism" of 

external reality. The v1ill, which Coleridge identified 'ivith 

the self, 20 is reduced to: 

a broad stream, r:linding through a mountainous country 
\·lith an indefinite number of currents, varying and run
ning into each other as the gusts chance to blow from 
the opening of the mountains. 1I'he temporary union of 
several currents in one, so as to form the main current 
of the moment, vJO'I.ild present an accurate image of 
Hartley' s theory of the vlill. 

Not only are the currents subject to "chance" gusts of wind, 

but the number is "indefinite," the union "temporary'and the 

main current only "of the moment." Coleridge's second image 

reinforces the frightening sense of the uncontrollable im-

pingement of .the external upon a defenseless, passive self. 

His mention of the top of St. Paul's church, of "how im-

mense must be the sphere of a total impression • • • and 

hmv rapid and continuous the series of such total impres-

sions" conveys a deliberate sense of dizziness. The ex-per

iential consequence of associationism, if t;J.ken to its logi-

cal extreme, \olOuld be an "absolute deliriu.r:1" or an uncon-

trolled barra~e of unending impressions. At the close of 

his extended exposition of this "complete lightheadedness," 

Coleridge reassures his reader that· the will, 1.r1hich associa

tionism denies, is nonetheless "perhaps never \vholly sus-

pended," a rather comforting idea he will develop in Chapter 

VII. 

2011 I'1ly \'lill & I seem perfect ~onimes--whatever does 
not apply to the first, I ::-efusc) to the latter/ --An-:l thin::s 
strictly of out\'lard Force I refuse to acknmdedge, as done 
E.z me/it is done vJith me." Notebooks 1 (December 1803): 1'?1?. 
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Like Chapter V, this chapter closes with a personal ex-

perience, here designed to counteract the associationist 

supremacy of contemporaneity. The case of the young girl 

v1ho, after 16 years, remembered passages of Greek and Latin, 

proves to Coleridge that thought, far from being subject to 

_time and place, may be imperishable. Having made the sug-

gestion of the infinity of human consciousness, the opposite 

extreme of mechanism, Coleridge brea..lcs off his emotional ut-

terance as if in fear and a sense of his mm unworthiness: 

Yea, in the very nature of a living spirit, it may be 
more possible that heaven and earth should pass a\·la"J7 , 

than that a single act, a single thought, should be 
loosened or lost from that living chain of causes, to 
all v1hose links, conscious or unconscious, the free
will, our only absolute self, is co-extensive and co
present. But not noi'l dare I longer discourse of this, 
i•Taiting for a loftier mood, and a nobler subject, 
\varned from vli thin and from \'li thout, that it is profa
nation to speak of these mysteries ••• (1:80). 

This startling ending to a chapter of arg-umentation, remin-

iscent of the personal outburst at the close of his analysis 

of genius in Chapter II, is comparable to the classical 

rhetorical technique of a-posionesis in ivhich the speaker, 

so moved by emotion, i·Tould stop suddenly in midcourse, leav

ing his listeners stunned and thoughtful. This finale, with 

its allusion to the glory and av1e implicit in the potential

ly infinite human mind, strikes one as quite intentional. 

\·Je are \·Ti tnessing a rhetorical drama: Coleridge, who has 

sustained for some time his role as a vehement arguer, 

adopting for the most part his opposition's premises in 

order to refute them, seems to finally give ">JaY to his ovm 
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radical belief in the power of the mind, suggesting an in-

tirnation so pov1erful that he is profoundly and ultimately 

moved and made inarticulate. He has moved from the "hio·h-o 

est abstraction and most philosophical form" of association-

ism to a comparable plane in his OVln theory, from the postu-

.late of a mind subject to time to the suggestion of a con

sciousness unlimited by time, from a mentality victimized 

by e:h.rternal impressions to a creative Imagination \vhich is 

the analogue of the divine creative pov1er. Bishop Hunt, in 

defining the object of Coleridge's Neoplatonic philosophy as 

"beyond the reach of language, 11 has noted that more tha.11 one 

chapter of the Bio~r1Phia ends 

in a foreign tongue or v1i th quotations from Scripture, 
often fortified \·Ji th bold type and exclamation points 
--as if to su0gest the moment when philosophy, having 
reached the li~its of logical expressioni must give 
a1.vay to a sacred language of some kind. 2 

Coleridge's fearful suggestion, with its strongly biblical 

overtones, 22 is also an impassioned exultat~on of the crea

tive and integral self, and a forceful rejection of the de-

humanization of associationist psychology. It is as if the 

author undergoes the experience of his text, allowing his 

passionate and radical "conviction"· to emerge in expression. 

Its parallel in Romantic poetry is the "climactic moment of 

21Bishop C. Hunt, Jr., "Coleridge and the :b...ndeavor of 
Philosophy," PT·lLA 91 ( 1976): 83'1 , 835. 

22see Shawcross's note from Crabb Robinson, Diary, &c, 
July 12, 1819: '''Coleridge has the strikin~ thought that 
possibly the punishment of a future life may consist in 
bringing back the conse:iousness of the past,'" p. 235. 
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intuited transcendance, \vhich always nanifests itself as an 

epiphanic silence." 23 

The dramatic close of Chapter VI also serves as an , 
entree to Chapter VII where Coleridge intensifies his ren-

dering of the unnatural, bizarre consequences of association-

ism, but also now directly presents his alternative to the 

reader, an active, creative mind which reflects the existence 

of a controlling, integrated self. The chapter may be divid-

cd into these two sections with Coleridge's deference to 

Hartley's moral character serving as a transition. In this 

" expose of the implications of associationism Coleridge re-

sumes his concern vli th the mind's blind passivity·, stating 

that with the transformation of . the \vill (whose function 

rightly is "to controul, determine, and modify") into a 

mere mechanical effect, the mind becomes a "slave of chance,'' 

.and the soul "a mere ens logicum ••• present only ·t;o be 

pinched or §~roked, while the very squeals or purring are 

produced by an agency wholly independent and alien" (1:81). 

With each repeated promise to "pass by," "to forget for the 

moment," or to "at one high bound 11 surmount an impossible 

theoretical obstacle, Coleridge's rhetoric intensifies with 

grmving indignation at the debasement implicit in such conse-

quences of associationism. Far more attention is paid to 

the reader in these dramatic renderings which cast 

23 Cyrus Hamlin, 11 The temporality of Selfhood: Netaphor 
and Romantic Poetry, 11 HLH 6 (Autumn, 197L.J-): 109-19. 
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association as the attacker of our sense of identity, our 

self-created existence, our emotional realities, and final

ly, our belie.f in God. Coleridge begins the list of indig

nities, quite pointedly, vli th his present \10rk vli th vrhich 

we are intimately and thoughtfully involved: 

the disquisition, to which I au1 at present soliciting 
the reader's attention, may be as truly said to be 
\v.ritten by Saint Paul's church, as by me: for it is 
the mere motion of my rauscles and nerves; • • • Thus 
the \vhole universe co-operates to produce the minut
est stroke of every letter, save only that I myself, 
and I alone, have nothing to do with it" (1:82). 

This reductio ad absurd~~, particularly insulting to both 

author and reader of a philosophical autobiography such as 

the Bio~ranhia, continues to build incrementally by short, 

crisp, independent clauses as Coleridge's sense of "I my

self, and I alone 11 is increasingly minimized u...'rltil its final 

reduction to a "notion of notions." Coleridge culminates 

his sarcasm with a poetic quotation, the very presence of 

this creative art form in his text punctuat~ng and illus-

trating his argument. 

~1oving nov; to other creative activities, the author 

performs ironically on behalf of mechanism, describing the 

external "blind causes 11 as 11 the only true artists." From 

an increasingly general catalogue of social enterprises 

unaccou...YJ.ted for by associationism ( 11 all systems of philos

ophy; all arts, governments, \·Jars by sea and by land; in 

short, of all things that ever have been or that ever \·rill 

be produced11 [1:83]), Coleridge turns back to the individual 
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reader, joining with him in self-protection from the demor

alization of our most elemental and powerful area of indi-

vidual existence. "We only fancv, 11 Coleridge sneers, 

that we act from rational resolves, or prudent motives, 
or from impulses of.anger, love, or generosity. In 
all these cases, the real agent is a somethinr;-nothi.np;
ever~-thin;:s, which does all of which vle kriovJ, and kriows 
notlnng of all that itself does. 

But lest we consider these emotional hyperboles mere 

urhetorical subversion, 112LI- we should recall the crucial 

role of these ideas in Coleridge's philosophy. For Cole-

ridge the self, the "I AH", which the associationists dimin

ished to the 11 poor worthless I," \•Tas the "absolute truth" of 

his metaphysics, "a truth self-grounded, unconditional and 

lmown by its o\'m light 11 
( 1:181). Furthermore, 11 affections 

and passions, 11 \'lhich were diminished by mechanism, played 

a far more import·ant role in the associative process, Cole

ridge believed, than ideas. In 1802 he maintained "that 

association depends in a much greater degree on the recur

rence of resembling states of Feeling, than on Trains of 

Idea/ that the recollection of early childhood in latest old 

age depends on, & is explicable by this •••• "25 And per

haps most :tmportantly, emotion v;as for Coleridge an 

24christensen, p. 934. 
25"To Robert Southey," 7 August 1803, Letter 510, 

Letters 2: 961. 
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unfailing source of intellectual insight and moral guidance: 

ua metaphysical Solution, that does not instantly tell for 

something in the Heart, is greviously to be suspected as 

apocry[p]hal. 1126 In light of his belief that 11 men's errors 

(intellectual) consist ci1.iefly in denyins--\vhat they affirm 

. with feeling, rr 27 the mechanistic reduction of emotions vJas 

understandably disturbing as well as profoundly mistaken. 

Finally, Coleridge turns to the inviolate realm of 

religion, demonstrating from the premises of associationism, 

and in more subdued tones, that a "God not visible, audible, 

or t&igible, can exist only in the sounds and letters that 

form his name and attributes, 11 in 11 mere articulated notions 

of the air." Clearly, Coleridge's attempt to av1aken the 

reader to the dangerous and pervasive repercussions of asso-

ciationism relies largely on emotional appeals. r1echanistic 

association is portrayed as a threat to our autonomy and 

control of our existence; the reader's fear of powerless-

ness, subjugation, and excessiveness is elicited through 

Coleridge's imagery and evocative language. In addition, 

Coleridge extrapolates the psychological theory in order to 

move it closer to the reader's personal existence, presenting 

its implications as irreverent and personal insults vlhich 

threaten the meru1ing of our individual and social lives. 

26Ibid., p. 961. 

27 Notebooks 2 (Nay-June 1805): 2596. 
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Ironically, the founder of this "pernicious doctrine 11 

\vhich invalidates relie;ion remained personally unimpeach

able, his psychology.unconnected to his theology. This 

division bet\'leen Hartley's "head" and "heart" stimulates 

Coleridge's relieved and benign tribute to the man and his 

faith "which saves a.'Yld sanctifies, [and] is • ·• • a total 

act of the \·rhole moral being" ( 1:84). Thus, vlhile Hartley's 

"errors of the understanding" can not be nmorally arraigned" 

because they have not "proceeded frorri the heart, 11 his sys

tem, vJhich is contrary to his 11 \'Jhole moral being," is ren-

dered all the more invalid. The fo~~der of this implicitly 

atheistic psychology is spared Coleridge's judgement, for 

"God only can knmv, who is a heretic," but his follmvers 

11 vlho have embraced this system \•li th a full view of all its 

moral m1d religious consequences ••• need discipline, 

not argument; they must be made better men, before they 

can become \·liser" (1:8L:--85) •. This congruence of morality 

and intellectual capacity, an essential Coleridgean dictum, 

accounts for his highly personal and sometimes sermonic ap

proach to his audience, for in many ways our experience of 

his text is a moral act replete with not only intellectual, 

but spiritual benefits. Moreover, his al1usion to "such 

men" whose lack of vvisdom renders them victims of associa

tionism functions as a rhetorical signal to his readers: 

our continued ac.ceptance of his philosophy is presumably 

stimulated by his complimentary inclusion of his audience 

in the privileged class of "minds framed for a nobler 
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creed" (l:,S5) .. 

Allo'.ving that some "~:Jho have fallen prey to association-

ism ma:r yet be redeemed, Coleridge nm·I exposes the logical 

fallacy of 11 mistaking the conditions of a thing for its 

causes and essence; e....._nd the process, by \·lhich we arrive at 

the lmmvledge of a faculty, for the faculty itself" in an 

attempt to demonstrate the true role of association. In 

his follov;ing deduction of our 11 common consciousness 11 (1: 61-l-) , 

Coleridge reinstates his direct appeal to the reader, alter·-

nating "I" and 11 vl8 11 and occasionally addressing the reader 

in order to move him closer to an acceptance of his theory 

of the Imagination. His reasoning is clear and unencum-

bered, his comparison of the vmter insect resisting and 

yielding to the current a patent and concrete analogy for 

the mind's vol1..mtary strugsle with the limitation of contem-

poranei t;y·, and nis experience \1ith the mackeral and recollec-

ted gooseberries an appealingly mundane illustration of sim-

ple association. But it is chiefly Coleridge's rhetorical 

appeal to his reader, his consistent inclusion of his audi-

ence in his expressed epistemology which infuses and dis-

tinguishes this passage. Coleridge 1 s arrival at his oim 

theory occasions a noticeable change in tone as his scorn 

is replaced by a sense of assurance and solidarity 'Iilith his 

audience: 

The air I breathe is the condition of 'f!.CT life, not its 
cause. \·Je could never have learnt that1,:e had eyes but 
by the process of seeine;; yet having seen-vJe lmou •• ., 
• Let us cross-examine Hartley's scbem8 ••• and ue 
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shall discover. • • • In every ·voluntary moment vJe first 
counteract gravitation, in order to avail ourselves of 
it. • • • Let us consider \·I hat v1e do when v!e leap. \le 
first resist .-. • and then • .-. 1·1e yield to it in -
order to light on the spot, 'i:ihich 1:1e had previously 
proposed to ourselves. HOi.·! let a Eifil1 watch his mind 
\vhile he is composing; or • • • trying to recollect a 
name; and he will find the process completel;-;r anala
gous. Host of my readers 1·1ill have observed ••• and 
will have noticed. • • • But if 1·1e appeal to our ovm 
consciousness, \ve shall find. • -.-. (1: 85-86; emphasis 
supplied). --

Noreover, this rhetorical appeal to the reader reveals Cole-

ridge's reliance on the individual's _capacity for self-ob

jectification and its validity as an evaluative criterion. 

He expected continual and exacting self -lmoi'lledge on the 

part of his readers, and the discoveries from self-observa-

tion held inestimable value for Coleridge. A notebook entry 

of 1811 expresses his assured faith in the power of 

self-knm·Jledge and its supre!!lacy over a proposed hypothesis 

as an accurate test of truth: 

One fruitful ·remark on or against He,:rtley' s ~ Lau of 
Time for association is. that in different r:10ods \·Je 
naturally associate by different laHs--as in Passion, 
by Contrast--in pleasurable states, by I1ikeness--&c. 
• • • \•TO clearly feel the difference in our mm minds 
& knou \·Jell \·Jhen we remember a thing by accident & 
passively, & v1hen actively--. 28 · 

The corollary to his reliance on this unmistru{able sense of 

"our common consciousness 11 is, as vJe have already v1itnessed 

in his statements on autobiography, his ovm poHers of self

observation which rendered his personal experience not only 

a valid criterion in itself, but which became, through study 

---·-------
28 . Notebooks 3 (i·1arch-April 1811): LJ-059 
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and coQparison, a specific example of a universal eA~eri-

29 ence. Coleridge struggled to formalize his certain intui-

tions, to "giye an intelligible structure to his ovm pre

philosophic e}._rperience; 11 30 it \vas his classical study, his 

unceasing inquiry into hi.u:mn existence, his constant at-

_tempts at objectivity, and his essentially dialectic ap

proach that afforded him the assurance of universally shared 

experiences. 

In this brief but sustained initial presentation of his 

epistemology Coleridge is concerned to place the condition 

of time in its proper position, demonstrating by analogy, 

experience, and reasoning that external contemporaneity 

may \vell be the cause of a 11 particular act of association, 11 

but its role in thought per se is, at most, contributory 

and invariably subject to the control of the -vrill. Thus, 

man, \·Jhile obviously experiencing consciousness in time, is 

also able to transcend it through the "inte_rmediate facul tyn 

which is both active and passive, both timely and timeless. 

Coleridge next offers a significant distinction glossed over 

by the associationists, the difference betvJeen our "notion 

of time" (l: 8?), v1hich includes the external measurement of 

space, and 11 time considered in its essence." Both are acts 

of the mind, but the first mental construct is inextricably 
--~ 

29see, for example, in Notebook 27, 11 \'Jhat vms my ovm 
case has so often come v1i thin my observation in others that 
I arn almost disposed to generalize j_·t; j .. nt;o a rule. • . . n 
Quoted in Katb1-een Cobur:n, Experience Into ;_~llw~, p. 7'7. 

30 . -Appleyard, p. -~X. 
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tied to an event vrhich took place (or space)" and thus any 

reueti tion of the order of the event or of the place, \·!he-. . 

ther comparative or constrative, may recall the original 

notion. But the second and essential sense of time is tied 

to nothing but the contemporaneous activity of the mind it-

self and is, in other vmrds, our active self-consciousness. 

This is, of course, 11 true" contemporaneity, that living 

sense of ourself v.rhich occurs in the act of self -conscious-

ness and vlhich can only be immediate and "present, 11 indeed 

simultaneous to our existence. Thus Coleridge's conceptions 

of time, self-consciousness, and being merge. But what is 

more to his purpose here is the reinstatement in the face 

of mechanism of the power of the \vill \vhich may 11 give vivid-

ness or distinctness to any object whatsoever, 11 thus i'reeing 

man from the uncontrollable despotism of external events. 

Chapter VII similarly closes on a more personal note 

than the previous material, as Colerid~e offers his prescrip

tion for the 11 ARTS OE' HEI10RY 11 
( 1: 88). It is significant that 

the intellectual faculties which he includes share a common 

emphasis on the discovery of unifying relationships: 

Sound logic, as the habitual subordination of the indi
vidual to the species, and of the species to the genus; 
philoso-ohical knowledge of facts under the relation of 
cause and effect; a cheerful and communicative temper 
disposing us to notice the similarities and contrasts 
of things, that vJe may be able to illustrate the one 
by the.other ••• (1:87-88). 

Far from being a passive resignation to the controls of 

time and space, memory for Coleridge is dependent on a 
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quality of perception, a capacity to create relations or 

links among the neutral events of the past, an art where 

the creative self is prominent. Horeover, memo::::-y, like all 

thought, taps the whole being, the self \·Jhich is by defini

tion inte3rated, so that 11 a quiet conscience; a condition 

free from ~~xieties, SOQDd health, and • • • a healthy di-

gestion" are also necessary elements. The parallel concern 

which closes Chapter VI is here modified: Coleridge's self

revealing av;e at the possibility that thoughts may be im-

perishable, e:x:pressed. in impassion8d language, is now tern-

pered and directed outuard to the reader in a kind of guide 

to improving one's memory. A note from 1803 provides are-

vealing gloss for both endings:· 

0 Heav an when I think hovr perishable Things, hov1 im
perishable Thoughts seem to be! --For VJhat is Forgetful
ness? Rene~ the state of affection or bodily Feeling, 
sa~e or similar--sometimes dimly similar/and instantly 
the tr~ins of forgotten Thought rise from their living 
catacombs!--Old men, & Infancy/ and Opium ••• pro
duces ~he same effect on the v:isual, & passive memory/.31-

Coleridge has taken care, in the last t1:10 chapters, to 

impress upon the reader the debasement of the self by asso-

ciationism; he nmv addresses the similar minimization of 

the opposite pole in epistemology, the external object. 

Chapter VIII opens with a cursory rejection of three radi-

cal alternatives to association: dualism for its illogical 

postulate tliat cause and effect can· exist betVJeen hetero-

geneous entities (spirit and matter); pre-established 
--- ------

3lNotebooks 1 (October 1803): 1575 
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harmony for its repur;nance "to our comrnoll sense 11 (1:89); 

.and Hylozoism for its pointless mystification of philosoph

ical questions. The unanS\·:ered and crucial question of 

metaphysics remains: "how the esse ••• can ever unite it

self with [the scire]; how being: can transform itself into ---
a knovJinro:-. • • • 11 Coleridge's language cleverly reinforces 

his premise of the identity of being and knowing by his 

appeal to his audience's "common consciousness," or here our 

11 common sense; ( v!hich is not indeed entitled to a judicial 

voice in the courts of scientific philosophy, but 1vhose 

whispers still exert a strong secret influence.)" Because 

Coleridge's rhetoric throu~hout these chapters has demon-

strated a reliance on our shared self-experience, he is free 

to enuage in irony, smugly detaching himself from the proven 

ineffective 11 courts of scientific philosophy. 11 Next Cole-

ridge appeals to the universal "nature of man," and the more 

self-oriented "duty of the philosopher," vJhose tenacity in 

addressing apparently insolvable probleos is ageless and 

universal. As in Chapter V, the reminder of men's ancient 

engagement in the philosophical enterprise functions as a 

fact of human existence which demmJ.ds explanation. No exis-

ting system has approached a complete or humanistic ans'vver. 

Materialism poses intelligence as a property of being 

and not subsistent with it, a subjugation \vhich has been 

demonstrated as an "absurdity." ~;or does it, ironically, 

afford the material world any real possibility of being 

objectively perceived. Since matter impinges on the mind 
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in a physical manner, what we 1know" are motions in the 

brain or .11 material Ideas, modj.fications of our own subjec

tive being ••• the·Impressions made on us."32 In an ex

tensive notebook entry on the common principles of empiri-

cism, Coleridge continues: 

••• this very Outness, are not strictly properties 
of the thin~s themselves, but either constituents or 
modifications of our m·m minds. • • • These impres
sions which we call things, are truly only Ideas, or 
Representations •••• 33 

The dangers of self-solipsism are immediately apparent. 

Aside from our impressions, our only mental recourse is to 

deduce by reasoning, 11 all else ••• [that] is not given by 
. 31J.. 
perception. 11 

• But materialism excludes the 11 intcrmedia-

tion11 (1:90) of reasoning, and so we are left with a k:nOill-

ledge removed from reality, imprisoned in self-impression. 

But, Coleridge asserts, it is "the object itself, \vhich is_ 

immediately present •• , the object itself, not the product 

of a syllogism, v1hich is present to our consciousness. 11 As 

an exercise in logic Coleridge proposes a second an.s-vmr to 

the dilemma, the opposite eA.'treme of materialism which 11 ex

plain[s] thinking as a material phenomenon" and convert~ 

matter into "a mere modification of _intelligence" (1:91). 

Neither extreme, hm..,ever, retains the separate and autonomous 

reality of the self and external existence, the percipient 

32Notebooks 3 (August-September 1809): 3605. 

33Ibid. 

3i+Ibid. 
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and matter. Coleridge has exhaustively paved the way for 

an intermediate faculty in the mind vJhich not only retains 

the self's creative perception, but also insures our con-

tact with a reality which exists separate from our minds. 

With the concept of the Imagination the autonomy of both 

.subject and object can be retained while a fusion of the 

tVTo is made possible. To Coleridge the Imagination sir;ni

fied nothing less than the freeing of man from the "dream 

vTOrld of phantoms and spectres" (1:92) by positing our nat

ural capacity to touch and creatively perceive external 

reality. The alternative Coleridge alludes to is an cxis-

tence of absurdity and futility, \vi th man reduced to an un-· 

witting and stubborn fool: 

It is a mere sophisma pigrum, and (as Bacon hath saicl) 
tll C' f wj j 1 ' ' ' t~T 'Th' ' 1 ' ~t tb • d ., ~e arro6 ance o pn._, ___ ~~anlml ;; , '· lcn ll s up _e J_ o~-

of a mortal •·s fancy and coomands us to fall dovm and 
1110rship it, as a work of divine vlisdom, an ancile or 
palladium fallen from heaven. By the very same argu
ment the supporters of the Ptolemaic system might have 
rebuffed the Newtonian, and pointing t_o the sky with 
self-complacent grin have appealed to common sense, 
whether the sun did not move and the earth stand still 
(1:92-93). 

These four chapters are ultimately desip;ned to prepare 

the reader for the acceptance of Coleridge's theory of the 

Imagination, and, to this end, Coleridge's procedure is 

readily apparent and deliberate. Chapter V provides a his

tory of the association doctrine in order to specify Cole-

ridge's objection to the modern and mechanistic version of 

the 1&\·;. Chapter VI is devoted to both a logical refutation 

of the lmv and a depiction of its far-reaching philosophical 
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implications. Chapter VII continues the treatment of con

sequents while introducing Coleridge's alternate theory. 

Finally, Chapter VIII is a demonstration that the only 

plausible and valid answer to the epistemological dilemma 

\'Jhich Coleridge has posed is his ovm 11 intermediate faculty" 

.of the Imagination. 

Coleridge's "conviction" (1:73) is presented by means 

of a rhetoric designed to elicit the reader's "fundamental 

conviction" (1:65). Although the vivid sense of his per

sonal exposure is muted in comparison \'lith the earlier auto

biographical chapters, each of these chapters closes on a 

personal note, \'lhether the brief deferences to the reader 

in Chapters V and VII, or the seemingly spontaneous, momen

tary drama of Chapter VI, or the final release of utter 

scorn in Chapter VIII. I'1oreover, Coleridge's t\'ro central, 

recurring arguments both create a bond of identification 

and a solidarity with the reader. His argument for a uni

versal truth, which is untapped and even dismissed by asso

ciationism, depends on an appeal to his audience's sense of 

membership in the human race; presuming our common conscious

ness and our sharing of common experience, Coleridge creates 

a rhetorical solidarity between author and audience which 

simultaneously expresses his philosophical belief in the 

unity of experience. Coleridge's argument of consequents 

rests on the same premise of universally shared experience, 

but appeals primarily to our fear of loss of self-initiated 
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control and self-created meaning. Coieridge.'s purpose is 

met by 4is manifest design and his rhetorical appeals. 



CHAPTER IV 

I have isolated Chapters IX-XI of the Biographia from 

those preceding on associationism and from those followinp, 

on the Imagination because of their sustained element of a 

highly personal authorial contact with the reader. As in 

Chapters I-IV, Coleridge's presence is in the foreground 

of our experience, the text is predominantly autobio~raph

ical, and Coleridge's revievl of his young adulthood em bod-

ies the theme of organic grovrth v1hile restructurinG the 

past for the benefit of his youthful audience. However, 

the very is0lation of these intermediary chapters from their 

surrounding material questions the structural unity of the 

·Biog£aphia. First of all, the theme of organic process 

which bad been established in the opening chapters has been 

structurally disrupted by the intrusion of the purely arhll-

mentative material on associationism which is unmistakably 

isolated from the autobiographical narrative. 1 Moreover, 

1 . 
Although framed by the autobiographical mode, the 

focus of Chapters II and III is admittedly more inclusive 
than Coleridge's autobiographical self. However, they dif
fer markedly from the material on associationism in content 
and authorial approach. Coleridge suspends the autobiosra
phical narr~tive in Chapters II and III to contrast his ex
perience of the irresponsible, slanderous practice of criti
cism with his ideal of the literary community, a portrait 
\'Jhich not only conveys his approach to criticism, but also 
accomplishes his e·chical identification \vith the reader. 

181 
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coleridge's argument against associationism self-conscious-

ly violates his autobiographical chronology; his present 

firm rejection of mechanism is presented before the life 

process which gave rise to such a conclusion. Chapters I 

and IV of the Biographia, v1hich proceed not only accordinr; 

to the author's past chronological development, but also 

sustain the theme of the experiential nature of knowledge, 

have set up structural and thematic expectations in the 

reader which are then deliberately violated by the author. 

The placement of Chapters V-VIII, then, not only demands a 

striking alteration in the reader's orientation, but also 

significantly revises the genre of the ,,:ork itself. 'I'his 

radical shift in not only subject matter, but also author-

ial stance ~ccounts for popular insistence on the miscellan-

eous and disorganized character of the or,·mrk. At first 

·glance, lack of structural unity might seem to be the case. 

But additional disruption of autobiographical time as well 

as a corresponding revision of the theme of organic process 

occur within Chapter IX-XI \vhich pointedly compartmentalize 

Coleridge's life. Chapter IX, a chronological summary of 

Coleridge's study of the idealist philosophers, spans 

roughly the years 1796-1810, 2 v1hile Chapter X, which de

tails his youthful enterprises as a "mere literary man, t: 

covers 179t~~1799. Moreover, Coleridge's intellectual 

2shavrcross fi~ds that Colerid?,e had not studied Schel
ling in 1804-, but 11 must ••• have become familiar with 
their [the German idealists'] writings 11 by 1809-10. Intro
duction, p. xlix. 
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gro1~h in Chapter IX is self-consciously juxtaposed a~ainst 

the more _vwrldly backgrop of the writing profession in 

Chapter X. Finally,.in Chapter XI Coleridge, in the pres

ent tense of this vmrk, urgently admonishes his reader to 

. choose a profession lvhich mitigates just such compartmen

talization in order to exist "in sympathy vJith the world, 

in vlhich he lives 11 (1: 157). This cumulative sense of tem

poral disorder and isolation of intellectual gro\~h from the 

professional vwrld is, I believe, deliberate and important 

in its implications. 

The disordering of autobiographical chronology by the 

placement of Chapters V-VIII, then, is clear and called to 

our attention by the author. In effect, the reader has been 

offered the conclusions of Coleridge's youthful intellectual 

experience before the author's mention of his involvement 

3 \vi th association and without any rendering of the struggle. 

These conclusive principles are presented as _isolated from 

the experiential process of knovlledge; that is to say, they 

remain to this day of 1817 constant and unaffected, in a 

realm of static, unmitigated truth. It is only after his 

adamant refutation of the deadening theories of mechanism 

3The opening sentence of Chapter IX, "After I had suc
cessively studied in the schools of Locke, Berkeley, Leib
nitz, and Hartley, and could find in neither of them an abid
ine; place for my reason ••• " (1: 93), is all ,,.,e are given of 
his past interest. 'I'he reader is understandably disoriented, 
then, when in the midst of Chapter X he encounters the state
ment, "l.now devoted myself to poetry and to the study of 
ethics and psychology; and so profound '<Jas my admiration at 
this time of Hartley's Essay on Han, that I.gave his name 
to my first-born" (1:121). 



and before his corresponding presentation oi the dynamic 

philoso:phy that vie are immersed in the life process (ren-

dered in the language of struggle, defeat, and finally or

ganic grm'J'th) v;hich contributed to his life-long philosophy. 

we may infer a purposeful emphasis on Coleridge's part-

namely that the chronology of intellectual development is 

superceded by the presentation of unalterable, timeless 

principles, as his charting of his linear self-development 

is temporarily suspended for argumentative strategy. 

The impetus for this censorship and manipulation of 

the autobiographical mode (for \ve cannot say that his per

sonal narrative is conclusively abandoned) is, I believe, 

his reader. Coleridge re-orders his past and divides his 

autobiograpl:lical self by first presenting the end result of 

his study of associationism \\Trenched from its temporal con

text, and neA~ by isolating his intellectual from his pro-

fessional life in order to arm his yo~~g readers with cer

tain lmO'I.'lledge and refinement of thour;ht. Consequently, 

the authorial focus temporarily shifts from self-exposition 

to the reader's immediate instruction, as Coleridge sheds 

his role as a protagonist to assume the role of teacher. 

In the terms of a subjective, exploratory autobiography, 

Coleridge puts the proverbial cart before the horse in 

Chapters V-IX; but if· \ve consider the focused autobiographi-

cal sections of the Bior:raphia as functioninr; tm·mrd a 
~ .. ----·-- ·-

greater end, as "introductory to a statement of my 
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principles, 11 the apparent "misplacement" of this material 

.c"an be seen as purposeful. C<?lerid~e, in effect, spares 

the reader the experience of his short-lived, but dangerous 

attraction to associationism, one of 11 those circuitous 

paths, on which he himself had lost his vmy, 11 placing the 

young man of genius immediately in a secure position to 

benefit conclusively from the author's years of mature 
Lt 

study and questioning.· He subsumes this part of his intel-

lectual process, glossing over it in two autobiographical 

sentences, in order to guide the reader from Coleridge's 

nov! firm and enlightened position. Coleridge's explanation 

of his historical method in the· Philosophical I1ectures is 

comparable: he \'fished to sketch a pattern of the hum en en-

deavor of philosophy 11 so that each change and every nevJ dir

ection should have its cause and its explanation in the 

errors, insufficiency, or prematurity of the preceding •• 

• • From this point of view, Chapter IX, Hith its cap-

sulization of Coleridge 1 s grm-rth in the idealist philosophy, 

4rn terms of Coleridce's intention to refute mechenism, 
this notebook entry is illuminatinr:;: 11 In all processes of 
the Understanding the shortest way will be discovered tLe 
last and this perhaps while it constitutes the great advan
tage of havin~ a 'l1eacher to put us on the shortest road at 
the first, yet sometimes occasions a difficulty in the com
prehension--/ in as much as the lonr:est vmy is more near to 
the existing state of the mind, nearer to v!hat, if left to 
myself on startin~ the thour;ht, I should have thouq;ht next. 
--The shortest way gives me the knovll.ed.r;:e best; the longest 
~vay makes me more knov1in~. 11 l'Jotebooks 2 (February-Eay 1807): 
3023. -

511 Frospectus of a Course of J.Jectures, Historical and 
Bio[?;raphical," Philosophical J1ectures, pp. 67-68. 
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seems a fitting companion-piece to Chapters V-VIII \·J'hich 

chart his earlier realization of the inadequacies and dan

gers of associationism. Coleridge's selectivity end place

ment of his autobiographical sections, then, su~gest the 

essentially didactic nature of this work; it is not the 

presentation of his personal subjective history which is 

Coleridge's intention here, but the conver·sion of his 

readers to the dynamic philosophy. To this end, he cen

sors and reorders his life. 

Chapter IX. resumes Coleridge's autobiographical expres

sion of his intellectual obligations, a fitting context for 

his closing remarks on "truth as a divine ventriloquist" 

(1:105). Coleridge's intelleetual history· is again ren

dered in the language of process, stressing the changeable, 

fluid nature of learning vJherein doubts and difficulties 

are integral to the experience. He charts for the reader 

the personal experience of his study, his ttaffectionate 

seeking after truth" (1:94), reserving a thorough exposi

tion of the specific truths themselves for later chapters. 

This separation of the end-results of his study of idealism 

from the process of the study is, I believe, purposeful 

because it calls attention to Coleridge's genial approach 

to other philosophers and also to the particular balance of 

indebtedness and originality in his vitalist philosophy. 

His description of his study in Chapter IX blends both emo

tional and intellectual vocabular,y. "After I had succes

sively studied in the schools of Locke, Berkeley, Leibnitz, 
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and Hartley, and could find in neither of them an abiding 

place for_ my reason, 11 Coleridge writes,_ 11 I began to ask 

myself, 11 a11.d he contj __ nues vJi th a description of the process 

he not only undertv'ent, but stimulated: 

I was for a while disposed to anst•Ter • • • and to ad
mit ••• But I soon felt ••• and as soon did I 
find ••• I presumed that this was a possible con
ception • • • IJ..1he early study • • • had all contrib
uted to prepare my mind for the reception and welcom
ing of • • • the • • • philosophy • • • the ·writings 
of these mystics acted in no slight degree to prevent 
my mind from being imprisoned within the outline of 
any single dogmatic system. They contributed to keep 
alive the heart in the head ( 1: 93-9L~). 

Coleridge's stress on the balance of intellectual rigor 

and intuitive feeling which he sustained became for him a 

touchstone of the true philosophic enterprise: his life-

lons conviction, drm·m from his own experience, \·Jas not 

only that "deep Thinking is attainable only by a man of 

deep Feeling," 6 but also that what we 11 affirm with feeling-

••• if it be real affirmation, & not affirmative in form, 

negative in reality11 7 is an umvavering guide to intellec-

tual truth. Noreover, Coleridge's self-description here 

serves as a model for the reader v1ho is asked to scale phil-

osophic heights in Chapter XII; not only intellectual acuity 

but also a fervent commitment vlhich ·entails intense· self-

reflection are asked of him. 

The initiating question of the chapter, 11 
••• is a 

6"To Thomas Poole," 23 Harch 1801, letter 388, Letters 
2: 709. 

7Notebooks 2 (Hay-June 1805): 2596. 
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system of philosophy, as different from mere· history and 

historic classification, possible? 11 preceded as it is by 

Coleridge's reference to the incomplete philosophies of 

materialism and subjective idealism, sugsests the debili-

tating ramifications of his exposure to these schools of 

thought, that is, his uncertainty concerning the viability 

of any metaphysical study. Significantly, what rescues 

Coleridge from this negativity is his subjective intuition 

concerning the nature of the human mind: 11 But I soon felt, 

that human nature itself fought up against this wilful 

resignation of intellect" (1: 93). I:Je have seen this appeal 

to our shared human nature operate polemically in Cole-

ridge's refutation of mechanism. Indeed, he named as two 

11 distinct s0urces 11 for any argument the 

2. Subjective, or the eAyerience acquirable by self
observation and composed of facts of im·Jard conscious
ness ••• [and] 3.-Common and simultaneous Experience, 

. collectively forming Hi_story in its v.ridest sense, 
civil and natural.8 

li'or Coleridge the certainty of his "inward consciousness" 

is easily transformed into an argument from "common con-

sciousness." But here, as in Chapter IV, we are given a 

glimpse of the experiential source of Coleridge's argumen

tative procedure, that is, the intuitive \'lOr kings of his 

youthful mind.9 

8The I~quirinv, Spirit, p. 124.· 

9similarly, 1·1hen Coleridge describes his initial re
sponse to \'!ordsworth' s poetry, he charts the same movement 
from his intuitive feeling to a conviction concerning common 
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Appropriately, Coleridge completes this movement from 

.his sing~lar subjective feeling to a sense of shared human 

nature by his rhetorical inclusion of the reader, his styl-

istic· assumption of our common experience: "Hovl can v1e make 

bricks without stravr? or build "''ithout cement? vle learn 

all things indeed by occasion of experience; but the very 

facts so learnt force us inv1ard on the antecedents, that 

must be pre-supposed in order to render experience itself 

possible 11 
( 1:94). Returning to the question posed in Chap-

ter VIII and unansv1ered by the mechanists, "How beinp; can 

tra"lsform itself into a knmving" ( 1: 89), Coleridge acknow

ledges his postulate' that urrruth is the correlative of 

Beinr:s, 11 to be a P_!'_iori, part of his intellectual heritage 

from Scholastic theology and Platonism, tvm disciplines 

11 most ancient and therefore presumptively the most natural 11 

(1:95). This essential creed of Coleridge's reverberates 

throughout every aspect of his thought--that the mind of 

man is creative, not passive, and that this pov1er of intel-

ligence is not merely a "property or attributen (1:90) of 

our being, but is 11 coinherent 11 vJith it; in short, it is~ 

above all, our human nature. The background for this forth

right, simple declaration of his first principle has been 

laid in the preceding chapters: Coleridge has stressed the 

intellectual potential: "Immediately" he notes "an unusual 
impression on my feelinr;s, 11 then seeks 11 to understand 11 by 
11 repeated meditations • • • ( ar:td a more intimate anal.ysis 
of the human faculties, their appropriate rnarl::s, functions, 
and effects ••• " (1:59,60). 
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initiative and creative pm'ler of the human mind while dem

onstrating the incapacity of materialism to account for 

what 'I:Je, having attended to his arguments, must n01·1 aclmovr

ledge as ou:r 11 common consciousness • 11 

\rlith an abrupt question \'lhich alters the measured 

.tone of the openin~ paragraphs, Coleridge seems to inter

rupt his text: nr:/hy need I be afraid? 11 The question is 

self-addressed and its effect, underscored by his immedi

ate revision ( 11 Say rather h0\17 dare I be ashamed of the Teu

tonic theosophist, Jacob Behmen? 11
), is to move the present, 

self-conscious author to the foreground of our experience. 

The reader is startlingly and momentarily conscious of the 

Coleridge who is writing this work, ·exposed, and, of all 

things, afraid. Coleridge seems to scold himself for his 

fear, presumably; of the reader's scorn of mysticism; he 

expresses indignation at his O\·m fleeting disloyalty. For 

the moment, then, Coleridge changes subjec~ matter: our at

tention is shifted from his past and continuing obligations 

to other authors to the state of mind of this present au

thor, ·1'lhO is not only strongly affected by his expression 

of indebtedness, but also by his reader's imagined response, 

even as he executes his craft. The shared experience of 

author and reader, that is, our joint undertaking of this 

\vork, is dramatically hi~jhlighted here. For the moment the 

veneer of authorial control is purposively shattered; in 

its place is a self-exposed author who is vulnerable to his 
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text and his audience. Noreover, Coleridp;e's brief self

revelation here and his re-affirmation of loyalty to Boehme, 

\vbile rhetorically engaging the reader, also strengthens the 

theme vlhich vre have seen underlying the Bior:ranhia, the 

Coleridgean ideal of a literary community characterized 

_by a willing acknowledgement of our indebtedness to other 

minds. 

The experience of the "truly inspired" mystics, how-

ever, has been quite the opposite; their exclusion from the 

philosophical community constitutes for Coleridge a viola-

tion of "the privilege of free thought." Coleridge's ad

miration of these "ignorant mystics" (1:97) is, of course, 

self-revealing; in part it stems from his sympathy with 

their social and intellectual ostracization as well as their 

all the more darin[S he cause unsophisticated encounter \'lith 

"the indwelling and living ground of all thi.ngs." 1° Cole

ridge smarts at the anti-intellectual eliti.sm of "the 

haughty priests of learning" v1ho, lacking the genius and 

the courage to attempt "the penetration to the inmost cen-

tre," cloak their incapacity \'lith scorn. Although Cole-

ridge uses Schelling as his mouthpi·ece here, the criticism 

of the "literati" is strongly reminiscent of Coleridge's 

earlier condemnation of contemporary critics who notorious

ly lack the virtue of '1disinterested benevolence 11 (1: 30). 

10These are, accordin~ to Sara Coleridge, her father's 
vmrds. See Biop:raphie. l·i teraria, H. rr. Coleridge and Sara 
Coleridge, eds. (1858)~ p. 25ln. 
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Horeover, Coleridge, '"ho read Boehme as a school boy, planned 

to vV:ri te on him as early as 1795, and annotated his works 
11 from 1808 on,. expressed his strong empathy for the 

nstrivings and ferment of a genius so compressed and dis

t;rted by strait circumstances. 1112 In his metaphorical 

. description of an 11 enthusiastic r!iystic '' in Aids to Reflec-

tion Coleridge employs language similar to his self-descrip--
tion in his letters and notebooks: 

His dreams transfer their forms to real objects; and 
these lend a substance a~d an outness to his dreams. 
Apparitions greet him; ••• His narration is received 
as a madman's tale. He shrinks from the rude laugh 
and contemptuous sneer, and retires into himself. 
Yet the craving for sympathy, .strong in proportion to 
the intensity of his convictions, impels hin to un
bosom himself to abstract auditors; .and the poor 
Quietest becomes a Penman, and all too poorly stocked 
from the only 'I:Tri tings to \-·Jhich he has had access, the 
sacred books of his religion.l3 

Not surprisingly; it is the ir1mediate, heartfelt presence 

of· these authors in their \·Tri tings v1ho 11 in simplicity of 

soul, made their v10rds immediate echoes of :their feelings 11 

vlhich strikes a responsive chord in Coleridge. And a cor

responding openness of heart (and not a 11 spirit and judge

ment superior11 ) is asked of their reader: 

0! it requires deeper feeling; and a stronger 
---
. 11John Spencer Hill, ed. ImaP;;ination in Coleridge ('ro-
tovm, Hev1 Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1978), p. I79n. 

12Philosophical J..1ectures, pp. 452-53, n. 25 v1hich quotes 
Coleridge's I-larginalJ..a J..n Tennemann's Geschichte der Phil
osophic 10:183-97. · 

l3"Conclusion: 'I·Iystics a.~d Hysticism', 11 Aids to P.c
lliction, pp. 262-6LJ-, quoted in Hill, Imap:inatJ..~n in Cole
rid£.£, pp. 192-93. · 
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imagination, than belong to most of those, to ':Jhom rea
soning and fluent expression have been as a trade 
learn in boyhood, to conceive vli th vihat rnir;ht, v:i th 
what· invJard stri vin~s and commotion, the perception of 
a new and vi tai. TRUTH takes possession of ail uneduca
ted man of genius (1:97). 

Coleridge couches his expressed obligation to Boehme 

(and fellm.·J mystics, Fox and Thouleras) in a criticism of 

the intellectual community v1hich excluded them, thereby ac

complishing t\·10 things: he demonstrates his sensi ti vi ty to 

unorthodox but vital genius, an aspect of his ethos, and 

he more specifically contrasts his ideal of the intellec-

tual community \vi th that more common reality of snobbish 

elitism \vi th \·Thich his reader was no doubt familiar. The 

mistreatment of intellectuals, 'ilhether men of literature or 

philosophy, is a concern \·rhich infuses the Biortra:ohia and _.._ 

is perhaps an eA~ension aild eA~ansion of Coleridge's more 
14 -

personal reasons for writing the book. His self-vindica-

tion, vlhich is fully exposed at the close of Chapter X, is 

nonetheless part of this larger context: Coleridge's apolo

gia is consistently balanced and strengthened by his sensi-

tive defense of the unappreciated man of :senius. I1oreover, 

Coleridge's dependence on Schelling, in 11 tribute due to 

priority of publication; but still more from the pleasure 

14coleridge 1-vrote of the Biographia: "my chief pur
poses were, 1. to defend myself (not indeed to my ovm Con
science, but) as far as others \·Tere concerned, from the 
?ften and public denunciation of havinrz; 'II·Jasted my time in 
ldleness..:.-in short, of havinc; done nothinr:;--. • • • 11 111Jlo 
John Hookham Frerem, 11 2 July 1816, I,cttcr lOlL~, IJettcr:: 
L~: 64-6. 
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of sympathy in a case \·1here coincidence only was possible 11 

(1:95), constitutes a demonstration of Coleridge's values. 

By his deference to his colleague Coleridge conveys their 

mutual and public appreciation of the intellectual powers 

of an 11 uneducated man of Genius 11 in opposition to refined 

.tradition. This is, rhetorically, an act of commitment. 

Coleridge aligns Schelling to himself and both of them to 

the cause of genial criticism. Coleridge's use of Schel-

ling here, preparatory to his later remarks on their affin

ity, can be viev.red as a present enactment of Coleridge's 

principles of appreciative and responsible reading. 

Coleridge's indebtedness to the mystics, Kant, and 

Schelling is rendered in highly personal and urgent terms, 

suggesting their more than intellectual influence on him. 

The tone of this ·eJ\."})ression of 11 moral and intellectual ob-

1igations11 is strongly reminiscent of Coleridge's 11 tribute 

of recollection11 to Bov.ryer, i'lhose teaching _of "classical 

knov;ledge vJas the least of the good gifts 11 (1:6), and 

Bov1les, vlhose 11 genial 11 poetry rescued him from his youthful 

immersion in metaphysical 11 mazes 11 (1:10). Simila:t"'ly, Cole

ridge's indebtedness to the mystics, far from an objective 

explanation of ideas received, reads as a testimony to 

their life-saving pov1ers: 

They contributed to keep alive the heart in the head; 
p;ave me an indistinct, yet otirrinr; ana workinr:; pre
sentiment, that all the products of the mere reflec
tive faculty pa1-:-took of DEATH, and were as the rat
tling twigs and sprays in ~.-linter, i~to \'lhich a sap 
was yet to be propelled from. some rC9ot to vlhich I had 
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not penetrated, if they were to afford my soul either 
food or shelter. If they were too often a moving 
cloud of smoke to me by day, yet they were always a 
pillar of fire throughout the night, during my wander
ings through the \·rilderness of doubt, and enabled me 
to skirt, without crossing, the sandy deserts of utter 
unbelief (1:98). 

His poetic language, with its metaphors and Biblical allu

sions, suggests the intensity and depth of his experience, 

a self-exposure for which the reader is prepared and in

cluded in by Coleridge's pseudo-apolobJ: 

The feeling of gratitude, which I cherish toward these 
men, has caused me to digress further than I had fore
seen or proposed; but to have passed over them in an 
historical sketch of my literary life and opinions, 
would have seemed to me like the denial of a debt, 
the concealment of a boon.l5 

This expression of indebtedness also, of course, at

tests to Coleridge's great capacity for creative reading, 

his characteristic ability to "profit by "•That ••• [he] 

read, and enable others to profit by it also. 1116 This is, 

I believe, the operative motive implicit through0ut the 

Biographia, the extension of manifold benefits and indebted

ness from the author, inheritor of a rich legacy, to the 

reader. To this end, Coleridge presents himself as the 

15compare with Coleridge's inclusion of the reader 
in his acknowledgement of Bowyer: "The reader will, I trust, 
excuse this tribute of recollection to a man, whose severi
ties, even now, not seldom furnish the dreams, by which the 
blind fancy would fain interpret to the mind the painful 
sensations of distempered sleep; but neither lessen nor 
dim the deep sense of my moral and intellectual obliga
tions," (1:6). 

16Notebooks 2 (1808-11): 32L~2. 
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intermediary reader and teacher, emotionally and intellec-

tually moved by other writers, a model to his young audi-

ence. As William Walsh suggests, Coleridge's atunement to 

the unique pov1er of other writers is a revelation of his ovm 

t . . t . . n.. 11 • t . t th . ,... crea 1ve power as a cr1 1c. ~ucn po1n 1ng o some ln6 

there in Shakespeare, 11 for example, he implicitly 11 is malc

ing reference to something \vithin himself as a critic."17 

rrhe presentation of himself to his reader, then, his delin

eation of himself as critic and reader, is crucial to Cole-

ridge's accomplishment of his goal of stimulating apprecia-

tive and responsible reading. 

In addition to his stress on his personal involvement 

vli th these authors' ideas, (indeed, 11 invol vement 11 or 11 exper-

ience" can rlcu:·dly do justice to Coleridge's rendition of 

the p01:1er of Kant's thought which "took possession of me as 

\·:ith a giant's hand") Coleridge depicts his connection ,.,i th 

these thinkers as a process of gro\•lth v1hich has continued 

to the "present11 of this vmrk. The continuation and altera

tion of his receptivity to these philosophies bespeaks the 

organic development of Coleridge's reading. His present 

autobiographical perspective affords him a vantage point 

from \vhich to assess his youthful response and at the same 

time encompasses his nore sophisticated contemporary evalu

ation. "The feeling of gratitude 11 Coleridge expresses in 

the present tense, a present which allovTS a discriminating __ _;,_, _______ _ 
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survey of his personal and intellectual past: "If they 1·1ere 

too often a moving cloud of smoke to me by day, yet they 

were alvmys a pillar of fire throue;hout the night. • • 11 (1: 

98). Coleridge charts not the end results~ but the proc2ss 

of his study, stressing both its grm·rth up to the present 

moment &~d its consistency throughout the years: 

But at no time could I believe, that in itself and es
sentially it [ Spinozism] is incompatible Hi th relir~IOn, 
natural..or revealed: and now I am most thoroughly per
suaded of the contrary •••• After fifteen years' 
familiarity i.'li th them [Kant' s writings] , I still read 
these and all his other productions ".'lith undiminished 
delight and increasinp; admiration. The few passages 
that remained obscure to me, after due efforts of 
thought • • • and the apparent contradictions which 
occur, I soon found were hints and insinuations refer
ring to ideas, which KANT either did not think it pru
dent to avow, or which he considered as consistently 
left behind in pure analysis •••• In spite therefore 
of his ovn:l declarations, I could never believe, that 
it \'las possible for him to have meant no more by his 
Foumenon • • • than his mere words exnress. • • • I 
entertalned doubts like1·risc • • • \·Jhether in his ovm 
mind he even laid all the stress, i·rhich he appears to 
do, on the moral postulates (1:98-99). · 

This passage serves as a model of creative reading, imply-

ing both discerning attentiveness to and respect for the 

author as well as the active and discriminating participa

tion of the reader. Furthermore, the demands which Cole-

ridge placed on his study, freedom from "being imprisoned 

\vithin the outline of any single dog_matic system" and the 

reconciliation of philosophy with religion, are criteria 

v.rhich the reader may anticipate in Coleridge's ovm philos-

Ophy. 

In his synopsis of his study of Kant, Coleridge adopts 
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a less effusive tone than that.of his "cherish[ed] grati

tude" for the mystics vThile sustaining his approach of 

vievJing the author in relation to his intellectual milieu. 

I~deed, Coleridge seems to exonerate Kant's inadequacies and 

obscurities on the basis of external constraints, a posi

·tion of some munificence and assertiveness of Coleridge's 

part.. His tone changes from ardor to firmness when dealing 

vli th Kant, and Coleridge's expression of obligation seems 

to emanate from a secure position, assuming a stronger, 

more thoroughly self-assured tone. For although Coleridge 

expressed his .obligations to Kant as "infinite," they 

stemmed "not· so much from vJhat Kant ••• taught him in the 

form of doctrine, as from the discipline gained in studying 

the great German philosopher. 1118 \'!hen Coleridge is \-Triting 

about Kant his assertions concerning the author and his 

audience are unequivocal: 

for those v1ho could not pierce through this symbolic 
husk, his \-Tri tings were not intended. • • • Questions 
\·lhich cannot be fully anSi·Iered without exposing the 
respondent to personal danger, are not entitled to a 
fair anSiver • • • Veracity does not consist in satin;:;, 
but in the intention of communicatin~ truth. • .1: 
100). 

And vii th Fichte, Coleridge's distinctive reactions become 

more prominent, both his praise and his criticism assuming 

a crisp, unapologetic tone. 

In a one-sentence paragraph Coleridge expresses his 
----------------------~ 

18crabb nobinson writinp; of 1812 quoted in J. D. Camp
bell, Samuel T_aylor C..?.:~eridr;e, p. 187, n. 2. 
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indebte~~ess to Schelling: 

In Schelling's "NATUR-PHILOSOPHIE11 and the 11 SYSTEN DES 
TRAI,ISCEN.DENTALEH IDKt\.LIShUG," I first found a genial 
coincidence \vi th much that I had toiled out for myself, 
and a pov1erful assistance in what I had yet to do (1: 
102). 

The effect of this terse summary is a sense of fairness and 

·aclmovrledgement, but certainly not the enthusiasm or depth 

of appreciation \•le have earlier v1itnessed. The authorial 11 I 11 

and not the name or ideas of Schelling dominates this sen

tence, as well as the follO\·Jing paragraph. He have a delib-

erate sense of Schelling's auxiliary role in Coleridge's 

self-determine9- pursuit of metaphysical truth, one vJhich is 

verified by Coleridge's personal statements. In a letter 

of 1817 he wrote: 

But he is a man of great Genius: and hovwver unsatis
fied "~di th hi13 conclusions, one cannot read him without 
being either v!hetted or improved. • • • As my opinions 
were formed before ~ was acquainted with the Schools 
of Fichte and Schelling, so do they remain independent 
of them: tho' I con- and pro- fess great obligation to 
them in the development of my 'J:houghts--and yet seem 
to feel,. that I should have been more useful, had I 
been left to evolve them myself, with out knm'lledge of 
their coincidence.l9 

Coleridge is explicit in Chapter IX concerning his self-

protection against the future 11 charge of plagiarism," point

ing self-consciously to "this statement" with its blend of 

indebtedness and originality. I find Coleridge's stm1ce 

to be, for the most part, rather painfully circumspect and 

respectful of Schelling. His 11 \varning11 to his future 

l9"To J. H. Green," 13 December 1817, Letter 1089, 
Letters 4: 792-93. 
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readers, expressed in the conditional mode and as a negative 

statement, is further tempered by a number of conditionals 

in mid-sentence \vhich render his claim for originality far 

more cautious than forceful: 

It would be but a mere act of justice to myself, were 
I to \·Jarn my future readers, that an identity of -
thought, or even similarity of phrase, ':Jill not be at 
all times a certain nroof that the passa;::e has been
borrm·Jed from Schelllng, or that the conceptions v1ere 
originally learnt from him (1:102, emphasis supplied). 

The follO\,ling sentence vlith its u.."lmi tigated language ( 11 in-

deed all the main and fundamental ideas, were born and rna-

tured in my mind before I had ever seen a single page of 

the German Phi'losopher 11
) rings more. assertive. But Cole-

ridge is quick to realign himself 'i,.li th Schelling as a .fel-

l01:1 student of idealist philosophers, tv1o of 1vhom Coleridge 

has already acclaimed. It is only here, seemingly at the 

mention of Boehme, that Coleridge assumes a superior and 

righteous posture tm'lard his· colleague: 

The coi.ncidence of SCErC.iJLIHG' s system with certain 
general ideas of Behmen, he declares to have been 
mere coincidence; 1·1hile my obligations have been more 
direct. He needs give to Behmen only feelings of 
sympathy;while I ov1e him a debt of gratitude (1:103). 

Coleridge's resentment, in the context of his earlier align-

ment 1·.ri th Schelling in defense of the mystic, is aimed at 

Schelling's ungracious reservation toward Boehme. There 

is a note of superiority hero \·..rhen Coleridge v..rri tes, 

"Schelling has lately, and, as of recent acquisition, 

avowed that same affectionate reverence for the labours of 

Behmen, and other my::;tics, 'dhich I had formed at a much 
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in his appraisal of other authors, also wished to distin-

guish and differentiate himself, a stance not contradictory 

to his expressions of: obligation. For Coleridge "genial 

coincidence" vlith another did not undermine either author's 

originality. Toward the end of his life vrhen his remaining 

11 one wish • • • [\vas] to be able to finish my '"ork on Phil-

osophy, 11 he remained indifferent to ar1y proprietary claims: 

"Not that I have any author's vanity on the subject: God 

lmows that I should be absolutely glad, if I could hear 

that the thin~ had already been done before me. 1124 Indeed, 

he termed his intellectual affinity with Schlegel "morally 

certain," given their "similar pursuits and acquirements.," 25 

Coleridge's private expression of indebtedness in his jour-

nal is the best explanation of this fine relationship be

tween intellectual obligations and intellectual autonomy, 

a rapport which, I might add, never troubled Coleridge as 

it has his critics: 

In the Preface of my r·1etaphs. Works I should say--
Once & [for] all read Tetens, Kant, Fichte, E'.:c--& 
there you tvill trace or if you are on the hunt, track 
me. Why then not acknov;ledge your obligations step by 
step? Because, I could not do in a multitude of glar
ing resemblances "Ylithout a lie/ for they had been mine, 
formed, & full formed in my Oi·m, mind, before I had ever 
heard of these Vlriters, because to have fixed on the 
partie. insto.nces in which I have really been indebted 

24 . T .. Ashe, ed. The Table Taly~§_nd Omn~ora of Samuel 
T~r Colerid~ (London: George Belland Sons, 1888}, 12 
!fep·cemoer 1831, p. 139. · 

2C: 
/"To an Unl~.rlO\•m Correspondent~ 11 15-21 December 1811, 

IJetter 845, l;_ette£§_ 3: 360. 
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to these Writers would have [been] very hard, if pos
sible, to me who read for·truth & sel.f-sa.tisfaction, 
not to make a boo1:, & who al'I:Jays rejoiced and vms ju.bi
lant \>!hen I found my mm ideas well expressed already 
by others, & would have looked like a trick, to 
skulk there not quoted & lastly, let me sa;f, because 
(I am proud perhaps but) I seem to know, that much of 
the matter remains my ovm, and that the Soul is mine. 
I fear not him for a Critic v:ho can confound a Ii'elTOvl
thinker with a Compiler .. 2G 

Coleridge answers his o~m self-directed question, then, by 

me.intaining first, that a number of 11 glaring resemblances 11 

were ~ quotations from another author, and to cite those 

\<Thich ~ would render the others suspect; furthermore, 

Coleridge evidently did not read or take notes with the goal 

of exact citation, his involvement vlith reading taking pre·u 

cedence over his schola.rship; and finally, in the midst of 

his jubilation over genial coincidence, Coleridge is un

daunted in his certitude that "the Soul is mine.-" But he -
is equally serious concerning the author's moral obligations 

to his predecessors as well as his responsibility to his 

o\lm voice. In 1805 he posed the question: 

\Vhat is the right, the virtuous Feeling, and conse
quent action, when a man having long meditated & per
ceived a certain Truth find e.nother • • • foreign 
Writer, vrho has handled the same ~·Jith an approximation 
to the Truth, as he had previously conceived it?--
Joy!--Let Truth make her voice audib1e!27 . 

Yfuat then was unique to an author in his pursuit of Truth 

was, for Coleridge, his "original Spirit itself" manifested 

in his work, "a subtle Spirit, all in each part, reconciling 

26Notobooks 2 (December 180~): 2375. 
27Notebooks 2 (April 1805): 2546. 
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& unifying all--. 1128 r.rbe "affectionate seeking after truth" 

precludes the author's proprietariness or need for pe:r·sonal 

reputation; indeed, "an essential mark of true genius" is 

"that its sensibility is excited by any other cause more 

po\'lerfully than by its O\m. personal interests, 11 for "the 

sensation of self is al\':a.ys in inverse proportion 11 to the - . 

"number, clearne.ss, and vivacity" of his ideas (1:30). 

And it is the responsibility and benefit of a true 

reader to recognize and appreciate the author's 11 0\m spirit" 

\'lhich infuses his work: 11 \<lhether a work is tb.e offspring of 

a man's own spirit, end the product of ori.[Sinal thinking, 

vrill be discovered by those who are its sole legitimate 

judges, by better tests than the mere reference to dates" 

(l: J.OLt-). \fnat Coleridge believed to be his ovm originality 

is the "Soul" or nspirit" of his work; it is the imaginative 

reader who will discern the author's Q~ique presence mlder

lying his ideas: 11 He who can catch the Spirit of an orit;in-

a1 h • t 1 ' II 29 , as ~ a reaay. Thus, Coleridge refuses to engage in 

a battle of ovmership of ideas with readers v1ho fail to de-

teet a deeper, more pervasive originality: 

For readers in general, let whatever shall be found 
in this or any futtrre work of mine, that resembles, or 
coincides with, the doctrines of my German predecessor, 
thougr~ contemporary, be wholly attributed to him. • • 
( 1 : 1 Ql.f.-0 5) • 

-----------
28"To an Unknm:m Correspondent, 11 15-21 December 1811, 

Lett or 8'+5, Letters 3: 361. 
29Letter fY+5, t:..?tt.~ 3: 361. 
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To the tvwntieth-century reader this attitude ma...-v con·· 

vey a mixture of carelessness and altruism, but it needs 

nonetheless to be taken as Coleridge's \'lOrd. An under-

standing of his conviction, "I regard truth as a divine ven-

triloquist: I care not from whose mouth the sou..'Yl.ds are sup

posed to proceed, if only the words are audible and intel

ligible,11 is, if more difficult, then also more valuable 

then to simply charge him with irresponsible plagiarism or 

"ungenerous concealment." It is our responsibility as stu-

dents of Coleridge to understand his liberal, but self

assured attitude: 

'11hose onl;y 1vho feel no originality, no consciousness 
of having conceived their thoughts & opinions from 
immediate Inspiration? are anxious to be thought ori
ginals--the certainty and feeling is enough for the 
other, and he rejoices to find his opinions plumed 
& vlinBO'ed \·lith the authority of enerable Forefath
ers.3 

Thomas McFarland finds that the concept of plagiarism "has 

no proper applicability to the activities, however unconven

tional, of a powerful, learned, and deeply committed mind," 

for vJhat "has always been important in philosophy has been, 

not the originality of materials, but the coherence and con

sequence of the ordering of them--the reticulation of the 

materials.n3l Also, Kathleen Coburn asserts that even 

Coleridge's unabashed translations reflect his own thouGht, 

for he 

30~otebook~ 1: 1965~ 

31McFarland, Col2_ridrse a.'rld the Pantheist Tradition, pp. 
45, 1t9. 
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borrO\'lS only \'/ben his own thinking has reached almost 
the same point as his creditor's, so that he feels 
able fully to enter into the other's thought, indeed 
more fully than the propounder very often; he sees 
its further implications and makes it his 0\·m b;r 
loadh1g it \·lith his ovm accumulated knowlede;e.32 

But what is particularly germane to this study is that Cole-

ridge describes his sense of his own originality not so 

much in terms of the uniqueness of the ideas, but in the 

emotive language of his "Soul" and "Spirit," that is, an 

individualistic, personal presence v1hich infuses the vwrk 

and characterizes it as unmistrucably Coleridgean. 

Chapter IX closes in a spirit similar to the conclu

sions of Chapters II and IV: Coleridge conveys the painful 

position of the man of letters who, though committed to 

the communication of his pursuit of truth, is bleakly aware 

of the scarcity in his age of the discipline a11d labor 

necessary to receive it.. The dual effect of these quotations 

is to offset further any lingering suspicions of Coleridge's 

authorial egotism by emphasizing the thanldess difficulty 

of his undertaking, and also to recall to the reader his 

corresponding responsibility, an "effort of thought, as v1ell 

as patience a..'ld attention 11 (1: 107), which places him in eru

dite and historically select company. Coleridge uses Hil

ton, Grynaeus, Barclay, and Hooker to solidify his position 

and heighten its import by coP-veying its long history. 

These authors, \'Them Coleridg0 allows to speak for him, 
-------------------3,., 

c.Coburn, 11 Introduction, 11 ~p~lOSO,Ehical Lectur~, p. 55 .. 
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bemoan the common lack of erudition in their age, fearing a 

permanent and seriously consequential loss of "robustness 

and ma..'Ylly vigor of intellect, [and] all masculine fortitude 

of virtue."33 Thus, a stimulation c;md. burden of responsi-

bility is placed on the members of this 11 scanty audience" 

who, by virtue of their learning and discipline, have, as 

it were, the power to rescue authors froilJ. their discourage

ment and be illustrious exceptions to their thoughtless age. 

It is evident that Coleridge takes deliberate steps through-

out the Biographia to reinforce his audience's role and to 

frequently suggest the nature of their responsibility, not 

only to themselves -and this author, but also to the cause 

of erudition in their time. 

Both Chapters X and XI continue Coleridge's extension 

of himself to his reader, the "interlude" of Chapter X 

serving as the final autobiographical sketch before pro

ceeding to his treatment of the Imagination. Although the 

chronological order of this chapter fails to provide suffi-

cient cohesion for Coleridge's "various anecdotes," a con-

sistent unifying thread is to be found in his express pnrpose 

to 11 turn even his imprudences to the benefits of others, as 

far as this is possible" (1:110). The miscellaneous con

tent of the chapter--Coleridge's initiation into the liter-

a:ry trade, his role in the domestic political scene, his 
--..._ .. __ 
IX, 

:;(7, 
77fJ.1his passage from Grynaeus is tl'anslated in Chapter 

The Friend 1: 23-24. 
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religious study, his pursuit of Germn.L literature, and his 

experience as a political journalist--is rendered from his 

mature, adult perspective ;,..;i th a beneficent affection for 
/ 

his youtbful naivete, but chiefly for the lessons 'Vlhich his 

experiences \·!ill offer to his audience. Coleridge's por-· 

trayal of his initiation into the realities of literary pub

lication an.d political separatism functions as a narrative 

foundation for the advise he proposes in Chapter XI. Thus 

this purposeful autobiographical recollection, v.1hile vividly 

evoking the experiences of the past, is imbued with the au

thor's present, lmmliledges.ble pcrspecti ve. Coleridge's 

past is portrayed as a process, with its attendant failures, 

aGcomplishments, and wisdom won from eA~erience, by which 

the author 'lrrived &t his personal decision "that literature 

'VIaS not a profession 1 by which I could expect to live," a 

conclusion drawn from the realities of his life which he 

then directs toward his audience in the following chapter. 

Accordingly, Chapter X provides for the reader the vicari

ous experience which renders the advice of Chapter XI mean

ingful and pragmatic. 

The impetus for Coleridge's introduction of a new terru 

or of his rc-·introduction of appropriate terms "that had 

without sufficient reason become obsolete 11 (1:108) is c::Lear

ly his reader, 'Vlhose philosophical education Coleridge, the 

'
1instructor, 11 nov1 firmly undertakes.. In his position as 

teacher Coleridge's confidence is unmistakable; the 
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authorial "I 11 dominates his unhesitant explanation of his 

method of choosing terminology: 

I constructed it myself .... because, having to convey 
a nmv sense, I thought that a nev1 term would both aid 
• • • and prevent • • • I have adopted from our elder 
classics the \'lOrd sensuous • • • ·rhus too I have fol
lowed Hooker, Sa."lderson, I·lil ton, &c, in designating 
• • • The very words, zpJ.e.~~-_.tve and subj_£cti ve • .. • 
I have ventured to re-~ntroduce ••• Lasfry, I have 
cautiously discriminated the terms, THE REASON, and 
THE UNDERS~L'.t'\.NDIHG, encourae;ed and confirmed by the au
thority of our genuine divin9s and philosophers ••• 
I say, that I was confirmed by authority so venerable: 
for I had previous and higher motives in my mvn con
viction • ~ • of the necessity of the distinction ••• 
(1:107,109-10). 

Coleridge's concern with accuracy of language is based on 

his long-held belief that, in Kathleen Coburn's vmrds, "one 

of the main obstacles to clarity of thought, •• one of the 

main sources of confusion in politics, religion, literary 

criticism, society at large, [was] the widespread inability 

to think thoughts, to think in relations.n34- The "vocabu

lary of common life11 (1:108), in contrast, is filled v-rith 

words 11 \v-hich seem most general & elementary," and the re

sulting carelessness of lru1guage excludes attention to the 

philosophical notions of "kind & as it \'lere element.n35 

Before encountering his discussion of the Imagination, 

Coleridge implies, the reader must be 11 \'lean[ ed] • • • from 

the DEGREES of things," and 11 direct[ed] to the KIND ab-

stracted from der:;ree." 

34-Coburn, 11 Introduction," _Eh3-1:£.£?.£~l?hic.§i1 _ _];ecture£:, p .. 50 .. 

35Notebooks 1 (January 1804-): 1835. 
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Seemingly at the mention of The Iiriend, ·Coleridge's 

tone briefly changes, his firm self-assurance giving way to 

momentary 11 bitter" remembrance for which he asks the rea-

der's indulgence: 

••• if even in s. biography of my own literary life 
I can \vi th p:t'opriety refer to a \·rork, \vhich \'Jas prin-· 
ted rather than published, or so published that it 
had be> en \vell for the unfortunate author, if it had 
remained in manuscript! I have even at this time bit
ter c~use for remembering that, which a number of my 
subscribers have but a trifling motive for forgetting. 
This effusion might have been spared; but I vmuld 
feign flatter myself, that the reader i'lill be less 
austere than an oriental professor of the bastinado, 
who during at attempt to extort per argumentum bacul
inum a full confession from a culprit, interrupted 
his outcry of pain by reminding him, that it was "a 

•. . Ill 1 . . ' I " ' -p3ere .~=}.rz:ressJ.ol~. Al thJ.s noJ.se, SJ.r. J.S nothJ.ng to 
the poJ..nt, and no sort of anS\'Jer to my QUESTIONS! Ah! 
but (replied the sufferer,) it is the most pertinen~ 
reply i.n nature to your blmis:-n'illo). • 

But Colerid3e's humorous comparison of the reader with the 

oriental torturer immediately offsets any note of self

pity, simultaneously setting the tonal context for the fol

lowing iron:i.c and charming narrative of Coleridge's youth-

ful and naive exploits. For all the a\'lkwardness of this 

transition from Coleridge's choice of philosophical termi.n-

ology to his 11 semi-narrative11 of warnings to his audience 

of prospective authors, the thread of continuity seems to 

be in Coleridge's associative process as he 11 even at this 

time, 11 composes. His use of the terms 11 Reason 11 and 11 Unuer-

stc:mding" calls to mind The Friend ltlhose "one main object" 

was to "establish this distinction," in turn eliciting his 

short "effusion, 11 which he immediately directs to the 
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"benefit of others. 11 Furthermore, the impli.cit contrast be

tv!een the subject \"J'hich opens the chapter, 11 philosophic dis

cipline," and the anecdotes which continue it is conducive 

to Coleride;e's point: the reality of literary trade is a 

far cry from the pursuit of "abstrusest themcs 11 (1:106). 

Coleride;e e:x"J)oses his audience to a number of mtmdane 

realities, reta.iru11g a note of mature self-irony and humor 

throughout his autobiographical narrative. A list of sub

scribers cannot be trusted with certainty, for the true cir

cumstances regf.:.rding their agreement cannot be knO\·m. "In 

confirmation of [this] my first caveat, 11 Coleridge offers 

the example of the Earl of Cork, presumably a suitable rea

der for The Friend, though 11 he might as v1ell have been an 

Earl of Bottle," who kept his unread copies "probably for 

the culinary or post-culinary conveniences of his serv-ants 11 

(1: 111). From his mm experience Coleridge lists the 11 hard

ship[ s] to T·.rhich the products of industry in no other mode 

of exertion are subject," urging his readers to avoid such 

"certaint~ of insult and degrading anxieties 11 by washing 

their hands of the matter outright and selling their copy

right (1:112). The degradation of literature into a trade, 

the intellectual effects of \'lhich have been eArposed in 

Chapter II and III, is now rendered in the realistic terms 

of actual experience. Before dre~atizing some of his en

COwJ.ters Coleridge is ca:reful to specify the cause of his 

complaint as the commercial situation itself and not its 
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11 tradesmen, as ~<!iYidual~" (1:113), and his motive as 

self-defense and not the at;tack of othex·s who stood in his 

TJ<Jay. But if, as he 9uggests, his motive is 11 an honorable 

acquittaln (1:150) of the charge of intellectual indolence, 

the self-descriptive tone of "the excusable warmth of a 

mind stung by an accusation" (1: 1'+9) is not present in these 

autobiographical vignettes. On the contrary, they are 

marked by an engaging and light self-deprecation, as when 

he describes himself setting forth "v·li th • • • lack of 

vrorldly knm'lledge" to sell the ~hman with its "flaming 

prospectus, 'Y...now1edcz:e is Pm·;er' &c ... , to cry .tJ:le st~i!_~_2.f. 

the political atmOSJ?.~~:S.~, and so forth. • • 11 (l: 114).. I"£ he 

autobiographical perspective is artfully at work here; 

Coleridge's self-directed humor suggests a fondness for 

his youthful self, but also a mature and wry distance f:com 

it. He exclairus with a note of nostalgia for his innocent 

eagerness: 

0! never can I remember those days \•Jith either shame 
or regret. :E'or I vtas most sincere, most disinterested! 
IJ.ly opinions 'itlere indeed in many and mos·i; important 
points erroneous; but my heart \'las single. Wealth, 
rank, life itself then seemed cheap to me, compared 
with the interests of (\vhat I believed to be) the 
truth, and the will of my mrucer. I cannot even accuse 
myself of having been actuated·by vru1ity; for in the 
expansion of my enthusiasm I did not think of myself 
at all (1:115). 

And this almost elegiac tone is immediately complemented 

by his present, apt satire on his past self: 

I commenced an harangue of half a.'Yl hour to Phileleu.
theros, the tallovJ-chandler, val:'ying my notes, 
through the whole gamut of eloquence, .from the 
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ratiocinative to the declamatory, and in the latter 
from the pathet;ic to the indignant. I argued, I des
cribed, I promised, I prophesied; and beginning ivith 
the captivity of t.he nations I ended with the near 
approach of the millennium, finishing the \V"hole with 
some of my mm verses describing that glorious state 
out of the Relir,;ious Nusinc:r;s.. • • ( 1: 116). --·---...-. _ ..... _ 

\'Jhat is unquestionably derived from Coleridge's present per-

s~ective is his witty and vividly impressionistic descrip

tion of the Calvinist tallow-chandler, v:hose face Coleridge 

has 11 before me at this moment:" 

The lank, black, t\·Jine-like hair, ninr;ui-nitescent, 
cut in a straight line along the black stu'6ble ·O'f'll:Ls 
thin gunpm,Jder eye-brm·1s, that looked like a scorched 
a.fter-r:ath from a last \'leek's shaving. His coat col
Iar oenDia in perfect unison, both of colour ru1d lus
tre, "~:lith the coarse yet glib cordage, that I suppose 
he called his hair, and -v;hich -v:i th a bend invmrd at 
the nape of the neck, (the only approach to flcxu.re 
in his \·Jhole figure,) slu11k in behind his \'laistcoat; 
\'lhile the countenance lank, dark, very hard, and with 
strong perpendicular furrmvs, gave me a ---a::Gi1 notion of 
some one looking at me through a used gridiro~, all 
soot, grease, and iron! (1:115). 

Coleridge seems to take delight in reliving the encounter 

and in "the joy of imaginative re-creation,"36 making the 

man visible, odorous, and audible to his audience, his humor 

preventing any hint of mockery: 

Hy taper man of lights listened with perseverant and 
praise\'lorthy patience, though, (as I was after¥lards 
told, on complaining of certain gales there \·Jere not 
altogether ambrosial,) it \vas a melting day \vith him • 
.A..nd what, Sir, (he said, after a short pause,) might 
the cost be? Onl v :B,OUR-PEHCE, ( 0! how I .felt the 
anti-climax, the abysmal bathos of that four~-pence!) 
• • • Thirty and ·t;wo pages? Bless me! why except what 

----------------------7-C 
70Shumaker~ f,~~=Li._~l_J._Au:Yo-~~.23[-~"?-~~y, p. 143.. Shmnaker 

uses this Dhi~ase ·co d c1;:.onstr·o:t~e \ma·r~ :ts 11 nowhere 11 present 
in Hill's Autobion:ranhy. _ ... " g__.~ 
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I does in a family vmy on the Sat bath, that's more 
than I ever reads, Sir! all tho yeax round.. I am a.s 
great a one, as any man in Brununagem, SiJ:-! for libm:·ty 
and truth and. all them sort of things, but az to this, 
(no offence, I hope, SrLr!) I must beg to be excused 
(1:116-17)._ 

This short scenar.·io, as \"Jell as the vignettes that follmv 

(one descx·ibes the "stately and opulcmt '1!/holssale dealer in 

cottons" who crushed Coleridge's letter of introduction in-

to his pocket, the other a story Coleridge tells on himself 

concerning his embarrassing reaction to tobacco at the local 

minister's bouse), mark a change of style in Coleridge's 

autobiography. Here description and narration take prece

dence over the more common form of self-exposition. This 

dramatized recollection of his inauspicious beginnings in 

the literary trade, sometimes told with "unspeakable arnuse

ment11 (1:117), other times with "affectionate pleasure" (1: 

118), presumes the 11 imaginary presence of an addressee, a. 

confidante who is made an indulgent and amused accomplice 

by the playfulness with which the most outrageous behaviour 

is recounted.n37 The sharing of these "first stroke[s) in 

the ne'l!r business" by the mature, bemused author with his 

young readers not only familiarizes and humanizes Coleridge, 

the teacher, but also lends the solid support of personal, 

vivid experience to his forthcoming advice. I1oreover, 

among the "benefit[ s]" \\Thich are implicitly e:i>."tended to 

his audience is not only their vicarious introduction to 
-------------------

37 Starobinski, "The Style of Autobiogrnph;;;r, 11 p. 293. 
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the individuals Co1eridge encountered, amvnc; them 11 many 

respectable men .. • • not a fev.r of vrhom I can still name 

mong my friends 11 (1:119), but also the self-understandinr; 

which he now possesses, his present avmreness of the gr~m-

diosi ty of his youthful schemes and the needs \•lhich stimu

lated them: 

From this rememberable tour I returned with nearly a 
thousand names on the subscription list of the \vatch
man; yet more than half convinced, that prudence dic
tated the abandonment of the scheme. But for this 
very reason I persevered in it; for I v..ras at that per
iod of my life so compleatly hag-ridden by the fear of 
being influenced by selfish motives, that to know a 
mode of conduct to be the dictate of £r~~ vms a 
sort of presumptive proof to my feelings, that the 
contrary -v1as the dictate of du~.. -

Thus, his nncompromising personal realization that 11 litera.-

ture was not a profession, by which I could expect to live; 

for • • • my talents • • • vmre not of the sort that could 

enable me to become a popular writer 11 (1:121) was based. on 

a combined understanding of himself as \iell as of his poli-

tical and social era. The author's present state of recol-

lecting is brought to our attention by Coleridge's paren

thetical revision: "(but v-ihy should I say this, when in 

truth I cared too little for any thing that concerned my 

\\70rldly interests to be at all mortified about it?). II • • 

(1: 120). \ve have seen this technique earlier in the chap-

ter and its effect, again, is to heighten the reader's 

awareness of the self-conscious author before him who is 

momentarily affec.ted by his revielt! and_ reconstruction of 

his own past. We can take Coleridge at his \'lOrd concerning 
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this past and present disinterest in \\'Orldly· affairs, for 

he closes this narrative on the failure of Tho \'l~~~ghman by 

charmingly telling a joke on himself: 

Of the unsaleable nature of my writings I had an amus
ing meuento one morning from our ovm servant r;irl. 
For h<:<.ppcning to rise a.t an earlier hour than usual, 
I observed her putting an extravagant q11antity of pa
per into the grate in order to light the fire, and 
mildly checked her for her \vastefulncss; 11 J.a, Sir! 11 

(replied poor Nanny) "why, it is only VJATCHI,~N, 11 (1: 
121). 

VIi th this certainty of his necessary wi thdrmval from 

the trade of popular vrri ting, Coleridge appropriately "re

tired to n cottage to Stowey ••• [and] devoted myself to 

poetry and to the study of ethics and psychology ••• " (1: 

121). Glossing over but aclmowledging his "admiration • • $ 

of Hartley's Essay on f'1an," vvhich according to scholars con

tinued from 1793 at least up to 1797, 38 Coleridge opens his 

selective reminiscence of his years at Stm·Jey \•lith a short 

tribute to its two principal figures, Poole and Wordsworth. 

It should be noted that at this point Chapter X resumes the 

autobiograpbicc.l chronology of Chapter IV which left Cole-

ridge in 1794 seeking 11 to unclerDtand. .. • • this excelle:nce 11 

in Wordsworth 1 s tvri tings 11 ( 1:60). Hm·:ever, the high degree 

of selectivity in these autobiographical sketches is notice-

ably opeJ.'ati ve hei·e in Coleridge's treatment of his life at 

38see nTo Gecrge Coleridge," 6 November 1794, Letter 
69, J.Jetters ·1: 126, \'I here Coleridge writes he had 11 made an 
_intense st-udy of Lncke' Hart~.ey' and oth3rS; II nrro Thomas 
Poole," 16 1-larch H~Ol, Letter 387, Letters 2: 105 where he 
claims to have "overthrovm the doctrlne oJ Assoe:La.t:i.on, as 
taught by Hartley. 1' 
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Nether Stmtey. In keeping v.Ji th his reticence in the opening 
7,9 

chapter of the Bioe;raphi~, .J Coleridge's groat creative pro-

ductivity in these years of 1796-98 is unmentioned, while 

his subsequent mete.physical study is charted in some detail. 

But a.t this point Coleridge's autobiog:r·aphical recollection 

of his 11 retirement • • • [ ru!d] utter abstraction from all 

the disputes of "~';he day" ( 1: 122) is introduced and tempor- _ 

arily suspended for his present message concerning the ne-

cessary role moral principles must play in achieving nation-

al unity. So too did the realities of political fanaticism 

interrupt Coleridge's retreat into erudition, as the "Spy-

Nozy11 incident demonstrates. 

In.·his transition to this extended political discus-

sion, Coleridge explains his shift in subject as backgrolmd 

necessary for thereader's understanding: 

Now that the hand of providence has disciplined e.ll 
Europe into sobriety • • • no:~' that Englishmen o1' t-ilJ. 
classes are restored to their old English notions and 
feelings; it will with difficulty be c~edited, how 
great an influence was at that time possessed and 
exerted by tl:..e spirit of secret defamation ••• (1~ 
122). • -

In his call for national un.i ty, 't'IOn at the price of the 

French Revc,lution, Coleridge argnes that its "preservation 

and continuance" can only be effected by "the disclosure and 

establishment of .E.:r;::ipciples: 11 

For by these all .2P_~nion~ must be ultimately tried; 

7.0 
? ./"F'rom that period to the date of the ~resent \·Iork I 

have pub1ished no thin[':, \·Ji th ru,y naJf!e, which eould by any pos
sibility have come 'before the board. of ancn;yr;;.ous criticism, 11 

(1: 3) .. 
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and, (as the feelings of men ax·e 'l.'lorthy·of regard only 
as far as they are the representatives of their fixed 
opinions), on tlle knm·Jledp;e of these all unanimity, 
not accidental and. fleeting, must be grounded (1: l2L~). 

This conviction, v.rbich is identical to his approach to lit-

. ~ . . 40 . h . b .,....d d B 1 ' - . erary crl cl.cl.sm, l.S s areo. y .t, m1.m ur .ce ana. exempj_l.-

fied in his writings to \·.rhich "the scholar, Hho doubts this 

assertion~ 11 is urged to turn.. The reader, who has been in-

eluded in Coleridge's nationalistic appeal ("to~ heaven 

has been just and gracious. The .I?..eople of England did their 

best, and have received their rewards. Long may we continue 

to deserve it!"), is confronted by Coleridge in a series of 

questions \·Jhich presume his audience's involvement \'lith his 

subject as well as their intellectual responsibility: 

\•/hence gained he this superiority of foresight? \'/hence 
e.rose the striking difference, and in most instances 
even, the discrepancy beti·;een the grow"lds ass:ip::n·:::d by 
him, and by those who voted \vi th him, on the same 
questions? :How are v1e to eA'}Jlain the notorious fact, 
that the speeches and \o.Jri tings of EDI·illlffi BURKE are 
more interesting at the present day tha.n they \\'ere 
found at the time of their first publication ••• (1: 
124-25). 

The "satisfactory solution" to these questions is supplied 

by our author: 

• • • Edmund Burke possessed a.nd had sedulously shar
pened that eye, vlhich sees all things, actions, and 
events, in relation to the lm;s that determine their 
existence and circumscribe their possibility. He re
ferred habitually to princi;eles. He 1·ras a scientific 
statesman; and therefore a~ (1:125). 

lJO"But 'till reviews are conducted on .far other princi
ples~ and 1vi th far other moti.ves; till in the place of a.r
bi trary dictation and petulru1t ~meers, the reviei'lers sup
port their decisions by reference to fixed. canons of criti
cism previously established. and deduced from the nature of' 
man I! ( 1 : 44) ., 
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Any reader who doubts Burke's influenC'e on his age may "con-

vince himself, if either by recollection or reference he 

\vill cor:1pare the opposftion newspaper" written during the 

French Revolution \vi th the journals of the present. Also, 

for any reader who wishes to know Coleridge's opinion con

cerning the incipient presence of the spirit of Jacobinisru 

he provides the resource information6 Coleridge at times 

seems to presume a great deal of his readers, but his stated 

expectations of their responsibility are also indications 

of the role the;y are asked to fulfill. In this case, the 

author's a...11.d reader's world is 11 of shared public acquain-
. Ltl tanceshJ.p, 11 a vwrld of public record outside this text 

to which the reader can go for confirmation of the things 

he learns v;i thin this text. Thus there is a reliable v1orld 

beyond this \'lork, of v1hich both author and reader are mem-

bers. Coleridge's suggestion to the reader that he "con-

vince himself" by moving outside the text is actually a pre-

sumption of the reader's adult self-reliance. Coleridge in

vites the reader, by verification and participation, to 

make Coleridge's ideas his own experience. It is always 

to Coleridge's advantage, as he states in The Friend, to 

have self-reliant readers, those ,..,ho do not ask the author 

"to carry us on his shoulders," but are \'lilling to 11 stre:.in 

/ 

our mvn sine.vJs, as he bas strained hi.::; and make firm footing 

41walter Ong, H'J..ihe \vriter's Audience Is Alvmys a :B'i.c
t ion ~ 11 p • 15. 
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on the smoo·t;h rock for ourselves ••• Coleridge, the 

true teacher, also implies that his approach to the subject 

is not the end of the r·eader' s education, but a stimulus 

;for the continuation a.-·1d deepening of his knovrledge. Thus, 

• • . 1 d J.n urgl.ng "G~ie rea er ·to move beyond this text Coleridge 

hopes to leave "a sting behind--i.e. a disposition to stud.y 
4.:;; 

the subject anm·;, under the light of a new principle. 11 
.,., 

Coleridge now returns to the autobiographical mode, 

offering his encounter with the government spy as a ludi

crous example of the prevailing "spirit of secret defama

tion" during the French Revolution. The comical story is 

rendered by Coleridge with a good humor which conveys his 

acute a\'rareness of the rest of the vmrld' s vision of him 

and 11 the strv.nge gentleman, 11 \vordsvmrth. The local Sir Dog-

berry is sketched as the foolish loyalist, \'lhose 11 g;rave 

alarm" stemmed from Coleridge 1 s "haranguing and tallcing to 

knots and clusters of the inhabitants11 and his "wandering 

on the hills • .. .. with books and papers in his hand, tak-

ing charts and maps of the country" (1:128). But both the 

spy 11 \vith his Bardolph nose" -v1ho at first mistook "§.PY: Nozy" 

for himself, ~'1d the landlord \'lho, incredulous at Coleridge':: 

talking "real Hebrew Greek, 11 explains Coleridge's oddity 

\'lith some local pride ( "l•lhy, folks do say, your honor! as 

42The Friend, p. 55. 
4311 To J~ Britton," 28 February 1819, Letter 1128, 

J.Jetters t.+·: 9211- .. - .... 
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ho\'l that he is a ~, and that he is going to put Quantock 

end all about here in print!") a:ce rendered with a gentle 

humor free from any no·be o.f superiority.. \Vhat Coleridge 

1 ::\Ur.ThinO'l "-T calls 11 this formidable inquisition" serves as _... u 0 t/ 

yet: another example of the glru. .... ing contrast bet\t.leen the 

world of ideas with '·::hich the dedicated author concerns 

himself and the more pragmatic vlOrld v:hich surrounds him. 

But such suspicion of thoughtful men who in good faith 

and with moderation convey their political ideas is to Cole

ridge a reality of partisanship, and one which he urges his 

audience to beware of: "At least let us not be lulled into 

such a notion of our entire security, as not to keep watch 

and ward, even on our best feelings" (1:130). What follm.Js 

is Coleridge's impassioned exposure of the evils of f~1ati-

cism, the extreme chaotic state v;hich ensues when there Js 

no recourse to political or moral principles and human 

beings are left to their ovm tendencies. From his Oi·m ex-

perience and from the lessons of history Coleridge argues 

that reactionary fanaticism needs only 11 a favorable concur

rence of occasions" (1:132) to occur again. The terrible 

paradox of such extremism is its reactionary power which 

justifies the retaliatory persecution of the persecutor. 

Coleridge's strong parallel style with its incremental jux

taposition qf opposites expresses t!1e insensible, lawless 

nature of fanaticism: 

I have seen gross intolerance shewn in support of tol
eration; secta:r.. ... ian antipathy most obtrusively displayed 
in tb.e promotion of s.n undistinguisbing comprehension 
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of sects; and acts of cruelty,· (I had almost said;) of 
treacher;~l, committed in furtherance of an object vit
ally important to the cause of humanity; and all this 
by men too of naturally kind dispositions and exem
plary conduct. . 

The only safeguard from this evil circle is, for Coleridge, 

"the established church • • • our best ru1d only sure bul

wark, of toleration!" (1:131), because, of course, of its 

perpctutation of eternal moral principles. Coleridge des

cries the fanatical transfer of vacuous revolutionary cries 

from one adversary to another: 

At length those feelings of disgust ru1d hatred, which 
for a brief \·lhile the multi tude had attached to the 
crimes and absurdities of sectarian and democratic 
fanaticism, \'Jere transferred to the oppressive pr~v~
leges of the noblesse, and the luxury, intrigues and 
favoritism of the continental courts. The same prin
ciples, dressed in the ostentatious garb of a fash
ionable philosophy, once more rose triumphant and 
effected the French revolution (1:131-32). 

This short section on "the magic rod of fanaticism" can 

be seen as a ccntrasting companion piece to his treatment 

of Edmund Burke; together the two frame the autobiographi

cal exemple of intolerance. Coleridge's historical expli

cation of fanaticism vividly demonstrates the resulting 

chaos and persecution \·lhich accompanies the utter lack of 

solid, operative principles. To Coleridge, "a Principle, 

carries knowledge within itself, and is prospective: 1144 its 

visionary or prophetic nature can free us from the repeti

tion of his·tory \V"hich Coleridge has charted. 

The autobiog:eaphical incident of political extremism 

44 . 
· Table Talk, 24- June 1827, p. L~7. 
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liable to suspicion, lirL~S this disquisition on the need 

for political principles to the rest of the chapter.. The 

characteristic Coleridgean movement from a specific indi-

vidual eA7erience to ru1 impersonal generalization is evi

dent in this historical tracing of the recurring evil of 

reactionary fanaticism. Returning now to his intellectual 

history, Coleridge traces in some depth the crucial period 

in the later years of the eighteenth century which marked 

his disillusionment with the ideals of the French Revolu-

tion, his rejection of Hartleyan mechanism, and his slovv 

transition from Unitarianism to Trinitarianism.45 The dis-

ruption of autobiographical time and the ensuing compartmen

talization 0f C0leridge's history which these middle chap-

ters of Volume I are prone to come to mind now with his 

charting of his profound philosophical and religious skep

ticism. Tho two years of retirement at Nether Stowey (1797-

98) are select~.vely condensed into a sharply focused trac-

ing of his intellectual state of being; nonetheless, it is 

the process of his intellectual growth, with its failures 

and its realizations, which Coleridge stresses, and not the 

firm conclusions \vhich ultimately resolved his doubts. f•1ore

?Ver, the skept;icism and arduous questioning which is re

called in Chapter X constituted Coleridge's intellectual 

~~ . . 

' Robert Ee:1.rth, S.J $, Coleridr::e and Ch:ristian Doctrine 
(Cambridge: Harvard Universi:Cy Fress, 1%)), p-: 8.. --
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tra.nsi tion from associationism to ide&.lism' a passage which 

is cursorily allud.8d to at the opening of Chapter IX: 

After I had successivE:dy studied in the schools of 
Locke, Berkeley, e.nd Hartley, e.nd could find in nei
there of them an abiding place for my reason, I began 
to asl\: m;<tself; is a r::ystem of philosophy, as different 
from mere history and historic classification, possi
ble?· If possible, 't·.rhat are its necessary conditions? 
I Wt:lS for a \lhile disposed to answer the first question 
in the nega-tive. • • • But I soon felt, that ht'lli:an na
ture itself fought up againsi~ this \'lilful resignation 
of intellect •••• 

The religious skepticism v1hich is delineated in Chapter X 

involves a gulf between Coleridge's intellectual reasoning 

and his "moral feelings," a division which, he has informed 

us in Chapter IX, the \•lritings of the mystics and the ideal

ist philosophers helped to bridge. Coleridge in effect, then, 

offers his rescue from skepticism before his charting of 

the experience itself, a chronological disorder \'lhich can 

only be understood by vim1ing Chapt;er IX as a corollary to 

Chapter V-VIII.. That is, the list of the id.ealifit philoso-

phers to whom he is indebted immediately follows his refu

tation of mechanism to provide o. reassuring balance: the 

deadening effect of Hartleyan mechanism is immediately off

set by the creative metaphysical approach which these ideal

ist philosophers share. The ultimate guiding presence of 

the mystics, Kant, and Schelling in Coleridge's intellectual 

development is, as it were, offered as a reassurance before 

his charting of the 11 -v;anderi!lg through the wilderness of 

doubt." The reader is cognizan·t of their continued illumi

nation and stimulation, for Coleridge's language attests to 
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their powerful effect. Vie recall that the mystics were 11 al

vvays a pillar of fire, 11 that Kant not only 11 inYigorated and 

disciplined my understanding, 11 but 11 'took possession of me 

as -v1i th a giant's hand," and that Schelling provided "a pow-

erful assistsnce. 11 Our knowledge of the outcome of Cole-

ridge's passage, that we knov1 the resting place of his 

tr<.:msition to be the dynamic philosophy, does not for Cole

ridge preclude the importance of the process of change it-

self. Coleridge believed that the enlargement of one's vi-

sion involved "the course of unfeigned meditation'' vrhich he 

sketches in Chapter X: 

no man v1ill [hate and persecute their former opinion] 
\'!ho by meditation had adopted it, & in the course of 
unfeip;ned meditation gradually enlarged the circle & 
so got out of it/--for in the perception of its false
hood he will forr:J. a perception of certain Truths which 
had made tLJ.e falGehood plausible, & never· cD.n he cease 
to venerate his ovm sin~eri ty of Intention. • • • Li-E) 

The "enlarg[ing of] the circle" is the o:q;an.ic activity 

of the philosophic consciousness; the process of doubt ru1d 

self-questioning v.rhich Coleridge n0\'1 describes for his 

reader is integral to its ultimate resolution; for the know-

ledge gained from the experience of self-mvareness is both 

the method and the goal of his vitalist philosophy: 

Doubts rushed in; broke unon me 11 from the fountains of 
the c;reat de en, 11 and fell .. 11 from t'S~ir:dovm oi. liec;:ven." 
:-:-:-rr was !ong ere my arE:-. -.-:--resi:ed.. ·rb.e 1.dca 
of the SuprerJe Being appeared to me to be as nece"'S'Sar
ily implied ••• I was pl8ased vrith the Cartesian 
opinion • • • but I vms not \'!holly satisfied. I be
gan t;o then ask myself, \vhat proof I had of the 

-------------------
46H ote books 1 (r!Jay-July 1804) : 2121. 
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outt•mrd .§JXist'~-- :::£ of anything? • • • I savv, that in the 
nature of thl:, :;s such proof is iiJpossible; and that 
• • • the existence is ~~![1_~~ by a logical necessity 
arising from the c.onsti tution of the mind itself • • • 
Still the existence of a being, the ground of a11 exis
tence, was not yet the exis·t;ence of a moral creator • 
~ • For a very long time, indeed, I could not recon
cile personality vlith infinity; anci my head -vms v;ith 
Spinoza, though my v1hole heart remained with Paul and 
John., Yet there had davmed upon me • • • a certain 
guiding light • • • I became convinced that religion 
.. • • must have a moral origin • • .. From these prem
ises I proceeded to draw the follm'ling conclusions • 
~ • Thc~se principles I hel~, .J2hi1o_so:@J,.cally, ivhile 
~n respect of revealed relJ.gJ.on I remaJ.ned a zealous 
Unitarian •••• I confined it to the schools of phil
osophy • • o A more thorough revolution in my philo
sophic principles, and a deeper insight into my own 
heart, were yet wanting • • • Vlhile my mind \vas thus 
perplexed • • • the generous and munificent patronage 
of Nr. JOSIAH and Hr. TH0111AS WEDGWOOD enabled me to 
finish my education in Geroany • • • I -vms thencefor
ward better employed in attempting to store my own 
head with the wisdom of others (1: 132-137). 

I quote this section at length because of the strong sense 

of progressive movement from defeat through the process of 

intellectual grm·rth which it demonstrates: Coleridge's doubt 

is turned by him into a confrontation of discrimi.nating 

questions which in turn yield, if not an ansY.Ter, a strong 

insight. In other \'lords, the posing of the question is 

not merely a means to a final answer, but is in itself the 

determining activity of philosophy. The "affectionate 

seeking after truth" yields i·t;s own truthful experience, 

else Coleridge would have dispensed with this elaborate 

charting of his intuitiYe and logical process which culmin-

ates in his rocom"se to the "~>Tisdom of others. 11 For exam-

ple, his posing of the question 11 \'Jhat proof I had of the 

out\'lnrd existence of anything?" yields the insight ("I sm'[") 
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tba't there can be no proof, that is, that the question is 

moot, and further, that nby a logical necessity arising 

from the COnStrUCtiOn Of the mind i tseJ.f' II Olltvlard existenCe 

is "assumed. 11 However, the capacity of the mind to posit 

the idea of the Supreme Being as the ground of all existence 

does not address the question of the existence of a personal 

God vlith the 11 inherent attributes" of intelligence and will. 

But the final truth \'lhich Coleridge sensed was not the reso

lution of these contrasting ideas of God, but the signifi

cant disparity between his "mere intellect" and his "moral 

feelings," a division which, he intuited, bespoke the need 

for "a more thorough revolution in my Oilm philosophic prin

ciples, and a deeper insight into my ovm heart • 11 Cole

ridge's trust of his own psychological need for a reconcil

iation of the "headrr \·lith the 11 heart 11 beca.me a touchstone 

of the worth of an aesthetic or metaphysical system. He 

wrote to Southey in 1810, "Believe me, Southey! a metaphys

ical Solution, that does not instantly tell for something 

in the Heart, is greviously to be suspected as apocry[p] 

hal. "Li-7 At this time recalled in the ~iop;ra-ohi§;, he pos

sessed a clear understanding of the supportive relationship 

betv.reen intellectual pow·ers of reasoning and the commitment 

of faith, but an even greater av;areness of his own "per

plexed" state of being \·Thicb "confined" this understanding 

-----------·---
4-7 "To Hobert Southey," 7 il:ue;ust 1810, Letter 510, 

~tte£_~ 2: 961. 
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to "the schools of philosophy. 11 "Nevertheless," as Cole

ridge nov1 assesses the cont;ribution of his philosophical 

inquiry to the "foundat"ions of religion and morals, 11 "I 

cannot doubt, that the difference of my metaphysical notions 

from those of the Unitru. ... ia..rl.s in general contributed to my 

final re--conversion to the \·!hole truth in Christ ••• :~ (1:: 

137). Kathleen Coburn concurs, 11 It '\'Jill bo seen that Cole

ridge's return to orthodox Christianity is through the Lo-

gos, not the Gospels, a metaphysical rather than a histori-
48 cal approach. 11 

Coleridge now sketches his·literary experience in Ger

many, providing a brief historical overview of the major 

German authors. In his listing of the works read ru1d in his 

brief, personal evaluations Coleridge's gift for apprecia

tive reading as \·Jell as his own pleasure in being a student 

of language and literature is highly evident. He recalls 

this year of his life 11 vvith the opportunities I enjoyed11 (1: 

llH), above all others, 11 with • • • unmingled satisfaction, 11 

for "I made the best use of my time and means" (1:137). His 

description of himself as a reader suggests his assiduous 

and respectful v10rk as well as his capacity for discrimin

ating criticism, serving as a model to his young reader: 

I read 1vith sedulous accuracy the HIN1TESINGER .. • , and 
then laboured through sufficient specimens of the mas
ter sin.r:ers • • • not hov;ever "ivi thout occasional plea
sure from the rude, yet interesting strains of Hans 
c< · h - L t' 1 r• · ·t · oac s • • • .Ln ·U ner s m·rn -.;;-erman v.Tl 1ngs • • • 

----------
48 Hotebool:s 2 (:B'ebrua..1J 1805): 241J.5. 
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the German language commenced. • • • The High German 
is indeed a. J.j_n~ua commt.m:i s, not actually the native 
language of a...YJ.;y p:r.:o·~tfn."ce·,-out the choice and fx·e.e;rc:mcy 
of all the dialect'S. From this cause it is a.t once 
the most copious and the most gra.mmatical c~f all the 
European tongues.. • • • In the opinion of L:J~SSING • • • 
and of ADELTJNG ., .. • Opitz and. the Silesian poets • • • 
remain the models of pure diction.. A stranger has no 
vote.on such a question; but after repeated perusal of 
the work my feelings justifie<l the verdict, and I 
seemed t0 have acauired from them a sort of tact for 
\t.rhat is .f.-cnuine in the style of later \·Jriters:-:· ••. 
With the opportunities \vhicb. I enjoyed, it \·muld have 
been disgraceful not to have been familiar ·with their 
[the contemporary classicists'] writings •• e (1:140-
41). 

Proceeding nov1 to the end of 1799 and to 1800, Cole-

ridge discusses his work for the Norninp; Post, chiefly to 

exemplify his standard of "fixed and aJ.l..'l.ounced principles 11 

in journalisn. Not only does "genuine impartiality,!! ox· 11 an 

honest and enlighte~ed adherence to a code of intelligible 

principles previously announced, and faith£ully referred 

to in support of every judgement on men and eventsu (l:lLJ-4), 

ensure the integrity of the journal as \'Jell as stimulate 

critical thought; it also, as Coleridge is eager to point 

out, "will secure the success of a newspaper without the 

aid of party or ministerial patronage.'' Toward the close of 

this analysis of his participation in political jou~nalism 

Coleridge asserts that his motive is neither "vanity" or 

"self-defense 11 (1:147), but the reader's enlightenment: 

But I have mentioned it from the full persuasion that, 
armed with the t'w-fold knowledge of history and the 
humaYJ. mind, a. man \·Till zcarcely er:c in his ;judc;ement 
concerning the sum total of ony future nationaJ. event, 
if he have bem: a.b1e to proc.ure the original docmoents 
of the past, together with authentic accounts of the 
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present, and if he have a philosophic tact for 't·lhat is 
truly important in facts, and in most instances there
fore for such facts as the DIGNITY of HISTORY has ex
cluded from the vclumes of our modern compilers~ b::[ 
the courtesy of.the age entitled historians (1:1'-~BJ. 

Invaluable and admirable guidelines, but the highly per::-wnal 

statements uhich surround this maxim suggest that with the 

close of his final autobiographical sketch Coleridge feels 

compelled· to offer a self-explanation in the face of the 

highly personal criticism levelled against him for neglect 

of his genius. On the one hru1d, this autobiographical re

view from his mature point of view seems unquestionably 

aimed at self-defense: 

Yet in these labours I employed, and, in the belief 
of partial friends vmsted, the prime and manhood of 
my intellect. ~!ost assuredly, they added nothing to 
my fortune or my reputation. The industry of the 
week supplied the necessities of the ~:,reek. From gov
ernmEmt or the friends of government I not only never 
received remuneration, or ever e)~ected it; but I was 
never honoured vith a sin9le acknov1ledgment, or ex
pression of satisfaction ~1:145). 

f·1ore often, ho\'lever, Coleridge's "retrospectn does remain 

free from any note of "regret," as he claims, and indeed 

conveys a strong sense of self-possession: 

But I do derive a gratification from the kno\'lledgc ~ 
that my essays contributed to introduce the practice 
of placing the questions and events of the day in a 
moral point of view; in giving·a dignity to particular 
measures by tracing their policy or impolicy to perma
nent principles c • • But I dare assume to myself the 
merit of having first explicitly defined and analized 
the nature of Jacobinism .. • • I both rescued the 1-10rd 
from remaining a mere term of abuse, and put on their 
guard many honest :oinds, who •• ~ admitted or sup
ported principles from 1.Vhich the v10rst parts of that 
systen1 may be le?-:i tiraately deduced. • • • I rega.:cdecl 
it an some proof.of my not having laboured altogether 
in vain, that from the articles written by me shortly 
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before and at the commencement· of tbe late unhappy \Alar. 
with America, not only the sentiments \'lere adopted, 
but in some instances the very language, in several 
of .Jiihe Nassachusetts state-papers (1: 146 ,1L~8). 

And finally, one is 'struck by the unmistakable presence of 

a straightfor\•Jard, "impersonal11 presentation of methodology: 

On every great occu.rence I endeavoured to discover in 
past history the event, tha·;; most nearly resembled it .. 
I procured, wherever it was possible, the contemporary 
historians, memorialists, and pamphleteers. Then 
fairly subtracting the point of difference from those 
of likeness, as the balance favored the former or the 
latter, I conjectured that the result would be the 
same or different (1:147). 

Still, there remains a disparity between Coleridge's 

somev1hat extensive apologia and his expressed disavO\<Tal of 

self-defense. The apologia is sometimes accusatory, and 

other times expresses a painfully honest self-e)~osure. 

Coleridge stresses his reluctance to recall the charge of 

indolence, but his indignation stimulates his response: 

But no one of these motives nor all conjointly vmuld 
have impelled me to a statement so uncomfortable to 
my m·m feelings, had not my character been repeatedly 
attacked, by an unjustifiable intrusion on private life, 
as of a man incorrit;ibly idle, and v;ho, intrusted not 
only with ample talents, but favored v.,ri th unusual op
portunities of improving them, had nevertheless suf
fered them to rust avmy v1i thout any efficient exer
tion, either for his ovm good or that of his fellovl
creatures, • • • injuries which I um·lillingly remem
ber at all, much less am disp;:;sed to record in a 
sketch of my literary life •• • (1:148,150). 

Coleridge's defense, if bitter, is also thoroughly consis

tent \vith the self-portrait we have -v1itnessed throughout 

the B=i:.ographia: 

But mv severest crit:Lcs have not uretended to have 
foundvin my compositions triviality, or traces of a 
mind that shrunk from the toil of thinking. No one 
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has chm ... ged me \vi th tricking out in other \vords the 
thoughts of others, or ui th ha.shir!g up anev: the crarabe 
jam decies cocta of English literature or philosophy. 
Seldom have I \vri tten that in a day, the acquisi ticn 
or investigation of \-.'hich had not cost me the previous 
labou.r of a month (1:149). 

Wit~ the "excusable warmth of a man stung by an accusation," 

Coleridg·e defends himself by asking rhetorically: 

But at'e books the ·only channel through v.rhich the stream 
of intellectual usefulness can flow? Is the diffusion 
of truth to be estimated by publications; or publica
tions by the truth, vlhich they diffuse or at least con
tain? ••• Would that the criterion of a scholar's 
utility were the number and moral values of the truths~ 
which he has been the means of throwing into the gen
eral circulation; or the number and value of the minds, 
\'lhom by his conversation or letters he has excited in
to activity, and supplied with the germs of their 
aft er-grovlth! ( 1 : 149) • . 

With this fervent expression of his commitment to communi

cating "truths" by exciting minds "into activity, and sup

pl[ying them] with the germs of their after-growth! 11 '"'e are 

recalled to the challenging and highly principled au·thor

reader relationship in this book, a rhetorical element 

\·lhich is at this point altered by Coleridge • s 11 exculpa

tion." I have spoken earlier in this study of a background 

audience vlhich is for the most part second to Coleridge's 

immediate readership of "young men of Genius and Litera

ture.1149 In this conclusion to Chapter X, hO\·Jever, Cole

ridge directly addresses both audiences, his tone and con

tent changing according to his stance before his imagined 

reader. Coleridge's detractors are ostensibly the more 

4911 To Hr. Pryce~" 14 Apr:Ll 1816, Letter 1003, ~tters 
4: 633. 
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immediate audience here, moved.to the foreground in Cole-

ridge's patent sclf~vindication. He confronts them openly: 

'J:o those, v1ho from ignorance of the serious injury I 
have received from this ruznour of having dreamed a.v:ay 
my life to no purpose .. • .. or to those, \vho from 
their mvn feelinc;s,. or the B;ratifj_ca.tion they derive 
from thinldng contemptuously of others, viOuld like 
Job's comforters attribute these complaints .... to 
self-conceit or presumptuous vanity ••• (1:150). 

His stance is cha.llenging and combative: 

r1y prosa w-.c:i.tings have been charged with a dispropor
tionate demand on the attention; \'lith an excess of 
refinement in the mode of arriving at truths; '•lith 
beating the ground for that \'lhich might have been run 
dmm by the eye; v;rith the length and labo:riot;:J con
struction of my periods; in short \dth obscurity and 
love of paradox (l:J.l+9). 

I would also include in this audience those \vhom, if not 

11 severest critics" or blatant detractors, Coleridge regard.ed 

as his "judges, 11 many of "long acquaint&"lces, 11 who remain 

disappointed with his use of his talents. These too he 

places in the spotlight in order to face them directly: 

I will not therefore hesitate to ask the consciences 
of those, v1ho from their long acquaintances with me 
and vli th the circumstances are best qualified to de
cide or be t1y judges, whether the restitution of the 
suum cui que \vould increase or detract from my liter
ary reputation (1:150). 

At the same time, hmvever, \ve also sense the tmthreat-

ening presence of a participant to vlhom Coleridge directs 

his 11 criterion" for the "diffusion of truth, 11 whose favor-

able response is presumed in the author's rhetorical ques-

tions, and to \vhom Coleridge directs his proverbial maxims 

glc<:med frow experience. I Eu:u suggesting that there is an 

additional, if not more crucial purpose underlying 
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Coleridge's apologia \'lhich arises from his consideration 

of his young audience, and that is to expose his situation 

as an instructive example for his young readers, to present 
50 himself 11 representatively11 · as a means of forewarning them. 

For it is before t_bj.s audience, the "gentle reader" whom 

he finally addresses, that Coleridge humbly exposes himself 

in prose and poetry, emphasizing the intimacy of the gesture: 

• • • \vhctt I could have done, is a question for my own 
conscience. unmy o'\'m account I may perhaps have had 
sufficient reason to lament my deficiency in self-con
troul, and the neglect of concentering my pm'lers to 
the realization of some perm~~ent work. But to verse 
rather than to prose, if-· to either, belong the voice 
of mourning for 
uKcen pangs of love m,m.kening ••• 
And fears self -\vilJ. 'd that shunned the eye of hope, 
And hope that scarce \•Jould kr10v1 itself from fear; 
Sense of past youth, and manhood come in vain, 
And genius given a.'1d knowledge \\ron in vain ••• "(1:151). 

This intimate autobio(5raphical performance before his 11 gentle 

reader 11 firmly aligns Coleridge's audience with him in a 

private compact to the exclusion of those insensitive cen-

sors v1hom he feels have forced "an unjustifiable intrusion 

on [my] private life." The autobiographical act creates an 

intimate bond; the autobiographer's self-exposure, which is 

here quite pointedly reserved for a select nudience, con

firms the reader's sympathetic loyalty. 1{eciprocally, this 

autobiography is not merely self-oriented, but carries with

in itself an end beyond its m·m life: "to win other friends 

among the risins generation for the remaining course of his 

5°"To Lord Byron," 22 October 1815, IJetter 981, IJette:1:'s 
l~: 604; Coleridge vTri te:s, 11 To think of myself at all excE)})~-f
~E'esentat~ vel_;y: • • .• \vas new to me." 
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life ••• to spare the young those circuitous paths, on 

\1-ihich he himself had lost his vray. 11 

Thus, the close_of Chapter X functions as a meaningful 

transition to the "affectionate exhortation 11 of Chapter XI. 

The rhetorical performance of Coleridge's "opening out his 

heart to such as he either knows vr hopes to be of like 

mind with himself" creates the unmasked, intimate context 

appropriate to Coleridge's forthcoming, highly personal ad-

vice.. His statement, "But an interest in the welfare of 

those, who at the present time may be in circumstances not 

dissimilar to my 0~1 at my first entrance into life, has 

been the constant accompaniment, and (as it ivere) the under

song of all my feelingsn (1:152), is but a reminder of a 

concern \'lhic.h has been actively demonstrated throughout 

the v-10rk. 

In part, Chapter XI is a condensed statement of opin-

ions and principles which have been previously expressed or 

demonstrated: 

Noney, and immediate reputation form only an arbitrary 
and accidental end of litera'I'y labor •••• Now though 
talents may exist "¥Ji thout genius, yet as genius cannot 
exist, certainly not manifest itself without talents, 
I would advise every scholar • • • so far to make a 
division between the two, a.s that he should devote •• 
• his genius to objects of his tranquil and unbiassed 
choice. • • • But \voefully vJill that man find himself 
mistru{en, who imagines that the profession of litera
ture, or (to speak more plainly) the trade of author
ship, besets its members with fewer or wfth less insi
dious temptations, than the church, the law, or the 
different branches of commerce. But I have treated 
sufficiently on this unpleasant subject in an early 
chapter of this volume (1:152,153,159). 
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HO\vever, the~uniqueness of this chapt~r marks the close of 

a phase of the Biographia. With the exception of the final 

chapter, Coleridge's b{ographical sketches conclude now 

with his remarks on political journalism and his self-vin

dication, an internal juncture of the work which will be 

discussed. The rhetorical engagement of the reader contin-

ues throughout the work, even \'lith \'JordS\.,rorth placed before 

both Coleridge and his audience, but the peculiar paternal 

intimacy of this chapter of direct address which alone is 

exclusively devoted to the two principal figures of this 

work, author and reader, is nowhere repeated. It is fitting 

and purposeful, I believe, that this chapter f~ls between 

the close of the autobiography and Coleridge's exposition 

of the Imagination, functioning as a kind of 11 landing-

place" for the reader as well as the author \'lho has express-

ly rendered his vocational autobiogTaphy as directed to 

his audience's welfare. Chapter XI confirms a..TJ.d is a cul

mination of Coleridge's personal interaction with his young 

readers; the suggestion of their lives extending and even 

in some way amending Coleridge's is implicit. 

For years after writing this chapter Coleridge sub-

scribed to its "sentiments," referring various correspon-

dents to it for a "more general application" o.f the advice 

11 addressed to a small and particular class. u5l ComJili,mentmg 

5l"To Thomas Allsop, 11 30 September 1819, Letter 1205, 
&etters 4:952.. See also: "To l'·Ir. Pryce, 11 ll.J- April 1816, Let
ter 160), JJetters L~:633; and 11 To IJ.1homas Curtis, 11 12 July 
1816, Letter 1017, Lettc~~ 4:652. 
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the audience by presuming not only their talents but their 

genius, he argues that the fostering and protection of such 

a gift is best accomplished by the disassociation of study 

and writing from paid labor: 

Three hours of leisure, unannoyed by any alien anxi
ety, and looked forward to \V'i th delight as a cha._Tlge 
and recreation, \d.ll suffice to realize in literature 
a larf_jer product ()f ltlhat is truly E._enial, than weeks 
of compulsi0n (1:152). 

The subjection of the 11 genial pO\'Jer11 to the burdensome 

necessities of "money and immediate reputation11 will, 11 in-

stead of exciting, stun and stupify the mind" (1:153). Ini-

tially Coleridge seems to advise "every scholar, who feels 

the genial power \<Jorking \'lithin him" to, in effect, compart~ 

mentalize his life, to 

make a division bet\veen the tvlO, as that he should de
vote his talents to the a.couirement of competence i.n 
some knm·m trade or profession, and his genius to ob
jects of his tranquil and unbiassed choice •••• 

In a self-quoted speech which attempts to bridge the dis-

tance of the written word, Coleridge addresses his reader 

directly and affectionately, evoking an ideal domestic scene 

of a blend of personal freedom and congenial harmony. His 

imaginative creation places the reader in a setting \'lhich 

would tempt many scholars of today: 

"My dear young friend," (I would say) 11 suppose yom:·self 
established in any honorable occupation. From the man
ufactory or counting-house, from the law-court, or from 
having visited your last patient, you return at evening, 

11 Dear tranquil tir.1e, \·lhen the St'leet sense of home 
Is S\veetest--11 

to your family, prepared for its social enjoyments, 
\'lith the very countenances of your \'life and children 
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brightened, and their voice of \";elcome made doubly wel
come, by the knowled.ge that, as far as they are con
cerned, you have satisfied the demands or-the day by 
the labor of the day. Then, when you retire into your 
study, in the books on your shelves you revisit so 
many venerable friends with 'i,.lhom you can converse. 
Your o\\rn spirit scarcely less free from personal an
xieties th~n the great minds, that in those books are 
still living for you! Even your \'Jriting desk \'lith its 
blank paper and all its other implements vlill appear 
as a. chain of fl0\·1ers, capable of linking ;your feelings 
as \'!ell as thought to events and characters past or 
to come ••• But why should I say retire? The habits 
of active life and daily intercourse vntn the stir of 
the world vlill tend to give you such self-command, 
that the presence of your far:J.ily \'lill be no int;errup
tion. Nay, the social silence, or undisturbing voices 
of a \'life or sister, \vill be like a restorative atmos
phere, or soft music which moulds a dream vli thout be
coming its object (1:153-54). 

We can perhaps. ascribe the excessively sweet unreality of 

this picture to the sad, and more realistic, truth of Cole

ridge's personal inability to accomp).ish such an ideal. 

But it is telling and poignant that Coleridge goes to such 

manipulative lengths of evocative description to convince 

his reader. Underlying his advice is the bitter irony that 

for a man of genius the compartmentalization of his life is 

preferable to the literary profession. 

However, the church provides a more suitable haven, 

for the ministry entails the least separation of capacities 

and labor. Coleridge first argues for the church's promul

gation of humanitarian education and ideals: 

to every parish throghout the kingdom there is trans
planted a germ of civilization; that in the remotest 
villages there is a nucleus, round \·lhich the capabili
ties of the place may crystallize and brighten; a model 
sufficiently superior to excite, yet sufficiently near 
to encom:·age and facilitate, imi·bation ••• (1:155). 
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Moreover, this setting which "unite [ s] the love of peace \vi th 

the faith in the progressive amelioration of mankind" has 

a hu.manizing ~ffect on the clergyman who 11 is neither in the 

cloistered cell, nor in the wilderness, but a neighbour and 

a family-man." Host importantly, the profession is unparal-

.leled in its 11 encouragemen~ ·.f lea:rning and genius," for: 

There is scarce a depf;.~ L:ment of human lmO\'lledge with
out some bearing on the various critical, historical, 
philosophical and moral truths, in which the scholar 
must be interested as a clergyman; no one pursuit wor
thy of a man of genius, which may not be followed 
without incongruity (1:156). 

Coleridge • s enumeration of the "many and importa.'1.tu 

advantages of any profession over that of "a ~ literary 

man" conveys a tone of sad resignation to the existing 

"lamentable ••• world of letters" which he deplored with 

far more vigor in Chapter II. His commendation of 11 \"lhat

ever ••• profession or trade chosen" (1:157) is also a 

silent reproach of the present literary milieu, and cer

tainly an unspoken admission of the ideal nature of his 

imagined intellectual community: 

In the former a man lives in sympathy with the world, 
in which he lives. At least he acquires a better and 
quicker tact for the knowledge of that, \'lith \>Ihich mert 
in general can sympathize. He learns to manage his 
genius more prudently and efficaciously. His powers 
and acquirements gain him likewise more real admira
tion; for they surpass the legitimate expectations of 
others. He is something besides an author, and is 
not therefore considered merely as an author. The 
hearts of men are open to him, as to one of their own 
class; a.TJ.d whether he exerts himself or not in the 
conversational circles of his acquaintance, his sil
ence is not attributed to pride, nor his communica
tiveness to vanity (1:157). 
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Coleridge's 11 Simple advice: be not; mere~z a man of letters!" 

(1:158) is, in light of the reader's experience of this lit

eraxy autobiography of a life of vigor an.d dedication, 

filled with poignant irony. To those \IJ'ho "from c0nscience" 

object to relegating literature to "an honorable augmenta

tion" Coleridge offers himself, thinly veiled, as an instruc

tive example: 

Happy will it be for such a man, if among his contem
poraries elder than himself he should meet -..'lith one, 
who, vlith similar po\'Jers and feelings as acute as his 
o...-m, had entertained the same scruples; had acted upon 
them; and \.Yho, by after-research (\'Then the step was, 
alas! irretrievable, but for that very reason his re
search undeniably disinterested) had discovered himself 
to have quarrelled ">'lith received opinions only to em
brace errors, to have left the direction tracked out 
for him on the high road of honorable exertion, only 
to deviate into a labyrinth, where \vhen he had wan
dered till his head \vas giddy, his best good fortune 
\•Jas fi"Ylally to have found his vray out again, too late 
for prudence ·though not too late for conscience or for 
truth! (1:158-59). 

With the final clause, "to have formd his way out again, too 

late for prudence though not too late for conscience or 

truth," we have the authorial expression of the personal 

impulse of the Biographia, the stimulus for Coleridge's re

entry into his literary milieu vdth "this present work" 

which, he announces in its opening pages, is the first pub

lication in t\'lenty years to be personally brought "before 

the board of anonymous criticism" (1:3). Coleridge tr.Tites 

of his life,· "Time spent in such delay is time won: for man

hood in the meantime is advtmcing, ond with it increase of 

knowledge, strength of judgement, and above all~ temperance 



of feelings." We ean, I believe, interpret Coleridge's 

bopeful assm•ance in the advancement of "manhood11 to be a 

description of his commitment to his young reader; the Bio

Era_phia is vim·;ed by its author as a compensation for "time 

spent in such delay" because its readers may carry its 

truths into their \<lorld. There is an unmistakable sense 

here, because of its autobiographical mode ~~d its author

ially created audience, that the ~iographia is Coleridge's 

personal legacy. 

This legacy, which up to this point has been a blend 

of selective autobiography and the promulgation of princi

ples, is unified by the continuing theme of vocation. Cole

ridge carefully composes his sketches to demonstrate the 

development of his principles ru1d opinions, imparting to 

them a "suitable organic function. 11 52 At the same time, 

Coleridge extends hi9 11 present11 authorial self to his rea

der, engaging him ·as an active partl.cipant in this li te:r.>ary 

work which looks backward to personal experiences of genial 

reading and criticizes the current unprincipled practice of 

criticism. Also, of course, by its very nature, by this 

conferring of Coleridge's vocation, with all its attendant 

responsibilities and values, upon his readers, the Bio~a

phia looks to the future, while serYing as a paradigm of 

----·--------·--------
52shurnaker~ Enslish Autobior;r~.z, p. 120. Shumaker 

distinguishes 11 emphasis 11 from 11 theme 11 by defining the latter 
as 11 some erternal -:::>roblem or institution with which his sub
jective existence bas become involved, 11 p .. 124. 



·his ideal literary fellowship. 

We may ask, then, \vhy the autobiographical mode is dis-

continued after Chapter X; l'Jhy Coleridge concludes his story 

of his 'l.>lork \vith the one area which thivarted him the most, 

and closes his autobiographical 11 se1f-imaging 11 53 in such a 

_painfully honest, of not resigned tone. If we consider the 

purpose behind Coleridge's rendition of his experience \vi th 

political journalism, that is, the advice of Chapter XI,then 

the autobiography functions as a device to affect his audi

ence; by this gesture toward his reader's future Coleridge 

confers more prominence and meaning on !!:!,~ir vocation than 

on his spent and imperfect 11 fortune. 11 But in another, and 

not contradictory sense, Coleridge's vocation is revitalized 

at the close of his autobiography as he turns to his "appli-

cation of the rules, deduced from philosophical principles, 

to poetry and criticism" (1:1). It is as if "the reviev-1 of 

the past is a means·to proceed more confidently with future 

work,"54 for with the cessation of Coleridge's story of his 

work, the work itself recommences. And if these early years 

of the nineteenth-century mark the time of Coleridge's \or.rit

ing for tha !·iorning Post, this period also includes Cole

ridge's proximity to Wordsworth and the publication of the 

second edition of the Lyrical Ballads, the stimulus for Vol

ume II of the Bio~a:ohia. 

53Elizabeth Bruss, Aut;~_e_i .. ogra£2LcaL Acts, p. 13. 

54-Roy Pascal, Design and 'J:ruth in Autobj_or;ranh;r, p .. 107 .. 



. CHAPTER V 

In the two chapters which conclude Volume I of the 

l?_iographia, Coleridge elevates the active participation 

of his readers to a philosophical plane, rendering their 

capacity for reflexive and creative consciousness in the 

language of the imaginative principle, thereby transform

ing this essential aspect of their role into the power of 

philosophic consciousness. That the discovery of truth is 

synonymous with a deepening and expansive self-knowledge 

has, up to now, been demonstrated both by Coleridge's auto

biographical revie\'l of a personal grov;th which culminates 

in the "present" of this work, and by his rhetorical dema..-·1df3 

on the reader which presume and encourage a heightened self

consciousness. In this philosophical interlude before his 

practical criticism it becomes clear that both Coleridge's 

self-reflexive autobiographical act as Hell as the reader's 

committed responsiveness (which is, of course, autb.orially 

planted and elicited) are rhetorical paradigms for the 

philosophic consciousness. 

Coleridge's cautions and "premonitions" which open 

Chapter XII .appear, on the surface, sufficiently strenuous 

to discourage the presumptuous reader who lacks the humil

ity ru1d discipline for philosophic inquiry. But Coleridge 

244 
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poses the option of 11 pass[ ing] over the follO\ving chapter al

together" far more as a means of stressing the uncompromis

ing demands which he. places, vd thout apology, on the reader 

who v1ill continue. Coleridge asserts his "daring" and "cour

age" in this pretense of excluding undesirable readers; his 

intended effect, however, is to bolster and confirm his 

highly selective audience in the continu!:1.tion of their 

effort. They are undeniably an elite and privileged few 

(
11 
••• it is neither possible or necessary for all men, 

or for many, to be PHILOSOPHERS 11 [1:164] ), but Coleridge's 

first "golden rule" is designed to preclude, from the begin

ning, any "want of modesty" \vhich might accompany such lofty 

identification. His maxim, 11 'tmtil ;rou understand a \>Iriter' s 

ignorance 2 presume yourself ignorant of his understanding' 11 

(1:160), self-illustrated by his fulfillment of his own re

quirement in one case and his inability to penetrate Plato 

in another, is actually a concise formula for the genial 

criticism which Coleridge has urged and demonstrated through

out the Bio_graphi.?.;• Above all, the reader should be an ac

tive, thoughtful participant in the work of literature, and 

by no me~~s a passive recipient of ideas. Coleridge's 

verbs express the self-initiating quality of his reading: 

11 I see clearly • • • I have a complete insight • • .and by 

application of received and ascertained laws I can satis

factorily explain to my own reason •• ., • 11 Horeoever, the 

attitude which stimulates such vigorous mental activity is 
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a combination of earnestness and impartiality, that is, a 

\'lillingness to admire and appreciate which is nonetheless 

free from bias or peFsonal needs. 1 Thus Coleridge can 

recognize the "hollowness" of the fanatic's supernatural 
J 

claims 11 tt~ithout suspecting him of any intentional false-

hood" (1:160-61). With Plato, Coleridge's genial attitude 

approaches reverence, and it is this willing faith in the 

author's genius which precludes Coleridge's "contemptuous 

verdict." He uses similarly active language to describe 

his reading of Plato; but here the effort, though certainll 

as committed, is unyielding: "• •• I ca,.'"l attach no consis

tent meaning • • • I have sought in vain for causes ade-

quate • • • I have no insight ••• 11 (1:161). The assess-

ment that it is he the reader who is lacking and not the 

author, is confirmed by Coleridge's literary tradition, 

which has long honored "the name of PLATO with epithets, 

that almost transcend humanity" (1:161). But Coleridge is 

also reacting against a "fashionable" glibness \'Jhen he 

adroitly distinguishes bet\'leen a true understanding of an 

author which includes a contextual awareness of his flavrs 

or weaknesses and a quick, self-sat~sfying dismissal of an 

author based on the reader's own impatience. Too often a 

sharp stab levelled against the fla\'rs of a genius passes 

for 11 superior penetration, 11 \vhile Coleridge suggests that a 

1see Notebooks 2 (1807-08): 3220, where Coleridge des
cribes his ideal 11 Judge" as "the earnest ~ersonal Reader." 
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perspective which vievlS the fla\iS as organic to the author's 

work bespeaks a far more inclusive and true understanding. 

This seamless, indivisible relationship between flaws and 

eJ:::cellencies, ignorance and \visdom reflects the natural 

organicism in a man's thought: as with Coleridge's life, 

. an author's erro:::-s cannot be isolated, either for self -pro-, 

tection or for criticism, and be understood; they are, at 

all events, a part of, even an indication of the process 

of development. This natural growth which occurs in intel

lectual life is also duplicated artistically through the 

principle of organic form, an inseparability of part ru1d 

"Vlhole and matter and form which Coleridge nov1 claims for 

this work. Although Coleridge's request that the reader 

read the chapter as it was organically written refers speci

fically to Chapter XIII, his short explication of organi

cism is suggestive of the Biographia as a whole. With 

"delicate subjects 11 the organic theory does_ not merely pre

scribe that the form must be appropriately suited to the 

idea, but insists that the form alters the very· idea \vhich 

it "suits. 11 Coleridge's·metaphor of the skeleton idea 

which is l!cloathed and modified" by its life-giving form 

also vividly conveys the inseparability of the part, or 

underlying skeleton, from its completed, contained whole. 

Coleridge's exclusion of the intellectually satisfisd 

and those who adhere to materialism from his audience (vii th

out 11 the least disrespect 11 he invites those to leave whose 
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minds are "completely at rest" concerning "the general no

tions of matter, spirit, soul, body, action, passiveness, 

time, space, cause, and effect, consciousness, perception, 

memory and habit") attests to the serious import of his 

forthcoming material. His uncompromising tone ("But it is 

time to ·tell the truth11 [1:163]) reinforces the sense of a 

nevi urgency as Coleridge adamantly refuses to waste any 

more time refuting materialism or couching difficult meta

physical questions. The philosophy we are about to encoun

ter is 11 the science of ultioate truths, 11 and not a "mere 

analysis of terms." Its stringent demands render its bene

fits available only to "a fe\'T." Coleridge's analogy of the 

realm and reach of the philosophic consciousness, dravm 

from nature, conveys the mind's search for "higher ascents 11 

which to "the mu:L ti tude belovl" are either "hidden," or ap

pear as forbidding "dark haunts," or as inaccessible "pal

aces of happiness and pov1er" (1: 165-66). But to the "true 

philosopher 11 who cannot "rest satisfied \'lith • • • imper

fect light" (1:167) the immediate, accessible truths are 

richly suggestive of their "sources [ vlhich] must be far 

higher and far in"Vlard." For transcendentalism to Coleridge~ 

while a 11 pure philosophy" of eternal Truths beyond the limi

tations of time, space, and the narrowness of "common" per

ception, is nonetheless rooted in our highly cultivated 

human consciousness, and is therefore to be carefully dis

tinguished from transcendence, 11 those flights of lawless 
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speculation which • • • transgress • • • the bounds and pur

poses of our intellectual faculties. 11 ~:hat the transcenden-· 

tal philosophy springs from human self-consciousness allows 

Coleridge to claim: "This is ••• onl;y so far idealism, as 

it. is at the same time, the truest and most binding realism 11 

(1: 178). The ric:bness of this paradox is symbolized in the 

philosopher's discovery of the sources of transcendent Truth 

in 11 the rivers of the vale at the feet of their fm:·thest in

accessible falls 11 and "even in the level streams" (1:166). 

Coleridge's metaphor of the stream accomplishes a dual motif: 

it conveys his idea of an ultimate truth which as a life-giv

ing power 11 suppl[ies] in itself a natural connection to the 

parts, and unity to the \'Thole" (1:129); and it also suggests, 

as a mirror image (the philosopher measur[es] and sound[s] 

the rivers 11 and "detect[s] elements 11 in the streams), the 

11 self-intuition11 \'lhich is the essenc.e of the philosophic im·

agination. In effect, the stream or self is mined for its 

"potential." Coleridge does not extend the metaphor further; 

but his allusion to our sense of a "fuller knowledge" thon 

spontaneous consciousness as a connection to 11 master-current.s 

below the surface11 
( 1: 167) as well as his assertion, non the 

IMMEDIATE, which dwells in every man • • • all the certainty 

of our knowledge depends" (1:168), reinforce the image of the 

philosopher's discovery of truths vTi thin himself which "nei

ther the vale itself or the surroQ~ding mountains contained 

or could supply." 

The intellectual capacity which Coleridge posits is not 
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only organic to our human nature but is answered by a world 

correspondent to our mind. Thus Coleridge's metaphors from 

nature are not only vivid and attractive images of our hu

man potential (particularly the 11 air-sylph11
), but are also, 

on a literal level, existences correspondent to our con-

.sciousness, existences of the "same instinct. 11 The natural 

world of sense a~d spirit answers to our creative perception, 

or conversely, ou.r sense of the i'TOrld begins in self-know

ledge. Coleridge introduces the cohesion of self and na-

tliTe, which he will later delineate by logical reasoning, 

viith the rich and ageless metaphor of the butterfly: 

They and they only can acquire the philosophic imaGin
ation, the sacred pm.ver of self-intuition, v1ho vd thin 
themselves can interpret and understand the s;yu.bol, 
that the wings of the air-sylph are forming vJithin the 
skin of the caterpillar; those only, who feel in their 
ovm spirits the same instinct, v1hich impels the chry::>
alis of the horned fly to leave room in its involucx·"..1m 
for antennae yet to come. They kno"tv and feel, that 
the potential v10rks in them, even as the actu.aJ. vJOrl\:s 
on them! In short, ail· the organs of sense -a:re frar:H:;;d 
for a corresponding world of sense; and \ve have it. 
All the organs of spirit are framed for a correspond
ent world of spirit: •• (1:167). 

After positing the depth and richness of our capacity 

for the "sacred povwr of self-intuition," Coleridge quali~ 

fies his e:A:uberance, reiterating his claim that such spiri-

tual intuition is reserved to few. For the development of 

this 11u1 teJ·ior consciousness, 11 its strengthening, disci-

pline, and direction is a matter of the will; an "act of 

freedom" is a. necr:Bsary p::; ... eliminary to the philosophic con-

sciousness. Harw do no·~; e:::tend their consciousness beyond 
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sensation, others may have a consciousness oi a concept "or 

notion of the thing," and still fewer may grasp the logic 

and reasoning which sustains philosophy. But to Coleridge 

the pursuit of philosophical truth \t/aS a moral act which 

involved man's total being; philosophical self-conscious

ness \1/as 11 the key to man's ascent to a more spiritualized 

identity.a 2 Thus if the personal commitment to deepened 

self-knowledge is lacking, philosophic inquiry is 11 ground-

less and hollo\·.r, unsustained by living contact, unaccom

panied v;i th any realizing intuition which exists by and in 

the act that affirms its existence ••• " (1:173). But the 

power of the philosophic imagination is utterly creative 

and self-generated, uniting existence and knowledge: 

\'lith roe, the act of contemplation malces the thing con
templated, as the geometricians contemplating describe 
lines correspondent; but I not describing lines, but 
simply contemplating, the representat;ive forms of 
things rise up into existence. 

In this first section of Chapter XII, which precedes 

his logical exposition of the t\'lO poles of the dynamic phil

osophy, Coleridge's stance frequently shifts from a warning 

of the unique character of the "philosophic organ" to a 

stirring testimony to its creative powers. He takes partic

ular care to distinguish different levels of consciousness 

for the reader, to reiterate how few "among us" have the 

capacity and discipline for philosophic self-knowledge, in 

ef.fect, to insure that the reader's sense of his ability to 

2Patricia M. Ball, The Cent:J?iJ.l_§elf, p. 6. 
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continue in this text and in this vocation is accurate. At 

the same time, however, Coleridge rhetorically includes the 

reader in this exclusive and heady activity, implicitly 

sanctioning his membership in the fev1 nor all ages: 11 

The deeper, however, \'le penetrate into the ground of 
things, the more truth v!e discover • .. • all these ,.,e 
shall find united in one perspective central point, 
which shmr1s regularity and a coincidence of all the 
parts in the very object ••• (1:169-70).3 

Coleridge's earlier warning tone besperucs ~~ attempt to dis

pel any notion of partial or simplistic involvement, while 

his use of metaphors and highly suggestive aphorisms seems 

an invitation to the reader to become engaged with this dyn

amic philosophy. The reader who has sustained Coleridge's 

unmitigating admonitions and is also attracted by the chal

lenge of developing his self-potential is qualified for this 

self-demanding Coleridgean philosophy. This opening sec-

tion of address to the reader, then, suggests a significru1t 

alteration in the reader's responsibilities and role: the 

intellectual demands which have been placed on him and the 

values which he has been asked to affirm are now raised to 

a metaphysical plane, and his capacity for self-reflection 

\..rhich has been ure;ed and elicited by the author is now pre-

~or the most part, both those "to whom the philosophic 
organ is entirely wanting" ( 1: 173) and those \vho activate 
this unique power are referred to in the third person, or 
generically as 11 men • 11 HoT;Tever, Coleridge also makes an ex
ception in the former case, using the first person plural 
to refer to those excluded. Presumably, this alerts the 
reader to the need for accurate self·-assessment: he could 
easily be 11 many a one among us • • • who think themselves 
philosophers, 11 but fail in the commitment. 
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sented as the exclusive and richly potent philosophic imag-

ination or consciousness. The implication, then, is that 

the reader's engagement in this work is an imaginative, 

and now philosophical act; thus Coleridge takes great care 

to emphasize this meaningful alteration in the reader's 

involvement and to stress the total commitment of the phil

osophic act. 

In the remaining two-thirds of the chapter the phil

osophic consciousness is reduced to its most basic form, 

"the act of kno\<Tledge." Coleridge's purpose is largely ex

pository; thus his approach is direct and didactic. But we 

also hear a note of urgency in this material. Particularly 

in Coleridge's additions to Schelling do we sense that the 

purpose vrhich underlies this exposition is the reader's 

"fundamental conviction" (1:65). The employed procedure 

is highly logical and formal, with its disjunctive syllogism 

which opens the analysis and its progressively ordered the

ses. This highly systematic analysis of the "concurrence 

[of subject and object in the act of knowledge], its possi

bility and its necessity" (1:174) is developed with clarity, 

the principles of formal logic establishing sharp and pre

cise relationships among the terms of the argument. It is 

a somewhat regrettable task for the Coleridge scholar to 

glean Coleridge's statements from t.he mass of Schelling's, 

but it is interesting to note that Coleridge's additions 

either serve to concretize the thesis or to suggest the 



ontological or theological eA~ension of this epistemology: 

_in short, his interpolations of Schelling reflect Cole-
- -

ridge's indiYidual ap.d, to some extent, contrasting con-

cerns·. 

In Schelling's theory of kno\'lledge as the unity of tv;o 

opposing forces the one, self-consciousness, expands outivard 

while the force of the consciousness of the eA~ernal world 

streams im._rard. In order to convey the "coinstantar1eous" 

concurrence of both the subjective and the objective poles, 

they are theoretically separated, each to its respective 

extreme. Yet both are posited as gravitating toward their 

opposite: nature possesses a "necessary tendence . .. • to 

intelligence," \vhile the subjective demonstrates an "irre-

sistible" and "innate" "prejudice" tov1ard the "existence 

of things without us'' (1:175, 177-78). Coleridge's ampli-~ 

fications of beth analyses of these extremes indicate his 

need to posit a principle which \vould allow for the indi-

viduality of the self while still providing for a universal

ity of essence, a principle vvhich r;muld avoid both panthe

ism and solipsism. Accordingly, he inserts the following 

sentence into Sc-helling• s account of the "highest perfection 

of natural philosophy," thereby avoiding Schelling's ."unfor

tunate pantheistic implications: 114 

The theory of natural philosophy '\<lould then be com
pleted, \vhen al1 nature ·~.;as demonstrated to be 

4-J. A.., Appleyard, Coleridge's Philosophy of I,i terature, 
p. 235. 
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identical in essence with that; which in its highest 
known power exists in man as intelligence and self
consciousness; when the heavens and the earth shall 
declare not only the power of their maker, but the 
glory and the presence of their God, even as he ap
peared to the great prophet during the vision of the 
mount in the skirts of his divinity (1:176).5 

And in defense of the realism of the "I AM," that is, that 

our self-consciousness presumes a.n objective world which 

exists independent of our perception, Coleridge attacks the 

11 system of modern metaphysics, which banishes us to a land 

of shadows, surrounds us with apparitions, and distinguish

es truth from illusion only by the majority of those who 

dream the same dream" (1:179). In other words, while mater-

ialism would appear to confirm the existence of an external 

reality, mechanistic associationism, to Coleridge, reduced 

our knowledge of an object to "extension, motion, degrees 

of velocity, and those diminished copies of configux·ative 
-

motion" (1:82), thereby removing "all reality and immediate-

ness of perception, and plac[ing] us in a dream world of 

phantoms and spectres, the inexplicable swarm and equivocal 

generation of motions in our own brains" (1:92). But the 

11 ground.of all other certainty," the "true and original 

realism," is the act of knowledge in which "the real and 

very object" is present to, indeed is "coherent" with the 

5For the identification of Coleridge's additions I am 
relying on Sha-v;cross, "notes, Chapter XII," pp. 268-70. 
Shawcross, in turn, depends heavily on Sara Coleridge; see 
"Note to Chapter IX," footnotes for Chapter XII, and "Ap
pendix" in Bior;rapbia Literaria (1858), pp. 268-71, 322-56, 
691-712. . 
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subject. 

The theses purport to demonstrate how this is possible, 

and before offering ?elf-consciousness as the answer, Cole

ridge· systematically deduces the nature of a first princi

ple or absolute truth which is "self-grounded, uncondition

al ••• and is its own predicate ••• " (1:181). 6 Accord

ing to these requirements, self-consciousness is the ground 

of all knowledge, for "in this, and in this alone, object 

and subject, being and knowing are identical, each involv

ing, and supposing the other" (1:183). Thus all lmowledge 

is a form of self-knowledge, for in the creative apprehen

sion of an object we duplicate self-consciousness by the act 

of constructing the object as object, that is, making real 

the table which is the not-me only to draw it to our self, 

to unite it with its apprehending subject. It is in this 

unifying act that knO\·lledge for Coleridge is creative, for 

the mind initiates an original perception, one which is both 

self-determined and self-projective. The perception itself 

necessarily bears both the stamp of the perceiver and the 

reality of the perceived. Thus as John Hill paraphrases: 

the product in any given act cf perception is a modi
fied combination of the percipient and the thing-per
ceived and is ••• neither a subject (perceiver) nor 
an object (thing-perceived) exclusively, but rather 
the most original union of both.7 

6shavTCross states, 11 The first six of the following 
Theses and Scholia do not appear to contain any verbal quo
tations from Schelling ••• 11 (1.:269). 

7Hill, ed., Imagination.J:p Coleridge, P.• 3. 
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We can easily understand, when faced with the creative 

power implicit in this first principle of transcendental 
. . 

philosophy, Coleridg~'s revulsion at the passive and willess 

role to which the mind is relegated by associationism. 

If this willed act of knovvledge, or "primary ACT of 

self-duplication" (1:185), is a power common to all men, 

its application, or "the direction of the L""fNER SENSE" is 

most intense and refined in the individual \'lho "attains to 

a notion of his notions--[who] reflects on his own reflec-

tions" (1:172), who, in short, executes the "philosophic 

imagina.tion." This highest degree of the imagination is, 

according to Gordon McKenzie: 

identical in kind with the activity \'Thich it contem
plates. That is, the original act whereby pure intel
ligence objectifies and limits itself in order to con
template itself in its limitation is an act of imagi
nation; this act is common to all mankind, being re
peated in the experience of every individual in becom
ing consci~us of the \vorld. But as we rise in self
knowledge the faculty ••• is only the property of 
very gifted minds.8 

In Coleridge's brief and highly connotative descriptions 

of this "sacred power of self-intuition" (1:167) which open 

the chapter it is clear that his concept of the Primary 

Imagination is not simply psychological, nor solely epis-

temological, but is really ontological: this power infuses 

and defines human existence, makes the self the generative 

force in this universe, and renders this world not merely 

intelligible, but humanly meaningful or "correspondent'' to 

8McKenzie, Organic Unity in Coleridp;e, .P• 22. 
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the mind. Although Schelling expressly confines his expo

sition to the realm of epistemology, Coleridge, in his con

firmation of the unity of existence, repeatedly extends the 

implications of the act of knowledge. As I. A. Richards 

suggests, Coleridgean self-consciousness is: 

a mode of action, or of being, at the same time that 
it is a mode of knov-1ing. It is that activity of the 
mind in v.rhich knowing and doin~ and making and being 
are least to be distinguished.~ 

This discrepancy between Schelling and Coleridge is clearly 

evident in the latter's insertions in the text. It is 

Schelling \•Tho states unequivocally: 

We are not investigating an absolute principium es
sendi; for then I admit, many valid objections might 
be started against our theory; but an absolute prin
cipium cognoscendi •••• For to us, self-conscious
ness is not a kind of being, but a kind of knowinr:, 
and that too the highest and farthest that ex~sts 
forE§_ (1:186,8'7). ~ 

But it is Coleridge who continually relates knowledge and 

being: \tlho posited the "hypostasis" of the "scirett and the 

"esse" at the close of his refutation of associationism; 

who, before turning to Schelling, described philosophy as 

"neither a science of the reason or understanding only, nor 

merely a science of morals, but the science of BEING alto-

gether," and its "primary ground" or "postulate 11 as "KNOW 

THYSELF! " ; and who no\v, in his additions to Schelling, dir

ectly contradicts him. It is Coleridge's vision of "the 

end and purpose of all reason, namely, unity and system" 

9 I. A. Richards, Coleridge on Imagination, p. 47 
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which stimulates his affirmation that "the principium es

sendi does not stand to the principium cognoscendi in the 

relation of cause to effect, but both the one and the other 

are coinherent and identical" (1:187). 

f1oreover, in his identification of the epistemological 

unity of subject and object with the absolute unity of the 

divine mode of being, the "great eternal I AM," Coleridge 

explicitly departs from Schelling. If Schelling posited 

the Absolute Ego and the identity of the One with the All, 

then Coleridge countered any suggestion of pantheism by 

"characteristically graft[ing] onto the latter s_tages of 

the argument an identification of the Absolute Ego viith the 

personal God of Christianity. 111° Coleridge makes this iden

tification explicit in his "SCHOLIUW' to Thesis VI: 

But if' • • • he be again asked, hovl he, the individual 
person, came to be, then in relation to the grotmd of 
his existence ••• he might reply, sum quia Deus est, 
or still mOre philosophically, sum qu:ia in Dec sum .. 
But if v!e elevate our conception to t;he absolute self, 
the great eternal I AM, then the principle of being, 
and of knowledge, of idea, and of reality; the ground 
of existence, and the ground of the k~owledge of exis
tence, are absolutely identical, Sum quia sum; I am, 
because I affirm myself to be; I affirm myself to be, 
because I am (1:183). 

Coleridge'~ transcendental philosophy is rooted in the na

ture of God, the Jehovah who "in the very first revelation 

of his absolute being [ 11 Sum quia sum") ••• at the same time 

revealed the fundamental truth of all philosophy." Thus, 

10Judson I. Lyon, 11 Romantic Psychology and the Inner 
Senses: Coleridge,"~ 81 (J"une 1966): 256. 
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absolute being and absolute consciousness coincide in a 

personal God, the "ground of existence, 11 and our human con

sciousness and its higher form, the philosophic or artistic 

imagination, are analogues of the divine creativity. If 

our self-consciousness is ultimately metaphysical, that is, 

the natur·e of our being, and if we posit God as absolute 

self-consciousness, then it follows for Coleridge that 

philosophy would pass into religion, and religion be
come inclusive of philosophy. \'/e begin with the I 
KNOvJ l-ITSELF, in order to end with the absolute I AH. 
vle proceed from the SELF, in order to lose and find 
all self in GOD (1:186) 

Scholars have pointed to this as a significant departure 

from Schelling, one which indicates Coleridge's intellectual 

anticipation of Schelling11 and accounts for the 11 inconse

quence of the use made of Schelling in the Biographia11 in 

Chapter XII where. "Coleridge translates a few pages, sup

posedly towards a theory of imagination, then unaccountably 

breaks off ••• and then begins to talk about literature, 

Schelling's systematic exposition having been left dangling 

in its first premisses. 1112 Coleridge's additions to Schel

ling here suggest, not an inconsistency or irresolution 

within Col~ridge's concept of self-consciousness,13 but his 

llsee the follO\'ling Notebook entries for evidence of 
the 11 genial coincidence" of tlie two authors before Coleridge 
had studied Schelling: 1 (February-Ma"C'ch 1801): 921; 1 (No
vember 1803): 1679; 2 (April 180L~): 2057; 2 (I1arch 1805): 2'+9L~. 

12I•1cFarland, Coleridge and the Pantheist Tradition, p. 42. 

l3Grosvenor Pm·1ell makes this charge in 11 Coleridge' s 
'Imagination' ancl the Infinite Regress of Conscioucness, 11 

~ 39 (June 1972): 275. 
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original departure from Schelling's concept of the absolute 

as "a mere selfless identity or total indifference, prior 

to and behind. self-consciousness, which was neither subject 

nor object, but the mere negation of both." In its place, 

Coleridge wished to accomplish the highest identification 

of being and knowledge, the identification of "Schelling's 

'intellectual ir.tuition' of subject and object in their 

absolute identity with the religious intuition, the direct 

consciousness of God. 1114 

Nonetheless, there is an unevenness and discontinuity 

throughout Chapter XII which is perhaps most evident· in 

Coleridge's closing remarks on the "Great ••• obstacles 

which an English metaphysician has to encounter 11 (1:191). 

Coleridge's opening descriptions of the philosophical imag-

ination were, we recall, couched in an unsettling context; 

in the midst of conveying the rich and elite nature of this 

refined power, Coleridge seems to withdraw the very entice

ment he offers by, in the next breath, suggesting that this 

ideal is beyond the reader's capacity. A systematic delin

eation of the power follo\vS, with Coleridge relying on 

Schelling vnly to surpass him. The chapter closes in Cole

ridge's voice, but it is an unpleasant tone, unsuited to the 

content and tenor of the earlier parts of the chapter. 

The initial transition to Coleridge's assertions on 

14 · Gordon 11cKenzie, Organic Uni~y in Coleridge, p. 27. 
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the necessity of ne\-J' technical terms j n philosophy is his 

purpose statement for the "ensuing chapter." He assumes, 

he says, the power of the mind to reconcile the opposing 

forces of subject and object "as my principle, in order to 

deduce from it a faculty" \'lhose "generation, agency, and 

application" he will discuss (1: 188). To this end, he in-· 

troduces the word 1'potence, in order to express a specific 

degree of power" and "hazard[s] the new verb potenziate, 

\tith its derivatives, in order to express the combination 

or transfer of pmr1ers" (1: 189). He then defends his right 

to introduce new linguistic forms: crucial to the study of 

metaphysics is not only a linguistic freedom .from "vague

ness, confusion, and imperfect conveyance of our thoughts," 

but also a freedom from the constraints of empiricism \'lhich, 

as Coleridge has stated in Chapter X, dominate "the vocab-n 

ulary of common life." His concern that the reader's atten

tion be weaned from the "DEGiili~S of things" and airected to 

the "KIND abstracted from ~ee" (1:108) is more specific

ally expressed here: new terminology may be demanded in the 

study of transcendental philosophy, for the vocabulary of 

"modern philosophers," that is, rational empiricists, em

bodies the bias of its creed, that the "conceivable" is 

limited to "the bounds of the picturable" (1:189). Ali~e 

Snyder remarks that this 11 despotism of the eye" enslaves 

the mind to the 11 delusive notion, that what is not _;rna~~ 
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is likm'lise not conceivable," l5 or in Kant' S· words, pre-

eludes the existence o.f "abstract notions derived from the 

pure intellect 11 in the 'misapprehension of tt·t;he limitations 

of the human faculties for the limits of things, as they 

really exist" (1:190n)o 

Coleridge means to stress the unusual demands of trru1s

cendental philosophy a~d to distinguish them from the per

vasive and damaging implications of materialism. The sug

gestion is that the materialistic approach has ruined read

ers for any idealist study by either planting in them an 

11 habitual aversion to all speculations, the utility and ap

plication of which are not evident and immediate, 11 or by 

perverting "metaphysical reasonings to the denial of the 

mysteries and ••• doctrines of Christianity," or by deft

ly concealing logical errors 11 behind the mask of a plausi·· 

.ble and indefinite nomenclature" to \'lhich its proponents 

cling tenaciously. Coleridge feels compelled to address 

these groups who have, in one way or another, been intellec

tually duped or damaged by materialism; he promises to su-

persede this "false m.etaphysics11 with a "true metapbysics11 

which is "nothing else but true divinity," a "true metaphys-

ics11 based on self-knowledge with 11 reasoning • • • clear, 

solid, and pertinent 11 (1:191-92). Unquestionably Cole-

ridge's acu~e awareness of the unco~mon, and to many, 

l5 Alice D. Snyder, Coleridr:e on lJorQ.c and Learnin,5 
(Nev; Haven: Yale University Press, l927J),-pp~b'-·27·. 
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unacceptable demands of transcendentalism accounts for the 

urgency of his tone a.nd this repetition of his attack on 

popular philosophy as "the counterfeit and the mortal enemy 

of all true and manly metaphysical research 11 (1:192). But 

it remains nonetheless, repetitious of Chapters VII and 

VIII and, what is more to the point, noticeably out of 

place in this chapter, which begins the systematic exposi

tion of the dynamic philosophy. Moreover, Coleridge's at

tention to these "class[es]" of readers who have been 11 pre

judic[ed]" by materialism detracts from his careful and 

developing rapport with his constructed audience of yoQng 

men of Genius. To reach this stage of his thesis and to 

focus on the formidable and 11 irremediable" impediments to 

his being understood or on unreachabl·3 readers seems an 

inorganic departure and a glaring diversion from his immed

iate purpose. Nor can this closing section be included 

under his "requests and premonitions, 11 for .his audience, 

which has been carefully limited and challenged throughout 

the work, can hardly be said to now include present or even 

former adherents of modern associationism. Coleridge finds 

his own righteous and scornful voice in this material, how

ever, his aggressiveness here suggesting perhaps a compen

sation for his earlier abdication to Schelling: 

This alas! is an irremediable disease, for it brings 
vlith it, not so much an indisposition to any particular 
system, but an utter loss of taste and faculty for all 
system and for all philosophy. Like echoes the.t beget 
each other amongst the mountains, the praise or blame 
of such men rolls·in vollies long after the report 
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from the original blunderbuss (1:192-93). 

Regardless of the stimulus for Coleridge's rene\'led 

attack on the "disease" of modern philosophy, it is jarring 

to his earlier rendering of the esoteric philosophic Imag

ination and discordantly out of place, betraying perhaps 

.Coleridge's "doubt about his ability to make clear the 

forthcoming the0ry of irnagination. 1116 The lack of con

trolled, progressive development throughout the chapter, 

evident in Coleridge's dependence on Schelling,1 7 does 

seem to suggest Coleridge's "uneasiness about a straight

for\'Tard presentation of his theories," a hesitancy that is 

"evident in the title. 1118 

Coleridge closes the chapter by placing his forthcom-

ing deduc·!;ion of the Imagination in its contextual back

ground. Earlier; in. Chapter IV, \vordsworth' s poetry was 

credited with providing the stimulus for Coleridge's 

"• •• full conviction,) that fancy and imagination were 

two distinct and widely different faculties ••• 11 (1:60) .. 

Coleridge's ei...'J)ressed "object" in the Biographia was "to 

investigate the seminal principle and then from the kind to 

deduce the degree, 11 that is, to explore the philosophical 

16Appleyard, Coleri£ge's Philoaophy of Literature, p. 
189. 

1r7I'1cKenzie attributes the 11 chaotic, unfinished form of 
the chapter" to Coleridge's disagreement with Schelling and 
not to the 11usual explanation of inability to pursue a sub
ject to its logical conclusion," p. 26 .. 

18Appleyard, p. 188. 
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principle of the Secondary Imagination while \•/ordswcrth had 

explored the effects of the Imagination in his 1815uPreface" 

to his collected poems. The only d:i.fference to vlhich Cole

ridge alludes in Chapter IV is their contrasting "objects" 

or purposes, the one man-tracing the faculty to its epis

temological and metaphysical roots, and the other explor-

ing the v1orkings of' the Imagination in specific poetic pas

sages. But it is clear that the methodology an.d conclusions 

of the 1815 11Preface 11 reflect a difference in theory signif

icant and disturbing to Coleridge--so much so, that he 

enunciates his firm disagreement. vli th Wordsworth before de

fining the Imagination. Much of Wordsworth's description 

of the Imagination is in keeping \d th Coleridge's: it; is 

"an endowing or modifying power • • • [ \'Ihich] also shapes 

and creates • • • consolidating numbers into unity, a:nd dis-

solving and separating unity into number."l9 But \Vords

vmrth' s distinction bet\>~een Fancy and Imagination does not 

maintain such clear divisions as Coleridge's, for Hords-

\rmrth viev1s both faculties as having the pO\ver to :rmodify, 

to create, and to associate. 11 Not only is Fancy "an active 

••• [and] under her own laws and in her own spirit, a 

creative faculty, but the Imagination is also associative: 

11 To aggregate and to associate, to evoke and to combine, 

l9i·lilliam Wo:r.dsivorth, "Preface to the Edition of 
1815," in \-Jord.svJOrth: Poetical 1;/orks, ed .. by Thomas Hutch
inson, rev-. ed. by- Ernest De bel1ncourt (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1969), p. 752. 
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belong as well to the Imagination as to the Fancy." 2° Cole

ridge replies unequivocally, "if, by the power of evoking 

and combining, I'1r. Wordsworth means the same as , and no 

more than, I meant by the aggregative and associative, I 

continue to deny, that it belongs at all to the imagina-

tion ••• u (1:194). As r1. H. Abrams notes, the dispute is 

far more than a superficial argument concerning terminology: 

But from Coleridge's point of view, Wordsworth's vo
cabulary showed a regressive tendency to conflate the 
organic imagination with mechanical fancy, by describ
ing it once again in terms of the subtraction, addi
tion, and association of tbe elements of sensory im
ages; and in doing this, WordsvTOrth had incautiously 
given the key to their position away to the enemy • 
• • • But· to Coleridge, the metaphoric failure to 
maintain the difference in kind between mechanism 
and organism, in the crucial instance of the faculties 
of fancy and imagination, threatened collapse to the 
dialectic structure of his total philosophy.21 

In conclusion, Coleridge pointedly separates their intel

lectual differences from his admiration of Wordsworth, a. 

distinction which is sustained throughout his forthcoming 

evaluation of \'lordS'VTOrth' s poetic theory and practice: "He 

will judge. Would to Heaven, I might meet with many such 

readers." 

Coleridge later acknowledged what the reader senses in 

Chapter XIII, that "the metaphysical disquisition ••• is 

unformed and immature; it contains fragments of the truth 

20Ibid., p. 755. 
21.r-1. H. Abrams, The Hirror and the Lamp (London: Oxford 

University Press, 197i+), pp. 1E:t[:..132. 
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but it is not fully thought out. 1122 The promised system

atic deduction of the Imagination is not here, but we cm1 

infer its nature ~rom Coleridge's terse statements. The 

Primary Imagination is synonymous with the act of self-

consciousness in which subject and object coalesce, the 

Imagination being the "living Po\'ier and prime Agent of all 

human Perception," since all lmowledge is a form of self

knowledge. This human power \vhich echoes the divine being 

"as a repetition in the .finite mind of the eternal act of 

creation in the infinite I AW' (1:202) is generated by two 

opposing primary forces, "both alike infinite, both alike 

indestructible" (1:197), which counteract and interpenetrate 

to effect a "tertium ali quid," a result vlhich partakes of 

both forces, that is, the self in which subject and object 

are one. Coleridge's language suggests the thoroughly vital 

. nature of this metaphysics: his key terms are "pov;er," 

"forces," "generation," "living principle," and ''process. 11 

He calls attention to the significance of the proce~~ of 

this reconciliation of opposing forces: "Every other sci

ence presupposes intelligence as already existing and com

plete: the philosopher contemplates it in its grov~h, and 

as it were represents its history to the mind from its 

birth to its maturity" (1:196). Thus, the self is simu2.

taneously the result of the inter-penetration of the two 

forces and the process of their reconciling. By definition, 

22T. Ashe, ed., The Table r.r:alk and Omniana of Samuel 
~aylor Colerid~e, June---2"8, 183Z~. --
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the Coleridgean self cannot be at "rest or neutralization" 

(1:198); its nature is never fixed, but is one of continu

ous and vital renewa~. Later, this dynamic concept in 

which· self and self-construction are synonymous will be 

explored as the organic philosophical fom1dation for Cole

ridge's literary autobiography. 

The secondary Imagination is the pcwer of the philoso-

phic or poetic "realizing intuition" which Coleridge has 

described in the previous chapter, the heightened, immedi-

ate, and \'lilled consciousness which senses "the \'/hole sus-

tained by a living contact," and further, recreates fusion 

whether in philosophic self-consciousness or in artistic 

creation. The secondary Imagination is a refinement and 

intensification of the primary, identical "in the kind of 

its agency, and differing only in de~~' and in the mod~ 
~ 

of its operation." Its po\'ler is similarly one of reconcil-

iation: 

It dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to recre
ate; or wherr:; this process is rendered impossible, ~yet 
still at all events it struggles to idealize and to 
unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects 
(~ objects) are essentially fixed and dead. 

Finally, Coleridge renders his concept of Fancy in the 

language of association; Fancy is not termed a "power," but 

merely the activity of connecting "fixities and definites" 

vlhich are not altered in the process. The human faculty 

\1hich acbieves such connection is not truly creative in the 

Coleridgean sense; it is capable of adding, re-arranging, 
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re-collecting, and is sensitive to relations, but it is not 

the power of synthesis in '\'Thich two opposing elements are 

utterly modified by ~heir fusion. Thus for Coleridge Fancy 

does not depend on the ~.rill nor draw upon the essential 

self, but merely taps the less integral execution of choice .. 

This activity does not involve, according to I. A. Richards, 

the will as a principle of the mind's bei~g, striving 
to realize itself in knowing itself, but [is] an exer
cise of selection from among objects already supplied 
by association, a selection made for purposes which 
are not then_and therein being shaped but have already 
been fixed.2? 

Despite the compositional unevenness of Chapter XII and 

the evident incompleteness of Chapter XIII, the aesthetic 

values and critical principles '\';hich Coleridge employs in 

the remainder of the Bio~raphia can be traced to their meta

physical or, as I. A. Richards finds more beneficial, 2'-1-

their psychological articulation in these tivO chapters. 

Coleridge's highest criterion of poetic value, the Imagina

tion, the po'\';er of reconcilii1g opposites (among them the 

matter and form of a work of art) is grounded in i:cs epis

temological roots and framed in its metaphysical context 

in these two chapters. It has been suggested that Cole

ridge's relinquishing of his metaphysical background for 

the Imagination was wise and a welcome relief to the readen25 

23I. A. Richcu~ds, Coleridge on Imagination, p. 77. 
24 Ibid., p. 66. 

2~. H .. Grov:, The Prose Style of Samuel Ta..:zlor Cole
Eidge, p. 1'+5n. 
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However, the exposition of the Imagination, if not thorough

ly comple~e, is, as Coleridge evidently sensed, sufficient 

to his ensuing literary criticism. 

A final word should be offered on Coleridge's letter 
J 

\'Thich he proudly claimed 11 \vas vTritten without taking my 

pen off the paper except to dip in in the inkstand. 1126 It 

summarily effects the reaffirmation of Coleridge's ethos 

as the benevolent, self-deprecating though committed author; 

at the same time, it stresses Coleridge's full reentry into 

the realm of authorship, calling attention, as he has re

peatedly in these· later chapters, to his forthcoming trea

tises on the Logos, "that greater work to which you havG 

devoted so many years, and study so· intense and various •• 

• 
11 (1:201).. The deliberate guise of Coleridge's offering 

the completed chapter to more than one critical reader and 

his acceptance of the "practical judgement" of this friend

ly critic over his ovm. "self-love" attests to Coleridge~ s 

concern for his readers: his submission of his O\~ work for 

evaluation suggests his commitment to the educational value 

of the critical process. Also, Coleridge's metaphorical 

description of the unseen chapter conveys his delightfully 

ironic self-perspective. The intellectual effect is "as if 

I had been standing on my head," the emotional as if 

. . .. left alone, in one of our largest Gothic 

2611 To Thomas Curtis," 29 April 1817, Letter 1055, I.Jet
ters LJ-: 728. -
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cathedrals in a gusty moonlight night of autumn. 'Now 
in glimmer, and now in gloom;' often in palpable dark
ness not without a chilly sensation of terror; then 
suddenly emerging into broad yet visionary lights with 
coloured shadow~ of f~~tastic shapes, yet all decked 
with holy insignia and mystic SJ~bols; •• (1:199). 

In the fictional reader's more pragmatic criticisms, Cole

ridge, who has wisely, we are led to believe, taken his 

friend's advice, in effect demonstrates his adherence to 

the formal demands of this work. The material does not ful-

fill its internal purpose: 11 you have done too much, and yet 

not enough. 11 Nor is it appropriate to the central purpose 

of the Biog_raphia: 

••• every reader who, like myself, is neither pre
pared nor perhaps calculated for the study.of so ab
struse a subject so abstrusely treated, will, as I 
have before hinted, be almost entitled to accuse you 
of a sort of imposition on him. For who, he might 
truly observe, could from your title-page, viz. 11 Ny 
Literary Life and Opinions, 11 published too as intro
ductory to a volume of miscellaneous poems, have 
anticipated, or even conjectured, a long treatise on -
ideal Realism (1:200-01). 

Last, it is written without a sufficient awareness of the 

audience, its 11 abstrusenessu being a flaw of the author and 

not a condemnation of the reader. Coleridge's. "complete con-

viction 11 as to his friend's evaluation demonstrates his 

willingness to accept valid and thcughtful criticism. In 

the conclusion of the letter we overhear, as it were, a 

personal testimony to our author's character, admirable 

qualities which have been self-professed in his autobiogra

phy, but it is quite another thinG to hear the assessment 

from this candid critic: 
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I could add to these arguments one derived from pecun
iary motives, and particularly from the probable ef
fect~ on the sale of your present publication; but 
they \vould we1gn little with you compared \"lith the 
preceding. Besides, I have long observed, that argu
ments dra\'m from your ovm personal interests more 
often act on you as narcotics than as stimulants, and 
that in money concerns you have-some small portion of 
pig-nature in your moral idios3~1cracy, and, like these 
amiable creatures, must occasionally be pulled back
ward from the boat in order to make you enter it. All 
success attend you, for if hard thinking and hard read
ing are merits, you have deserved it. 

This letter does seem a deus ex machin.a27·in one respect--

one wonders why Coleridge called such attention to his in-

ability to render the metaphysical 11 nature and genes:i.s 11 of 

the Imagination vii th clarity and perspicuity. 28 Watson 1 s 

suggestion that Coleridge 11 set out to \"Trite a vwrk of meta

physics to which he hoped the events of his life would give 

continuity: [but] he ended by producing a \'/Ork of aesthet

ics1129 addresses itself to the unmistakably aborted charac-

ter of this chapter. The unresolved tension betvmen Cole

ridge's pursuit of metaphysical truth and the pending demands 

of his immediately forthcoming literary criticism is evident 

in his acknowledgement of the excesses of the edited 

27M. G. Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber: Coleridge in the; Bio
graphia Literaria, 11 p. 223. 

28coleridge repeatedly points to his major weakness, 
"abstruseness, 11 and later acknm'lledr;es again his failure in 
this chapter: 11 ••• but if I should ever be fortunate EJ...: 
nough to render my analysis of the imagination, its origin 
and character, thoroughly intelligible to the reader" (2:124). 

29George Watson, ed. , 11 Introduction," l?.i_o~:r;-~p,E;~a J.,i_te:t_:
~ (London: Dent, 1956), p. xix. 
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"metaphysical disquisition." The letter unmistakably ac-

knOvlledges Coleridge r s miscalculation of his material: his 

~~alysis of the Imagination, obscure and far too erudite, 

viaS found to be inorganic to the Bior;l:§lPhiB; and dispropor-

. t t •t ct• I • h~ful . t t• 3° t1ona e ~o 1 s au 1ence s r1g v e}~ec a 2ons. 

30I cannot concur \-Ji th Cooke 1 s assertion that the let
ter "displaces ••• [Coleridge's] disability onto the Read
er, in that it \vorks as a profile of the unfit reader, &""ld 
• • • is tantamount to a renudiation oi' the vision of the 
!rue reader earlier pr.·opounded in the \'lOrk, 11 p. 223. 



CHAPTER VI 

Coleridge's literary criticism in Volume II of the 

,Biographia., founded upon the philosophy of Volume I, pre

sents him at his most self-assured and deliberate. He con-

sistently sustains the role of teacher and critic and as 

such, he maintains a certain intimacy with his audience of 

sympathetic students \'lhile retaining an aura of authority 

and certitude.. Indeed, Coleridge's vivid presence, marked 

by self-possession and firm conviction, infuses and unifies 

this unhesitant and vigorous literary a.."YJ.alysis. :rhe rhet

oric in these chapters in no we,y suggests the assessment 

that Coleridge's discussion of Wordsworth arose out of "a 

crisis of confidence" over the latter's disagreement •,.,;ith 

Coleridge's definitions of Imagination ru1d Fancy. Nor is 

this sustained and closely reasoned analysis an "acciden

tal • • • turning" to \'Jords' .. Torth away from Coleridge 1 s 

"proper subject of the nature end function of the imagina.

tion."1 In the opening chapters of the .J?J-oK.E_aphia Cole

ridge expressed his t\'lin aesthetic purposes: to set·t;le 11 the 

long continued controversy" by proposing his view of "the 

true nature of poetic diction; and at the same time to 

1M. G. Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber," pp. 221, 223. 

275 
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define with the utmost impartiality the real poetic charac-

ter of the poet. • • • 11 These aesthetic principles vJere to 

be grounded in "philC?sophical principles," and subsequently 

applied directly to poetry and criticism. Coleridge adheres 

to his plru1: he uses his personal narration to introduce 

his "principles in Politics, Reli5ion, and .[particularly] 

Philosophy;" from these principles he forms his critical 

tenets; and finally he applies these tenets to the poetry 

of Sh~~espeare and Wordsworth. Moreover, Coleridge's mani

fold purpose is thoroughly his--self-initiated and self-

projecting. Wordsworth is considered as the unwitting and 

inadvertent initiator and perpetuator of the controversy, 

and later his poetry is treated as exemplary of Coleridge's 

theory, but the theory of poetic Imagination (with its spe

cific components of the poetic genius and his language) re

mains thoroughly Coleridgean. As George \'Iatson has assert

ed, to call the second half of the ;Biograph:i_~ the "'cri

tique of V/ords\'TOrth' [is] highly misleading," for \'lords

worth is used "to illustrate his [Coleridge's] mature vievm 

on the language and subject of poetry." 2 

Coleridge's attempt to distinguish himself from Words

worth, first enunciated in Chapter IV, reaches its culmina

tion with the opening of Volume II where Coleridge states 

firmly: "• • • I think it is expedient to declare once for 

all, in what points I coincide with his opinions, and in 

2George Watson, "Introduction, 11 p. ix. 
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\'!hat point I altogether differ" (2: 8).. It is the authorial 

"I" which, in the active, declarative mode, dominates this 

sentence, and not \vordsworth. Nor is Coleridge's poetic 

theory mere reaction against Wordsworth's associationist 

preface of 1802; "the frequent conjunction of my name vvith 

his," which caused Coleridge some personal and professional 

difficulty, is the immediate stimulus fo~ Coleridge's artic

ulated self-distinction, but the Coleridgean aesthetic, with 

its sophisticated psychological grounding and its metaphys

ical implications, exists unto itself quite apart from (in 

fact,- quite beyond) its contrasting counterpart. The rai

son d'etl~- of .this aesthetic is. Coleridge's audience: we 

are continually av1are of Coleridge's desire to communicate 

his convictions to the young ~eader who will carry them in

to the future •. Coleridge's purpose is far more extensive 

and forivard-looking than only the correction of 1tJords\-.rorth. 

I do not mean to suggest, however, that Coleridge's poetic 

theory is unrelated to Wordsworth; it was his poetry which 

stimulated Coleridge's unsurpassed definition of the Imag

ination, and it i-ms WordS\vorth' s poetic theory which stimu

lated Volume II of the Biop;raphia. But I would suggest that 

in terms of Coleridge's 1ife-long study of poetic creation 

Wordsvmrth' s minimum articulation on poetic language assumes 

a percentage and not the \'Thole of Coleridge's concern. To 

viev1 Coleridge's critical theories as solely grounded in 

Wordsvwrth is to do an injustice to the metaphysical 
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comprehensiveness and psychological depth of Coleridge's 

thought. In the Biographia Hordswort:h plays a meaningful 
. ---. 

and significant role~-his theory and his poetry serve as a 

vehicle for Coleridge's far-reaching purpose, the communi

cation and establishment of critical principles \'Thich are 

founded 11 in the component faculties of the human mind it

self, 11 that is, the mentaJ_ processes of both the poet a..11d 

the auditor. 

The first three cha.pters of Volume II serve as a brief 

demonstration of Coleridge's individualistic canons of cri

ticism; his definition of key terms in Chapter XIV and his 

"application of these principles to pur-poses of practical 

criticism 11 (2:13) in the follm·ring t\·m chapters are an im

portant prelude to his focus on Vlordsvrorth. Here he rees

tablishes his primary role as reader/critic/teacher, using 

his evaluation of Shakespeare and his contrast of modern 

poetry with that of the Italian Renaissance as an ind.ivid-

ualistic demonstration of his theories before turning to 

his necessary disagreement \'lith Wordsworth. Coleridge 

stands alone on his self-constructed platform for a brief 

period, offering the reader the cri·cical tools \'lith which 

to approach not only vlordsv:orthian poetry, but poetry of 

every age t.vhich is "more or less imperfect, 11 \'lhile also 

suggestive of poetic genius. 

Coleridge's articulation of the pur·pose of the ~_;zrical 

~allads, its complementary aims of "transfer[ring] from our 
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inward nature a human interest and a semblance of truth" to 

the emotions elicited. by the "dramatic truth" of the super

natural, and of 11 giv(in.g] the charm of novelty to things of 

every day, ••• by awakening the mind's attention from the 

lethargy of custom, and directing it to the loveliness and 

the wonders of the world before us" (2:6) is an expression 

of his vision of a new "Romantic" poetry.. Of crucial impor~ 

tance to Coleridge is the "exciting the sympathies of the 

reader, 11 the "interesting of the affections, 11 the "awa.lcening 

the mind's attention," and not the imitative correspondence 

between the external world and the work of art. The audi-

ence's emotional and intellectual excitation, furthermore, 

is neither directed to an external, descriptive \'JOrld nor 

to the inner psyche, but to subjects which are perceived by 

the poet as encompassing both: the supernatural incidents 

are considered for the truth of the-human emotions which 

they dramatize, and the "things of every day" for their hid

den 11 inexhaustible treasure 11 of ·truths and passions which 

"familiarity and selfish solicitude" obscure. The ~ical 

Ballads then, in Coleridge's vie\"l, 3 \'las a specific 

3shawcross notes the t\'IO men's. differing accounts of the 
"experiment, 11 p. 264. Wordsvmrth described it as an attempt 
"to ascertain, ho\'l far, by fitting to metrical arrangement a 
selection of the real language of men in a state of vivid 
sensation, that sort of pleasure and that q·uanti ty of plea
sure may be imparted, 'I'Thich a Poet may rationally endeavour 
to impart," Preface to the Second Edition, 11 HordsvJOrth: I)o
~~cal Works (1969), p. 73LJ.. See, hovrever, the :foTlm·T:Ln'fs 
not-ebook . entries v.rhicb anticipate this fo..:J.."' differen·c articu
TaFi~onof the aims of the Lyricc.1 Ballads by Coleridge: 1 
(October 1803): 1622; 2(April 1865"): 2535; 2 (1807-08): 3213 .. 
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experiment in the exercise of the Imagination: both Cole

ridge's PC?etic approach and Wordsworth's would demonstrate 

\vithin themselves the. "bala'YJ.ce or reconciliation of oppo-

site •· • • qualities, 11 the one of 11 sameness, '"i th differ-

ence, 11 and the other 11 the sense of novelty and freshness, 

with old and familiar objects" (2:12), \'lhile the alli&."'lce 

of the t\'lO styles in one work would embody the spirit of 

poetic unity which harmonizes opposites. Wordsworth's sense 

of the 11 experiment, 11 ho\vever, differed significantly from 

Coleridge's: in one sense~ Wordsworth's focus on poetic 

diction rendered his aims far more limited, but to Cole

ridge • s way of thinking, \·lordsworth' s theory of natural lan

guage was applied, in its "extension ••• to poetry of all 

kinds 11 (2:7), far too generally. 

Coleridge now specifies the method of his approach as 

philosophical: he \'Till first 11 separate • : • distinguishable 

parts, 11 adhering to the "nrocess of philosophy,u and finally 

11restore 11 these parts "to the unity, in t'lhich they actually 

co-exist," accomplishing the "result of philosophy" (2:8). 

Accordingly, Coleridge distinguishes bet\'leen poetry and 

prose on the basis of the contrastitlg purposes \'lhich order 

their common elements. The presence of rhyme or meter, 

then, does not identify a poem as such; but the organic use 

of meter to unify and harmonize the parts of the composi

tion which in turn "mutually support and explain each other11 

and are directed toward the 11 immediate object [of] pleasure" 
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distinguishes a 11 legitimate poem 11 (2:10). In fact, the 

pleasure which the reader derives from a poem is rooted in 

this harmonious, org?-nic composition in which each part 

contributes to and sustains the \'/hole, so that in reading, 

while enjoyin~ the immediate moment of focus, one is also 

experiencing a suggestion of the whole poem. Coleridge's 

stress on the component parts of a poem, including meter, 

being composed toward one unifying object, the pleasure of 

the reader, establishes poetic creation as a deliberate and 

purposeful craft--not an exercise in narcissism meant to 

merely satisfy the poet's need for emotional release (the 

regrettable stereotype of Romantic creativity), but an art 

form which includes and is structured for an audience. 4 

Coleridge adjusts his definition of a poem to allow for a 

kind of poetry v;hich is non-metrical and designed to convey 

truth before pleasure. Thus, his definition of poetry is 
~ 

more inclusive than his definition of a 11 legitimate poem;~: 

if non-metrical poetry is to be included in a poem, it too 

must be subsumed to the purpose of the whole, particularly 

4coleridge's earlier definitions of Poetry anticip~te 
this primary concern with the reader's pleasure. See Note
E.£5>ks 2 (:February 1805): 21.J-31 \•/here _he defines "Poetry -;Tri 
its higher and purer sense ••• which excites emotion not 
merely creates arr.usement, \•lhich demands continuous admira
tion, not regular recurrences of conscious Surprize, and the 
effect of v:hich is Love and Joy; 11 and Notebooks 3 (t1arch 
1808): 3286: "In my last address, I had defined Poetry ••• 
to be--The art • • • of representing e~rternal nature and 
human Thoughts 2'.:. affections, both re1ati vely to hu.rnan Affec
tions; to the prociuction of ••• as r-jreat immediate plea
s-ure in each part, ••• is compatible \'lith the largest 
possible StliD of Pleasure in the Whole.--" 
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in its language, which must be able to sustain and excite 

-11 a more c_ontinuous and equal attention than the language 

of prose aims at 11 (2:11). But to define poetrj~ "in the 

strictest use of the word 11 Coleridge, in what M .. H. Abrams 

calls a 11 significant and highly characteristic maneuver, 

. .. • turns from the finished product to its etiology in 

the poet, and from a definition in terms of rational ends 

to a definition in terms of the combination and play of the 

mental faculties in composition."5 Or, as Coleridge states, 

he turns from the organic composition of the poem to the 

power which effects this "tone and spirit of unity, that 

blends, and (as it were) fuses, each into each" (2:12), the 

Imagination. The poet wields this synthesizing po\.;er with 

the "gentle and unnoticed, controul" of the "vdll and un

derstanding." Its primary manifestation is: 

the balance or reconciliation of opposite <Or discord
ant qualities: of sameness, with difference; of the 
general, with the concrete; the idea, '\>Ti th the image; 
the individual, with the representative; the sense of 
novelty and freshness, with old and familiar objects; 
a more than usual state of emotion, \-Yith more than 
usual order; judgement ever avJake and steady self
possession, with enthusiasm and feeling profound or 
vehement; and \vhile it blends and harmonizes the nRt
ural and the artificial, still subordinates art to 
nature; the manner to the matter; and our admiration 
of the poet t;o our s::rrnpathy with the poetry. 

Coleridge's movement from the product, that is the poem, to 

the process, the imaginative power in the poet, is in itself 

reflective of his critical theory, for the former is utterly 

5M. H. Abrams, The Illirror and the Lam_£, p. 118 .. 
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a result of the poet's genius. \ihatever may be called 

poetry issues not from technical conventions or external 

forms, but from poetic genius, a term which to Coleridge 

meant the 11 original 11 and powerful nature of both the writer 

and the man, even as this genius has the power to bring 

"the whole soul of man into activity." 

Thus, the approach of Chapter XV, w~ere poetry is 

viewed as reflective of the poet's power, follows this 

hierarchy which has been established in Chapter XIV; Cole

ridge's closing allegorical personification of poetic gen

ius is a-transition to his enumeration of the 11 promises and 

specific symptoms of poetic power" (2:13) evidenced in 

Shakespeare's poetry: "Finally, GOOD SENSE is the BODY of 

poetic genius, FANCY its DRAPEHY, NOTION its LIFE, and 

IMAGINATION the SOUL that is everjT\'Jhere, and in each; and 

forms all into one graceful and intelligent whole." Cole

ridge deliberately chooses tbe 11 earliest '\o'rork of the great

est genius, that perhaps human nature has yet producedn to 

detect the I! strong promises of the strength, and yet obvi·· 

ous proofs of the immaturity, of his genius" (2:13-14) cer

tainly as a gesture to his young and promising audience. I 

can find no specified "proofs of the immaturity of 11 Shake

speare's genius, but surely this is a gentle concession to 

Coleridge's young men of possible genius who are implicitly 

challenged to measure themselves against his criteria. The 

first excellence which Shakespeare displays is the perfect 
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atunement of sound and rhythm in his verse t·o his subject, 

to Cole:r;-idge "a highly favourable promise in the composi

tions of a young man 11 (2:14). But as if to caution the 

reader from the onset, Coleridge reiterates his distinction 

between true poetic genius and "a man of talents and much 

reading, vlho, as I once before observed, has mistaken an 

intense desire of poetic reputation for a natural poetic 

genius. II 
• • • This gift, as well as·those remaining, marks 

the irrevocable distinction bet\';een ·the t\vo: 

the sense of musical delight, with the po111er of produc
ing it, is a gift of imagination; and this together 
with the power of reducing multitude into unity of 
effect, and modifying a series of thoughts by some one 
predominant thought or feeling, may be cultivated cmd 
improved, but can never be learned. It is in these 
that "poeta nascitur non fit." 

Unattainabls as this may seem to the reader, this conviction 

of Coleridge's that genius is the nature of the man and not 

an acquired talent, permeating his moral character, his in-

tegrity of intellect and feeling, and his principled and 

far-reaching vision, assumes as its corollary the unique 

and timeless po\ver of genius. 

The "second promise," one which Coleridge has explored 

earlier in Chapters II and III, is the selfless vision of 

the man of genius, evident not only in his choice of sub-

jects, but in his concentration on the "whole" of human ex

perience, "himself meanwhile unparticipating in the pas

sions, a..'1d. actuated only by that pleasurable excitement, 

which had resulted from the energetic fervor of his o~m 
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spirit so vividly exhibiting, what it had so accurately and 

.profound~y contemplated" (2:15). Such a comprehensive and 

essentially humanitarian vision precludes narcissism; the 

insight of poetic genius arises from "the utter aloofness 

of the poet's own feelings, from those of which he is at 

once the painter and the analyst. II • • (2:16) •. The "pre-

dominant passion," then, \1hich in its moC.ification of images 

and reduction of "multitude to unity" is the third sugges

tion of poetic genius, is clearly not the unbridled effusion 

of the poet's private, self-interested feelings. Indeed, 

the scope of genius surpasses immediate, personal concerns; 

the "passion • • • from the poet's own spirit" is the unify-

ing pov;er of the Imagination which "moulds and colours 11 the 

imagery in keeping with the poetic 11 circumstances, passion, 

or character, present and foremost in the mind" (2:18). 

Its corollary, the final indication of poetic genius, 

is "DEPTH, and ENERGY of THOUGHT" which "would prove indeed 

but little, except as taken conjointly with the former; yet 

v.ri thout \·lhich the former could scarce exist in a high de

gree ••• " (2:18-19). Coleridge's assertion that "no man 

was ever yet a great poet, \'li thout being at the same time 

a profound philosopher" is, at this point, an aphoristic 

articulation of the critical ideal which the Biogranhia dem

onstrates.6 Coleridge, in his role as poet-critic, 

6rn 1802 vlhen Coleridge \'/rote to Sotheby that "a r;reat 
Poet must be, irnplicite if not explicite, a profound I1eta
physician," he meant, as he does here, a pro.found, 
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structures this work to reflect the comparable development 

of the poet-philosopher. Volume I of the Biograph:_ia is a 

deliberate precedent to the literary criticism of Volume II, 

charting as it does Coleridge's growth as a student of lit-· 

erature and a student of philosophy while also conveying 

the philosophical groundwork for his theory of poetry. Cole-

ridge might equally say, "no man \vas ever a great critic of 

poetry, without being at the same time a profound philoso

pher." Moreover, although Coleridge maintains that genius 

is born and not acquired, the suggestion of the organic de

velopment of the poetic capacity, ·a theme of Coleridge's 

autobiography rendered in terms of the critical capacity, 

is similarly present in this analysis of the highest model 

of poetic genius. For Coleridge stresses that these four 

qualities are "promises" of genius; the development into 

mature 11 proofs," such as are unmistakable in Shakespeare'3 

dramas, entails a life-long and active dedication and com

mitment to the training of the heart and intellect: 

imaginative, and loving humanist. He explains: 
"• •• to send ourselves out of ourselves, to think our
selves in to the Thoughts and Feelings of Beings ~n cir·
cumstances \'/holly &. strangely different from our own.. • 
•• he must have it [the capacity for profound Metaphys
ics] by Tact/ for all sounds, & forms of human nature he 
must have the ear of a wild Arab listening in the silent 
Desart [sic], tlie eye of a North American Indian tracing 
the footsteps of an Enemy upon the Leaves that stre\v the 
forest--; the Touch of a Blind Han feeling the face of a 
darling Child-~/ ••• I have read no French or Germ~~ 
Writer, vrho appears to me to have had a heart sufficient
ly pure & simple to be c.apable of this or-ally thing like 
it~" "To \•Jilliam Sotbeby,"' 13 July 1£-\02, I.etter 4-44, 
Letters 2: 810. 
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\'/hat then shall we say? even thi:;;; that Shakespeare; 
no mere child of nature; no automaton of genius; no 
pas~ive vehicle of inspiration possessed by the spirit, 
not possessing it; .first studied patiently, meditated 
deeply, understood minutely, till knov1ledge, become 
habitual and intuitive, wedded itself to his habitual 
feelings·, and at length gave birth to that stupendous 
power, by which he stands alone, with no equal or sec
ond in his mm class ••• (2:19-20). 

If in Chapter XIV Coleridge's singular presence is pre

dominant as b.e proposes his long-held, philosophically 

grounded definitions of the poem, poetry~ and the poet, all 

of which clearly are logical emanations of the Secondary 

Imagination, in this chapter the author and reader are more 

frequently ali~1ed in the uniquely powerful and shared ex

perience of Shakespeare's genius. Coleridge remains the 

intellectual tutor and experienced critic, asserting author

itatively his conclusions regarding the unmistakable signs 

of poetic genius, dra\\'ll from his singular and repeated read

ing of Shakespeare's ouvre. The authorial "I" is frequent 

and highlighted, the simple, assertive style noticeably 

free from self-righteousness or overbearing aggression: 

· · • • • I have endeavoured to discover \•That the auali ties 
in a poem are, ••• In this investigation, I could 
not, I thought, do better, than keep before me the ear
liest work of the greatest genius. • • • At least I 
have found, that \·lhere the subject is taken immediate
ly from the author's personal sensations and experi
ences. • • • I think, I should have conjectured from 
these poems, that even then the great instinct, ••• 
\'TaS secretly working in him •••• I have given this 
as an illustration, by no means as an instance, of 
that par·ticular excellence 1r1hich I had in vie\'1, and in 
which Shakespeare even in his earliest, as in his lat
est, \'lorks surpasses all other poets (2:13,14,15,17). 

At the same time that the reader is m1doubtedly being 
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challenged to undertake a difficult self-evaluation, he is 

also occas-ionally identified with the author in their common, 

genial and insightful reading of Shakespeare.? That is, 

Coleridge presumes his reader's literary experience, rhet

orically effecting their identification by including both 

himself and his audience in the generic label of "reader": 

You seem to be told nothing, but to see and hear every
thing. Hence it is, that from the perpetual activity 
of attention required on the part of the reader; ••• 
The reader is forced into too much action to sympa
thize with the merely passive of our nature •••• the 
reader's 0\•m memory \vill refer him to the LEAR, OTHEL
LO, in short to which not of the 11 ~reat, ever living, 
dead man's" dramatic \'lorks? ( 2:15, 5 ,18). 

Also, Coleridge frequently uses the. first person.plural to 

convey to his readers how they are related to him, that is, 

to make his audience participants in his literary criticism: 

We may perhaps remember the tale of the statuary •••• 
or by diverting our attention from the main subject by 
those frequent vlitty or profound reflections •••• 'l1he 
reader is forced into too much action to sympathize 
with the merely passive of our nature •••• Unaided 
by any previous excitement, they burst. upon us at once 
in life and power. • • • And yet we find in Sbru{e
speare's management of the tale •••• \'/hat then shall 
\ve say? 

?In his Shakespearean criticism there seems a simila~, 
almost pointed balance between the firm authorial "I" and 
the inclusi.ve "we": Shakespeare is called 11 our poet;" the 
psychological effects which he elicits are universally 
shared ("he appeals to that v1hich \'ie most wish to be, \'lhen 
v.re are most worthy of being 11

), for this is his peculiar 
power of genius: "In the plays of Shakespeare every man sees 
himself, \1ithout knowing that he does so •••• " Thomas H .. 
Raysor, ed., "The Lectures of 1811-12, 11 Coleridge's Sha~~
spearean Criticism, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Pre"ss, 1930), 2: 1"57, 163. 
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Nor is this not uncommon technique merely £io forma on Cole

ridge's.part. For him reading was a kind of becoming, as 

William Walsh describes it, an "intense exercise of our 

highest capacities •••• 118 The creativity involved in 

reading produces the sense of pleasure; in his increased 

awareness of the imaginative power in, for example, Shake-

speare, the reader seems: 

to be discovering not only Sh~~espeare's meaning, but 
something which he, the reader, is himself making. 
His understanding of Shakespeare is sanctioned by his 
own activity in it. As Coleridge says: "You feel him 
to be a poet, inasmuch as for a time he has made you 
one--an active creative being."9 

To dra\'r the reader into Coleridge's ovm demonstrated acti v

ity o.f creative and genial reading, he creates a rhetorical 

bond vlhich unites them. The intimacy betvmen author and 

reader is a necessary element in Coleridge's approach to 

criticism since for him the work of literature does not 

exist apart from the reader's experience of it; a.s Robert 

DeMaria states concerning Coleridge's criticism, "What is 

known of a book, and therefore what the book is, persists 

in an interpenetration of created t'/ork and creating read

er." 10 Horeover, Coleridge ' s relationship \vi th this reader 

of the Biographia serves as a symbol, or in rhetorical terms, 

~1/illiam Walsh, Coleridge: The \vork and the Relevance, 
p. 88. 

9 . I. A. Richards, .Q_oleridge on Im~ip!3-tion, pp. 83-8Lt-. 
10Robert Dei•1aria, Jr., "The Ideal Reader: A Critical 

F • t • II '' ~c J..on, p. '+67. 
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a performance of the critical approach he promotes. At the 

close of the chapter this literary fellowship of poets and 

readers is enlarged to place Coleridge's reader in the hon

ored and nationalistic compcu"'ly of Mil ton end V/ordst-mrth: 

0 what great men hast thou not produced, England! 
my country, truly indeed--

"!·1ust '5:!..£ be free or die, \·;ho speak the tongue, 
\'lhich SHAKESPEARE spake; the faith and morals hold, 
\'lhich IJiiL~l_ION held. In every thing we are spruno-
Of earth's first blood, have titles manifold!" (2:20) 

Chapter XVI, which provides a demonstration of Cole-

ridge's theories at work, serves as an appropriate transi

tion between his specific delineation of the poetic Imagina

tion in Shrucespeare and his forthcoming focused treatment of 

poetic language \·rhich, in its adherence to his theory of the 

Imagination, must necessarily differ from Wordsworth's~ 

His criticism of the poetry of the present age and his 

praise of its contrasting predecessors, the Italien Renain: 

sance poets, follows faithfully the critical tenets laid 

dmm in the two preceding chapters. Moreover, the poetry 

of \'lordm~orth, having been placed in its histoi·ical con-

text, appears all the more original and valuable because of 

the present poetic wasteland from \'Thi.ch it emerges, alone 

in its unique power. 

What contemporary poetry seems to consistently lack 

for Coleridge is the recos~izable presence of a unifying 

purpose \'lhich subsumes all technique to the accomplishrnent 

of the poetic goal and proportions ·the parts into a 
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pleasurable, harmonious whole. 11 On ~he contrary, contem-

porary ~oetry seems to isolate for its 11 main object • • • 

new and striking Il'1AGES 11 for their mm sake, \llhile also 

ignoring, for the most part, the crucial role of diction 

and metre. \>!hat attention is paid to language seems to 

issue from 11 the v.Ti ter' s convenience" instead of any 11 jus-

tifying principle" (2:21). Thus, there is no evident "in

telligible purpose 11 behind the composition of the modern 

poem, no interaction of its component parts, and no mean-

ingful design. 

As a transition to his bri"ef analysis of the "more 

polished poets of the 15th and 16th century, 11 Coleridge con

trasts the analogous styles of painting of these t-vro dis-

parate ages .. 11 0ur common landscape painters 11 .iso1ate the 

spectator's attention, oddly enough, on the background 

alone, rendering the remainder of the painting, the "fore

grounds and intermediate distances, 11 empty and meaningless 

canvas. Thus, no unified work of art exists: the viewer's 

eye is not deliberately directed from one point of interest 

to another to create finally a \'Thole, integrated picttu·e. 

The 11 great Italian and ]'lemish masters," however, in their 

11cr. Coleridge's statements (2:21) vdth Notebooks 2 
(I•1ay-August 1805): 2599; and 2 (NoYember-December I8ti5): 
2728: 11 I•lodern Poetry characterized by the Poets ANXIE11Y to 
be alvrays strikin_g • • • every Line, nay, every word sto:es, 
looks full ln your face, & asks fx:. begs for Praise. A
Chinese Painting no distances no perspective/ all in the 
foro-r;-round/ and this is all V~Jl:·" 
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directing of the eye, make the "f'ront and miCldle objects 

of the la..11dscape • • • the most obvious and determinate, 11 

so that the eye moves to the back of the painting only to 

return to the focus of interest, thereby unifying the parts 

into a complete totality~ The painting exhibits a con

trolled purpose, accomplished by the 11 beauty and harmony 

of the colors, lines, and expression ••• " (2:23). 

This principle of proportion which Coleridge has de

manded of critic ism is clearly dravm from the best models 

of art. Coleridge's critical principles are, as he claimed, 

· principles of aesthetics, qualities consistently present in 

timeless art. The coincidence of the two--that the critic 

should vie\'1 the work of art organically instead of, for 

example, iE'':)J.ating Raphael's 11 knitting-needles and broon

t'l'ligs11 (l:l~3) for ridicule, in keeping \'lith the necessa:ry 

organic composition of a work of art--is far from solipsis

tic; for both the elements of an artifact and Coleridge's 

critical principles are rooted in our human nature, the 11 fac

ulties of the human mind itself. 11 Here Coleridge's expli

cation of the power of Renaissance poetry demonstrates his 

formerly stated procedure: 11 According to the faculty or 

source, from which the pleasure given by any poem or pas

sage was derived, I estimated the merit of such poem or 

passage 11 (1:14). The source of the pleasure afforded by 

the poetry of "oUJ.. .. elder bards" is the purposeful subordi

nation of imagery and diction 11 so that not only each part 
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should be [attractive and] melodious :in itse1f, but con

tribute.to the harmony of the whole ••• n (2:23), and the 

faculty vlhich accomplishes this, the Imagination. There

fore, the critic's duty and gift, by logical implication, 

is as imaginative as the poet 1 s: to recognize the :pm'ler of 

the Imagination in the literary artifact we must recognize 

its presence in our human nature and cultivate the power of 

philosophic self-consciousness. Coleridge's criticism, in 

correspondence with his theory of imaginative literature, 

presumes the imaginative capacity of the reader, or in Wil

liam vlalsh 1 s words, "both deploys and addresses itself to 

1 the \'/hole soul of man' • n12 

The chapter closes with Coleridge's veiled allusion to 

his reader, v.rhose contribution to the future of poetic ex

cellence is urged: 

A lasting and enviable reputation awaits that man of 
genius, who should attempt and realize a un~.on; ltrho 
should recall the high finish, the appropriateneso, 
the facility, the delicate proportion, and above all, 
the perfusive and omnipresent grace • • .. and who with 
these should combine the keener interest, deeper 
pathos, manlier reflection, and the fresher and more 
various imagery, \llhich give a value and a name that 
will not pass av.ray to the poets who have done honor 
to our O\m times, and to those of our immediate pre
decessors (2:24). 

This stimulus quite pointedly includes the reader in this 

literary fellowship of genius while also projecting Cole

ridge's criticism into the future. ·If his principles of 

criticism are dravm from the "best models • .. • by the 

12N. H. Abrams, The I1irror and the Lamp, p. 118. 
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consent of ages" (2:26n.), they are not limited to the past 

classics but are also meant to be a stimulant to future 

genius. As Coleridge later clarifies, "The ultimate end 

of criticism is much more to establish the principles of 

\'lri ting, thas.'"'l to furnish rules hO\'l to pass judgement on 

what has been written by others ••• 11 (2:63). 

These opening chapters of Volume II, then, serve as a 

transitional plateau between the philosophic explication 

of the Imagination which closes Volume I and Coleridge's 

application of this cardinal critical tenet to Wordsvmrth' s 

theories and poetry in Volume II. Within these three chap

ters a unifying pattern. is evident: as \•Te have noted, at the 

close of Chapter XIV Coleridge turns from his definition of 

a poem as an organic composition directed tovv'ard the read

er's pleasure to a rendering of the mental power in the poet 

which accomplishes the unique and aesthetically pleasuxable 

unity in the poem. Chapter Y:V further delineates this povmr 

of poetic Imagination, using Shakespeare as the model of 

poetic genius- And in Chapter A~I Coleridge returns to 

his focus on the poem itself, or product of genius, choos

ing the art and poetry of the Italian Renaissance as his 

example of poetic organicism. This movement from poem to 

poet and·the final return to poem is a completed pattern 

which then unifies the three chapters. 

Furthernwre, the qualities of poetic genius which are 

generally stated in terms of the reconciliation of opposites 
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-and specified \'lith Shakespeare are to be fouhd rearticulated 

in Cole~idge's enumeration of \'lordsworth's excellencies. 

Finally, the criteria 'Vlhich Coleridge deduces from the 

poetry of the Renaissance are the same·which he calls for 

in his revision of Hordst,.,orth 1 s theory, the classical pre

cepts from "the Old School1113 which he intended as early 

as 1802 to propose as corrective of the egotistical licens

es in modern poetry. 

l3"To William Bouthey," 29 July 1802, Letter 449, 
Letters 2: 830. 
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. PART II 

Chapters XVII-XXI~ of the Biographia, which are unified 

by their obviou.:; focus on Words\.,rorth, are also tightly 

aligned by Coleridge's authorial presence, for it is in 

this material that be fully assumes his role as a critical 

authority in the midst of public controversy. In his employ

ment of his practical criticism, his self-assured, unhesi

tant voice prevails; his promised reentry into the public 

forum, now specifically accomplished with his analysis of 

Wordsworth, is marked by an eagerness and self-confidence 

\<lhich render this material dynamic and forceful. The defen

siveness and inadequacy which have occasionally surfaced in 

Volume I are nowhere present; in their plac~ is an energetic 

quickness of thought which continually places Coleridge, 

the standard-bearer of the poetic Imagination, at the fore 

of our experience. In a sense, this material is the most 

intriguing of the Bio~raphia in terms of authorial stance, 

for Coleridge's unabashed correction of Wordsworth's theor

ies is as unremitting as his praise of Wordsworth's poetic 

genius. 

The position VThich Coleridge self-consciously assumes 

before his audience is no longer 11 the cloistered man of 

296 
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letters,"1 but that of Wordsworth's defender in the face of 

the "fiction of a new school of poetry, and ••• the clam

ors against its supposed founders and proselytes" (1:50). 

Coleridge assesses the cause of this "ba"'C'e and bald cou.-·lter

feit of poetry" and the vicious criticism which has been 

·evoked "for nearly twenty years" ( 1: 5.5) as Wordsworth's 

poorly conveyed and misinterpreted statements in his "Pref

ace" and not his poetry itself (with the exception, Cole

ridge allows, of a few "humbler passages ••• [which were] 

cited to justify the rejection of the theory" (1:51). Thus, 

Coleridge chooses in the Biogranhia to enter the long-stand-

ing controversy and expose the gross misinterpretations and 

misuse of vlords\'lorth' s theory. As Shawcross remarks, "he 

felt no doubt that all things pointed to him as the right 

person to undertake the task ••• [of] rendering an impor

tant service to the public" (l:xciii-iv). But inseparable 

from his righteous defense of Wordsworth is. Coleridge's de

sire also to correct the fifteen year old impression that 

the t\'lO men's "opinions on the subject of poetry do almost 

entirely coincide. 112 It is this latter stimulus \'.rhich oper

ates throughout Chapters XVII-XX; Coleridge's reaction to 

Wordsworth's statements on poetic language is essentially 

1Richard Mallette, "Narrative Technique in the 'Bio
graphia I1i teraria' , 11 p. 38. 

2william 1iJordsworth, "Preface to ;L,;zrical Ballads, 11 1'he 
Prose \·larks of \•/illiarn Wordsworth, vi. J. B. 0\ven and. Jane 
Srnyser-;-ects.; 3 vOis. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974·) 1: 
120. 
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revisionary: ~Jordsworth' s thought is not generally refuted 

but is unapologetically superseded b~t Coleridge's psychol

ogical amendments and corrections. Nor does Coleridge 

· shrink from acknoi'lledging his metamorphosis of Vlords\vorth' s 

ideas: his intention is not only to counter vlord.sworth' s 

.arguments, but to provide "the substitution of more philoso

phical principles" ( 2: 95). Thus, WordS\'lorth' s defenders 

who object to the prevalent pairing of his "Preface" with 

the Bi9graphia, resulting in a reading of Wordsworth only 

through Coleridge's eyes, are justifiably annoyed at the 

slighting of Wordsworth's individual purpose. Nonetheless, 

they attest to the force of Coleridge's presence: "Cole"":' 

ridge's rhetoric has been so effective that it has not 

merely refuted the Preface but re-created it."3 This is 

precisely what Coleridge does--corrects Wordsworth to the 

point that Coleridge writes, not what Wordsworth meant to 

say, but what Words\'lOrth should have said. Impertinent as 

this may be, it is Coleridge's recurrent technique, particu

larly in these four chapters, to use l'lordsworth' s misstate-

ments as a stimulus for proposing his own more germane and 

correct restatement of the "true" state of affairs. Here 

it is Coleridge's theory of poetic diction which predomin

ates, although in Chapters XXI and XXII, in defending 

Wordsworth's poetry Coleridge's attention is more respect:fully 

3Don H. Bialostosky, "Coleridge's Interpretation of 
Wordsr.iJorth' s Preface to Lyrical Ballads," Pl,'lLA 93 (October 
19'78): 912. 
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sustained on his colleague. 

In light of the extensive critical rereading of both 

VJordsvmrth and Coleridge in this matter, this analysis \V"ill 

largely confine itself to a delineation of Coleridge's 

rhetorical posture by \vhich he extricates himself from al-

liance "vlith Wordsworth in order to emerge as a thoughtful 

and discerning critic in his ovm right, a critic \vho employs 

the very principles he has culled from his experience as a 

student of literature, psychology, and philosophy. A brief 

historical background provides a meaningful context for 

Coleridge's vigorous dissociation from Wordsworth in the 

J.?i.~.graphia. Wordsworth's purpose in the 11Preface to Lyrical 

Ballad.s 11 is far different from v;hat Coleridge had hoped for 

and, because of his own involvement in the theories, had ru1-

ticipated. As early as 1802 he had expressed his disappoint-

· ment \vi th V/ordS\'lorth' s discussion; Coleridge's ilJ'l.mediate in

tention was to rectify the deficiency. To Sotheby Coleridge 

claimed his role in the theory, a contribution which he felt 

\'laS misappropriated: 

[I must] set you right ivith regard to my perfect coinc 
[idence with] his poetic Creed. It is most certain, 
that that P[reface arose from] the heads of our mutual 
Conversations &c--& the f[irst pass]a~es were indeed 
partly taken from notes of mine/ for it was at first 
intended, that the Preface should be \'lritten by me--
• •• But metre itself implies a passion, i.e. a state 
of excitement, both J.n the Poet's mind, e~ is expected 
in that of the Reader--and tho' I stated this to V/ords
vmrth, 8.:, he has in some sort stated it in his preface, 
yet he has [not] done justice to it, nor has hG in my 
opini.on sufficiently answered it. In my opinion, 
Poetry justifies, as Poet~ independent of any other 
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Passion, some new combination of Language, & commands 
the omission of many others allm'lable in other composi
tions/ Nov1 \rlords\·mrth, me sal tern judice, has in his 
system not sufficiently admitted the former, & in his 
practice. has too frequently sinned against the latter. 4 

Two weeks later he wrote to Southey of a plan to publish 

"one Volume Essays" on selected contemporary poets which 

. vvould include a remedy of Wordsworth's omissions: 

Of course, Darwin & Wordsworth having given each a de
fense of their mode of Poetry, & a disquisition on the 
nature & essence of Poetry in general, I shall neces
sarily be led rather deeper •••• On the contrary, I 
rather suspect that some v/here or other there is a 
radical Difference in our theoretical opinions respect
ing Poetry--/ this I shall endeavor to go to the Bot
tom of--and acting the arbitrator between the Old 
School & the New School hope to lay do\'lll some plain, 
& perspicuous, tho' not superficial, Canons of Crit~
cism respecting Poetry.5 

Shawcross's faulting of Coleridge, then, for not rendering 

the "more important" service of clarifying 11 the real purpose 

\llh:i.ch Wordm'lorth ·had at heart in writing his Preface" (1: 

xciv) seems to ignore the seriousness with which Coleridge 

regarded their 11radical Difference;" Colerj,dge can hardly be 

faulted for not finding Wordsworth's ideas 11 more important" 

than his ovm philosophical theory of poetic imagination. 

Also, Coleridge does acknowledge, both at the beginning and 

toward the close of his discussion of Wordsworth, the poet's 

central conviction, one \'lith which Coleridge "warmly ac

cord[s]:"6 

411 To vlilliam Sotheby' II 13 July 1802, Letter 44Ll-, Let
ters 2:811. 

511 To William Southey," 29 tTuly 1802, Letter 41+9, Let
ters 3:830. 

6"To \·/illiam Sotheby, 11 Letter 444, 2:811. Coleridge 
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As far then as Nr. Wordsv10rth in his preface contended, 
and most ably contended, for a reformation in our poe-

. tic diction, as far as he has evinced the truth of pas
sion, and the dramatic propriety of those figures and 
metaphors in the or~clnal poets, which, stripped of 
their justifying reasons, and converted into mere a:!:"ti
fices of connection or ornament, constitute the charac
teristic falsity in.the poetic style of the moderns; 
and as far as he has with equal acuteness and clearness, 
pointed out the process by which this change was effec
ted, and the resemblances betv1een that state into \vbich 
the reader's mind·is thrown by the pleasureable confu
sion of thought from an unaccustomed train of v;ords and 
images; and that state which is induced by the natural 
language of empassioned feeling; he undertook a useful 
task, and deserves all praise, both for the attempt and 
for the execution (2:28). 

Again, at the beginning of Chapter XIX Coleridge rearticu

lates what could fairly be called Wordsworth's 11 real purpose:" 

What then did he mean? I apprehend, that in the clear 
perception, not unaccompanied \vi th disgust or contempt, 
of the gaudy affections of a style which passed cur
rent with too many for poetic diction, (though in truth 
it had as little pretensions to poetry, as to logic or 
common sense) , he narrm.,red his vie\'1 for the time; a..nd 
feeling a justifiable preference for the language of 
nature and of good sense, even in its humblest and 
least ornamented forms, he suffered himself to express 
• • • his predilection for a style the most remote pos
sible from the false and sho'l'zy splendo:ur tHhich he wished 
to explode •••• But the real object which he had in 
viev1, was, I doubt not, a species of excellence vJhich 
had been long before most happily characterized by the 
judicious and amiable GA.'tVE. • • • "verses in which 
everything \'Jas expressed just as one \-Iould wish to 
talk, and yet all dignified, attractive, and interest
ing; and all at the same time perfectly correct as to 
the measure of the syllables and the rhyme. 11 (2:70). 

Wordm·10rth' s 11 Preface 11 is self-termed a "defense" and 

the poetic practice against which he is reacting is repeat~ 

writes: ". • • and it is like'>·lise true, that I warmly accord 
with w. in his abhorrence of these poetic Licenses, as they 
are called, which are indeed mere tricks of Convenience t 
Laziness." 
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characterized by him: in place oi' "gaudiness and inane 

pln:·aseology, 11 11 false refinement or arbi tra..ry innovation, 11 

11 gross and violent stimulants, t: ''mechanical adoption of 

those figures of speech, 11 "distorted language, 11 "wanton 

deviation from good sense and na-ture, 11 11 a motley masquerade 

- of tricks, quaintnesses, hierogl:yphics, and enigmas, 11 and 

finally, "extravagant and absurd diction, 11 he proposes lan-

guage and subjects \'lhi.ch are "natural," "real, 11 and 11natur-

ally connected" by an "animating passion. 11 (1:123-162). 

vlordsworth then, goes to some length to characterize exact

ly what it is he has "endeavoured to countenance, 11 and in 

his 11 Appendix" he traces the degeneration of natural poetic 

language from the 11 earliest Poets" to the present day.. Cole-

ridge is precisely to the point in his assessment of I·Jords-

worth's purpose as a 11 reformation;" N .. H. Abrams illuminates 

it further: 

• • • \vordm·TOrth' s chief concern is not with the sin
gle words or the grrunmatical order of.prose discourse, 
but \'lith figurative departures from literal discourse, 
and ••• 1:lordsworth's main intention is to shoH that 
such deviations are justifiable in verse only \•!hen 
they have the same psychological causes that they have 
in the 'artless' speech of every day •••• In Words
\'lorth' s theory the relation between the languo.ge of 
'Tintern Abbey' and the speech of a Lake County shep-
herd is not primarily one of lexical or of grammatical, 
but of genetic equivalence. Both forms of discourse, 
he would claim, are instances of language really spoken 
by men under the stress of genuine feeling.? 

With Wordsworth's attempt to return poetic language to the 

realm of the "natural language o.f cmpassioned feeling" 

7rv1. H. Abrams, The Hirror and the. Lamp, p. 110. 
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Coleridge \>Jas in accord, and \'lith Wordsworth's "Appendix" 

where he describes the noriginal" integration of natural 

language stemming "from passion" with figures of speech 

which he hopes to restore, a harmony of matter and manner 

expressed in the phrase "the original figurative language 

. of passion 11 (1:161), Coleridge \'laS particularly pleased: 

11 In the new Edition of the L. Ballads there is a valuable 

appendix, which I am sure you must like," he wrote to 

Southey. 8 But Wordsworth's extrapolations of -this vision 

of "natural language" Coleridge found simplistic and easily 

conducive to obliterating crucial distinctions \'lithin the 

realm of poetic composition. 

Coleridge's main concern, as he states, is vlith Words

worth's diminishment of the difference between "the language 

of prose and metrical composition," a careless reduction 

which Coleridge views as a threat to the imaginative power 

of poetic creation. But other, more eleme~tary differences 

between the two men, which underlie this crucial distinction, 

surface in the first chapter of Coleridge's 11 Examination of 

the tenets peculiar to t·1r. \'/ordsworth" ( 2:28). Wordsworth • s 

defenders are quick to point out that his choice of "low and 

rustic life" was a means to an end, and not a value judge

ment as to the ideal or even preferable nature of this mcde 

of existence: 

Wordsvmrth, ho\,Tever, does not consider rustic life 
-----~----

~etter 449, I1etters 2:830. 
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desirable in itself so much as he finds· it desirable 
for the purpose of representing human passions in un
impeded and unconcealed operations, and 1-1hat he is try
ing to do is not, ·like Coleridge, to prove a thesis 
about the causes of the rustics' sentiments and lan
guage but to justify his choice of these subjects to 
exemplify human eootions. • • • \1/ordsvrorth does not 
praise lm" and rustic life for its mm sake or try to 
explain the characteristics he finds there; he eA~lains 
why ·what he finds there is useful for his poetic pu:?
poses.9 

However, Words\'/Orth' s repeated use of comparative forms does 

suggest that his choice of "incidents and situations from 

common life 11 is based on a preference to be found, not only 

in Wordsworth's poetic re-creation of this life, but in this 

class of life itself. Surely such phrases as 

the essential passions of the heart find a better soil 
••• are less under restraint, and speak a plainer 
and more emphatic language • • • a state of greater 
simplicity ••• more accurately contemplated, and 
more f~rcibly communicated • • • more easily compre
hended • • • more durable • • • the passions of men 
are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent 
forms of nature (1:128) 

betray consistent value judgements on \o/ordsworth's part. 

That Words\vorth 1 s subject is germane to his purpose to cre

ate a class of poetry that would 11 interest mankind permanent-

ly" in itself confers value on rustic life; to suggest its 

arbitrary nature is an injustice to vJordsv10rth' s explicit 

desire to reintegrate "nature11 and 11 art • 11 I'loreover, \'lords-

\'forth continues, implying even more strongly the inherent 

superiority of his subject matter in his remarks concerning 

the language which issues from this \'lorld: 

9Don Bialostosky, "Coleridr~~e' s Interpretation of V/ords
vmrth' s Preface to I:yrical Ballads ,11 p. 915 .. 
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The language, too, of these men is adopted ••• because 
such men hourly communicate Hith the best objects from 
\vhic_h the best part of language is originally derived; 
and because • • • being less under the influence of so
cial vanity they convey their feelings and notions in 
simple and unelaborated expressions. Accordingly, such 
a language • • • is a more permanent, and a far more 
philosophical language, than that ttlhich is frequently 
substituted for it by Poets. .. • (1:124) .. 

Coleridge, I believe, objects to the_associationist 

implications of this vievr of the stimulu.s of language, 10 to 

\VordsvJOrth 1 s perhaps um·li tting crediting of the external 

world with the power to mold a certain character and to ere-

ate language. To Coleridge, the place, i.e. the country, 

cannot in itself \vield the power with 'lrlhich \vordsworth 

credits it: 

I am convinced, that for the human soul to prosper in 
rustic life a certain vantage-ground is pre-requisite. 
It is not every man that is likely to be improved by 
a country life or by country labors. Education, or 
original sensibility, or both, must pre-exist, if the 
chru1ges, forms, and incidents of nature are to prove -
a sufficient stimulant (2:32). 

Similarly Coleridge cannot countenance Wordsworth's state

ment that \he "best part of language 11 is "originally derived 

from the best objects" or even "abode, 11 firmly countering it 

\vith his O\'m: "The best part of human language, properly so 

called, is derived from reflection on the acts of the mind 

itself" (2:39-40), and not, we might add, from any purely 

external cause \vhether nature, objects, or place. :!!,or 

10John Hill in his "Introduction" to Imas_ination in 
Coleridge points to \vords-vmrth 1 s dependence on HartJ.eyan 
associationism in the 1800 "Preface" as the heart of the 
11 radical Difference, 11 p. 20. 
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Coleridge, the "best" language is a symbolic, intellectual 

enterpriE;e, the power of \'lhich resides in the Imagination 

BJ.J.d riot in the external world. 

Coleridge is at his most forceful \'lhen he straightfor-

wardly counters one of Words\'lorth' s statements \vi th his ovm, 

patterning his expression on Wordsworth's, but substituting, 

in this case, internal powers for external categories. He 

refutes HordS\·rorth, then, by supersedin~ him, or by substi

tuting his values for Wordsworth's. This technique predomi

nates in Chapter x~II where the disparate attitude of these 

two men tov1ard rural life is glaringly evident. For v/ords-

\vorth' s attention to the "manners of rustic life" and the 

"necessary character of rural occupations" (l:l2L~), "condi

tions" which he claims form his characters, Coleridge sub

stitutes his two distinguishing elements of Wordsworth's 

characters, qualities which are utterly divorced from rural 

life, discoverable in 

every state of life, whether in tovm or country ••• 
INDEPENDENCE, vlhich raises a man above servitude ••• 
yet not above the necessity of industry and a frugal 
simplicity of domestic life; and the accompanying unam
bitious, but solid and religious EDUCATION, which has 
rendered few books familiar, but the BIBLE, and the 
liturgy or hymn book (2:31). . 

This substitution deftly dismisses the poet's claim for his 

own work while negating the values upon which that claim is 

based. Wordsworth is simultaneously undermined on two 

counts: he does not do what he says he does, and v;hat he 

wants to do is without merit. IJ~hus, in place of Wordm10rth' s 
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attractive view of primitivism11 Coleridge substitutes his 

ovm value of educated society. In place of \tlordS\'IOrth' s 

"simple and unelaborate·d expressions11 Coleridge poses the 

rustic's intellectual limitation, due to "the more imperfect 

development of his faculties, and from the lower state of 

the cultivation," to "ins".1J .. 3.ted facts 11 (2:39). To Cole-

ridge the rustic's "plainer and more emphatic language" is 

merely a "very scant~;- vocabular,y" stemming from his .!'dis-

tinct knowledP.:e" of a il fev1 thinr:rs and modes of action. 11 ...., a 

Horeover, the 11 condition'' \·lordsworth views as a freedom from 

11 the influence of social vanity': and therefore conducive to 

a simple and honest sensibility, Coleridge sees as an iso

lation from the educated refinement of civilized society. 

Equating the rustic \vi th the 11 uneducated, u Coleridge rele-

gates the languagE; to the 10\vest status: 

It [language] is foi·med by a voluntary appropriation of 
fixed symbols to internal acts, to processes end re
sults of imar_sination, the greater part of which have no 
place in the conscicusness of uneducated man; though in 
civilized society, by imitation and passive remembrance 
of \\That they hear from their religious instructors and 
other superiors, the most U...'1ed.ucated share in the har
vest which they neither sowed or reaped (2:40).12 

-----------------·-----
11Abrams assesses \vordsv!Orth's critical theory 11 as a 

form--though a highly refined and developed form--of cultur
al primitivism. 11 Here, 11 in setting the standard of poetic 
diction, Wordsworth adopts and elaborates the old antithesis 
betv1een nature and art and, like the aesthetic primitives of 
the preceding age, declares himself for nature 11 (pp. 10~, lll). 

12coleridge's discrediting of rustic language stems from 
his conviction that the 11 bes"'.-;n part of lan.gue.ge is to be cre
dited to men of e;enius whose linguistic pm·wr finally vli.e1d.s 
its effects, sometimes years later, in common life. t_rhus, 
common sense 11 is vJhcn the J_;angu.age has been so determined in 
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Finally, Coleridge's most firm and repeated revision of 

Wordsworth occurs in the replacement of Wordsworth's phrase 

"the language • • • of these men • • • (purified indeed 

from what appear to be its real defects, from all lasting 

and rational causes of dislike or disg;ust)" ( 1:124) with 

his O\'m 11 }-inp;ua communis: 11 "For 'real' therefore, \'le must 

substitute ordinary, or .linp;ua communis. And this, "ile have 

proved, is no more to be found in the phraseology of low 

and rustic life than in that of any other class 11 (2:41-4-2). 

Coleridge's technique is expeditious: the substitutions 

are first presented to demonstrate that Wordsworth does not 

fulfill his claim; they are then employed as proof that what 

Wordsworth claims to do is, as a 11 rule 11 for others to foll.ov1, 

uinjurious. 11 By the close of Chapter XVII Coleridge has 

revised Words\vorth' s theory with such dispatch that in the 

. next chapter he patently dismisses Wordsvmrth 1 s point (a la 

Coleridge) that "there may ••• occur in prose an order of 

words, which would be equally proper in a poem ••• [and 

that] there are • • • beautiful lines and sentences of fre-

quent occurrence in good poems, which would be equally be

coming as "viell as beautiful in good prose" in order to pose 

and answer his O\'ffi "true question [ \vhich] must be:" 

whether there are not modes of expression, a construc
tion, and an order of sentences, which are in~ir fit 

its meanings by great men • • • that the very \'lords of a 
language as used. in common Life carry '.·lith them the confu
tation of an e:::-:ror or establishment of a Truth, ther.. vle 
call convictions so received common sense. • • ; '' r:rotebooks 
3 (July-September 1809): 35L~9. 
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and natural place in a serious prose composition, but 
would be dispropor~ionate and heterogeneous in metri
cal poetry; and vice versa, whether in the language of 
a serious poem there may no~.; be an arrangement both of 
words and sentences, and a use and selection of ( 'I.·Jhat 
are called ) fL;ures of sneech, both as to their kind, 
their frequency; and thelr occasions, -v;hich on a sub
ject of equal weight would be vicious and alien in 
correct and manly prose (2:49). 

Coleridge's question is admittedly more complex and essen

tial than the one he attributes to \Vordsworth, 13 assuming 

as it does the generically different composition of prose 

and poetry; but more importantly, by his posing of it he 

utterly dismisses Wordsworth from the scene (except as a 

poet, of course) in order ~o take up the bulk of the chap

ter with his five systematic and closely reasoned proofs for 

the distinction betiveen prose and metrical language. If 

this is higb-handed, as those readers who wish for an elu

cidation of Words\-Torth suggest, it is also highly effective 

in calling attention to Wordsv10rth 1 s glaring omissions, a 

serious flaiv vlhich Coleridge does not articulate as such, 

but pointedly demonstrates i'li th this substitution of ·the 

11true question [which] must be asked. 1114 Indeed, Coleridge 

l3\vordsv:orth did not agree that his call for an "affin
ity" between the language of "good Prose 11 and a 11 good poem 11 

had never, as Coleridge claims, 11 been either denied or 
doubted by any one" (2:49). Wordsworth \~Tarns: "And if, in 
what I am about to say, it shall appear to some that my la
bour is unnecessary, and that I am like a man fighting a 
battle vri thout enemies, I would remind such persons that, 
whatever may be the language outwardly holden by men, a prac
tical faith 'in the opinions which I· am wishing to establish 
is almost unknown" (1:137)., 

14 Words\·:orth allovmd that 
fence." Had it been, he vmuld 
causes upon which the pleasure 

his was not a "s;yster:mtic de
have 11 develope[dJ the various 
received from metrical 
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is frequently talten to task for amending Wordsworth's argu-

.ment by El:Sserting a point which Wordm'iorth had not addressed 

(such as Coleridge 1 s. focus on "style 11 \'lhere vlordsworth is 

concerned only with 11 \<rords") or by proposing an idea which 

Wordsworth had not expressly contended,15 a criticism which 

ignores Coleridge's express purpose in this material. Cole

ridge had no intention of remaining within the limited 

sphere of Wordsvwrth' s argument; his intention was, quite to 

the contrary, to, characteristically~ probe "deeper," to "go 

to the Bottom of" their differences and "lay down some 

plain, & perspicuous, tho' not superficial, Canons of Cri

ticism respecting Poetry."16 

\"Jhat I have called Coleridge's technique of substitu-

tion is accomplished, as one would expect, in the supremely 

confident and self-assured manner of our author whose dual 

purpose is to convey "my own differences" (2:29) from his 

colleague and further, to 11 set right" Wordsworth and "those 

\'Tho have adopted his sentiments ••• by the confutation of 

these arguments, and by the substitution of more philosoph

ical principles11 (2:95). Thus, in Chapter XVII Coleridf>e's 

stance is self-assertive and unobscured, his authorial voice 

language depends" (54). 
15see Don H. Bialostosky, "Coleridge's Interpretation 

of WordS\'iOrth' s Preface to Lyrical Ballads," pp. 912-24; 
Sha\'Jcross, "Notes, Chapter XVIII, 11 pp. 2?"6-77. 

1~etter L~L~9, Letters 2:830. 
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firm and singly authoritative: 

lVIy objection is, first, that in _an;z: sense this rule is 
applicable only to certain classes of poetry; secondly, ' 
that even to th~se classes it is not applicable ••• 
and lastly, that ••• as a rule it is useless, if not 
·injurious, and therefore either need not, or ought not 
to be practiced. • • • Nov1 it is clear to me, that in 
the most interesting of the poems • • • the persons in
troduced are by no means tal:: en from l0\'1 or rustic life • 
• • • I am convinced •••• However this may be, I dare 
assert •••• If then I am compelled to doubt the the
ory ••• still more must I hesitate in my assent to 
the sentence • • • \'lhich I can neither admit as pa-rti
cular fact, or as general rule •••• As little can I 
agree with the assertion ..... Secondly, I deny •••• 
Here let me be permitted to remind the reader, that the 
positions, which I controvert, are contained in the 
sentences. • • • It is against these exclusively that 
my opposition is directed. I object ••• (2:29-32, 
36-41). 

It is interesting to note, as Richard I•1allette points out, 

that Coleridge's position as critic is so firmly and unequi

vocally secure that 11 he no longer merely quotes a classical 

authority to prove his point, but places himself on equal 

ground \vith the loftiest to say that 'I adopt with full 

faith the principle of Aristotle, that poetry as poetry is 

essentially ideal ••• ' (2:33)." 17 

In Chapter XVIII, as we have noted, Coleridge's revi-

sion of Wordsworth continues more obviously, Coleridge's 

tone seeming to gather force and vehemence as he argues his 

own psychologically gro~~ded analysis of meter. For support 

of his five proofs that poetic language entails severer de-

mands and pleasures than the language of prose, Coleridge 

l7Hichard Iviallette, "l'Jarrati ve Technique in the 'Bio~· 
'l b. I . t . I II ~9 gr ap .1a ,1 erar1a , p. ) .. 
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relies on vlordsworth' s poetry itself as \'tell as the composi

tions of other poetic masters, frequently challenging Vlords

worth directly to act as an imaginative reader of his ovm 

and the poetry of other geniuses. Coleridge's disagreement 

is with WordS\'IOrth the critic' and as substantial proof of 

.the validity of his argument Coleridge effectively presents 

his opponent with his 0~1 compositions. Thus, Coleridge's 

stance, vthile inherently argumentative, is simultaneously 

complimentary. Moreover, Coleridge's argument for the 11 es

sential difference" of metrical language is conducted from 

the reader's point of vimv, analyzing as it does the psy

chological dimensions of the unique "pleasure" (2:10) which 

is the reader of poetry's primary e:h.rperience. Thus, to con

vince Wordsworth of the inadequacy of his theory, Coleridge 

offers in contrast the reader's actual experience of \'lords

worth's poetry; Coleridge, in effect, asks VJordsvvorth to be

come his O\ro reader, to place himself in the reader's posi

tion in order to fully sense the imaginative power operating 

in his poetry. Coleridge's reader, meanwhile, has been re

tired to the position of silent observer, learning the les

sons of th8 psychological dimensions of poetry from this 

&aged, friendly confrontation of two masters, one the master

critic and the other the master- oet. · Coleridge expresses 

his enjoyment of this self-assumed task of rescuing Words

\!torth 1 s practice from the cloud of his theory: "And I reflect 

with delight, how little a mere theory, though of his 0\~1 
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workmanship, interferes \·lith the processes of genuine Imag-

ination in a man of true poetic genius, 'THE VISION MTD THE 

FACULTY DIVINE'" (2:45). This reverential acknO\dedgement 

of \vordsworth 1 s "true poetic genius" is a significant prel

ude to Coleridge 1 s follm'ling delineation of the unique 

power of meter, offsetting as it does any unpleasant compe

titiveness bet\'leen the two men; Coleridg~ may find Words

worth's concept of metrical language to be a "solipsism," 

by his "mere theory" cannot undermine his poetic gift. 

Each of Coleridge's "proofs" (with the exception of the 

last, which is an appeal to authority) encompasses some as

pect of his theory of the Imagination or of his previous 

definition of a poem; the consistent foundation of his argu

ment is the psychological experience of the reader. Cole

ridge's first two proofs, both of which establish the power 

of meter, one a~ argument from cause and the other from 

effect, maintain the human-centered concern of Romantic aes

thetics: to Coleridge poetry mirrored and answered to an 

inherent human need, just as the v10rld of nature conformed 

to the operation of the human mind. After positing the 

"origin of metre 11 as psychological, or "a faculty of the 

human mind itself" (1:14), he defines meter as the poetic 

technique which recreates and corresponds to this "spontan

eous effort" of our mind to create "balance" by holding "in 

check the workings of passion11 (2:49). Thus, metrical lan

gua~e ru1d figures of speech are indigenous to poetry because 
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the reader of poetry expects and finds in them a corollary 

.for a power within his O\'m mind, the blending of unusual 

passion and voluntary control. The poet recreates such a 

pleasurable balance in his use of metrical language by tem

pering the "natural language of excitement" vlith the de

signed control of meter, thus effecting an artistic recon

ciliation of opposites: the "interpenetrR.tion of passion 

and of will, of sponta..."leous impulse and of voluntary pur-

pose" (2:50). The pleasure we derive from poetry, then, is, 

like the activity of the human mind, essentially dynamic: 

\'le are continually surprised and appeased, excited and sat-

isfied, "and by the quick reciprocations of curiosity still 

gratified and still re-excited ••• " (2:51). Having estab-

lished the unique psychological power of meter, Coleridge 

argues for its appropriate use. If meter is merely 11 super

add[ed]11 in isolation to other elements of the poem, as 

vlordsworth suggests (1:144), it is not only inorganic, but 

it cannot effect its intense 11 degree of pleasurable excite

ment11 (2: 50) •18 Without its appropriate "combination v.1ith 

other elements of poetry11 (2:51), the power of meter, like 

that of "yeast" which gives "vivacity and spirit to the 

liquor with \'lhich it is proportionally combined" (2: 52) will 

18wordsworth aclcnowledges a similar pleasure from the 
"co-presence" of the excitement in Foetry vlith the regular
i t;y· of meter. There is no union of the tv-10, however, and 
therefore there is not such an intensity of effect as Cole
ridge claims, but a kind of 11 half consciousness of unsub
stantial existence over the whole composi tionn (l: JA7). 
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be neutralized. Coleridge 1 s rhetorical questions to \'lords-

worth, while calling attention to his occasional careless 

use of meter, more importantly presume v/ordsworth 1 s valid 

"own judgement 11 concerning the appropriate use of meter. 

For Coleridge couches his challenge by first alluding to 

\•/ordsworth 's poetic genius and then stressing the infre-

quency of such prosaic language in vlordsworth 1 s poetry: 

I \'lould further ask whether, but for that visionary 
state, into v;hich ••• the susceptibility of his m·m 
genius had placed the poet 1 s ir1agination, (a state, 
\vhich spreads its influence and coloring over all, 
that co-exists with the excitinr: cause and in which 
"The s;implest, and the most fam:fliar things 
Gain a strange povJer of spreading m1e around them, 11

) 

I \vould ask the poet whether he \·;ould not have felt an 
abrupt dovmfall in these verses from the preceding 
stanza? ••• It must not be omitted ••• that these 
stanzas furnish the only fair instance that I have 
been able to discover in all r:ir. \·Jordsworth 1 s \·Jrit
ings, of an actual adoption, or true imitation, of 
the real and very ·language of lOirl and rustic life, 
freecr-Irom pr'O'VJ:Ucialisms ( 2: 52~-55). · 

This dual challenge and compliment provides a transi

tion to Coleridge's third argument for the uniqueness of 

metrical language, the psychology of the poet~.an essential 

dynamic of po~try vlith which both men concur. The "PASSION 11 

essential to poetry, as "Mr. i'lordsiovorth truly affirms, 11 is 

not only to be found in the reader but also in the viTiter 

"of genius: 11 

••• the very act of poetic composition itself is, 
and is allmved to imply and to produce, an unusual 
state o1 excitement, which of course justifies and 
demands a correspondent difference of language ••• 
(2:56). 

Coleridge's fourth psychological argument se.ems to include 
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both reader and poet, for we sha.re 11the high spiritual in

stinct of the human being impelling us to seek unity by 

harmonious adjustment •••• " Coleridge's theory of organ

ic form is deduced from the inherent human "instinct" to-

ward unity as well as the poet's unique pmver to "by a pre

dominant passion ••• reduce ••• multitude-to unity" (2: 

16). 

Coleridge now relies on "the practice of the best 

poets, of all countries and in all ages" for his final argu

ment, holding up examples to Wordsworth as proof that meter 

cannot be singled out as the "sole aclmowledged difference" 

(2:62) between the style of verse and prose, but must be 

organically related to all other parts of the poem. Cole

ridge appeals to i'/ordmvorth' s judgement as a reader: 

Yet \·;ill T1r. \Vordm.;orth say, that the style of the fol
lm•Ting stanza [Spenser's] is either undistin;;-uished 
from prose, and the language of ordinary life? Or that 
it is vicious, and that the stanzas are blots in the 
'Faery Queen'? ••• Will it be contended on the one 
side, that these lines [Daniel's] are mean and sense
less? Or on the other, that they are not prosaic, and 
for that reason unpoetic? (2:59,61). 

Coleridge's purpose here is to demonstrate that in abandon

ing "any essential difference between the language of prose 

and metrical composition 11 (1:135) we lose a crucial critical 

tool; particularly with the poetry of other ages ~1d classes 

we are left with little more than critical confusion if we 

choose to ignore this "practice of the best poets. • II 
• • 

The ·chapter closes with Coleridge's fervent remarks on 
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the one subject with \vhich he and Wordsworth are in com

plete agreement, 19 the "viciousness" of false poetic dic

tion. But the contrast in their responses to this present 

state of poetry is telling. Wordsvrorth, as we have noted, 

is in his "Preface" essentially reactionary, vowing to re-

·place the current arti~icial style with his own more natur

al anQ. humane kind of poetry. Coleridge, hmvever, in anti

cipation of I1atthew Arnold, looks to critic ism as the guide 

and stimulus for future poetic excellence, a directive and 

inspirational role which the Biographia itself is designed 

to fulfill: 

The ultimate end of criticism is much more to estab
lish the principles of vrriting, than to furnish rules 
how to pass judgement on what has been v.rri tten by 
others; if indeed it vmre possible that the tv10 could 
be separated. But if it be asked, by what principles 
the poet is to regulate his style, if he do not adhere 
closely to the sort and order of words \vhich he hears 
in the market, wake, high-road, or plough-field? I 
reply; by principles, the ignorance or neglect of 
which would convict him of being no Eoet, but a silly 
or presumptuous usurper of the name! By the princi
ples of grammar, logic, psychology! • • • by the pm·1er 
of imagination proceeding upon the ~11 ~n each of 
human nature? By meditation, rather than by observa
tion? And by the latter in consequence only of the 
former? (2:63-64). 

The princi"Ples which Coleridge passionately espouses here 

have been presented as a legacy to his young readers who 

have adopted this vocation, and have been enacted in this 

10 :;See "To Thomas Vledg\10od, 11 20 October 1802, Letter 
'+64, Letters 2:877 where Coleridge \'!rites: "• •• but in 
point- 'of poetic Diction I am not so well s[ atisf]ied that 
you do not require a certain Aloofness from [the la]nguage 
of real Life, which I think d"eadly to Poetry. 11 
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"present" critical \'/Ork. Coleridge novJ includes Wordsworth 

in this testimony to the "rules of the Imagination • • • 

[as] the very pO\Ilers of growth and production, 11 signalling 

the close of their disagreement: 

There is not, I firmly believe, a man now living, \vho 
has, from his own imvard experience, a clearer intui
tion, than Nr. HordS\\10rth himself, that the last men
tioned are the true sources of g~nial discrimination 
(2:64). 

The reunion, as it \V'ere, of Coleridge and Wordsworth 

is confirmed in the opening of Chapter XIX, where Cole

ridge again revises Wordsworth, 20 but this time to expli-

cate his "real object," the promotion of a "species of ex-

cellence" which Coleridge demonstrates in this chapter is 

"by no means ne\V', nor yet of recent existence in our la.n-· 

guagen (2:71). Thus, while Coleridge marks the cessation 

of his expressed quarrel with Hordsv10rth, he also maintains 

his control over his ovm material, continuing to shape it 

according to his individual purpose. Calli!lg attention to 

his directive, authorial role, Coleridge reminds his readers 

of his self-conscious control over "these sketches": 

• • • but if I had happened to have had by me the Poems 
of COTTON, ••• I should have indulged myself, and I 
think have gratified some admirable specimens of this 

20significa.t''1tl~r, Coleridge also revises Garve, v1hom he 
uses to paraphrase i•lordsvlOrth. Kathleen Coburn notes that 
Coleridge's translation is "far from being literal. 11 Cole
ridge substitutes "just as one would \vish to talk" (2:70) 
for 'ltJie man SJ2ri_cht, "(as people talk)," introducing "an 
elemenf()f- ~deal:lzation into the plain naturalism of Garve' s 
statement--an interestin?; point in ~v-imv of the arr;ument for 
vlhich Coleridr-e invokes Garve 's sun-oort." NotE~ books 1 
(December 1803): 1702. . ~- -----
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style •••• I shall extract two poems.· ••• The 
second is a poem of greater length, \vhich I have cho
sen not only for the present purpose, but likewise 
as a strikin!2' exam-ole and illustration of a.n asse-r
tion hazarded in a· former page of these sketches. • 
.. (2:71,73). 

If Chapter XIX, a continuation of Coleridge's final 

argument for the organic role of meter, that is, the "prac.-

tice of the best poets, of all countries and in all ages," 

has demonstrated the universality of this excellence of 

style v1hich it was l.v'ordsworth 1 s li real object 11 to promote, 

in Chapter XX Coleridge distinguishes Wordsworth further by 

asserting his surpassing of his own, now accurately stated 

theory: 

I have no fear in declaring my conviction, that the ex
cellence defined and exemplified in the preceding 
Chapter is not the characteristic excellence of Hr. 
Wordsvmrth' s style; because I can add v;i th equal sin
cerity, that it is precluded by higher pov1ers. The 
praise of uniform adherence to r;enuine, logical Eng
lish is undoubtedly his; nay, laying the main emphasis 
on the word uniform, I will dare add that, of all con
temporary poets, lt is his alone •••• To me it will 
alvmys remain a sin9_;11lar and noticeable fact; that a 
theory \vhich \'lOUld establish this lingua comr.mnis, 
not only as the best, but as the on.Ty commendable 
style, shvuld have proceeded from a poet, vrhose dic
tion, next to that of Shakespeare and f·1ilton, appears 
to me of all others the most individualized and char
acteristic (2:77). 

In a series of rhetorical questions Coleridge presents to 

the reader unmistakable instances of 11 a diction peculiarly 

his own, of a style vlhich cannot be imi tated 11
: 

Who, ha.ving been previously acyuainted \'lith any consi
derable portion of Hr. Hordm·10rt"h 1 s publications, and 
having studied them vli th a full feelin:o; of the author 1 s 
genius, 1'10u1d not at once claim as \Vordsvmrthi<m the 
little poem on the rainbov(? • • • Or in the 11 Lucy 
Gray? • • • Or in the 11 Idle Shepherd-boys? 11 

• • • 
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Need I mention the exquisite description of the Sea 
Loch in the "Blind Highland Boy"? ••• I might quote 
almost the whole of his "IWTH, 11 but take the follov.r
ing stanzas ••• (.2:78-79). 

vlord.sNorth' s unique excellence, then, lies ex-pressly in his 

immunity from any "literal adherence to his theory" (2:84), 

Coleridge's final and most compelling argument against the 

"fiction of a nevi school of poetry." In these four chapters, 

then, \·lhich concern themselves vli th Wordsworth's misguided 

theory, Coleridge assumes his greater and more discriminat-

ing critical knowledge vli thout smugness, but '"i th the ease 

of certainty and confidence. For Uords\vorth' s 11 supposed" 

theory has also been misappropriated, and in the face of 

this larger context of contemptuous criticism Coleridge 

rises to the occasion, employin~ his critical acuity to 

defend 'vlordsi•Torth by supplanting his indiscriminate ideas 

with Coleridge's own philosophical principles, by rectify-

ing Wordsworth's vlell-intentioned theoretical position, and 

finally by elevating Wordsworth's poetry to its rightful 

preeminent status. Coleridge's critical know·ledge and ex-

pertise unquestionably · , ·2pass Wordsworth's, but Coleridge 

adheres to his own high},- principled view of the critic's 

role--he illuminates vlordm.vorth' s unsurpassed poetic genius. 

Chapter XXI, which frequently parallels Coleridge's 

objections to current critical practice in Chapters II and 

III, is logically positioned as a preparation for Chapter 

XXII, the culmination of Colerids:e 's defense of 'dordsworth. 

As James Barcus maintains, this chapter 11 provides the 
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antithesis for the thesis of Chapter XXII. By providing a 

negative standard, Coleridge's description of the true 

nature of poetic genius of ~lordsv10rth stands out as it never 

would have done against a lighter background. n 21 !·lore over, 

the Edinburgh Reviev1, \vhich is specifically addressed in 

.this chapter, had played a not insignificant rol~, Cole-

ridge felt, in stimulating this controversy; the long-lived 

"eddy of criticism 11 had more recently been reactivated by 

Jeffrey's review of The Excursion in the November, 1814 

issue. Coleridge had his O\'m disappointments 't'Ji th the poem, 

but Jeffrey's extreme criticism which made no pretensions 

toward a justifying rationale drew Coleridge's \'lrath: 

From this state of mind, in 't'lhich I \vas comparing 
Wordsworth with himself, I was roused by the imfamous 
Edinburgh Hevievl of the Poem. If ever Guilt lay on a 
Writer's head, ~nd if malignity, slander, hypocrisy 
and self-contradicting Baseness can constitute Guilt, 
I dare openly, and openly (please God!) I will, ira
peach the 1driter of that Article of it.22 

His ire, ho\'1ever, is calmly controlled and firmly directed 

in this chapter where Coleridge faces his primary opponent, 

unprincipled and personal criticism, embodied by Jeffrey. 

First defining what he means by "fair and philosophical" 

criticism, Coleridge in effect describes particularly Vol

ume II of the Biog_raphia, i'lhile specifically announcing the 

21James Edgar Barcus, "The Homogeneity of Structure and 
Idea in Coleridge's Biov,ranhia Literaria, Philosophical Lec
tures, and Aids-to Reflectlon 11 (Ph.D. dissertation, Univer
Slty of Pennsylvania, 1968), p. 88. 

2211 To Lady Beaumont," 3 April 1815, Letter 964, Let
ters 4:564. 
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rationale of his following chapter: 

But I should call that investigation fair and philoso
phical, in \vhich t.he critic announces and endeavours 
to establish the principles, which he holds for the 
found.J.tion of poetry in general, \'lith the specifica
tion of these in their application to the different 
clas~~~ of poetry. Ravin~ thus prepared his canons 
of crlticism for praise and condemnation, he would 
proceed to particularize the most striking passages 
to \·Jhich he deems them applicable, faithfully noticing 
the freauent or infreauent recurrence of similar mer
its or defects, and as faithfully distinguishing what 
is characteristic from what is accidental •••• Then 
if his premises be rational, his deductions legiti
mate, and his conclusions justly applied, the reader, 
and possibly the poet himself, may adopt his judge
ment in the light of judgement and in the independence 
of free-agency. If be bas erred, he presents his 
errors in a definite place and tangible form, and 
holds the torch and guides the v;ay to their detection. 
(2:85). 

The strong sense of responsibility evident in this self

description of his present work attests to the seriousness 

and the hopefulness \vi th which Coleridge regarded the Bio

graphia; we are reminded of Coleridge's fervent expectation 

of The Friend, "the hope of doing any real good. 1123 For 

Coleridge's abhorrence of personal criticism stenmed from 

his life-long, deep personal esteem for the poetic vocation 

as well as the 11 honorable 11 and morally responsible role of 

the critic. His earlier delineation of the unparalleled 

commitment \vhich the poetic discipline demands \•larrants 

repetition here: 

There is no profession on earth, \vhich requires an 
attention so early, so long, or so unintermitting as 
that of poetry; ••• Vmere then a ma~ has, from his 

23 11 To Samuel Purkis, 11 20 October 1809, Letter 879, 
Letters 1:253. 
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earliest youth, devoted his whole being to an object, 
which by the admission of all civilized nations in 
all ages is honorable as a pursuit, and glorious as 
an attainment; ~·Tha-t of all that relates to himself 
and his family, if only ,.,e accept his moral character, 
can have fairer claims to his protection, or more 
authorize acts of self-defence, than the elaborate 
products of his intellect and intellectual industry? 
(1:32) 

In keeping vli th Coleridge's vievl of poetic Imagination as 

an analogue of divine creation, the \vorld of poetic genius 

novr assumes sacred overtones and the critic's "personal 

injury ••• [and] personal insults" are tantamount to a 

violation of the author and reader's hallowed world: 

he steals the unquiet, the deforming passions of the 
Horld into the I•1useum; into the very place \·ihich, 
next to· the chapel and oratory, should be our san.c
tuary, and secure place of refuge; offers abominations 
on the altar of the muses; and makes its sacred paling 
the very circle in v;hich he conjures up the lying B.J.~d 
profan; spirit (2:87). 

Then, in the same breath in \•Thich Coleridge proposes a body 

of critics, "learned men in the various branches of science 

and li terat·nre," vlho vrould 11 lay aside their individuality, 

and pledge themselves inwa't'dly, as vlell as ostensibl;yr, to 

administer judgement according to • • • a code [based] on 

the two-fold basis of universal morals m1d philosophic rea-

son," he seems to undermine his ovm hope by creating a caun·-

tic metaphor for the more realistic, povrerful indifference 

of the critical machine. This extended metaphor is worth 

quoting in full for the unmistakable evidence which it of-

fers of the povler of Coleridge Is controlled and .:~-. ':irical 

prose: 



Should any literary Quixote find himself provoked by 
its sounds and reg1.1.lar movements, I should admonish 
him '!;lith Sancho Panza, that it is no giant, but a 
'Vlindmill; there it. stands on its o\'"m place, and its 
0\m hillock, never goes out of its tvay to attack any
one, ~~d to none rnd from none either gi7es or asks 
assistance. vlhen the public press has poured in any 
part of its produce bet\,;een its mill-stones, it grinds 
it off, one man's sack the same as anotner, and with 
whatever vlind may happen to be then blov1ing.. All the 
two end thirty \'linds are alike its friends. Of the 
whole v..rid.e atmosphere it does not desire a single 
finger-breadth more than what is necessary for its 
sails to turn round in. But this space must be left 
free and unimpeded. Gnats, beetles-, \'!asps, butter
flies, and the vJhole tribe of ephemerals and insignifi
cants, may flit in and out and between; may hum, and 
buzz, and jar; may shrill their tiny pipes, and. wind 
their puny horns, unchastised and unnoticed. But 
idlers and bravadoes of la-rger size and prouder show 
must beware, ho''' they place themselves '>'li thin its 
sweep. Huch less may they presume to lay hands on 
the sails, the strength of which is neither greater 
nor less than as the \vind is, which drives them round. 
Whomsoever the remorseless arm slings aloft, or ~vhirls 
along with it in the air, he has himself alone to blame; 
though, when the same a1~ throws him from it, it will 
more often double than bre~~ the force of his fall (2: 
88,89) • 

. By implication, the Edinburgh Review "and all other works 

of periodical criticism11 operate as arbitrarily as the re

lentless 'V..rind.mill "with 'V..rhatever wind may happen to be then 

blowing." Words\'lorth' s poetry has been subjected to criti

cism void of "a single leading principle established or even 

announced, and without any one attempt at argumentative de

duction ••• " (2:92). Finally, Jeffrey's utter lack of 

proportion in his criticism is rendered both absurd and 

immoral by Coleridge's comparison o+ the critic with the 

Frenchman who, in ignorance of the universal symbolism of 

horns, interpreted those of f1ichelangelo' s s·tatue of Moses 
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as symbolic of a "'HE-GOAT :md a CUCKOLD'" (-2:93). 

One \vishes, in sympathy with Coleridge 1 s purpose in 

the Biographia and cognizant of the practical exigencies 

\'lhich interfered with his planned composition, that the 

work closed \vi th the final and climactic analysis of \'lords-

\'lorth • s genius in Chapter XXII, so exemplary is it of Cole

ridge's penetrating and illuminating criticism, so integral 

with his philosophical principles, and so reflective of 

his psychological insight into the reader's experience of 

poetry. His stated purpose in this chapter is to 11 announce 

.decisively and aloud • • • the real characteristics of his 

poetry at large, as of his genius and the constitution of 

his mind," relegating the "supposed characteristics" as 

\'Jell as \'/ordm1orth 1 s 11 comparatively" infrequent failure at 

his own eA~eriment to their rightfully insignificant place. 

Coleridge's procedure of moving from Wordsworth's faults 

to his excellencies, though it may seem a departure from 

his maxim "never to admit the faults of a work of Genius to 

those \vho denied or \•mre incapable of feeling and understand

ing the Beauties, u 2L~ arises in part from his assurance of 

his audience's sympathy both for his position and for \'lords-

worth's genius. fvloreover, it is conducive to his purpose-

ful role in the lengthy controversy: 

If in one instance (in my Lite+ary Life) I have appeared 
to deviate from this rule, first, it was not till the 

24"To Thomas Allsop, 11 2 December 1818, Letter 1155, 
Letters 4:888. 
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fame of the Writer, (which I had been f.or fourteen 
years successively toiling;, like a second Ali, to 
build up) had been established: and secondly, and 
chiefly, \vith the purpose and, I may safely add, with 
the .~ffect o:L rescuing the necessary task from malit;
nant l'efar:wrs and in order to set forth the excel
lences and the triflinG proportion which the Defects 
bore to the excellcnces.25 

The primary defects which Coleridge exposes have been 

suggested in his confutation of \VordS'v'lorth' s theory of poe-

tic diction, the first a faul·l:i of \'lordsvmrth 1 s style and 

the second of his subject matter. Coleridge approaches 

both errors from the point of view of the reader, arguing 

in both cases that what the reader has come to expect from 

his encounter \•li th a literary vrork of art, particularly poe-

try, remains unfulfilled if the timeless conventions asso-

ciated with the unique pleasure of poetry are not realized. 

The first d3fect is "only occasional 11 because of its com-

plementary association with the third specified excellence 

of \vordsworth 1 s style, "a sinewy strength and originality of 

single lines and paragraphs ••• " (2:121). Coleridge finds 

an infrequent 11 INCONSTANCY of the style11 v;hich results from 

\'JordmiTOrth' s 11 sudden and unprepared transitions from lines 

or sentences of peculiar felici t;T (at all events striking 

and original) to a style, not only unimpassioned but undis

tinguished" (2: 97). In effect, WordS\'lorth accomplishes in 

part \V'hat he claims as his creed in the "Preface 11
: he occa-

sionally writes in a style which to-Coleridge "is only 

25Ibid., p. 888. 
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proper in prose, 11 creating an unevenn8ss and: 11 disharmony" 

\'lith his truly poetic style. His examples from other art 

forms and the talk of 'lreal life" support his psychologic-

ally based contention ths.t "there is something unplcasa.."lt 

in the beinc; thus obliged to alternate states of feeling. 

so dissimilar. • ." ( 2: 98).. f·'loreover, the poetic conven-

tion which the reader has entered into is violated, for our 

"pleasure .... is in part derived from the preparation and 

:previous expectation": 

But in the perusal of vmrks of literary art, \·Te nre
uare ourselves for such language; and the--business-of 
t"iiewri ter, like that of the painter \·J'hcse subject 
requires unusual splendor F..nd prominence, is so to 
raise the lmver a.."ld neutral tints, that 'i;:lhat in a 
different st;yle 1voul<i be the commandinr: colors, are 
here used as the means of that sentle degradation 
requisite in order to produce the effect of a ·whole. 

The second defect also effects a violation of the poe-

tic convention: \•,Tordsvmrth' s "matter-of-factness in certain 

poems" (2:101) dravlS the reader's attention avmy from the 

essentially ideal focus of poetry. Such attention to por-

traying "accid-:mtal circumstances 11 with "minute accuracy" 

both misunderstands the reader's willingness "to believe 

for his mm sake, 11 an aspect of reader psychology which 

Coleridge has previously termed 11 the \'lilling suspension of 

disbelief," a'tld renders the reac er' s experience of the 

poetry laborious rather than pleasurable: 

It see~s to be like taking the pieces of a dissected 
map out of its box. We first lool: at one part, and 
then at another, then ;join and dove-tail them; and 
when the successive acts of attention haYe been 
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completed, there is a retrogressive effort of mind to 
behold it as a whole (2:102). 

Furthermore, (Coleridge devotes more explication to 

this defect than any other since it recalls the "great 

point of controversy betv1een Hr. Wordsworth and his objec

tors") Wordsworth's undue attention to the specific partieu-

larity of his characters interferes \'lith his poetic purpose, 

to convey pleasure as the primary object (and moral truth 

only as a natural outgrovlth) and, secondly, to portray the 

"universal in the individual" (2:33n). Coleridge is careful 

to dissociate himself from any suggestion of superiority; 

it is not the social class of Wordm.vorth' s characters that 

is offensive, particularly in light of Wordsworth's deeply 

humanitarian goals. But in light of his apparently moral 

goal Words\•torth utilizes a specific profession to convey a 

moral sentiment, an arbitrary choice \'lhich he then compen

sates for by adding a number of particular and accidental 

details. Coleridge asks rhetorically: 

Is there one word, for instance, attributed to the 
pedlar in the "EXCURSION," characteristic of a nedlar? 
One sentiment, that might no more plausibly, even 
without the aid of previous explanation, have pro
ceeded from any \vise and beneficent old man, of a rank 
or profession in which the language of learning and 
refinement are natural and to be expected? Need the 
rank have been at all particularized, where nothing 
follows which the knO\vledge of that rank is to explain 
or illustrate? (2:108). 

Moreover, the reader is sensitive to this departure from 

the poetic canon that chara.cters in poetry "amid the strong-

est individualization, must still remain representative," 
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a timeless precept grounded, once again, 11 on. the nature 

both of poetry and the human mind11 (2:107). In trying to 

mask his own sentiments· by stressing accidental circumstances 

of character, the poet disorients his discerning reader: 

The reader not only knmvs, that the sentiments and 
language are the poet 1 s Oim, and his own too in his 
artificial character, as poet; but by tbe fruitless 
endea?ifours to make him thln~the contrary, he is not 
even suffered to forget it •••• For all the admir
able passages interposed in this narration, might, 
with trifling alterations, have been far more appro
priately, and \'Ti th far greater verisimilitude, told 
of a poet in the character of a poet ••• (2:107, 108-
09). 

We note in this analysis of the first tv10 defects the accom-

plishment of Coleridge's intention to propose canons of 

criticism \vhich arbitrate "bet\'Jeen the Old School and the 

N e\1 School 11 26 in his equal attention to the classical pre-

cepts of th3 ideal nature of poetry and his more modern 

a'\lmreness of the reader 1 s experience. 

The final defect Coleridge explicates is, paradoxical

ly, the opposite extreme of his initial criticism of a pro

saic and unimpassioned style; here he points to "mental 

bombast, as distinguished from verbal: ••• a dispropor

tion of thought to the circumstance and occasion • • • a 

fault of which none but a man of genius is capable." Cole-

ridge takes some care to expose the difficulty \·lhich this 

inappropriateness of thought poses for the reader, summar-

izing his dilemma '.-lith, 11 v1e v!ill merely ask, vlhat does all 

2611To William Southe;;.r," 29 ~Tuly 1802, Letter L!-49, Let
ters 2:830. 
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this mean? 11 (2:111). Coleridge's style reflects the read-

er's frustration: 

In \vhat sense is a child of that age a nhilosonher? 
In \vhat sense does he read "the eternal"'"'d:'Ceu 11 7 In 
\'Jhat sense is he declared to be "for ever haunted 11 by 
the Suureme Bein~? or so inspired-as to deserve the 

->~ '::J ~-

splendid titles of a mighty prophet, a blessed seer? 
By reflection? by knowledGe? by conscious intuition? 
• • • But if this be too \vild and exorbitant to be 
suspected as having been the poet's meaning; if these 
mysterious gifts, faculties, and operations, are~ 
accomPanied \-Ti th consciousness; who else is conscJ..ous 
of them? or hoiv can it be called the chlld, if it be 
no part of the child's conscious being? (2:112). 

Each of these defects is either "occasional 11 or found only 

11 in certain poems. 11 

The excellencies which \'lordmvorth consistently demon-

strates are, of course, far more essential to Coleridge's 

theory of poetry than the technical lapses or occasional 

inappropriateness v;hich have been explicated. Each of 

these poetic virtues has been extolled by Coleridge else

where in the Biogranhia, whether as a lesson learned in 

his li ters.ry life, or as a characteristic of poetic genius, 

or as an element of the imaginative pmver. Coleridge is 

vividly present in his praise of Wordsworth, rendering his 

acclaim in a highly personal mode which frequently places 

Coleridge, the advocate, in the foreground of our experi

ence. For example, Coleridge expresses a particular inter

est in Wordsworth's first excellence: 

an austere purity of language both grammatically and 
logically; in short a perfect appropriateness of the 
words to the meaning. Of hoiv high value I deem this, 
and how particularly estimable I hold the example of 
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the present day, has already been stated: and in part 
too the reasons on which I f";rO\md both the moral and 
intellectual importance of habituating ourselves to a 
strict accuracy of e::;,.""Pression (2: 115). 

For this is a lesson which Coleridge learned at a young age 

from Bowyer: 

In poetry, in which every line, every phrase, may pass 
the ordeal of deliberation anddeliberate choice, it 
is possible, and barely possible, to attain that ulti
matum which I have ventured to nronose as the infalli
ble test of a blameless style; its-untranslatableness 
in -v;ords of the same language without injury to the 
meaning. 

To this present moment, Coleridge remains convinced of its 

value not only as a criteria of the poetic genre but also 

as a tool for the development of the intellect. The study 

of language assumes an ethical role for Coleridge: it is 

beneficial "in the preclusion of fanaticism," to "the cul-

tivation to judgement," and to "our success and comfort in 

life [which] depends on distinguishing the similar from the 

same ••• " (2:116--17). In short, verbal precision is 11 a 

mean, already prepared for us by nature and society, of 

teaching the young mind to think well and wisely •••• " 

\•lords\vorth is now explicitly included in Coleridge 1 s ext en-

sion of his intellectual and literary heritage to the 

young reader. Attesting to V/ordS\vorth 1 s potential influ

ence over "youth and commencing manhood, 11 Coleridge places 

him in the position which Bowles held for the young Cole

ridge: 

Nov! hm·1 much vrarmer the interest is, ho\v much more 
genial the feelings of reality and practicability, 
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and thence hmv much stronger the impulses to imitation 
are, which a cont;emnorary \•lri ter, a,.'1d especially a 
cont_emporary poet, excites in youth and commencinr.; 
manhood, has been treated of in the earlier pages of 
these sketches •. I have only to add, that all the 
praise which is due to the exertion of such influence 
for a purpose so important, joined vlith that \vhich 
must be claimed for the infrequency of the same ex
cellence in the same perfection~ belongs in full 
right to 1·1r. \'Jords\vorth (2: 117). . 

The suggestion, v1hich is later rendered more patently in 

Coleridge's final praise of Wordsvmrth, is that Wordsworth's 

poetry, and by implication this genial criticism, is futur-

ist, signifying a ne\v age of poetry for this next generation 

of readers. 

\Vi th the second "characteristic excellence of r1r. 

Wordsworth's work" the viordsvmrthian reader is specifically 

characterized; he is, of course, Coleridge's ideal reader 

vlhose sensitivity to \'/ordsvvorth's "weight and sanity of the 

Thoughts and Sentiments won • • • from the poet's ovm medi~ 

tative observation" (2:118) arises from his own highly de

veloped philosophic consciousness: 

But the ode v.ras intended for such readers· only as had 
been accustomed to \vatch the flux and reflux of their 
inmost nature, to venture at times into the twilir:ht 
realms of consciousness, and to feel a deep intereRt 
in modes of inmost be~ng, to \vhich they know that the 
attributes of time a,.'1d space are inapplicable and 
alien, but which yet can not be conveyed save in sym
bols of time and space (2:120). 

Wordsworth's thoup;ht, born of 11 just and original reflection, 11 

is addressed, in Coleridge's opinion, to readers VIhose imag-

inative capacity closely parallels the author's. If in 

\'Jordsvmrth 1 s first t\·lO cited defects the reader's experience 
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\vas used by Coleridc;e as proof of some failure on the poet's 

part, here i.'Yl \•lords\'lorth' s initial excellencies the bond 

from poet to reader is restored to its full imaginative 

potential. 

The fourth and fifth examples of Hords\vorth 1 s uniaue 

superiority confirm Coleridge's earlier approbation of 

\VordS\·TOrth' s "remonstrance in behalf of truth and nature 11 

as deserving "all praise, both for the attempt and for the 

execution" (2: 28), for these pmvers \'lords\•TOrth had aspired 

to in his "Preface. 11 He ~tlrote of his intention to portray 

aspects of common life with "a certain colouring of imag-

ination, v1hereby ordinary things should be presented to the 

mind in an unusual way 11 (1:123) and of his "hope that there 

is in these Poems little falsehood of description 11 (1:132), 

aspirations which Coleridge now asserts as accomplishments: 

"The perfect truth of nature in his images and descriptions, 

as taken immediately from nature" (2:121). Acting the poet 

himself, Coleridge employs two similes v;hich reflect the 

very quality they praise: 

Like a green field reflected in a calm and perfectly 
transparent lake, the image is distinguished from the 
reality only by its greater softness and lustre. Like 
the moisture or the polish on a p0bble, genius neither 
distorts nor false-colours its objects; but on the con
trary brings out many a vein and many a tint, \·Jhich es
capes the eye of common observation, thus raising to 
the rank of gems what had been often kicked avmy by 
the hur.rying foot of the traveller on the dusty high 
road of custom. 

Wordsvwrtb.' s self-assessment in his 11Preface 11 as v1ell 

as his deeply humanitarian view of the poet's character and 



vocation are confirmed by Coleridge as Wordst>~orth' s fifth 

inestimable quality. \vordsv10rth had ex-pressed his belief 

that my habits of meditation have so formed my feel
ine;s, as the.t my descriptions of such objects as 
strongly excite those feelings, will be found· to ca~ry 
along with them a p\l~~· If in this opinion I am 
mistaken, I can have llttle right to the name of a 
Poet •••• Poems of which any value can be attached, 
were never produced on any variety of subjects but by 
a man, \vho being possessed of more than usual organic 
sensibility, had also thought long and deeply (1:126). 

This Coleridge articulates as "a meditative pathos, a union 

of deep and subtle thought with sensibility ••• " (2:122). 

And Wordsworth's moving characterization of the poet as 

"a man speaking to men. • • • The Poet thinks and feels in 

the spirit of the passions of men" ·(1:138,142n) is articu

lated by Coleridge in a tribute to his contemporary as: 

a sympathy with man as man; the sympathy indeed of a 
contemplator, ••• from tvbose view no difference of 
rank conceals sameness of nature; no injuries of wind 
or weather, or toil, or even of ignorance, wholly dis
guise the human face divine •••• Here the man and 
the poet lose and find themselves in each other, the 
one as glorified, the latter as substantiated. In 
this mild and philosophic pathos, Wordsworth appears 
to me without a compeer. Such he is: so he ~rrites (2: 
123). ----

Coleridge is noticeably moved by his own tribute to Words

worth, particularly in his final citation of viords\'lOrth' s 

Imaginative po~1er, which places him "nearest of all modern 

writers to Shakespeare and r1il ton; and yet in a kind per

fectly unborrov;ed and his ovm.." Finally, Coleridge assumes 

a prophetic role, announcing 1rlords1vorth' s capacity to pro-

duce the ".FIRST GENUINE PHILOSOPHIC FOEt1" (2:129) and pre-

dieting: "His fame belongs to another age, and can neither 
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2? be accelerated nor retarded." \•li th a gesture vlhich be-

speaks his deep respect for llordsworth as \'Tell as for the 

function of critic ism, Coleridge closes the- chapter with a 

hunble rhetorical bm•i: 

Were the collection of poems, published with these 
biographical sketches, important enough, ( 't·.Jhich I am 
not vain enoush to believe), to deserve such a dis
tinction; EVEN AS ·r HAVE DONE, SO ldOULD I BE DONE UNTO 
(2:131). 

Coleridge's self-assumed role as critic, the genesis 

and history of \•lhich is traced in Volume I, is climactic-

ally enacted in his evaluation of Wordsvmrth, a demonstra-

tion of practical criticism thoroughly consonant vli th the 

philosophy previously presented as its fotmdation. As An-

gus Fletcher has remarked, "The critique enacts the biogra

phy, and does so methodically, because this is a literary 

28 biography. 11 Substituting his ovm psychologically based 

principles for Vlordsworth' s unsystematic theories, Coleridge 

adopts an argunientative stance toward his opponent which is 

nonetheless respectful and fraternal. Thus, '1.1/'hile he is 

superior to vJordsv10rth as a critic, Coleridge directs his 

critic ism to the edification of vlordsvmrth' s poetic genius. 

Moreover, this present performance of genial criticism takes 

27For Richa"C'd I1allette this is the ascent "of the moun
tain-tops where he ••• trumpet[s] forth the doctrine of the 
Imagination and herald[s] a nev1 age of poetry, 11 p. 38. 

28Angus Fletcher, "'Positive Negation': Threshold, Se
quence, and Personification in Colericlr:;e," in Hew Persl)ec
ti ves on Cole:r.icl~e and ~:!ord.stiorth ~ eel.. Geoffrey Lar1.;man 
U~ew York: "(;ofliffioia Univeriaty :eress, 1972), p. 1'+8. 
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place before a reader who has been trained ~n its criteria 

and is now specifically characterized as a reader of Vlords

worth as well, whose poetry looks to a future beyond the 

Bio;:traphia. 



CHAFP.ER VII 

Part II 

With Coleridge's terse and blatant admission of the 

mishandling of the publication of the Biographia which clo

ses Chapter XXII, we are forced to acknowledge a breakdo~~ 

in form. Although he feebly attempts a transition which 

recalls the close of Chapter XI, Coleridge strongly implies 

the extraneous nature of 11Satyrane's Letters": 

For more than eighteen months have the volume of Poems, 
entitled SIBYLLINE LEAVES, and the present volumes, up 
to this page, been printed, and ready for publication. 
But, ere I speak of myself in tones, which are alone 
natural to me under the circumstances of late years, I 
would fain present myself to the Reader as I \'las in the 
first davm of my literary life •••• For this purpose 
I have selected from the letters, which I wrote home -
from Germany, those which appeared likely to be most 
interesting, and at the same time most pertinent to the 
title of this work (2:131). 

Moreover, seventeen years earlier Coleridge abhorred the 

thought of publishing these letters, acknmdedging their 

lack of literary value to Humphrey Davy: 

I am compelled by the God Pec'lA.L1ia ••• to give a Vol
ume of Letters from Germany I vJhich will be a decent 
Lounge-book--& not an atom more.29 
••• this [Christabel] I publish with confidence--but 
my Travels in Germany come from me v1ith mortal Pangs .. 
Nothing but the most pressing necessity for the money 

2911 To Humphrey Davy," 9 October 1800, Letter 356, 
Letters 2:631. 
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could have induced me--&. even nov! I hesitate & trem
ble.30 

Again, at the opening o.f Chapter XXIII Coleridge acknowled

ges the inorganic nature of the annexation of the critique 

of Bertram, not to the Biograph=h_~ as a \'/hole, but to the 

letters from Germany, and notes its careless transposition: 

In the present chapter, I have annexed to my Letters 
from Germany, \<lith particular reference to that which 
contains a disquisition on the modern drama, a crit
ique on the Tragedy of Bertram, written within the 
last t\velve months: in proof, that I have been as 
falsely charged with any fickleness in my principles 
of taste.--The letter \'laS "~ .. 1ritten to a friend: and the 
apparent abruptness \vith \'lhich it begins, is owing to 
the omission of the introductory sentence (2:181). 

Not surprisingly, Coleridge's comparison of Bertram with 

Don Juan, though exemplary of his reader-oriented, psycho

logically grounded criticism (Coleridge analyzes our attrac

tion to the chacacter of Don Juan in contrast to the unreas-

enable and implausible demands placed on us in Bertr~), 

remains completely separable from the Biographia as a \olhole. 

Thus, George \'Iatson's conviction that "no defense can 

be made 11 for e~ther of these inorganic additions and his 

subsequent decision to eliminate them from his 1956 edition 

is, if unduly sympathetic to the author's unrealized plan, 

also conducive to a more integral understanding of Cole

ridge's thoughtful purpose for the work: 

They \•rere no part of Coleridge 1 s original intention; 
he added them when desperately. in search of makev1eights, 

3011 To Humphrey Davy," 2 December 1800, Letter 365, 
r_.etters 2:649. 
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and they add nothing to the substance of the book. 
F'or these reasons they are excluded from this edition, 
which is therefore the first to present the Biogra
~hia .?-~ nearly as possible according to the author's 
~ntenc~ons.31 . 

Coleridge had succumbed to John Gutch's advice to divide 

the ;Biogranhia ninto t\'10 volumes in order to prevent dis-

._Eroportion, n a decision \vhich Coleridge viewed as a capi tu

lation: "· •• hs.ving divided the Life (or rather acceded 

to your plan of dividing the Life) •••• "32 And during 

the two years from September, 1815 to 1817 Coleridge had 

endured the attacks on Christabel, Zapoly~, and The States

man's Manual which now monopolize his concern in the Conclu

sion.33 

This unorthodox closing chapter, a noticeably discor

dant conclusion to the B.iographia, is tantamount to a re

linquishment of the ideal community of authors and readers 

which Coleridge has envisioned throughout the work. Al

though he occasionally attempts to relate his self-defense 

to his readers, the self-absorption of this chapter iso

lates it from the central purpose of the Biographia. Ivlore

over, this material, a brief synopsis of the "pain" and 

"confusion" which Coleridge has endured in the past three 

31watson, 11 Introduction, II J3iographia Literaria, p. xviii. 

3211 To John {'11. Gutch, 11 6 August 1816, Letter 1022, Letters 
4:661. 

33see 11 Headnote, 11 nTo J. J. Morgan, 11 16 July 1816, Let
ter 1020, Letters 4: 6 57; n Introduction, 11 IJetters 3: li. 
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years, portra~rs the tragic supervention of life over art, 

as the thematic order which Coleridge has elicited from his 

past is dispelled by more recent experience. The elegaic 

tone which closed Chapter XXII dominates here, as Cole~ 

ridge suggests his resignation from his career and from the 

.hope of creating a sust~ining alternative to anonymous cri-

tic ism. 

Coleridge's reference to.a forthcoming autobiographyt 

which critics have pointed to as proof of the inorganic 

nature of the autobiographical sections of the Biographia,34 

in fact distinguishes the exemplary and didactic nature of 

his narrative sketches from this projection of his history 

"of my O\m life. 11 Fo:;r- the Coleridge \'lho has endured 11 thc 

last three years," his personal autobiography would culmi

nate in a perception 111hich excludes any sense of profes

sional accomplishment and issues from a position of personal 

regret: 

• • • my history would add its contingent to the en
forcement of one important truth, viz. that we must 
not only love our neighbours as ourselves, but our
selves likewise as our neighbours; and that we can do 
neither unless we love God above both (2:210). 

Indeed, Coleridge's opening analysis of undeserved punish

ment suggests the reassurance gained from the preceding 

autobiographical act, or the "perception and acknO\'Iledge

ment of the proportionality and appropriateness of the 

34George Watson, "Introduction," p. xx. 
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Present to the Past •• - ." (2:207). For Coleridge nO\oT, h0\'1·-

ever, no sense of "proportion between antecedents and con-

sequents exists. 11 Thus, the accompanying "consolatory 

feeling, 11 -which, for example, was evident at the close of 

Chapter XI when he affirmed of his past deviations 11 into a 

labyrinth, ••• Time spent in such delay is Time won" (1: 

159), is now unavailable to him. Coleridge's extensive 

contrast of his present state with the 11 healing influenceu 

which results from the detection of a p~ttern in one's life 

serves as a gloes for his controlled and selective autobio-

graphy. 

The sense of Before and After becomes both intelligi
ble and intellectual when, and pnly when, we contem
plate the succession in the relations of Cause and 
Effect, which, like the tw·o poles of the magnet mani
fest the being and unity of the one power by relative 
opposites, and give, as it were, a substratum of pe~
manence, of identity, ~~d therefore of reality, to 
the shado\'zy flux of Time (2:207). 

In other words, the inexplicable critical treatment of his 

recent works has, as it were, undermined Coleridge's sus

tained artisti~ attempt to provide a continuum and a mean-

ing to his literary life. 

For this chapter, in direct opposition to the selfless 

purpose of his autobiography, is a dramatic rendition of 

professional defeat and resignation. Comparing his bewil

derment at the recent abuse he has suffered with a mystical 

dream "in which there is no sense of reality, not even of 

the pangs they are enduring" (2:208), Coleridge abruptly 

closes his self-analysis with: "But these are depths, which 



we dare not linger over .. " His experience with the dispro

portionate accolades for Christabel before its publication 

and the subsequent, ~qually excessiv-e "malignity and spirit 

of personal hatred" with which it has been reviewed have 

led him from one personal extreme. to its opposite: 

• • • three years ago I did not know or believe that I 
had an enemy in the v:orld: and no\·l even my strongest 
sensations of gratitude are mingled with fear, and I 
reproach myself for being too often disposed to ask,--
Have I one friend?-- (2:210). . 

Also, in response to Hazlitt's charge of 11 potential infidel

ity" Coleridge expressly refrains from 11 defending myself," 

and instead somev;hat resignedly 11 merely state[ s] what my 

belief is, concerning the true evidences of Christianity11 

(2:215). His final, earnest wish for the conclusion of his 

life and this work, then, is a tragic but logical culmina

tion of the tone which has infused the entire chapter, a 

tone which one critic describes as "the feeling of lost 

happiness. Living in a time of affliction and menacing 

shadO\'lS, the [autobiographical] \'lriter takes [final] refuge 

in the memory of the happy hours of his youth. 1i 35 

Coleridge, however, in a characteristic gesture; seems 

to briefly take refuge not in a happier time in his life, 

but in the hope that he has had some permanent effect on 

his reader: 

This has been my Object, and this alone can be my De
fence--and 0! that with this my personal as well as 

35Jean Starobinski, 11 The Style of Autobiography, 11 p. 
292. 



my LITERA.t"1Y LIFE might conclude! the unquenched desire 
I mean, not without the consciousness of having ear
nestly endeavoured, to kindle young minds, and ~o 
gu~·d ~he~ a~ainst the temptations of Scorners [of 
Chr1st1an1tyJ •. • • (2:218). 

But \'lhat Coleridge claims to have hoped to 11 sh0\'111 yormg 

minds is a vision of a spiritual state which, for all its 

dramatic power ,'55 does seem to suggest a "turning aside f~ 

a momentuous negative fact of human experience, from mor

tality: u 37 

It is Night, sacred Night! the upraised Eye views 
only the starry Heaven which manifests itself alone: 
and the outvmrd Beholding is fixed on the sparks 
t"Vrinkling in the m.;ful depth, though Suns of other 
Worlds, only to preserve the Soul steady and collec
ted in its pure Act of im·1ard adoration to the great 
I AN, and to thel:Llial \'lORD that re-affirmeth it 
from Eternity to Eternity, whose choral Echo is the 
universe. 

Coleridge's legacy of a vision of a literary world where 

author and critic, personified by Wordsworth and Coleridge's 

ideal reader, achieve the status of recognized genius is, 

in effect, superseded by this religious vision. It is as 

if Coleridge's experience at the hands of Hazlitt and Jeff-

rey has irrevocably marred Coleridge's ideal of the literary 

3~ishop C. Hunt, Jr. calls attention to Coleridge's 
struggle to express the object of religion and philosophy 
as 11 an effort to articulate the ine~fa.ble. 11 Since his 
object is 

11 beyond the reach of language, it should not be thought 
surprising if his language can only point tovrard that 
object, imperfectly and by a series of approximations. 
• • • The insta:'lt that philosophical prose approaches 
the subject of the transcendental, it necessarily begins 
to function paralogically: in other words, as poetry. 11 

"Coleridge and the Endeavor of Philosophy," PPe 834, 837. 

371'-1. G. Cooke, "Quisque Sui Faber," p. 22_7. 



community. Whereas earlier experience vlith anonymous cri

ticism \oJ'as turned by Coleridge to the reader's advantage 

as a lesson to be learned, with this indignity Coleridge 

turns asj_d.e from the humanly meanj_ngful goal of the Bio

graEhia to a solitary vision of an eternity in "other 

\•lorlds." 'l1hus, his closing poetic affirmation of the 

transcendent unity of the human soul and the divine "I AM, 11 

although the metaphysical extension of· his theory of self-

consciousness, suggests an ultimate repudiation of and a 

final refuge from this world which he chose to reenter and 
. 38 

reform at the opening of the Biographia. 

38rhe personal finality of this conclusion is confirm0d 
by the almost identical sentiment in Coleridge's final words 
of d~ctation to Joseph Green for the Opus I·1aximus: 

"And be thou sure in vlhatever may be published of my post
humous \'lOrks to remember that, first of all is the Ahso
lute Good whose self-affirmation is the 1 I AI1~ 1 as the 
eternal ~eality in itself, and the ground and source of 
all other reality. And next that in this idea neverthe
less a distinctivity is to be carefully preserved, as 
manifested in the person of the Logos by whom that real
ity is communicated to all other beings, 11 quoted in Wal
ter Jackson Bate, Coleridge, p. 236. 



CHAPTER VIII 

A close textual analysis of the Biographi~ Literar~~ 

reveals a unity and coherence vlhich permeates the seemingly 

miscellaneous content of the work and its multiple genres 

of autobiography, argumentative discourse, and practical 

criticism. For the Biographia is not only a selective and 

intermittent autobiography, but also an argumentative dis

course as well as a work of practical criticism. Cole

ridge's rhetorical presence "in the Biographia, his stance 

toward his varying material and his purposeful direction of 

that material to his audience, yield an insight vlhich addres

ses the richness and depth of the work while confronting its 

inherent difficulties. This study has rested upon the pre

sumption that the author's express and operative relation-

ship with his audience is intrinsic to, indeed, "constitutive 

of" the meaning of the \vork as a whole •1 Horeover, this the

sis suggests that Coleridge's inclusion of his reader in his 

material is a formal element of the Biographia which func

tions successfully in fulfillment of the purpose of the work. 

That Coleridge's construction of his audience was deliberate 

and thoughtful is, I believe, tmquestionable, not only from 

his characterization of them in the Biographia, but also 

lE. D. Hirsch, Jr., Validit;r in _J:nteEpretation (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, -19ES7), p. 8?. 
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from his extra-textual statements which express his life

.long conc_ern with creating a class of readers who, unlike 

the public, were committed to active, responsible, and gen

ial reading. fvloreover, in the ;Biographia this authorially 

characterized reader completes the impulse of the work: 

Coleridge's purpose is to propose a critical approach based 

on principles, both psychological and metaphysical, \'lhich 

are deduced from the nature of man. Volume I of the Bio--

graphia provides the foundation of these principles, both 

experientially through Coleridge's autobiographical sketches 

and deductively through his argumentative discourse; in Vol

ume II these principles are applied to works of genius, 

principally Wordsworth's. But Coleridge's criticism, \'lith 

his theory of the Imagination as its core, is revolutionary, 

foreign to its present social and literary context, and, 

most importantly, futurist. Thus, his engagement of his 

reader, the future author whose genius is posited by Cole

ridge but remains potential, is indigenous to Coleridge's 

purpose not merely to present his critical approach as a 

dispassionate exercise, but to project his criticism into 

the future. Coleridge intends to 1:ectify the present de

plorable state of criticism, vividly exemplified by the 

irresponsible violation of \'Jordsvmrth' s poetry by anonymous 

critics; but he also assumes the radical mission of utterly 

revolutionizing the future of criticism, a goal which he 

undoubtedly instigated, if not accomplished. The ambitious 
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extent of Coleridge's purpose, then, the radical degree of 

his reform, necessitates a corresponding intensity of com

mitment from his audience 1-,rho are to ultimately accomplish 

his futurist goal. Thus Coleridge's engagement of his au

·dience is far from merely polite conventionality; their 

-identification with, indeed, their conversion to his vision 

is central to his pliTpose. 

The rhetoric which this study has chiefly explicated 

is the personal, intimate bond created between author and 

reader, the rhetoric of identification in which the author 

makes himself approachable and present to his reader. In 

part, this rhetoric of shared intim~cy is accomplished 

through Coleridge's autobiographical sketches, but it is 

also consistently cultivated throughout the Biogranhia 

where Coleridge, who is highly conscious of himself in the 

eyes of the reader, continually presumes our forbearance, 

our sympathetic union with him, and our cooperation in the 

accomplishment of his goal. This rhetoric of emotional in

timacy was surely a natural extension of Coleridge's per

sonality, but he also considered this approach to the rea

der to be integral to the essentially humanitarian charac

ter of his profession. Early in his writing career he ex

pressed his hope that the "intemperance of a young man's 

zeal" would not be misconstrued as "malignity," and so he 

borrov1ed "an apology from the great and excellent Dr .. Hart

ley ••• 'I can truly say, that my free and unreserved 
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manner of speaking, has floived from the sincerity and ear

nestness of my heart.•" 2 Throughout his life he repeatedly 

maintained the marriage of feeling and truth, an integrity 

which he vievJed as the sign of genius ("the man of \<larm 

feelings only produces order & true connections"),3 and 

.which he insisted \vas the duty of an author. In The Friend 

he hoped that "Wi.nning, instead of forcingmy \'lay ••• 

[ vwuld] disarm the Nind of those Feelings, which preclude 

Conviction by Contempt. • • • For this quality.of "open-

heartedness v1hich men of Letters ought to treat each other 

with"5 was not merely a form of politeness, but a species . 

of truth which, in turn, inspired in the reader a "natural 

affection. "6 Coleridge savt clearly that this extension of 

his thoughts "warm from my heart 11 effected a meaningful and 

powerful bond betvreen author and reader: 

By verbal truth v1e mean no more than the correspondencf! 
of a g~ven fact to given words. In moral truth, we in
volve likewise the intention of the speaker, that his 
words should correspond to his thought·s in the sense 
in which he expects them to be understood by others.7 

2"To Caius Gracchus, 11 2 April 1796, Letter 117, Let-
ters 1:200. 

3Notebooks 1 (December 1800): 868. 

411Pr~spectus," The Friend 2:17. 

5"To Hans Busk, 11 23 April 1819, Letter 1196, Letters 
4:939. 

6Notebooks 2 (1808-10): 3302. 

7The Friend 1:42-43. 
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Correspondingly, the reader of Coleridge and-particu

larly of the Biographia, "comes very quickly to have the 

sense of a person in the writings • • • \Ve recognize, \'le 

are familiar with Coleridge as a person • • • we .are on 

terms of first-hand family intimacy. 118 Specifically, the 

intimacy of the Biographia arises out of Coleridge's in

clusion of his reader in an exclusive and erudite community 

marked by intellectual and personal admiration, support, 

and friendship. It is important to recall the reader's 

continued membership in this ancient and progressive liter

ary fellm-rship, for Ooleridge 0 s initiation of his youthful 

audience into this humanitarian community of genius, while 

resting on the teacher-student relationship, also surpasses 

it in intimacy. 

At the same time that the reader is welcomed into this 

long-standing c~mmunity by virtue of his participation in 

the Biographia, his inclusion is also confirmed by his pre

sumed fulfillment of certain moral and intellectual respon

sibilities. In part the reader is cognizant of his duties 

by Coleridge's negative contrast of the present, common 

state of public readership and ano~ymous criticism; the 

reader quickly comes to learn the uncommon qualities and 

attitudes attendant upon his elite membership. The essen

tial demand placed on the Coleridgean reader is his willing 

and responsible pursuit of self-knowledge, a responsibility 

Bwalsh, Coleridge: The Work and the Relevance, p. 24. 
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and criteria which for Coleridge covered a multitude of 

virtues. First, the commitment to delve into one's O\~ 

mind necessarily tapped the whole person. Coleridge's 

criteria of philosophic consciousness was, as he warns in 

Chapter XII, unavailable ·to most; but the reader \vho met 

.this criteria, v;ho cultivated his capacity to 11 reflect on 

his ot~ reflections, 11 would reap correspondingly holistic 

benefits. For this dedication to the growth of self-aware-

ness also presumed active and creative reading, a non-ego

tistical search of other minds for stimulus of one's aware-

ness. We recall that to Coleridge "To know is in its very 

essence a verb active" (1:180). Moreover, the expansion 

of self-knovlledge v;as for Coleridge a moral act. Both the 

impulse to intellectual activity and the corresponding ex

pansion of consciousness was moral. Kathleen Coburn re

marks on a notebook entry concerning the pursuit of self-

consciousness: 

Presu.111ably lack of consciousness of this 11 self-posi
tion11 of the I, inhibits the I's sense of the truth 
both about itself and all others. 11 Selfishness im
plies the v1ant of' Self-Consciousness, 11 he says. • • • 
The Soul is thus not at once given its complete en
tity, he thought; it has to be awru{ened to learn to 
dev-elvp its potential. Increasing our consciousness 
of self is a moral obligation, because the lack of 
it can be harmful to other persons, and destructive 
of that "continuousness11 of interlocking and construc
tive relationships that is essential to the good so
ciety.9 

Thus, Coleridge relies on self-knowledge as the essential 

9coburn, Self Conscious Imaa;inatio!l, p. 32. 
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responsibility of his reader, for the depth of this activity 

necessarily precluded egotism, vanity, insensitivity, and 

intellectual irresponsibility. Specifically, within the 

world of criticism, the capacity for genial and organic 

reading was tapped by the reader's extension of his self

_knowledge to a knowledge of man, for the works of genius· 

addressed the universal in human nature. In place of a 

criticism of personality Coleridge proposes a criticism 

based on "the faculties of the human mind itself 11 (1:14); 

his reader is groomed to carry on this criticism by culti

vating its basic activity, the development of self-con

sciousness. 

At the same time, then, that we hear Coleridge's ap

proachable, intimate voice which draw~ his reader close to 

him through his autobiographical self-exposure and through 

the shared bond of fello\t~ship, the elements of moral direc

tiveness also enters into Coleridge's rhetoric. The com

mitment \'lhich Coleridge asks of his reader is personal, 

but also highly moral. ~nile Coleridge's characterization 

of his reader as a "young man of genius" creates a strong 

mutual ider:tification, it also affo.rd Coleridge the posi

tion of instructor and guide who counsels the young from 

his position of mature experience. Particularly in the 

argumentative sections where Coleridge deplores the present 

state of criticism or the deadening effects of mechanistic 

psychology his stern, righteous tone issues from an 
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oratorical stance. For the Bio~~aphia has ultimately a 

didactic purpose, and the conversion of his reader in the 

face of the present lack of principles in not only literary 

criticism but society.as a.whole was for Coleridge a cru

cial and responsible task. 

Robert Def1aria, Jr. has concisely articulated the formal 

significance of the author-reader relationship in his asser

tion that the identity of the ideal reader "as a 'character' 

is representative of the 'formal' qualities of the criticism 

within which he exists. 111° Coleridge's con?truction of his 

audience, then, his engagement with them as -v;ell as his -

delineation and encouragement of their specified responsi

bilities, is not only rhetorically effective, but functions 

as a paradigm of his criticism itself. Coleridge's author

ially created reader symbolizes his critical approach: the 

reader is, in a personal man...'"ler, an active participant in 

the work of literature; his concern is with the work as an 

organic whole and not with the author's personality or iso

lated faults; his attitude is one of respect and willing 

admiration; and his own continued self-awareness implies a 

corresponding selfless expansiveness of concern. In short, 

the ideal Coleridgean reader is a man of imaginative genius. 

Significantly, Coleridge further delineates him as a "young 

man of genius," a characteristic which also functions 

10DeMaria, The Ideal Reader, p. 463. 
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thematically in the Biographia. 

Although the autobiographical mode of the Biogranhia 

is unquestionably intermittent, its function has been 

stressed in this study, in contrast to the prevailing in

sistence on its irrelevance, because of the rich and organic 

nature of its role. Certainly the autobiographical mode 

provides nn avenue for authorial intimacy. Coleridge's 

affectionate, bemused acceptance of his youthful past 

conveys an aspect of his ethos: his lightly self-deprecat

ing tone, the mild irony with which he presents his youth

ful naivete, the honesty ot his self-assessment, and the 

modesty with which he acknowledges his former accomplish

ments are all engaging and attractive. Also, the intermit

tent moments of intense self-exposure where Coleridge, the 

present autobiographer, appears immediately affected by 

. his act of re·collection create an almost painful. intimacy 

with the reader who witnesses his author's vulnerability. 

Aside from these moments of present drama, however, we do 

not have the sense that Coleridge's sketches are directed 

toward his private self-discovery. Indeed, the force of 

these dramatic eruptions is all the more startling in light 

of their unusual occurence. Frequently at the close of a 

chapter Coleridge warms to his subject so intensely that 

the characteristic control of his autobiography seems 

briefly ohn.ttered and the intensity of his emotional out-

cry resounds. For the most part, hovmver, the 



autobiographical sketches are intended as "introductory" 

to his principles, that is, they provide the experiential 

foundation of his critical philosophy. If we acknowledge 

the Primary Imagination as the core of Coleridge's meta

physics and the Secondary Imagination as the heart of his 

philosopl:.y of criticism~ and if his arguments against the 

present state of criticism and the prevalent psychology of 

associationism are seen as preparatory to his definition of 

the Imagination, then Coleridge's autobiographical sketches 

clearly provide the "lived" basis for his first principle. 

For his lessons from Bo\vyer, his re~ding of Bowles, and 

his experience· of \1ordsworth' s poetry are presented as 

"three experienced facts about poetry1111 which stimulated 

his search for the unique intermediary faculty of the Imag

ination. Further]Jlore, t}:_le 11 retiremen~' of his young adul-c~ 

hood, stimulated by his disillusionment with the literary 

world and entailing a severe process of doubt and questicn-

i.ng, as well as the subsequent haven and stimulation which 

German literature and idealist philosophy provided, are por

trayed as contributory to his affirmation of the vital power 

of the Ima~ination. Finally, in the application of this 

first principle to the poetry of genius, the lessons learned 

in his youth and adulthood are rearticulated and reaffirmed 

in Wordsworth's poetry. If the roots of Coleridge's theory 

of the Imagination are to be found in his youthful 

176. 
11 Appleyard, Coleridge's Philosophy of Literature, p. 
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experiences with literature, the refinement and development 

of the theory are traced to his adult studieso 

The Bio~raphia,.then,.purposefully frames Coleridge's 

philosophical principles as 11 Summaries·and distillations of 

his experience, u 12 and in this sense they are essentially· 

autobiographical.. For as William. \valsh asserts: 

[Coleridge 1 s] convictions do not derJend, do not simply 
derive, either from his idealistic philosophy or his 
·Anglican theological beliefs, or from both. They are 

11 a total act of the soul • • • the v1hole state of the 
mind .. 11 • • • They \'/ere more solid and more personal 
than any purely theoretical inferences or philosophi
cal conclusions could have been.l3 

It is not merely that Col-eridge's philosophy can be traced . 

to explicit influences in his past, but that his philosophy 

reveals an attempt 11 to describe and make intelligible his 

own experience of himself in the universe.n14 Horeover, 

what he came to affirm as the core of all human-experience, 

that which unites being and·lmowing, is the inherently 

natural act of self-consciousness in which man is his essen-

tial "self11 or "I AI-1." This primary activity of our being 

consists of man, the subject, becoming "a subject by the 

act of constructing itself objectively to itself; but vlhich 

never is an object except for itself, and only so far as by 

the very same act it becomes a subject" (1:183). I would 

suggest that the autobiographical act, whether its purpose 

12wa1sh, .Q.o~erido;e: The \~!ork and the Relevance, p. 71. 

l3Ibid., p. 87. 
14naven, Patterns of Consciousness, p •. 119. 
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be the discovery of the self or the reconstruction of the 

self into a model for others,.is an artistic formalization 

of the Coleridgean doctrine of the Primary Imagination. 

For the autobiographer, regardless of the accuracy or irony 

\·lith which he approaches his task, makes· himself· the object 

of h:ls study and of his art even as he remains the subject 

or 11 I 11 who renders his life. In autobio,sraphical criti

cism this inseparable ·but double persona is frequently de

lineated as the narrator who tells the story and the pro

tagonist \V'ho enacts it. The author may purposefully try 

to separate them, but "these two figures are the same per-

son·, artist and model •••• They share the same name. No 

longer distinctly separate, the artist-model must alternate

ly pose and paint. 1115 If we recall Coleridge's considera

tion of 1803, "Seem to have made up my mind to write my 

metaphysical works as Iviy Life, n16 and his accomplishment of 

this form of the Biographia which contains at its heart the 

"rudiments of Self-construction,n17 or the doctrine of the 

Primary Imagination, we are tempted to complete the enthy

meme by positing the autobiographical mode as the artistic 

metaphor for Coleridge's epistemology. 

15william Howarth, "Some Principles of Autobiography, 11 

p. 36L~. See also Roy Pascal, Desim and Truth in Autobiog
~' p. 71 where he explicates t11e autobiogra.pherrs 11Cfou-
0Te~--character11 of subject and object. 

16Notebooks 1 (1803); 1515. 
17"To c .. -A. Tulk," September 1817, Letter 1077, IJet

ters 4:767. 
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The autobiographical sketches are also expressly de

signed for the reader's benefit, as Coleridge frequently 

remarks. In fulfillment of his didactic purpose Coleridge 

presents highly selective, controlled, autobiographical 

"spots of time 11 which function as a kind of vicarious ex-

_perience for the reader, teaching him the lessons necessary 

for the fulfillment of his role •. In this sense, Cole

ridge's autobiography is teleological, desi~1ed not to ac

complish self-discovery, but to provide an instructive 

exemplum of the development of an imaginative critic. 

Although this.form o~ "teleological autobiography"18 is 

pron_e to the distortion and idealization which results from 

viewing the past for its foreshadowing of the future, we 

may recall that implicit in Coleridge's model literary 

life is the process of organic growth in which limitations 

are ultimately fruitful and failure is contributory to 

gro~~h. Coleridge's autobiographical perspective affords 

him an organic vision of his life: his self-termed failure 

as poet is rendered as contributory to his development 

as a critic; his and \'/ordsworth's mistreatment at the hands 

of anonymc~s reviewers stimulates his commitment to a revo

lutionary criticism grounded on principles; and his phil

osophical and religious skepticism is presented as indigen-

ous to the demanding process of arriving at a more 

18see vlilliam How·arth, "Some Principles of Autobiog
raphy; 11 pp. 368-71. 
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encompassing vision. The reader; then, profits not only 

from Coleridge's unequivocal advi·se culled from experience, 

but also from·his mature, and sometimes painfully realistic, 

self-knowledge. The climax of Coleridge's mature autobiog

raphical perspective occurs in Chapter X when he acknm.,r-

-ledges to the re&.der his personal "lament" concerning "the 

negle~t of concentering my pov;ers to the realization of 

some permanent work.-" However, this brief and self-des

cribed "mourning" is transformed into an act of beneficence 

which captures the essence of his autobiographical sketches, 

when ~n Chapter xr·coleridge presents himself as an exem

plum or model to the reader: -
Happy \¥ill it be for such a man, if among his contem
poraries elder than himself he should meet \vi th one, 
who, \'lith similar pm."Jers and feelings as acute as his 
o~m, had entertained the same scruples; had acted upon 
them; and who by after-research (when the step was, 
alas! irretrievable, but for that very reason his re
search undeniably disinterested) had discovered him
self to have quarrelled \•Ti th received opinions only 
to embrace errors, to have left the direction tracked 
out for him on the high road of honorable exertion, 
only to deviate into a labyrinth, where when he had 
wandered till his head was giddy, his best good for
tune was finally to have found his 'llla::J out again, too 
late for prudence though not too late for conscience 
or for truth! Time spent in such delay is time 
won ••• (1:158-59). 

The Biographia is clearly Coleridge's "after-research," de

signed not as an apologia since his life is 11 irretrievable, 11 

but as a legacy to his reader whose genius is still vulner

able and potential. 

vli th the notable but unusual exception of the concluding 
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chapter \>There the lived experiences of 11 the past three 

years" seem to defeat Coleridge's renewed sense of voca-

tion, his overall pe~·formance as the critic of his own 

life;· his ability to"come to grips with the period of 

adult mvareness"l9 in order to turn it to the benefit of -

others also renders the Bior:ranhia a monui!lent·to his pres-

ent self~ We recall that in the openin~ chapter of the 

Biographia Coleridge's commencement of the work signified 

a 11 new formulation of responsibility towards the self,n20 

for he explicitly announces his some\vhat reluctant but 

unequivocal reentry into the literary \vorld. Furthermore, 

it is with the close of his autobiography that coleridge 

proceeds to his definition of the Imagination and, reore 

successfully, to his present performance as a practicing 

critic. It is as though the autobiographical rendition, 

which has imparted a form and a unity to the life, as v!ell 

as his direction of the meaning of his life to others, has 

renewed his confidence in the performance of his vocation. 

It is as though Coleridge's purposeful reconstruction of 

his past for the benefit of those \vho resemble his former 

self but will surpass it has effected a renewal of the 

self. For in his criticism of 1t/ordsworth' s poetry Cole

ridge's voice is most authoritative and self-assured, his 

l9Shumaker, ~~-ish Aut()biograJ2hy, p. 46. 
20 Pascal, Desi~n and Truth in Autobiogranhy, p .. 183. 
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critical powers are at their height; and his vision of the 

. future of· poetry rests secure in his certai..11. knmvledge of 

Vlorclsworth's forthcoming fame in "another age." If the 

Biographia presents a life-model to the future critic of 

genius, it ~lso serves as testimony to the humanitarian 

ru1d powerful genius of its author. 
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